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Abstract

The study of ultrafast dynamics is crucial for understanding the photophysics

of many chemical and fundamental processes. Theoretical models have become vi-

tal for providing the rationale for experimental observations. These models require

solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE). An efficient way for solv-

ing the TDSE is the MCTDH method, an algorithm for efficient propagation of

wavepackets. A pre-requisite for performing quantum dynamics is the construction

of potential energy surfaces (PES), which often require expensive electronic struc-

ture calculations, and are further complicated by non-adiabatic features such as

conical intersections.

In this thesis, the photo-excited properties of a range of aromatic molecules are

studied, including chromophores of fluorescent proteins, the most renowned being

the green fluorescent protein (GFP). Much focus is therefore given to the photo-

chemistry of GFP and its corresponding chromophore, HBDI.

The stability of the HBDI anion and its photoelectron spectrum was understood

through considering its molecular components, imidazolide and phenoxide, as well

as the totally symmetric analogues bis-imidazoloxy and bis-phenoxy. A vibronic

coupling Hamiltonian was developed for each molecule to calculate the photoelec-

tron spectrum. Good agreement with experimental data was achieved, indicating

the fitted surfaces provide accurate PES. From the results, the contribution of the

phenoxide and imidazolide ring to the photophysics of HBDI was determined.

A simple linear vibronic coupling Hamiltonian has been developed to calculate

the photoelectron spectra for the two lowest bands of phenol. The obtained spectra

were in good agreement with experiment, however an alternative assignment of the

vibrational fine structure is proposed. The existence of a conical intersection be-

tween D0 and D1 was found and its effect on the photodynamics determined from
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diabatic state populations. The ion surfaces, along with those for the excited states,

are necessary for modelling time-resolved photoelectron spectra to complement ex-

perimental data. To ensure accuracy of the S1 and S2 surfaces, the absorption

spectrum of phenol was also calculated.

Two alternative methods for calculating PESs are then investigated. The first

uses gradients and second derivatives from Hessian calculations to express the poten-

tials for all normal modes as displaced harmonic potentials. This methodology was

applied to calculating the absorption and emission spectra for a range of anthracene

derivatives and linear polyacenes. The success and limitations of the model are eval-

uated. The second is the recently developed DD-vMCG method, where Gaussian

wavepackets are propagated on PES calculated “on-the-fly”. Using this approach,

the excited state proton transfer in GFP is studied and the mechanism elucidated.

Despite the dynamics not being fully completed, preliminary results provide details

on the mechanism, in support of previous studies.
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“No fair! You changed the outcome by measuring it!”

Professor Hubert J. Farnsworth

The Luck of the Fryrish

Futurama, Season 3, Episode 36, Fox Television, March 11, 2001
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The effect of light on daily life has been known for millenia. For many, such influ-

ences have come from the main source of light for us, the sun. Some of the earliest

applications of light were the sun bleaching of fabrics - on bleachfields. The interac-

tion of light with atoms and molecules was first reported in the 17th Century, when

the influence of light on silver salts was noted. Johann Heinrich Schulze observed

the photosensitivity of silver nitrate crystals, which turned dark upon exposure to

sunlight. Soon after, Jean Hellot discovered that silver solutions in aqua fortis made

ink invisible, only to reappear when exposed to sunlight [1]. The ability of light to

affect, or even initiate, chemical reactions was first noted in the 18th Century. The

first organic photochemical reaction is often attributed to Trommsdorf [2]. Around

this time, von Grotthus determined that phosphorescent light was of different wave-

length to the absorbed light [3], whilst Draper stated that only light rays that are

absorbed can produce a chemical reaction, with the rate of reaction proportional to

the intensity of the light [4]. These two observations led to the 1st law of photo-

chemistry: light must be absorbed by a molecule for a photo-chemical reaction to

occur.

The early 20th Century saw the beginning of a quantitative approach to the

interaction of light and matter. The emission of light of different frequencies from

hydrogen had already been noted by Balmer [5]. In fact, the radiation of light by
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any hot body i.e. blackbody radiation, was confounding physicists. From classical

physics, the Rayleigh-Jeans law predicted that, regardless of temperature, the total

energy radiated from a blackbody was infinite. This was clearly an absurd outcome.

The now famous solution was proposed by Planck, who suggested the energy of

electromagnetic radiation to be quantised [6]. This energy was proportional to the

frequency, with a proportionality constant, h.

This concept was fundamental to the emergence of quantum mechanics and was

also used by Einstein to explain the photoelectric effect. This phenomenon was

related to the emission of electrons from metal surfaces. Such emission, however,

occurred regardless of the intensity, but depended on the frequency of incoming

light. Indeed, emission was only observed when the frequency exceeded a threshold

value. Einstein’s theory proposed that the electromagnetic field was quantised and

consisted of packets of energy, later to be named photons [7, 8].

Since that time, the branch of photochemistry - interaction of light with molecules

- has developed rapidly. Its application can be found in all areas of chemistry, from

organic reactions to activating initiators for polymerisation, from the development

of light emitting devices to biomedical probes, and many more.

One important area devoted to the interaction of light with molecules is spec-

troscopy. The word spectroscopy is a combination of the Latin “spectrum” meaning

apparition or image, and the ancient Greek “skopa” meaning to see. Molecular spec-

troscopy has numerous forms, allowing a range of properties to be probed. Most of

these techniques begin with molecules in the ground state, before subsequently being

excited to higher energy electronic states. The majority of Chemistry is concerned

only with the ground electronic state and related properties such as conformations,

transition states, vibrational frequencies and bonding. The importance of molecular

dynamics and excited state chemistry cannot however be overlooked and is vital in

explaining experimental observations.
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Fig. 1.1: A Jablonski diagram illustrating the various photodynamic processes that can
occur following excitation with light. S0 is the ground electronic state, S1 and S2 are
excited singlet states and T1 is the lowest triplet state.
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Upon excitation, numerous pathways become available, allowing transitions be-

tween different electronic states of the molecule. The various photodynamics pro-

cesses that can occur are illustrated in the Jablonski diagram, Figure 1.1. One

form of excitation is through absorption of a photon and subsequent promotion of

an electron into an unoccupied orbital. This excess energy can then be dissipated

through radiative and non-radiative processes. Vibrational relaxation is the dissipa-

tion of this excess energy through vibrational motion of the molecule itself or energy

transfer to its surroundings. This relaxes the excited state to its lowest vibrational

level. Overlap between vibrational levels of different electronic states, but having

the same spin multiplicity, results in internal conversion (IC), another non-radiative

transition. IC is illustrated in Figure 1.1 between the S2 and S1 states. Both of

these processes are rapid, on the scale of femtoseconds.

Relaxation can also occur through fluorescence, a radiative process with emission

of a photon. In general, photoemission usually only occurs in appreciable yield from

the lowest excited state of a given multiplicity. This is known as Kasha’s rule [9].

Transitions to states of different multiplicity are also possible. This is known

as intersystem crossing (ISC) and is another non-radiative process. For molecules

with large spin-orbit coupling, intersystem crossing is more likely to occur. The

rate of ISC is also increased if the transition involves a change in orbital type e.g.

1ππ∗ → 3n, an effect known as El Sayed’s rule [10, 11]. Following ISC, relaxation

to the ground state can occur via two radiative processes as shown in Figure 1.1.

The first is phosphorescence, where photoemission results in direct relaxation to

the ground state. The other is delayed fluorescence, where a transition back to the

lowest singlet excited state precedes photoemission.

Other photodynamic processes include transitions to unbound states, leading to

dissociation or photofragmentation [12]. Fast radiationless relaxation can also occur

when two potential energy surfaces (PES) cross. This is a conical intersection (CoI)
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and is an important feature in photochemistry and throughout this thesis [13].

One class of molecules that often exhibit rich and varied photochemistry is aro-

matic molecules. There is no strict or concise definition of aromaticity. For many,

Hückel’s rule provides a good guide as to whether a molecule is aromatic, although

proton NMR perhaps provides the strongest evidence. Hückel’s rule states that

a system can be considered aromatic if it is a planar, fully conjugated monocycle

containing 4n+ 2 π-electrons.

The earliest and most renowned example of aromaticity is benzene. The π-

molecular orbitals for benzene are shown in Figure 1.2(a). Using six p-orbitals, one

centred on each carbon, results in six molecular π-orbitals, three bonding and three

anti-bonding. The lowest energy, and most stable, is the all in-phase combination.

The HOMO for benzene is a pair of degenerate π-molecular orbitals containing one

nodal plane. The lowest anti-bonding molecular orbital (LUMOs) consist of another

pair of degenerate π-orbitals with two nodal planes. The least stable orbital is the all

out-of-phase combination, with three nodal planes. The six π-electrons completely

fill the three bonding orbitals leading to a closed shell configuration and giving

benzene maximum stability. The electron density of these π-orbitals is distributed

over the entire ring system and the electrons are said to be delocalised.

Typically, molecules composed of multiple benzene rings fused together are also

aromatic. This includes the linear fusing of two benzene rings (naphthalene), three

benzene rings (anthracene) and so on. Non-linear combinations such as phenan-

threne, pyrene and coronene are aromatic too.

Ring systems containing heteroatoms can also be aromatic. Imidazole, a 5-

membered ring containing two nitrogens satisfies Hückel’s rules and is therefore

aromatic. The 2p π-orbitals for imidazole are shown in Figure 1.2(b). The nitrogen

bound to a proton is not π-bonded, but contributes its lone pair into the system.

This gives imidazole 6 π-electrons and fulfills Hückel’s rules. The lone pair of the
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N NH N N
H

(b)

(a)

Fig. 1.2: A diagram showing the molecular orbitals of (a) benzene and (b) imidazole. For
benzene, the lowest energy bonding orbitals are all in-phase and hence delocalised around
the ring. The diagram for imidazole shows how the lone pair for one of the nitrogens is
delocalised, whilst for the other nitrogen the lone pair lies in the plane.
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other nitrogen resides in the plane of the ring, and hence is not involved in the

delocalisation.

Benzene exhibits rich and varied photochemistry and for this reason has been

extensively studied. Upon excitation, benzene can undergo several different compet-

ing relaxation pathways back to the ground state. At low excess energy, excitation

to the S1 state results in appreciable fluorescence (channel 1) or decay through ISC

to low lying triplet states (channel 2) [14, 15]. At higher excess energies, the loss of

fluorescence [16, 17] was observed, resulting from the onset of a new photodynamic

process (channel 3). Explanations for this attributed the process to a CoI leading

to population of a dark state [18]. In addition to the variety of radiative and non-

radiative decay, photochemical rearrangements can also occur to form the isomers

fulvene, benzvalene and Dewar benzene [19–21].

Combined experimental and quantum dynamic studies have shown the channel

3 decay process to involve competition between two ultrafast processes, IC and ISC,

that occur on similar timescales. The near degeneracy of the S1 and T2 states allows

for efficient ISC, despite benzene having weak spin orbit coupling [22,23].

Azulene, an isomer of naphthalene, is another planar aromatic system that ex-

hibits unusual photochemistry. In violation of Kasha’s rule, emission is observed

from the S2 state rather than S1, an observation first reported by Beer and Longuet-

Higgins [24]. This behaviour is usually attributed to the large S1-S2 gap that is

assumed to make IC relatively slow. Fluorescence from the S1 state has been ob-

served, although it is extremely weak with a quantum yield, Φf = 10−6 [25]. The

lifetime of the S1 state was found to be very short, with decay through non-radiative

decay to the ground state taking place in under 1 ps [26–28].

Using semi-classical models, Bearpark et al. proposed that non-radiative decay

occurs via a conical intersection within a femtosecond time scale [29]. The simulation

also indicated the decay to take place before a single oscillation through the crossing
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S0

S1

Fig. 1.3: Potential energy surface for azulene showing the conical intersection between the
S0 and S1 states. Changes to the ground state structure in the S1 state and approaching
the intersection are also shown.
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is completed. The PESs for the S1 and S0 states leading to the intersection are

shown in Figure 1.3. The change to the ground state geometry in the excited state

and at the intersection are also shown. Amatatsu and Komura investigated the

reaction coordinate leading to this intersection [30]. Upon excitation to the S1

state, the planar, aromatic structure of azulene is seen to change. The transannular

bond increases its double bond character and there is a decrease in aromaticity of

the peripheral bonds. At the intersection, the geometry distorts to become non-

planar, but upon decay to the ground state rapidly recovers its planar, aromatic

form. Fluorescence, and phosphorescence, from higher excited states is not unique

to azulene and has been observed for a range of organic molecules [31].

Delocalisation is also present for systems with a series of overlapping p-orbitals

over which the π-electrons can extend. Such systems are said to be conjugated.

Typically conjugated systems are formed from alternating single and multiple bonds,

and can incorporate aromatic molecules. Chromophores are molecules, or part of a

molecule, that are highly conjugated and where absorption of light occurs. They are

the primary location of photodynamic activity, typically seen as changes in geometry

and are responsible for the colour of the molecule. Chromophores are extensively

found in biomolecules where they are embedded in protein matrices.

Retinal is the chromophore found within rhodospin, the molecule responsible for

vision. The primary photochemistry is the conversion from 11-cis retinal to its all

trans form [33]. This reactivity is attributed to a conical intersection between the

ground (S0) and S1 states [34,35]. The PES along the cis-trans isomerisation for the

S0 and S1 states of retinal are shown in Figure 1.4.

Absorption of light excites the 11-cis isomer to the S1 excited state. Within

80 fs, the conical intersection is reached, by which point the molecule is highly

strained [36]. From here, the majority of the photoproduct is the trans isomer, thus

completing the isomerisation [32]. A small minority of the cis-isomer is also formed.
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Some chromophore containing proteins are described by the colour of their flu-

orescence, the most famous being the Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP). GFP was

first isolated from the Aequorea victoria jellyfish (in conjunction with a separate

fluorescent protein, aequorin) and reported in 1962 by Shimomura [37], who sub-

sequently published its emission spectrum [38]. Properties of the aequorin protein

were detailed towards the end of the decade [39]. The emission spectra from GFP

showed a peak centred at 508 nm, whilst the co-protein aequorin, which displayed

blue luminescence, had a peak around 470 nm. This value was noted to be close to

one of the GFP excited peaks, leading to a hypothesis that the GFP could convert

the blue emission of the aequorin into the characteristic green colour.

N

N

E
n
e
rg

y

Isomerisation Coordinate

Trans

Cis

S0

S1

Fig. 1.4: Potential energy surface along the cis-trans isomerisation coordinate showing
the conversion from 11-cis retinal to trans retinal as mediated by a conical intersection
between the S0 and S1 states. Figure adapted from [32].
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Morise et al. [40] managed to purify, crystallise and partially characterise GFP.

It was known that the jellyfish, Aequorea victoria, emitted green light whereas the

protein extracted from it, aequorin, emitted blue light in the presence of Ca+ ions, a

phenomenon reported to occur in other bioluminescent marine organisms by Morin

[41]. Morise, therefore, postulated that an in vitro energy transfer takes place from

the blue emitting aequorin to GFP, resulting in the trade-mark green fluorescence.

The so called ‘GFP revolution’ is usually described as having started in the 1990s,

when the cover of an issue of Science, containing the work of Chalfie et al. [42],

displayed the striking green glow of the sensory neurons in Caenorhabditis elegans.

The work itself was a breakthrough in cell biology, but also in GFP research as it

showed that it was possible to clone GFP and express it in other organisms. This

work was verified by Tsuji who also reported the expression gene and fluorescence

of GFP [43]. Earlier work had been carried out by Prasher et al., who reported the

expression and cloning of the aequorin protein [44] and later detailed the primary

structure of wild-type GFP (wtGFP) [45].

The 3D crystal structure of GFP was resolved by two different groups in quick

succession. Ormo et al. published the structure of the Thr65 variant of GFP at 1.9 Å

resolution [46]. In a separate study, the structure of wtGFP was also resolved to the

same resolution by Yang et al. and was shown to exhibit a new type of protein fold,

coined beta-can [47]. These crystal structures helped to elucidate the position of

the chromophore central to the bio-luminescent properties of GFP. A representation

of the structure is shown in Figure 1.5. The work in the discovery, expression and

development of GFP culminated in the 2008 Nobel Prize for Chemistry being shared

by Chalfie, Osamu and Tsien [48].

The identification and structure of the chromophore was first proposed by Shi-

momura [49] who suggested it comprises a phenoxy moiety attached to an imidazole

ring by an ethylene bridge. Later work by Cody et al. characterised the chromophore
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Fig. 1.5: Structure of GFP drawn in cartoon style showing the beta can conformation.
The chromophore can be seen residing inside the protein. The actual structure of the
HBDI chromophore is shown top. (Taken from the PDB: 1EMA as deposited by Ormo
and Remington [46]).
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when released as a hexapeptide after papain digestion of GFP. The proposed struc-

ture [50] differed from Shimomura’s through the amino acid residues attached at the

1- and 2- position of the imidazole ring, although the core structure of phenoxy and

imidazole moieties remained. Further work undertaken by Niwa et al. determined

the structure to contain 4-hydroxybenzylidene-imidazolinone. It was also noted how

the environment and conformation of this chromophore had a substantial impact on

its fluorescence.

Structure elucidation showed the chromophore, p-hydroxybenzylidene-imidazolinone

(p-HBDI), to be an essential component of the protein backbone. Furthermore, the

central localisation of the chromophore completely protects it from the bulk solvent

and has also been attributed to the high quantum yield of fluorescence by prevent-

ing O2 from quenching the excited state [46]. Perhaps most remarkable is that

excitation of the chromophore results in an excited state proton transfer (ESPT)

and deprotonation of the chromophore’s phenol group. This conversion of HBDI

from the neutral to anion form is crucial as it is the anion that gives rise to the

eponymous fluorescence in GFP. A biosynthetic scheme for the formation of HBDI

from the protein’s own sequence was postulated and reported by Heim [51] and

subsequently showed that the final formation step requires O2 and is a time-gated

procedure; negating the use of any enzymes in the procedure. Since then, there have

been numerous studies of the structure of GFP and HBDI [52–56].

The photophysics of GFP has been extensively studied both experimentally and

computationally, and yet the exact mechanism by which the fluorescence operates

is still the subject of uncertainty and debate [57–59]. What is unusual about GFP’s

photophysics, is that both HBDI itself, and the denatured form of GFP, do not

fluoresce [60–63], with quantum yield measurements reported as being 2 × 10−4.

This itself seems to correlate well with other fluorescent proteins [64–66], however,

it is all the more striking considering that the quantum yield of GFP itself is over
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0.8 [67]. This emphasises the role of the protein matrix and indeed the environment

on the chromophore.

ESPT has been found to occur for similar fluorescent proteins, for which struc-

tures are shown in Figure 1.6. Using electronic structure calculations, Wu et al.

reported excited-state intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT) in the blue fluores-

cent protein, which also resulted in dual emission [68]. The ESIPT was determined

to occur within 18 ps, much longer than GFP, with an associated barrier of 0.26 eV.

Upon excitation to S1, the system initially relaxed to a local minimum. Following

this, two competitive relaxation pathways were possible. The first was the ESIPT

and the second was photoisomerisation, converting the structure from planar to

the rings being perpendicular. ESPT was also seen for the red fluorescent protein,

LSSmKate1, and used to explain its large Stokes shift. Using molecular dynamics
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Fig. 1.6: Structures of other fluorescent proteins for which excited proton transfer occurs.
Shown is (a) the blue fluorescent protein and (b) the red fluorescent protein, LSSmKate1.
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and quantum chemistry calculations, Chen et al. deduced that excitation to S1 leads

to migration of electrons from the phenol ring to the N-acylimine, enhancing the

acidity of the phenolic proton [69]. Eventually, deprotonation of this group leaves

an anionic intermediate from which the experimental fluorescence is observed. A

further conformation change, similar to that seen in GFP, was reported to be very

slow.

As well as proteins, ESPT has also been reported for other biologically important

molecules. ESIPT has been observed in several fluorescent nucleobases and nucleo-

side analogues [70]. To study the N-H to N hydrogen bonding between nucleobases

in DNA, Horke et al. used ammonia dimers as a model to study the ESPT [71].

Using photoelectron spectroscopy imaging studies, it was determined that exciting

the ammonia dimer populates the A′′ state. In this state, proton transfer takes

place within 130 fs to form NH4NH2. From here, two decay processes are possible:

non-adiabatic crossing to the A′ state through a conical intersection within 50 fs

followed by charge transfer and reverse proton transfer to form the ground state

dimer; or dissociation into NH2 and NH4.

The transfer of a proton along a wire of hydrogen bonded molecules has also been

observed in other systems. Georgieva et al. studied the ESPT of 7-hydroxy-4-methyl

coumarin along a hydrogen-bonded water wire consisting of three water molecules

(shown in Figure 1.7(a)) [72]. The waters bridge between the proton donating O-H

and the proton accepting carbonyl group. Liu et al. instead studied the ESPT

dynamics of a hydrogen-bonded wire comprising acetic acid molecules [73]. For 6-

hydroxyquinoline, it was found that at least three acetic acid molecules were needed

to establish a proton wire between the proton accepting and donating groups (Figure

1.7(b)). The results showed that transfer begins with protonation of the nitrogen,

with a negligible barrier, and concludes with deprotonation of the phenol. Further

investigation of the effect of the number of water molecules on the ESPT mechanism
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was studied by Tang et al. for 2,6-diazaindole(H2O)n clusters [74]. They found that

no mechanism for ESPT was possible with two waters but did exist for three and four

waters. The adopted conformations are shown in Figure 1.7(c). The mechanisms in

both of these proton wires start with movement of the proton from the N-H to the

water and occurs in a concerted manner, with an energy barrier of 0.14 eV. Solvent

dependency on the ESPT leading to dissociation in hydroxyaryls has been reported

by Agmon [75].

There has been much attention given to finding applications for molecules that
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Fig. 1.7: Structures for molecules that undergo excited state proton transfer through a pro-
ton wire consisting of hydrogen bonded molecules. (a) shows 7-hydroxy-4-methylcoumarin
with a three water proton wire and (b) shows 6-hydroxyquinoline with a three acetic acid
wire. (c) is 2,6-diazaindole.(H2O)n clusters for n = 3 and 4.
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undergo ESPT. One of the earliest and most fascinating uses 3-hydroxyflavone as a

laser dye. In this molecule, the process of ESPT and reverse proton transfer in the

ground state creates a four state system similar to how lasers operate, as shown in

Figure 1.8 [76]. A large population inversion is achieved creating a photoinduced

molecular laser.

A range of molecules that undergo ESIPT have been touted for use as fluores-

cent probes or in organic optoelectronics [77, 78]. These generally involve aromatic

containing molecules that undergo conversion from the enol to keto form through

intramolecular proton transfer. It has been possible to control the rate of ESPT by

changing the groups bonded to the aromatic ring (R) and the nitrogen (R′) [79].

When R and R′ are both hydrogens, no ESPT is observed. For R′= CN and R = H

or CH3, slow ESPT occurs. When, however, R is a tosyl group and R′ = H or CN,

then ultrafast proton transfer takes place.

A review into ESPT and elucidating their mechanism has been recently detailed

by Zhou and Han using ab initio methods [80]. Despite the breadth of theoretical

work, they note that further work is needed in locating and discerning transition

states in the mechanism.

In this thesis, the photodynamic properties of aromatic molecules are studied.

Particular attention is also given to the chromophore found in GFP, HBDI. In Chap-

ter 4, the photoelectron spectrum of HBDI is discussed and its spectrum and elec-

tronic structure investigated by considering its components: imidazolide and phe-

noxide. The totally symmetric analogues, bis-imidazoloxy and bis-phenoxy are also

studied and their relation to the stability and photoelectron spectrum of HBDI dis-

cussed. Chapter 5, focuses on the aromatic molecule, phenol, which like benzene

has interesting photochemistry. The excited states along the O-H stretch mode have

received much attention due to the presence of several conical intersections, leading

to photodissociation of the hydroxy proton. Conversely, the ionised states of phenol
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Fig. 1.8: A schematic showing the potential energy surfaces along the tautomerism path-
way of 3-hydroxyflavone. This creates a four state system facilitating the large population
inverse necessary for laser operation.
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have received less attention. Here, the two lowest ion states of phenol are studied

and the photoelectron spectrum calculated. In addition, surfaces for the S1 state

are obtained and the absorption spectrum calculated.

In Chapter 6, the absorption and emission spectra for a range of aromatic

molecules, the linear polyacenes and anthracene derivatives, are calculated using

a simple, automated procedure. This method constructs simple models of the PESs

in the form of shifted Harmonic potentials. The molecules studied highlight the

successes and limitations of this methodology and also the accuracy of electronic

structure methods for calculating excited states of aromatic systems. Finally, Chap-

ter 7 details the proposed mechanism for the ESPT in GFP and construction of a

model system to study and elucidate the mechanism. In this work, the DD-vMCG

method, where the PES is calculated “on-the-fly”, as opposed to being pre-calculated

and fitted, is introduced. The preliminary results are discussed and their support

for previous experimental and theoretical studies.
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Chapter 2

Theory

The models used to study physical systems are built upon theoretical frameworks

governed by a set of mathematical principles. This chapter outlines the key theories

pertinent to this thesis. The theories underpinning the computational techniques

are described in Chapter 3.

2.1 The nuclear Schrödinger equation

As with any quantum mechanical study, the core equation to be solved is the non-

relativistic, time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE):

i~
∂Ψ(r, t)

∂t
= ĤΨ(r, t) (2.1)

from which one can obtain a range of properties for the system under consideration.

The function Ψ(r, t) is known as the wavefunction and contains a full description of

the physical system; Ĥ is the molecular Hamiltonian. The full Hamiltonian for the

nuclei and electrons can be written as:

Ĥ(R, r) = T̂n(R) + T̂e(r) + Û(R, r) (2.2)

Here the first and second terms equate to the kinetic energy operators of the nuclei

and electrons, respectively. The final term describes the potential energy and is a

function dependent on both the nuclei and the electrons.
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This Hamiltonian can be partitioned into two terms: the nuclear kinetic energy

and an electronic Hamiltonian, Ĥel, containing the remaining terms:

Ĥ(R, r) = T̂n(R) + Ĥel(R, r) (2.3a)

Ĥel(R, r) = T̂e(r) + Û(R, r) (2.3b)

Within the electronic Hamiltonian (equation (2.3b)) the nuclear coordinate becomes

parameterised and so for any value of R a set of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues can

be determined, as shown in equation (2.4a). These eigenfunctions can then be used

as a basis to expand the wavefunction to solve the Schrödinger equation [81,82]:

ĤelΦ(R, r) = Vi(R)Ψi(r; R) (2.4a)

Ψ(R, r) =
∑
i

χi(R)Φi(r; R) (2.4b)

Insertion of equation (2.4b) into equation (2.1) and multiplication by 〈Φj| results in

a set of coupled equations for the nuclear functions, χ:

[
T̂n + Vj

]
χj −

∑
Λ̂jiχi = i~

∂

∂t
χj (2.5)

with Λ̂ji being a non-adiabatic coupling operator of the form:

Λ̂ji = δjiT̂n − 〈Φj|T̂n|Φi〉 (2.6)

These operate in the space of the nuclear coordinates and detail the dynamical

interaction between nuclear and electron motion.

By adopting rectilinear coordinates and atomic units, plus a suitable reduced

mass scale, the kinetic energy operator can be formulated as:

T̂n = − 1

2M
∇2 (2.7)
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from which the non-adiabatic coupling operator can be defined as:

Λ̂ji =
1

2M

(
2Fij.∇+Gij

)
(2.8)

where Fij is a derivative coupling vector and Gij a scalar second-derivative coupling

term:

Fij = 〈φi|∇φj〉 (2.9a)

Gij = 〈φi|∇2φj〉 (2.9b)

Within this framework, the nuclear Schrödinger equation can be re-written as

the following [83]: [
− 1

2M

(
∇ + F

)2
+ V

]
χ = i~

∂

∂t
χj (2.10)

The Schrödinger equation, as given in equation (2.10), contains the complete and

infinite set of adiabatic electronic states. This, however, renders it impractical and

so its utility is facilitated by approximations, which make it manageable.

2.2 Born-Oppenheimer and Adiabatic approxima-

tions

Given the infinite nature of the full Schrödinger equation as described above, it

is inevitable that approximations are required to make it wieldable. Historically,

initial approximations rested on the separation of nuclear and electronic motion.

Early attempts focused on expanding the solutions of the Schrödinger equation

in powers of some small quantity, κ, a ratio between the electronic and nuclear

masses. In 1927, Born and Oppenheimer [84] published their seminal paper, using

perturbation theory to determine the index of κ to be:

κ =
1

M

1/4

(2.11)
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This was used to justify representing the wavefunction as a single product:

Ψ(R, r) = χ(R)Φ(r; R) (2.12)

Using this to solve the Schrödinger equation yields an alternative, but equivalent,

form of equation (2.5): [
T̂n + V − Λ̂

]
χ = i~

∂

∂t
χ (2.13)

and Λ̂ = Λ̂ii i.e. the non-adiabatic coupling operator for the state of interest only

contains non-zero terms on the diagonal.

Ignoring Λ̂ altogether, and hence the non-adiabatic coupling, results in the adi-

abatic approximation: [
T̂n + V

]
χ = i~

∂

∂t
χ (2.14)

Within this approximation all states are decoupled and the nuclei return to being

parametric over PESs formed by the electrons. In other words, the electronic energy

is sufficient to provide the potential surface for nuclear motion.

An alternate approach, yet one that yields the same results as above, can be

derived from the context of non-adiabatic coupling. Whilst the Schrödinger equation

contains the infinite set of adiabatic electronic states, only those close in energy

contribute significant non-adiabatic coupling. The logical approach therefore is to

truncate the set of states to include only those of relevance. This, now finite, set of

states are then decoupled from the other adiabatic states. The Schrödinger equation

is no longer the full version but now takes on the same form as in equation (2.13).

Here it is referred to as the group Born-Oppenheimer approximation [83], where the

dimensions of Λ̂ equates to the number of states in the set.

Taking the limit of the set containing a single state results in the Born-Oppenheimer

approximation (BOA), whilst ignoring non-adiabatic coupling completely leads to

equation (2.14), the adiabatic approximation.

It can be seen, therefore, that the separability of electronic and nuclear motion
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is made possible due to the large mass ratio between the nuclei and electrons. This

is clearly evident in the non-adiabatic coupling operator, equation (2.8), with the

1/2M pre-factor indicating dependence on the mass. Thus, a large mass will reduce

the magnitude of the coupling.

It is crucial to note that the non-adiabatic coupling operator, Λ̂, also has a

dependency on the derivative coupling, F. Applying the gradient operator ∇ to the

electronic Schrödinger equation (equation (2.3b)) and utilising the definition for F as

outlined in equation (2.9a) provides a useful expression for the derivative couplings

in an off-diagonal form of the Hellmann-Feynman theorem:

Fij =
〈Φi|(∇Ĥel)|Φj〉

Vj − Vi
for i 6= j (2.15)

Noting the denominator, it is evident that states with a large energetic separation

will have small coupling.

From this argument, it is possible to truncate the Schrödinger equation by ig-

noring any non-adiabatic coupling between weakly coupled states (those with large

energetic separation). The result is the group BOA:

[
− 1

2M

(
∇ + F (g)

)2
+ W(g)

]
χ(g) = i~

∂

∂t
χ(g) (2.16)

where the (g) index emphasises the inclusion of only a subset of states. Unfortu-

nately, the operator still includes coupling to states outside the specified subset.

This can be seen in the “dressed potential energy” matrix elements of W, where the

index of summation, k /∈ g, runs over states outside the selected group:

W
(g)
ij = Viδij +

1

2M

∑
k/∈g

〈∇Φi|Φk〉〈Φk|∇Φj〉 (2.17)

Under the assumptions that the mass is large and the coupling to states outside of

{g} is small, then the sum in W can be ignored to arrive at the group adiabatic
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approximation:

[
− 1

2M

(
∇ + F (g)

)2
+ V(g)

]
χ(g) = i~

∂

∂t
χ(g) (2.18)

Inspection of equations (2.16) and (2.18) illustrate the differing conditions upon

which each approximation holds. The BOA rests on being able to separate nuclear

and electronic motion, whilst the adiabatic approximation is conditional on the size

of the derivative coupling between states. As such, the BOA is valid only when the

adiabatic approximation holds true.

From this argument, one can return to the non-adiabatic operator, Λ̂ij, which

has been shown to depend inversely upon the mass of the system and the derivative

coupling vector, Fij. The derivative coupling vector itself depends inversely on the

energy gap between surfaces and can be neglected for large energetic separations.

As states become closer in energy the coupling will increase and surpass the mass

factor. The effect is the coupling of nuclear motion on different surfaces. At the

point the two surfaces become degenerate i.e. i = j, the coupling becomes infinite

and the adiabatic approximation breaks down. These points of degeneracies and

their implications are discussed in Section 2.4. This scenario can be resolved by

moving from an adiabatic framework to using diabatic states.

2.3 The Diabatic Representation

Solving the group adiabatic approximation, equation (2.18), is very difficult due to

the terms present in F.∇. Complications in this non-local operator arise through

its description of coupling between electronic states by nuclear momentum and the

occurrence of singularities at crossing points. In order to render the group adiabatic

approximation practical, it is desirable to implement a diabatic basis [85–89].

The choice of basis set is a matter of preference. In the previous section the

choice of basis set was the eigenfunctions of the electronic Hamiltonian (equation
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(2.4a)). These basis functions can be transformed to a new basis set, Φi, by a unitary

transformation, U:

UU† = 1 (2.19)

This implies the nuclear wavefunction has also been transformed as:

χ̃ = U†χ (2.20)

due to the invariance of the total wavefunction, Ψ(R, r), as in equation (2.4b). The

question that remains is whether such invariance of the wavefunction is applicable

to the group BOA with a set of (g) states:

[
− 1

2M

(
∇+ F(g)

)2
+ W(g)

]
χ(g) = i~

∂

∂t
χ(g) (2.21)

A unitary transformation of the electronic basis set:

Φ̂ = S(R)Φ (2.22)

results in the following transformation of the group BOA:

[
− 1

2M

(
∇+ F̃

)2
+ W̃

]
χ = i~

∂

∂t
χ (2.23)

with W̃ the transformed dressed potential matrix and F̃ the transformed derivative

coupling matrix:

W̃ = S†WS (2.24a)

F̃ = S†FS + S†(∇S) (2.24b)

Comparison of equations (2.21) and (2.23) shows the group BOA is invariant to

a local gauge transformation. An example of such a transformation is given in

Appendix A.1.

A further point of consideration is whether there exists a local gauge transforma-

tion that negates non-adiabatic couplings. Inspection of the transformed derivative
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coupling matrix (equation (2.24b)) shows that the non-adiabatic coupling can be

negated if the following can be solved:

FS + (∇S) = 0 (2.25)

leading to the Schrödinger equation in diabatic form:

[
− 1

2M

(
∇21 + W̃)

]
χ = i~

∂

∂t
χ (2.26)

This form comprises a diagonal kinetic energy operator with the couplings between

electronic states housed within the potential energy matrix.

An issue of extreme importance, and one so far bypassed within this theoretical

framework, concerns the legitimacy of strictly diabatic states [90]. A number of

different methodologies have been formulated in the construction of diabatic states

[91]. One simple approach is outlined in Appendix A.2.

Strictly diabatic states are possible, so long as the derivative coupling between

states inside the group to those outside can be ignored. This is only the case for

a one-dimensional problem, i.e. consideration of one degree of freedom, such as

diatomic molecules. For polyatomics, only quasi-diabatic bases can be achieved

through a transformation aimed at minimising the non-adiabatic operator.

2.4 Conical Intersections

Since the derivative coupling vector depends upon the energetic separation between

two electronic states, i and j, then as the states become closer in energy a point of

degeneracy is reached when i = j. At this point the adiabatic and BOA break down

as nuclear and electronic motion becomes coupled. This degeneracy is indicative

of points at which the potential energy surfaces of i and j cross. Such a crossing

is denoted a conical intersection (CoI). CoIs are observed throughout this thesis,

particularly in the study of the photoelectron spectrum of phenol (Chapter 5). A
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major accomplishment of this study was the discovery of a previously unreported

CoI between the D0 and D1 states. It is therefore necessary to outline the theory used

in this thesis to describe CoIs. The occurrence of crossing points was first proved by

von Neumann and Wigner in 1929 [13] and their importance in explaining ultra-fast

radiationless processes was established as early as 1937 by Teller [92].

The use of diabatic states, as outlined in the previous section, are vital in pro-

viding a theoretical framework of CoIs. Expanding the potential matrix elements

of the diabatic potential operator, W, as a Taylor expansion around some point R0

leads to:

W(R) = W(0) + W(1) + W(2) + . . . (2.27)

Making use of a unitary transformation allows the diabatic basis at R0 to be taken

as equal to the adiabatic basis. Now, the adiabatic potential surfaces become the

eigenvalues of the diabatic potential matrices:

V = SWS† (2.28)

For a two state system the adiabatic surfaces are thus given as:

V± = Σ±
√

∆2 +W 2
12 (2.29)

where

Σ = 1
2
(W11 +W22); ∆ = 1

2
(W22 −W11) (2.30)

The first-order terms can be expressed as:

W
(1)
11 = κ(1).R; W

(1)
22 = κ(2).R (2.31)

and

1
2
(W

(1)
22 −W

(1)
11 ) = δ.R; W

(1)
12 = λ.R (2.32)

where δ is a gradient difference vector and λ a linear coupling vector.
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Taking R0 to now be the point of degeneracy demands that ∆2 and W 2
12 in

equation (2.29) equal zero. This can only occur when the two vectors are indepen-

dent functions of different coordinates. Since near the degeneracy ∆ ≈ δ.R and

W12 ≈ λ.R, then to first-order (linearly) the energetic degeneracy is lifted in the

space spanned by the vectors δ and λ. This is a consequence of the von Neumann-

Wigner theorem [13, 93]. This manifests itself, with respect to the potential energy

surfaces, as a double cone with a meeting point corresponding to the point of de-

generacy.

Consideration of symmetry is also useful for understanding and explaining CoIs.

The terms in equation (2.32), the gradient difference and linear coupling vectors,

are only non-zero if:

Γs ⊗ Γs′ ⊗ Γα ⊃ A (2.33)

hence the products of the symmetries for the two electronic states and the nuclear

coordinate contain the totally-symmetric mode. As a result, should the states have

different symmetry then the gradient difference will only occur along totally sym-

metric modes, whereas the first-order linear coupling terms will be non-zero for non-

totally symmetric modes. Situations also arise where the states are degenerate i.e.

have non-Abelian symmetry such as T or E. This results in the Jahn-Teller effect.

The Jahn-Teller theorem states that asymmetrically filled degenerate orbitals will

bring about a geometric distortion that lifts the degeneracy [94,95]. This distortion

will occur along a non-totally symmetric vibration [96, 97]. Detailed analysis using

group theory has lead to different classifications of Jahn-Teller degeneracies [98]. The

application of symmetry in molecular photochemistry is discussed more in Section

2.5.

Whilst the application of symmetry is useful in deciding whether a CoI can

exist, it provides no information on whether it actually does and it is by no means

essential for one to form. It is possible for CoIs to occur between states of the
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same symmetry or in molecules with no symmetry at all. This is known as an

accidental CoI. Symmetry-allowed accidental CoIs have been observed in H2S. In Cs

symmetry, the two lowest singlet excited states have the same symmetry. However,

when transformed into C2v symmetry the two states in question obtain different

symmetries and the crossing is allowed [99,100].

For many years it was widely accepted that the non-crossing rule, which applied

to diatomics (that states with the same symmetry avoid each other), also held

for tri- and polyatomic systems. It has since been shown though that states of

the same symmetry can indeed cross in polyatomics [101–103] such as in methyl

mercaptan [104].

2.5 Photochemistry

2.5.1 Group Theory and Symmetry

The use of symmetry and group theory in chemistry has become a vital tool in

being able to rationalise spectroscopy, orbitals and dynamics of molecules. Its

application to molecular spectroscopy was first published in a series of books by

Herzberg [105–107]. The standard approach to using group theory for molecules

firstly requires one to identify the point group to which the molecule belongs. The

point group defines the unique set of symmetry elements and operations and has

a corresponding character table from which a range of molecular properties can be

extracted. An example of a character table for the Td point group is shown in Table

2.1. Further character tables used throughout this thesis can be found in Appendix

B. Of particular importance is the first symmetry species in the character table, e.g.

A1, A1g, which corresponds to the totally-symmetric representation. Its significance

will be outlined later.

The role of symmetry in CoIs has already been illustrated and again plays a

crucial part in vibrational, electronic and vibronic spectroscopy. It can aid the
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Table 2.1: The character table for the Td point group.
E 8C3 3C2 6S4 6σd linear, rotations quadratic

A1 1 1 1 1 1 x2, y2, z2

A2 1 1 1 -1 -1
E 2 -1 2 0 0 x2 − y2

T1 3 0 -1 1 -1 Rx, Ry, Rz

T2 3 0 -1 -1 1 x,y,z xy, xz, yz

explanation of what is present (or even absent) in spectra and the observed fine

structure. Finally, utilising symmetry arguments in theoretical models can help to

reduce the number of matrix elements that need to be considered, as many become

zero and can therefore be ignored.

2.5.2 Franck-Condon Principle

In an attempt to explain the distribution in various intensities of vibronic transitions,

Franck argued qualitatively that an electronic transition proceeds much quicker than

a vibrational one, so for a vibronic transition the positions and velocity of the nuclei

are roughly the same before and after the transition [108]. This idea of the nuclei

having the same geometry before and after the transition gives rise to the concept

of a vertical transition, as shown in Figure 2.1. This is in contrast to the adiabatic

energy, the difference between the minima of the involved electronic states.

In his attempt to explain the same phenomenon, Condon treated vibronic transi-

tions with quantum mechanics and determined the intensity of a vibronic transition,

Ivt, to be proportional to the square of some term [109,110]:

Ivt ∝ |Rev|2 (2.34)

where:

Rev =

∫
Ψ′∗evµΨ′′evdτev (2.35)

Here, µ is the electric dipole moment operator and the integral is over both
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Fig. 2.1: A diagram illustrating a photo-induced transition between two electronic states,
with associated vibrational levels and the corresponding spectrum produced. The blue ar-
row indicates a vertical transition. Here the vibrational overlap integral is greatest giving
rise to the most intense peak in the spectrum. The red arrow indicates the adiabatic tran-
sition between the ground state vibrational level of both electronic states. This transition
is still present in the spectrum but is lower in intensity. The displacement seen in the
excited state along the geometric coordinate abscissa is indicative of a geometry change
in the excited state that gives rise to the progression in the spectrum.
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the electronic and vibrational coordinates. Assuming the BOA holds, then Ψev can

be separated into individual terms for the electronic and vibrational wavefunction,

ΨeΨv and the above equation can now be written as:

Rev =

∫ ∫
Ψ′∗e Ψ′∗v µΨ′′eΨ

′′
vdτev (2.36)

Integrating over the electronic coordinates, τe, returns the equation:

Rev =

∫
Ψ′∗v ReΨ

′′
vdr (2.37)

where Re is the electronic transition moment:

Re =

∫
Ψ′∗e µΨ′′edτe (2.38)

Referring back again to the BOA, the nuclei can be regarded as stationary allowing

Re to be taken outside the integral and treated as a constant. This results in:

Rev = Re

∫
Ψ′∗v Ψ′′vdr︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vibrational

Overlap Integral

(2.39)

where the square of the vibrational overlap integral is the Franck-Condon factor:∣∣∣∣∫ Ψ′∗v Ψ′′vdr

∣∣∣∣2 (2.40)

2.5.3 Selection Rules

By combining the equations for transition intensities with arguments from sym-

metry and group theory, one can derive a series of selection rules for determining

whether a transition is allowed or forbidden. These selection rules provide theoreti-

cal support for explaining the intensities of experimental spectra such as infra-red,

photo-absorption, emission and photo-electron. Selection rules can be derived for

electronic, vibrational and vibronic transitions and whilst the focus here will be on
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electronic and vibronic transitions, analogous rules can easily be derived for vibra-

tions.

Electronic transitions involve the interaction of a molecule (or indeed an atom)

with the electronic component of electromagnetic radiation. The selection rules

describing these transitions are referred to as electric dipole selection rules. An

analogous relationship from equation (2.34) can be determined for an electronic

transition, Iet, that shows:

Iet ∝ |Re|2 (2.41)

where |Re|2 is given by equation (2.38). For an allowed transition, |Re| 6= 0 with

the symmetry requirements that:

Γ(Ψ′e)× Γ(µ)× Γ(Ψ′′e) ⊃ A (2.42)

with Γ the irreducible representation. As the components of Re along the Cartesian

axes are:

Re,x =

∫
Ψ′∗e µxΨ

′′
edτe (2.43a)

Re,y =

∫
Ψ′∗e µyΨ

′′
edτe (2.43b)

Re,z =

∫
Ψ′∗e µzΨ

′′
edτe (2.43c)

then since:

|Re|2 = (Re,x)
2 + (Re,y)

2 + (Re,z)
2 (2.44)

an electronic transition is allowed so long as:

Re,x

Re,y

Re,z

 6= 0
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hence for a transition to be allowed the following symmetry rules must be obeyed:

Γ(Ψ′e)× Γ(Tx)× Γ(Ψ′′e) ⊃ A (2.45a)

Γ(Ψ′e)× Γ(Ty)× Γ(Ψ′′e) ⊃ A (2.45b)

Γ(Ψ′e)× Γ(Tz)× Γ(Ψ′′e) ⊃ A (2.45c)

If the lower electronic state is a closed shell ground state then Ψ′′e is totally sym-

metric and since the product of two species with the same symmetry equals the

totally symmetric species, then the symmetry rules for an allowed transition can be

simplified to:

Γ(Ψ′e) = Γ(Tx) and/or Γ(Ty) and/or Γ(Tz) (2.46)

If during an electronic transition the vibrational states are also excited then one

needs to consider a vibronic transition. The intensity of a vibronic transition and the

corresponding vibronic transition moment, Rev, has already been stated in equations

(2.34) and (2.35).

Similarly to electronic transitions, the symmetry arguments for a vibronic tran-

sition are as follows:

Γ(Ψ′ev)× Γ(Ψ′′ev) = Γ(Tx) and/or Γ(Ty) and/or Γ(Tz) (2.47)

Since, the general case, Γ(Ψev) = Γ(Ψe)×Γ(Ψv), then the above can be rewritten

as:

Γ(Ψ′e)× Γ(Ψ′v)× Γ(Ψ′′e)× Γ(Ψ′′v) = Γ(Tx) and/or Γ(Ty) and/or Γ(Tz) (2.48)

If the same vibration is excited in both states then Ψ′v = Ψ′′v and one arrives back

at the electronic selection rules.
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2.5.4 Vibrational Structure

The involvement of totally symmetric vibrations in a vibronic transition causes a

spectrum to contain a progression of peaks. This progression results from a geometry

change along one of the normal mode coordinates when going from the lower to

upper electronic state. The length of this progression corresponds to the size of

the geometry change. For example, in the electronic transition to the S1 state of

formaldehyde there is substantial lengthening of the CO bond. Thus the vibration

corresponding to the CO stretch appears in the spectrum as a long progression

[111,112]. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2.

The standard nomenclature when assigning spectra in electronic spectroscopy is

of the form N v′

v′′ , where N refers to the particular vibration involved and v′ and v′′

denote the quanta in the upper and lower state, respectively. The pure electronic

transition is denoted as 00
0 and is usually seen when the transition is allowed, based

on electric dipole rules. It is, nevertheless, possible for progressions to arise from non-

totally symmetric vibrations. For example, in chlorobenzene the electronic transition

Ã 1B2 ← X̃ 1A1 is allowed as B2 corresponds to Γ(Ty) in the character table and is

polarised along the y-axis. The spectrum however shows a vibronic transition from

a single quantum of a b2 vibration [113–115]. Using the selection rules derived above

and substituting the irreps for the electronic states and vibrations, the symmetry

species for the vibronic transition is:

Γ(Ψ′e)× Γ(Ψ′v)× Γ(Ψ′′e)× Γ(Ψ′′v) = B2 ×B2 × A1 × A1

= A1 = Γ(Tz)
(2.49)

hence the transition (b2)1
0 is allowed and polarised along the z-axis. Despite being

symmetry allowed, vibronic transitions are often found to have no intensity. Where

a vibronic transition does have significant intensity, the Herzberg-Teller theorem can

be used to explain why [116]. This theorem is outlined as follows.
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Fig. 2.2: The experimental ultra-violet absorption spectrum of formaldehyde. The top
spectrum is the recorded absorption spectrum measured by Davenport et al. [117], showing
it to be rich in vibrational structure. Below is a simplified cartoon spectrum showing only
the peaks formed from the C-O stretching mode. This highlights the long progression that
results from the large increase in the CO bond length.
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The Franck-Condon (FC) approximation, as stated above, relies upon the elec-

tronic transition occurring very rapidly compared to the nuclear motion, with the

transition moment for vibronic transitions given by:

Rev = Re

∫
Ψ′∗v Ψ′′vdQ (2.50)

with Q being a general vibrational coordinate. In the Herzberg-Teller theorem,

the excitation of a non-totally symmetric vibration causes a breakdown of the FC

approximation, which would state the transition moment for excitation of this vi-

bration to be zero. To address this, the electronic transition moment, Re, can be

expanded as a Taylor series including only the first two terms:

Re ' (Re)eq +
∑
i

(
∂Re

∂Qi

)
eq

Qi (2.51)

By inserting equation (2.50) into equation (2.51) one arrives at:

Rev =

∫
Ψ′∗v

[
(Re)eq +

∑
i

(
∂Re

∂Qi

)
eq

Qi

]
Ψ′′vdQi (2.52)

Integrating each term separately leads to the final expression for the Herzberg-Teller

theorem:

Rev = (Re)eq

∫
Ψ′∗v Ψ′′vdQi +

∑
i

(
∂Re

∂Qi

)
eq

∫
Ψ′∗v QiΨ

′′
vdQi (2.53)

Here the first term is the same as the FC approximation and is zero when an elec-

tronic transition is forbidden. The second term however may be non-zero for a par-

ticular non-totally symmetric mode and explains the intensity for certain vibronic

transitions. The intensity is then obtained from a transition to another electronic

state that is symmetry allowed. This is known as “intensity borrowing”.

One of the most studied examples of a vibronic transition is the absorption

spectrum of benzene. The transition to the first excited state, Ã 1B2u ← X̃ 1A1g,
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is electronically forbidden and therefore (Re)eq in equation (2.53) is zero, and thus

the 00
0 band is not observed [16]. The spectrum, however, shows a clear progression

with a series of shoulder peaks that have been assigned to the totally symmetric a1g

ring breathing mode and a pair of degenerate, non-totally symmetric e2g vibrations.

The intensities of these peaks can be explained by the non-zero value of
(
∂Re

∂Qi

)
eq

in

the Herzberg-Teller equation.

A final point of note is best illustrated by the absorption spectrum of formalde-

hyde. Whilst the Ã 1A2 ← X̃ 1A1 transition is electronically forbidden by selection

rules, the 00
0 transition is observed very weakly in the spectrum. This is because

the transition is allowed by magnetic dipole selection rules [118], although typically

these are insufficiently intense to be observed.

2.6 Vibronic Coupling Hamiltonian

To describe the photodynamics and features such as CoIs discussed so far, the po-

tential energy functions are often required to be computed. The method used exclu-

sively in this thesis to accomplish this is the vibronic coupling model Hamiltonian.

The vibronic coupling Hamiltonian, as described by Cederbaum, Koppel et al.

[119,120], is the diabatic expression of a potential, in terms of dimensionless (mass-

frequency scaled) normal modes, Q0, around a reference point of interest. The

Hamiltonian, H, can therefore be written as the sum of the zeroth-order Hamiltonian

and a set of diabatic coupling matrices, W, based on a Taylor expansion series:

H = H(0) + W(0) + W(1) + . . . (2.54)

The zeroth-order Hamiltonian H(0) is expressed as the ground state Harmonic os-

cillator:

H(0) =
∑
α

ωα
2

(
δ2

δQ2
α

+Q2
α

)
(2.55)

where ωα is the frequency of mode Qα.
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The zeroth-order coupling potential, W(0), corresponds to the ground state Har-

monic oscillator vertically displaced to the excitation energy, Ei:

W
(0)
ij = Eiδij (2.56)

At the point of expansion i.e. FC point, it is assumed that the adiabatic potential

surface is equal to that of the diabatic surface and hence W(0) is diagonal.

The first-order potentials can be written as:

W
(1)
ii =

∑
α

κ(i)
α Qα (2.57)

W
(1)
ij =

∑
α

λ(i,j)
α Qα (2.58)

where the on-diagonal first-order terms, κ, expresses the distance the excited state

minimum is displaced compared with the ground state minimum. The on-diagonal

terms, κ, are related to the gradients of the adiabatic potential with respect to the

nuclear coordinates. The off-diagonal first-order parameter, λ, defines the coupling

between the electronic states:

κ(i)
α =

〈
φi

∣∣∣∣δHel

δQα

∣∣∣∣φi〉 (2.59a)

λ(i,j)
α =

〈
φi

∣∣∣∣δHel

δQα

∣∣∣∣φj〉 (2.59b)

Second order potentials can also be defined as:

W
(2)
ii =

1

2

∑
αβ

γ
(i)
αβQαQβ (2.60)

W
(2)
ij =

1

2

∑
αβ

µ
(i,j)
αβ QαQβ (2.61)

Here, the bilinear on-diagonal second-order term, γαβ, couple vibrational motion

between the degrees of freedom and µ
(i,j)
αβ are second-order coupling derivatives.
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For a more accurate fitting of the potential, third and fourth order terms can be

included. The third order, ι, and fourth order terms, ε, have the following form:

W
(3)
ii =

1

6

∑
αβγ

ι
(i)
αβγQαQβQγ (2.62)

W
(4)
ii =

1

24

∑
αβγδ

ε
(i)
αβγδQαQβQγQδ (2.63)

Truncated forms of these terms can be expressed as:

W
(3)
ii =

1

6

∑
αβ

ι
(i)
αβQαQ

2
β (2.64)

W
(4)
ii =

1

24

∑
αβ

ε
(i)
αβQ

2
αQ

2
β (2.65)

W
(4)
ii =

1

24

∑
α

ε(i)α Q
4
α (2.66)

Modes that exhibit anharmonicity can be fitted as a Morse potential of the form:

V (r) = De (1− exp[−a(r − re)])2 (2.67)

One can take advantage of any symmetry present in the molecule to make certain

terms in the coupling matrices vanish. These symmetry arguments can be applied

to first and second-order terms, resulting in the following restrictions:

κ
(α)
i 6= 0,Γi ⊃ ΓA (2.68a)

λ
(αβ)
i 6= 0,Γα ⊗ Γi ⊗ Γβ ⊃ ΓA (2.68b)

γ
(αβ)
ij 6= 0,Γα ⊗ Γβ ⊗ Γi ⊗ Γj ⊃ ΓA (2.68c)

where Γα and Γβ are the symmetries of the states and Γi the symmetry of the mode.

Of particular interest is the symmetry restriction for κ, which implies there are only

non-zero values for totally-symmetric modes. Similar restrictions also occur for λ, so

that if Ψi and Ψj have different symmetries, then λ is only non-zero for non-totally

symmetric modes of the correct symmetry.
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Quantum Calculations

Having outlined the theoretical and mathematical constructs used in modelling phys-

ical systems, attention must now be given towards methods for calculating them.

Throughout this thesis, two methods were used. The first are electronic structure

methods, where the non-relativistic time independent Schrödinger equation (TISE)

is solved to provide the PES. The second, describes the evolution of a wavepacket

across the PES and involves solving the TDSE.

3.1 Many-electron wavefunction

The basis for many electronic structure calculations originate from Hartree-Fock

(HF) theory and extensions thereof. Indeed, several of the methods utilised in this

thesis project initially require molecular orbitals as constructed in the HF scheme.

It is therefore useful and necessary to summarise the formulation and derivation of

the HF equations for many-electron wavefunctions and operators.

The overall aim of HF theory is to find approximate solutions to the TISE:

HΨ = EΨ (3.1)

Here, H is the Hamiltonian operator for a system of N -electrons and M -nuclei with

the form:
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H = −
N∑
i=1

1

2
∇2
i −

M∑
A=1

1

2MA

∇2
A −

N∑
i=1

M∑
A=1

ZA
riA

+
N∑
i=1

N∑
j>i

1

rij
+

M∑
A=1

M∑
B>A

ZAZB
RAB

(3.2)

Invoking the BOA [84] results in the electronic Hamiltonian, whereby the motion of

the electrons depend explicitly on the electronic coordinates but only parametrically

on the nuclear coordinates. As a result, one can neglect the second term in equation

(3.2), the kinetic energy term for the nuclei, whilst the last term, the nuclear re-

pulsion, becomes constant for a particular molecular geometry. From the electronic

Hamiltonian:

H = −
N∑
i=1

1

2
∇2
i −

N∑
i=1

M∑
A=1

ZA
riA

+
N∑
i=1

N∑
j>i

1

rij
(3.3)

solutions to the electronic Schrödinger equation:

HelecΨelec = EelecΨelec (3.4)

can be found in the form of an electronic wavefunction that depends explicitly

on electron position, but only parametrically on the nuclei. The description of

an electron however not only requires three spatial coordinates, r, but also a spin

coordinate, ω, which can either be spin up, α(ω) or spin down, β(ω). This description

of an electron is denoted as: x = {r, ω}, comprising a spatial and a spin component.

From this, one can construct a wavefunction for an N-electron system, as a function

of x1, x2, . . . xN , such as:

Ψ(x1, x2, . . . xN) (3.5)

It is vital also that any wavefunction be anti-symmetric with respect to interchanging

the coordinates of any two electrons:

Ψ(x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xj . . . , xN) = −Ψ(x1, . . . , xj, . . . , xi . . . , xN) (3.6)

Enforcing this condition also ensures, by extension, that the Pauli exclusion prin-
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ciple is obeyed. From here, a many electron wavefunction can be built, where the

wavefunction for each electron is described by a spin orbital, χ, that encompasses

both spatial distribution and spin. For each spatial orbital, Ψ(r), two spin orbitals

can be formed:

χ(x) = Ψ(r)α(ω) or Ψ(r)β(ω) (3.7)

So, from a given set of K spatial orbitals 2K spin orbitals can be formed.

Considering a simple system, where the electron-electron repulsion is treated in

an average way, the wavefunction can be written as a product of spin orbitals. This

is termed a Hartree product (HP):

HΨHP = EΨHP (3.8a)

ΨHP(x1, x2, . . . , xN) = χi(x1)χj(x2) . . . , χk(xN) (3.8b)

Whilst this form is convenient and relatively easy to evaluate, it suffers from a

major drawback of not satisfying the anti-symmetry principle, furthermore, it is an

uncorrelated wavefunction. The wavefunction can be made anti-symmetric though

by taking linear combinations of the HPs, which for a two electron system has the

following form:

Ψ(x1, x2) =
1√
2

[
(χi(x1)χj(x2))− (χj(x1)χi(x2))

]
(3.9)

and hence:

Ψ(x1, x2) = −Ψ(x2, x1) (3.10)

Equation (3.9) can be re-written as a Slater determinant [121]:

Ψ(x1, x2) =
1√
2

∣∣∣∣χi(x1) χj(x1)
χi(x2) χj(x2)

∣∣∣∣ (3.11)
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which for a N -electron system can be generalised to:

Ψ(x1, x2) =
1√
N

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
χi(x1) χj(x1) · · · χk(x1)
χi(x2) χj(x2) · · · χk(x2)

...
...

. . .
...

χi(xN) χj(xN) · · · χk(xN)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (3.12)

Through the use of determinants, not only can the use of HPs ensure an anti-

symmetric wavefunction, but the exchange correlation between the motion of two

electrons with parallel spin can also be captured. It does not account for the motion

between electrons of opposite spin which remains uncorrelated; a failing carried

forward into HF theory.

3.2 Hartree Fock

As the TISE cannot be solved exactly, it is approximated by applying a guess wave-

function, such that:

〈Ψguess|H|Ψguess〉 = Eguess (3.13)

The simplest anti-symmetric wavefunction can be constructed using a single Slater

determinant. If, as is often the case, the guess wavefunction is not a true eigenfunc-

tion, then a variation principle is applied. By minimising the Rayleigh ratio:

E =
〈Ψ∗|H|Ψ〉
〈Ψ∗|Ψ〉

(3.14)

the spin orbitals that produce the ‘best’ form of the wavefunction (the lowest possible

energy) can be found.

By minimising Eguess, with respect to the choice of spin orbitals, one can derive

the HF equation:

f(i)χ(xi) = εχ(xi) (3.15)

with f being the Fock operator, an effective one electron operator of the following
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form:

f̂ = h1 +
∑
m

Jm −Km (3.16)

This operator comprises an effective one electron core Hamiltonian, (h1), to which

is added a summation of the Coulomb, (Jm), and exchange, (Km), operators:

h1 = −1

2
∇2
i −

∑
A

ZA
rA

(3.17a)

Jm(1)χa(1) =

∫
dτχ∗m(2)

1

r12

χm(2)χa(1) (3.17b)

Km(1)χa(1) =

∫
dτχ∗m(2)

1

r12

χm(2)χa(2) (3.17c)

The Coulomb operator is a classical term describing the repulsion between electrons,

whilst the exchange operator is a quantum term arising from the anti-symmetric

nature of the Slater determinant that incorporates the interaction between electrons

of parallel spins. The equations above can be rewritten using “chemist’s” notation

to represent the electron integrals over spin orbitals. In this form:

J = (ii|jj)

K = (ij|ji)

h1 = (a|h|a)

which leads to the energy of the ground state HF as:

E0 =
N∑
a

(a|h|a) +
1

2

N∑
a

N∑
b

(aa|bb)− (ab|ba) (3.18)

In order to solve equation (3.15) one might like to adopt a numerical approach,

however no practical procedure exists to do so. A solution to this problem was pro-

posed by Roothaan [122] through the introduction of a set of known basis functions
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in which the molecular orbitals are expanded. By using a set of K known basis

functions, the molecular orbitals can be expanded as a linear combination of atomic

orbitals (LCAOs):

χi =
K∑
ν=1

Cνiφνu (3.19)

Equation (3.19) converts the problem of calculating the HF molecular orbitals into

one of determining the expansion coefficients, Cνi. Substitution of equation (3.19)

into the HF equations yields:

f(1)
∑
ν

Cνiφν(1) = εi
∑
ν

Cνiφν(1) (3.20)

which can be re-written in matrix form as:

FC = SCε (3.21)

where F is the Fock matrix and S the overlap matrix:

Fba = 〈χb|f̂ |χa〉 and Sba = 〈χb|χa〉 (3.22)

Solving this eigenvalue equation by diagonalising F should be straightforward. Nev-

ertheless, with F depending on its own solutions, C, through the orbitals, then the

solution must be determined iteratively using the self-consistent-field (SCF) proce-

dure.

The SCF procedure involves calculating the integrals prior to making an ini-

tial guess for the coefficients, C, which may typically be generated from a simple

approach such as extended Hückel theory. From this, F can be formed and then

diagonalised to determine values for ε and Cnew, which then allows C to be calcu-

lated. This procedure is then checked for convergence within a specific threshold. If

not converged, Cnew is used to generate F and the process is continually repeated

until either the convergence criteria is met or the number of maximum iterations is
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reached and the SCF has failed to converge.

The formal scaling of HF is N4, where N is the number of basis functions, al-

though in practice this can be reduced to N2. This low computational cost makes HF

calculations quick to perform. However, whilst HF gives reasonable descriptions of

molecules around their equilibrium geometry, it predicts qualitatively wrong ionisa-

tion energies (Koopman’s theorem), in addition to describing dissociative processes

very poorly. This major shortcoming results from neglecting electron correlation,

which results from the single-determinant form used for the wavefunction.

The electron correlation energy is generally defined as the difference between the

HF energy and the exact energy i.e.:

Ecorr = E0 − E0 (3.23)

and is commonly attributed to the exclusion of any correlation between electrons

of opposite spin. This incorrect treatment of motion between electrons of opposite

spins can also be referred to as Coulomb correlation and arises from the r−1
ij term

in the electronic Schrödinger equation. By considering the electron density, this

Coulomb correlation can be thought of as a region around each electron where the

probability of finding another electron is reduced. This Coulomb hole (or Fermi

hole for electrons of parallel spin) is important for preventing electrons from coming

too close to each other. This concept of holes is discussed in more detail within the

constructs of density functional theory, Section 3.9.1. Needless to say, it is this lack

of Coulomb hole in HF that results in an underestimation of the inter-electronic

distances. This culminates in an increase in repulsion energy and hence an increase

in the total energy of the system.

The correlation energy can also be classed as either dynamic or static. Dynamic

correlation operates over a short range and accounts for the instantaneous repulsion

of electrons, which is particularly true of electrons in the same spatial orbital. Static
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correlation is longer range and arises where there is a mixing of near degenerate

wavefunctions i.e. the electronic wavefunction is not dominated by a single electronic

configuration. Here, the use of a single Slater determinant form for the wavefunction,

like that used in HF, is not adequate to describe the system. Improvements to HF

theory mainly focus on recovering this electron correlation.

Where the HF determinant is satisfactory, thus static correlation is small, post-

HF methods focus on recovering the dynamic correlation. Being based on HF as

a reference determinant, these methods are often also called single-reference meth-

ods and include configuration interaction, perturbation theory and coupled cluster

theories. Where there is significant static correlation it becomes necessary to em-

ploy multi-reference determinants, e.g. multi-configurational self-consistent field,

MCSCF. These methods however will not account for dynamic correlation as eas-

ily. It is possible to treat static and dynamic correlation simultaneously though

through the complete active space with second-order perturbation (CASPT2) and

multi-reference configuration interaction (MRCI) methods.

All calculations in this thesis used theories designed to recover the electron cor-

relation. The aims in choosing these methods are to provide accurate excited state

energies and more reliable PESs. An outline of configuration interaction provides

a good starting point for introducing post-HF theories and is also useful for un-

derstanding the CASSCF method outlined in Section 3.7 and used in the Chapter

5.

3.3 Configuration Interaction

By solving Roothaan’s equation in a finite basis set we obtain 2K spin orbitals, {χi}.

In HF, a single determinant is formed from the N -lowest spin orbitals representative

of the ground state, |Ψ0〉.

From these 2K spin orbitals, however, can be constructed many more deter-
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Table 3.1: The structure of the full CI matrix with matrix elements between different
determinants. This matrix will extend up to N -tuply excited determinant. Shown under-
neath are the explicit forms for the matrix elements and their relation to the symbolic
form.

|Ψr
a〉 |Ψrs

ab〉 |Ψrst
abc〉 |Ψrstu

abcd〉 . . .
|Ψ0〉 |S〉 |D〉 |T 〉 |Q〉 . . .

〈Ψ0|

〈Ψ0|H |Ψ0〉 0 〈Ψ0|H |D〉 0 0 . . .


〈S| 0 〈S|H |S〉 〈S|H |D〉 〈S|H |T 〉 0 . . .
〈D| 〈D|H |Ψ0〉 〈D|H |S〉 〈D|H |D〉 〈D|H |T 〉 〈D|H |Q〉 . . .
〈T | 0 〈T |H |S〉 〈T |H |D〉 〈T |H |T 〉 〈T |H |Q〉 . . .
〈Q| 0 0 〈Q|H |D〉 〈Q|H |T 〉 〈Q|H |Q〉 . . .

...
...

...
...

...
...

...

〈S|H |T 〉 ↔ 〈Ψr
a|H |Ψtuv

cde〉

〈D|H |D〉 ↔ 〈Ψrs
ab|H |Ψtu

cd〉

minants, up to and including N -tuply excited determinants (i.e. singly, doubly,

triply...etc.). From this, the exact wavefunction can be constructed as linear combi-

nations of all these determinants:

Ψ = c0Ψ0 +
∑
a,r

Cr
a|Ψr

a〉+
∑
a<b
r<s

crsab|Ψrs
ab〉+

∑
a<b<c
r<s<t

crstacb|Ψrst
abc〉+ . . . (3.24)

This is the full configuration interaction (CI) wavefunction. Equation (3.24) can be

simplified into a more symbolic form with the structure:

Ψ = c0Ψ0 + cS|S〉+ cD|D〉+ cT |T 〉+ cQ|Q〉+ · · · (3.25a)

ΨCI = (1 + C1 + C2 + C3 + . . .)ΨHF (3.25b)

Using this notation, the full CI matrix is expressed in Table 3.1

From Table 3.1 one can extract important rules when calculating the elements

of the CI matrix. Firstly, the coupling between the HF ground state and single
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excitations is zero, this is a result of Brillouin’s theorem [123]. Double excitations

mix directly with |Ψ0〉 and since singles can interact with doubles, singles can interact

indirectly with |Ψ0〉. The matrix elements between Slater determinants that differ

by more than two spin orbitals are also zero, thus singles do not mix with quadruples

and so on.

It quickly becomes apparent that calculating the full CI of a system is unfeasible

save for very small molecules due to the vast number of possible determinants. As

such, CI is usually truncated at single/double excitations, but even this can be very

computationally expensive, with formal scaling of N6.

3.4 Møller-Plesset Perturbation Theory

Another way through which electron correlation can be recovered is by applying

many-body perturbation theory, MBPT. This method was used in Chapter 5 to

calculate the optimised structure of phenol. The analytical functions available for

this method also made it ideal for calculating derivatives and Hessians.

A quantum theory for time-independent perturbation was derived by Schrödinger,

who himself based it upon earlier work by Lord Rayleigh, and so is commonly re-

ferred to as Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory [124, 125]. The derivation of

MBPT is shown in Appendix C.1. This, however, only describes the general many-

body perturbation theory. The next step is to apply this in electronic structure

theories. Møller and Plesset suggested using HF as the starting point [126]. Within

Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MPPT), the Hamiltonian is partitioned as:

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + V̂ (3.27)

with the zeroth-order Hamiltonian being that of the Fock operator F̂ :

H0 =
∑
i

F̂ (i) =
∑
i

ĥ(i) +
∑
ij

Ĵi − K̂ij (3.28)
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which is just equation (3.16) with J and K given by equations (3.17b) and (3.17c).

Zeroth-Order

At the zeroth-order, the wavefunction is just that of the HF single determinant, Φ0

and so the zeroth-order energy is provided by the sum of the occupied (occ) orbital

energies:

E0
0 =

occ∑
i

εi (3.29)

First-Order

The perturbation operator V̂ can be expressed as Ĥ −H0 which is given by:

Ĥ −H0 =
∑
i>j

1

rij
−
∑
ij

Ĵi − K̂ij (3.30)

From here, the first-order correction to the energy is the expectation value of the

HF determinant over the perturbation operator:

E
(1)
0 = 〈Φ0|V̂ |Φ0〉 (3.31)

= −1

2

occ∑
a,b

(aa|bb)− (ab|ba) (3.32)

Summing the zeroth and first-order of the energy leads to:

En = E(0)
n + E(1)

n

=
occ∑
i

εi −
1

2

∑
ab

(aa|bb)− (ab|ba)

=
occ∑
a

(
haa +

occ∑
b

(aa|bb)− (ab|ba)

)
− 1

2

occ∑
a,b

(aa|bb)− (ab|ba)

=
occ∑
a

haa +
1

2

occ∑
a,b

(aa|bb)− (ab|ba)

= EHF

(3.33)
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This important result shows that within MPPT, the first correction to the energy

simply yields the HF energy i.e. E(MP1) = E(HF), an occurrence also noted by

Møller and Plesset [126].

Second-Order

The revelation that the first-order energy correction returns the HF energy indicates

that it is only from the second-order onwards that corrections to HF are obtained.

This second-order correction, denoted MP2, is the most widely used class of MPPT

in quantum chemical calculations. Referring back to MBPT in Appendix C.1, the

second-order correction to the energy is provided by equation (C.12) and requires

knowledge of the first-order correction to the wavefunction. This can be calculated

by using the following expansion of the wavefunction:

Ψ(1)
n =

∑
a>b
r>s

C
(1)
n,abrsΨ

rs
ab (3.34)

where the coefficients, C, are evaluated through:

C
(1)
n,abrs〈Ψ

rs
ab|Ψ(1)

n 〉 =
∑
a>b
r>s

〈Ψrs
ab|Ψ

(0)
n 〉

εa + εb − εr − εs
(3.35)

Substituting this into the second-order energy equation, provides the second-order

correction to the energy:

E
(2)
0 = −1

4

∑
abrs

|〈ab||rs〉|2

εa + εb − εr − εs
(3.36)

hence the total MP2 energy is given as: E(MP2) = E(HF) + Ec(MP2). It is im-

portant to note however that MP2 energy is not variational, unlike the HF energy.

It is possible to continue to higher order corrections and implement third-order

corrections (MP3) [127], fourth-order corrections (MP4) [128] and up to n-order

corrections. At this point though the computational intensity far outweighs the
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magnitude of the correction. For example, the third-order correction to the energy

has the following form:

E
(3)
0 =

1

8

occ∑
a,b,c,d

vir∑
r.s

〈ab||rs〉〈rs||cd〉〈cd||ab〉
(εr + εs − εa − εb)(εr + εs − εc − εd)

+
1

8

occ∑
a,b

vir∑
r.s,t,u

〈ab||rs〉〈rs||tu〉〈tu||ab〉
(εr + εs − εa − εb)(εt + εu − εa − εb)

+
occ∑
a,b,c

vir∑
r.s,t

〈ab||rs〉〈cs||tb〉〈rt||ac〉
(εr + εs − εa − εb)(εr + εt − εa − εc)

(3.37)

The use of MP2 is a popular post-HF method, mainly a result of its relatively

low computational cost, which is formally N5, but in practice can be reduced. It

does suffer however from the same drawbacks as HF, perhaps not surprising as

the perturbation is itself acting on the HF determinant. The main approach to

perturbation theory usually requires that the perturbation itself is very small and

so the use of MP2 for situations where the perturbation is large, such as dissociation,

render it a poor choice of method. A review on Møller-Plesset theory further outlines

its successes and failings [129].

3.5 Coupled Cluster Theory

Coupled cluster (CC) theory is another post-HF method through which the electron

correlation can be recovered. This method is known to yield highly accurate results

but has the forfeit of high scaling and increased computational effort. The formal

scaling for CC ranges from N8 to N6 depending on the variant used. The high

accuracy of this method made it ideal for the excited state and ionisation calculations

in Chapter 4. Even where different methods were employed, such as in Chapters 5

and 6, CC methods were still provided benchmark calculations to compare the results

of other methods with. The lack of analytical Hessians and high computational cost,

however, rendered it useful for single point energy calculations only.
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The initial concept of CC theory is rooted in physics and was introduced by

Coester and Kümmel as a way to calculate nuclear binding energies [130,131]. The

transition of the theory to electrons and electronic structure theory was formulated

firstly by Č́ıžek and then by Paldus et al. [132–134]. From here, development and

program implementation of the CC equations was overseen by Bartlett and Purvis

[135], Pople et al. [136] and then again by Purvis and Bartlett [137].

The concept of CC is compared to that of MBPT (see Section 3.4) in particular

MPPT [127]. Perturbative methods will typically include all terms, but only to a

given a order i.e. to second-order only results in MP2, third-order MP3 and so

forth [138, 139]. The CC approach however includes corrections of a given type to

infinite order [140]. Similarities and equivalences to CI methods can also be shown.

The starting point of CC theory is to consider an excitation operator, T:

T = T1 + T2 + T3 + . . .+ TNelec
(3.38)

Within this scheme, Ti is an operator that acts on the HF reference wavefunction

such that all the ith excited Slater determinants are generated. The equations be-

low show, by way of an example, T1 and T2 which will generate all the singly and

doubly excited states, respectively:

T1Φ0 =
occ∑
i

vir∑
a

taiΦ
a
i (3.39a)

T2Φ0 =
occ∑
i<j

vir∑
a<b

tabij Φab
ij (3.39b)

Here the expansion coefficients, t, are known as amplitudes. In contrast to CI meth-

ods, CC methods use an exponential wavefunction, which has the direct advantage

of ensuring the method is size extensive:

Ψcc = eTΦ0 (3.40a)
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eT = 1 + T +
1

2
T2 +

1

6
T3 + . . . =

∞∑
k=0

1

K!
TK (3.40b)

Combining equations (3.38) and (3.40b) results in the exponential operator being

rewritten as:

eT = 1 + T1 +

(
T2 +

1

2
T2

1

)
+

(
T3 + T2T1 +

1

6
T3

1

)
+

(
T4 + T3T1 +

1

2
T2T

2
1 +

1

24
T4

1

) (3.41)

where, 1 generates the HF reference state and T1 is the operator generating all

singly excited states. The first parenthesised term highlights the two possible ways

for doubly excited states to be formed. These can either be connected (also known

as pure) doubles, T2 or disconnected (also known as product) doubles, T2
1. The

physical meaning of these two forms can be represented (using quadruples as an

example) as the connected type, T4, being four electrons interacting simultaneously,

while the disconnected form, such as T2
2, can be viewed as two non-interacting pairs

of interacting electrons.

Using equation (3.40) the Schrödinger equation now has the form:

ĤeTΦ0 = EeTΦ0 (3.42)

Following the approach taken for Hartree-Fock and other methods, the next logical

step would be to use the expectation value of the wavefunction to calculate the

energy and apply the variational principle to obtain the amplitudes:

Evar
CC =

〈ΨCC|Ĥ|ΨCC〉
〈ΨCC|ΨCC〉

=
〈eTΦ0|Ĥ|eTΦ0〉
〈eTΦ0|eTΦ0〉

(3.43a)

Evar
CC =

〈(1 + T + 1
2
T2 · · · 1

N !
TN)Φ0|Ĥ|(1 + T + 1

2
T2 · · · 1

N !
TN)Φ0〉

〈(1 + T + 1
2
T2 · · · 1

N !
TN)Φ0|(1 + T + 1

2
T2 · · · 1

N !
TN)Φ0〉

(3.43b)

Expansion of these equations results in a series of non-vanishing terms up to Nelec

which makes the variational CC approach unwieldy [141].
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Instead the standard procedure involves projecting the CC equation onto the

reference wavefunction, multiplying on the left by Φ0 and integrating:

〈Φ0|ĤeT|Φ0〉 = ECC〈Φ0|eTΦ0〉

〈Φ0|ĤeT|Φ0〉 = ECC〈Φ0|(1 + T1 + T2 + . . .)Φ0〉

ECC = 〈Φ0|ĤeT|Φ0〉

(3.44)

Expanding out the exponential operator as done above, with the knowledge the

Hamiltonian contains only one and two electron operators, leads to the following

equation for the CC energy:

ECC = 〈Φ0|Ĥ
(

1 + T1 + T2 +
1

2T2
1

)
|Φ0〉

ECC = 〈Φ0|Ĥ|Φ0〉+ 〈Φ0|Ĥ|T1Φ0〉+ 〈Φ0|Ĥ|T2Φ0〉+
1

2
〈Φ0|Ĥ|T2

1Φ0〉

ECC = E0 +
occ∑
i

vir∑
a

tai 〈Φ0|Ĥ|Φa
i 〉+

occ∑
i<j

vir∑
a<b

(tabij + tai t
b
j − tbitaj )〈Φ0|Ĥ|Φab

ij 〉

(3.45)

Firstly, one notices that the once infinite expansion of the exponential operator now

terminates at T2. Taking the orbitals used to construct the Slater determinant as

the HF orbitals, then the first matrix elements in equation (3.45) are zero due to

Brillouin’s theorem. This also results in the second matrix elements being the two

electron integrals over the MOs:

ECC = E0

occ∑
i<j

vir∑
a<b

(tabij + tai t
b
j − tbitaj )(〈φiφj|φaφb〉 − 〈φiφj|φaφb〉) (3.46)

The end result is that the CC correlation energy can be obtained using only the

two electron integrals and the singles and doubles amplitudes. All that remains are

equations for determining the amplitudes. The approach taken is initially similar to

that for the energy, namely projecting the Schrödinger equation onto the space of

(singly, doubly, triply and so forth) excited Slater determinants. From here, however,

a similarity transformation of the Hamiltonian is carried out by multiplying on the
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left by a de-excitation operator, e−T:

e−TĤeTΦ0 = ECCΦ0 (3.47)

From here, the energy equation can be easily obtained through multiplying on the

left with Φ∗0 and integrating:

ECC = 〈Φ∗0|e−TĤeT|Φ0〉 (3.48)

The action of the de-excitation operator on the reference Φ∗0 is not physically possible

and so the above equation becomes identical to equation (3.44). The amplitudes

themselves are obtained by multiplying with an excited state:

〈Φe
m|e−TĤeT|Φ0〉 = 0

〈Φef
mn|e−TĤeT|Φ0〉 = 0

〈Φefg
mnl|e

−TĤeT|Φ0〉 = 0

(3.49)

The first equation results from multiplying with a singly excited state, Φe
m. This

time, the action of the de-excitation operator on Φe
m simply produces the reference

wavefunction, in addition to the excitation operator, which produces the singly

excited state:

〈Φe
m|e−TĤeT|Φ0〉 = 0

〈Φe
m(1−T1)|Ĥ|1 + T1 +

(
T2 +

1

2
T2

1

)
+

(
T3 + T2T1 +

1

6
T3

1

)
Φ0〉 = 0

(3.50)

The terms in equation (3.50) are all that remain in the expansion when applying

Brillouin’s theorem and making use of a Hamiltonian containing only one and two

electron integrals. A similar approach, whereby e−T acts upon Φef
mn, generates an-

other set of coupled equations.

It is important to note that thus far the formulation of CC methods have been

exact. The inclusion of all cluster operators up to, and including TN, is equivalent
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to full CI, an outcome that is unfeasible for use in most molecular systems. This

demands truncation of the cluster operator to some excitation level. Any trunca-

tion, however, will render the amplitude equations as non-exact, hence making both

the amplitudes and the energy approximate. The level of this approximation is

dependent on the number of terms included in the cluster operator.

Inclusion of only the T1 operator offers no improvement over HF, mainly due

to the zero matrix elements between the HF determinant and singly excited state.

The simplest level of approximation therefore is to take the cluster operator as being

T = T2, the coupled cluster doubles (CCD) theory. Including both single and dou-

ble excitations i.e. T = T1 + T2 results in the coupled cluster singles and doubles

theory (CCSD), the most commonly used form in electronic structure calculations.

It is possible to continue further and add triples (T = T1 + T2 + T3) to the CCSDT

model [142–147]. By this point though, the model exceeds the computational ex-

penses of the analogous CISDT model.

3.5.1 Equation of Motion - Coupled Cluster

An extension of the CC model allows one to calculate the excited states of a system.

This made it the method of choice for use in Chapter 4 and also as a standard to

compare the excited state energies of other methods against in Chapter 5 and 6.

The formulation of equation of motion coupled cluster, (EOM-CC) is generally

outlined as follows [148,149]. One can form the excited state wavefunction ΨK as:

ΨK = RKeT |φ0〉 (3.51)

where RK and T are operators defining the relation between the reference function

(φ0) and a set of determinants:

{Φ} = {Φ1,Φ2, . . . ,Φn} (3.52a)
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T |Φ0〉 =
n∑
i=1

ti|Φi〉 R|Φ0〉 =
n∑
i=0

ri|Φi〉 (3.52b)

One can then re-write the Schrödinger equation for the Kth excited state:

H̄RK |Φ0〉 = EKRK |Φ0〉 (3.53)

where, H̄ is the similarity transformed Hamiltonian, which is constructed from a set

of non-linear CC equations:

〈Φi|H̄|Φ0〉 = 0 (3.54)

From the diagonalisation of equation (3.53), the eigenvalues and eigenvectors can

be obtained, hence equation (3.53) then becomes an eigenvalue problem:

H̄RK = EKRK (3.55)

which can be transformed so the eigenvalues become energies of excitations from

the reference state: ωK = EK − E0 :

(H̄ − 1E0)RK = ωRRK (3.56)

Simplified equations, with reduced computational cost that make use of partitioning

methods have also been derived [150]. These produce excitation energies with a small

error compared with full EOM-CCSD.

The EOM-CCSD method, in addition to obtaining excited states, has also been

developed to allow calculation of ionisation potentials, EOM-IP-CCSD [151–153]

and electron attachment, EOM-EA-CCSD [154].

3.6 Multi-Configurational Self Consistent Field

The single determinant nature of HF and the post-HF methods discussed so far

do not account for static correlation. For systems where more than one reference

determinant is required, the need for multi-configurational methods becomes cru-
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cial. This was found to be the case for the singlet excited states and ionised states

in phenol (Chapter 5) and required the use of a multi-determinant method. The

following outlines the commonly used theories.

One can consider a multi-determinant wavefunction containing a small number

of configurations that have been specifically selected. To construct these configura-

tions, orbitals that minimise the energy need to be used. This is the basis of the

multi-configurational self-consistent field (MCSCF) method [155].

In MCSCF, the wavefunction is the truncated CI expansion:

|ΨMCSCF〉 =
∑
I

cI |ΨI〉 (3.57)

where the coefficients (cI) and the orbitals are both optimised. This allows for more

accurate calculations with a small number of configuration state functions (CSF).

CSFs are linear combinations of excited determinants that are eigenfunctions of the

spin Ŝ2 operator.

Taking the CI approach, but using a multi-determinant reference state, gives

rise to the multi-reference configuration interaction (MRCI) method. Here the ex-

citations are no longer from a single determinant (in comparison with standard CI

with a HF reference single determinant) but are from all the determinants in the

MCSCF wavefunction. This method however scales rapidly by a factor related to

the number of configurations included. This means that even MRCI with single and

double excitations can be very computationally expensive, making it impractical for

use on the molecules studied in this thesis.

A welcome solution would be to choose a subset of orbitals from the multi-

determinant reference state upon which a CI can be performed. A common method

using this concept is the complete active space self consistent field (CASSCF) ap-

proach, which was the method used in Chapter 5 for studying phenol.
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3.7 Complete Active Space

In the CASSCF scheme [156], a subset of molecular orbitals are chosen, defined as

the active space, from which configurations are built. A full CI is then performed

within the active space. The spin orbitals are split into three classes, as shown in

Figure 3.1.

Inactive Orbitals: Lower energy orbitals, not involved in the active space and are

doubly occupied in each Slater determinant.

Active Orbitals: The selected orbitals which are involved in the CSFs and from

which all possible configurations are constructed. Their occupation varies

during the calculation.

Virtual Orbitals: The remaining orbitals within orbital space as defined from the

basis set. They remain unoccupied throughout the CAS calculation.

The selection of the active space is crucial in the accuracy of the calculation, but

considerations of computational efficiency also need to be included. This leads to

the question of how to select the appropriate active space.

The active space should include all orbitals where the occupation number changes

significantly or differs greatly from either two or zero. Typically the selection will

include valence orbitals that are excited and subsequent virtual orbitals that are

likely to become populated.

However, since the number of CSFs scales largely with the number of active

orbitals [157] the selection has to be relatively small (typically ∼ 15 − 16 active

orbitals at most), so selecting the right orbitals is vital. Such a restriction made this

method unsuitable for calculating the large aromatic molecules in Chapter 4 and 6,

where a large active space was needed.

One major shortcoming of the CASSCF method is its failure sometimes to prop-

erly account for dynamic correlation. This depends upon the orbitals chosen, or
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Fig. 3.1: A schematic illustrating the partitioning of orbitals within the complete active
space (CAS) method. The orbitals contained within the blue box highlight the choice of
active space, comprising three occupied and three unoccupied orbitals. Occupied orbitals
not included within the CAS are referred to as inactive orbitals, whilst any unoccupied
orbitals outside the CAS are the virtual orbitals. A comparison with configuration inter-
action (CI), whereby excitations from all orbitals are included, is shown left.
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neglected, from the active space. A more complete description is therefore needed

to address this failing.

Complete Active Space Perturbation Theory Second-Order

An extension to CASSCF that improves upon the accuracy of the calculation, by

including dynamic correlation, is complete active space perturbation theory second-

order, (CASPT2) [158]. The formulation of this method can be found in Appendix

C.2. CASPT2 provides a good description of excited states, at reasonable compu-

tational expense.

3.8 Basis Set

For any quantum chemical calculation, the use of a basis set is paramount as a

means to construct the molecular orbitals through a set of functions combined in a

linear fashion, as described in Section 3.1. Generally these functions are located on

the atom centres. In principle, this expansion of MOs as a set of functions is exact if

the basis set is complete. A complete basis set however contains an infinite number

of functions, so one is forced to consider only using a set of finite functions. The size

of the basis set used directly influences the quality of the wavefunction and hence

the accuracy of the wavefunction [159]. All calculations used throughout this thesis

included a basis set, with several variations used depending upon the system being

studied. An outline of the different basis sets and extensions are therefore given.

Two types of basis functions are commonly used. Initially, Slater-type orbitals

(STOs) were employed mainly due to their similarity to the 1s orbital of hydrogen

and are of the form [160]:

Sζnlm(r, θ, ϕ) = Nrn−1e−ζrYm
l (θ, ϕ) (3.58)

where N is a normalisation constant and Ym
l (θ, ϕ) are spherical harmonics. Whilst
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this form provides a physically meaningful description for MOs, the computational

cost of calculating the required integrals is incredibly large.

The second type are Gaussian-type orbitals (GTOs) with the following forms for

different coordinates [161]:

Polar : Gζ
nlm(r, θ, ϕ) = NYm

l (θ, ϕ)r2n−2−le−ζr
2

(3.59)

Cartesian : Gζ
lx,ly ,lz

(x, y, z) = Nxlxylyzlze−ζr
2

(3.60)

Compared to STOs, GTOs do not have a “cusp” at the nucleus and also suffer from

poor long range description, however calculating the two electron integrals for GTOs

is very rapid, with the added advantage of the product of Gaussians being another

Gaussian. Ideally, one would like to use STOs to properly describe the behaviour of

the orbitals (in this case the hydrogen 1s) but have the efficiency of working with

GTOs. The compromise is to use fixed linear combinations of primitive Gaussian

functions. These linear combinations are known as contractions and give rise to

contracted Gaussian functions (CGFs).

Using this approach, one can reproduce a STO as a linear combination of CGFs.

This is known as the STO-nG approach [162], for which Figure 3.2 shows the best

fit results from using three CGFs resulting in the STO-3G basis set. This basis

is known as the minimum basis with a single basis function being used for each

orbital. The next stage in basis set development is to simply double the number of

basis functions per orbital leading to the double zeta (DZ) basis set. One can then

continue in a systematic way, adding more functions per orbitals leading to triple

zeta (TZ) basis sets and quadruple zeta (QZ) basis sets that utilise three and four

basis functions per orbital, respectively. One can also consider doubling only the

number of functions for the valence orbitals. This results in a split-valence basis,

denoted as VDZ.

A different advancement emerged through a progressive series of basis sets pro-
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A comparison of different linear combinations of contracted Gaussian functions (nG)
 in reproducing the functional behaviour of a Slater Type Orbital (STO)
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Fig. 3.2: Comparison of fitted functions with a Slater orbital of the 1s orbital for hydrogen
with increasing numbers of linear combination of contracted Gaussian functions. The
Slater function is shown by the black line whilst the various contracted Gaussian functions
are: one Gaussian, STO-1G (red, dashed line); two Gaussians, STO-2G (blue, dotted line)
and three Gaussians, STO-3G (green, dotted-dashed line).
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duced from the group of Pople et al. which unsurprisingly are referred to as Pople-

style basis sets [163]. These basis sets have the form:

K−nlmG

where K is the number of primitive GTOs used for the core orbitals and nlm refers

to the number of functions describing the s and p-orbitals of the valence electrons,

assuming first or second row atoms only. The functions for these valence electrons

are split to describe the inner and outer parts of the orbitals, leading to them being

labelled also as split-valence basis sets. The coefficients used in each of these basis

sets are optimised at the HF level. An example of one widely used Pople-style split-

valence basis set is 6-31G [164], which is used throughout this thesis. Using this

as an example, the composition of this basis set can be identified as containing six

CGFs for the core orbitals with the valence orbitals being split between three CGFs

for the inner part, and a single CGF for the outer part.

These basis sets produce MOs that are very rigid and offer no flexibility. Within

molecules however, the presence of other atoms will distort the spherical symmetry

and polarise the orbitals. Addition of orbitals with higher angular momentum allows

the mixing of orbitals, thus offering them the flexibility to distort. For example, the

inclusion of d-orbitals to a basis set with valence p-orbitals allows these p-orbitals

to polarise. Such polarised functions have been added to Pople’s basis sets and are

commonly denoted by * (for heavy atoms) and ** (for inclusion on hydrogen). This

results in basis sets such as 6-31G* [165,166].

As well as polarisation functions, it is sometimes necessary to include diffuse

functions. These are functions that decay slowly from the nucleus and are vital

where the electron is held far away from the nucleus. This makes them essential

for anions, Rydberg states and very electronegative atoms, such as the molecules

studied in Chapter 4, which all have anionic ground states. These have also been
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incorporated into Pople basis sets and are denoted by + (for heavy atoms) and ++

(for inclusion on hydrogen), giving rise to basis sets such as 6-31+G [167].

Correlation consistent basis sets

As mentioned previously, the coefficients for Pople style basis sets are optimised at

the HF level of theory. The question that emerges concerns the quality of calcu-

lations using these basis sets for correlated levels of theory. Dunning’s correlation

consistent basis sets have been optimised using CI wavefunctions [168]. These cor-

relation consistent (cc) basis sets generally have the form:

cc−pV NZ

The p indicates the inclusion of polarisation functions, the V indicates these basis

sets are for valence orbitals only and NZ denotes the nth zeta variant is employed,

e.g. DZ refers to double-zeta. These basis sets can also be augmented with diffuse

functions [169], giving rise to basis sets of the form, aug-cc-pVNZ.

3.9 Density Functional Theory (DFT)

The sections covered so far have illustrated an approach to quantum chemistry based

solely on the wavefunction and various schemes to approximate it. The wavefunc-

tion, however, is difficult to solve for and so an alternative method was sought. One

such method rested on whether it was possible to replace the complicated many

electron wavefunction by the electron density. This method is known as density

functional theory (DFT).

Many of the molecules studied in this thesis are of a size where post-HF methods

are computationally expensive and result in time-consuming calculations. This is

especially true when high-scaling methods such as CCSD or large CASs are used.

Calculating derivatives and Hessians using post-HF methods for these molecules are
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also computationally expensive, notably when analytical functions are not available.

For the large polycyclic molecules in Chapter 6, DFT was chosen for its low

scaling (formally N3) and computational cost. It was also the ideal method for the

large model system used in Chapter 7. The calculation of the Hessians using post-

HF methods was unfeasible, whereas DFT was more suitable. The formal theory of

DFT is therefore outlined.

It is well established that in wavefunction theories, the square of the wavefunction

corresponds to physical observables i.e.:

|Ψ(x1,x2 . . .xN)|2dx1, dx2 . . . , dxN (3.61)

From this, one can consider the electron density, ρ(r), defined as:

ρ(r) = N

∫
· · ·
∫
|Ψ(x1,x2 . . .xN)|2ds1, dx2 . . . dxN (3.62)

The meaning of ρ(r) is the probability of finding any of the N-electrons within the

volume element dr1, whilst the other N−1 electrons are in arbitrary positions. From

this, ρ(r) is formally a probability density, but is often referred to as the electron

density. The indistinguishability of electrons however results in the probability of

finding any electron at position dr1 as simply N multiplied by the probability for

one particular electron. The properties of ρ(r) are that it vanishes at infinity and

integrates to the total number of electrons:

ρ(r −→∞) = 0 (3.63a)∫
ρ(r)dr1 = N (3.63b)

The great advantage of the electron density is it can be observed directly, unlike the

wavefunction. An important feature of the electron density is that at the position

of an atom, ρ(r) has a maximum, finite value. At this point, the gradient density

exhibits a discontinuity and a cusp results.
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3.9.1 Pair Density

Moving forward, one can now consider the probability of finding a pair of electrons,

with different spins, simultaneously contained within volume elements, dr1, dr2.

Again, the remaining N − 2 electrons occupy arbitrary positions. The probability

value, known as the pair density ρ2(x1,x2) can be defined:

ρ2(x1,x2) = N(N − 1)

∫
· · ·
∫
|Ψ(x1,x2 . . .xN)|2dx3, . . . , dxN (3.64)

This quantity also contains information about the correlation of electrons, and is

normalised to the total number of non-distinct pairs i.e. N(N − 1) [170].

As noted previously, a many-electron wavefunction is required to be anti-symmetric,

and this needs to be included in the pair density framework. This can be done

through introducing a reduced density matrix for two electrons, where the diago-

nal elements of this matrix represent the pair density, ρ2(x1,x2). For the case of

x1 = x2, the probability of finding two electrons with the same spin, in the same

volume element, yields:

ρ2(x1,x2) = −ρ2(x1,x2) (3.65)

which is only valid when ρ2(x1,x2) = 0 and thus the probability of finding two elec-

trons with the same spin, in the same point in space, is exactly zero. Consequently,

electrons of like spin do not move independently from each other and have correlated

motion. This result is none other than the exchange correlation or Fermi energy, as

incorporated via the anti-symmetric Slater determinant in HF, equation (3.11).

There is also the electrostatic repulsion to consider. This term prevents the elec-

trons from coming too close together and is therefore known as Coulomb correlation.

It is neglected in HF theory, where the repulsion is treated averagely, but can be

included in the pair density. One can introduce a condition probability, Ω(x2; x1),

which defines the probability of finding an electron at x2, should there already be one
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known at x1. As expected, the integral of this quantity equates to N − 1 electrons:

Ω(x2; x1) =
ρ2(x1,x2)

ρ(x1)
(3.66a)

∫
Ω(x2; x1)dx2 = N − 1 (3.66b)

The difference between, Ω(x2; x1) and the uncorrelated probability of finding an

electron at x2 can be determined by:

hxc(x2; x1) =
ρ2(x1,x2)

ρ(x1)
− ρ(x2) (3.67)

where hxc is the exchange-correlation hole. This correlation represents depletion of

the electron density at x2 compared to the independent particle system. The value

of this exchange-correlation is always negative and has the property of integrating

to -1, thus the exchange-correlation hole contains the exact charge of one electron.

This concept is widely used throughout DFT formulations. By analogy, a way of

understanding this concept is to regard the electron as “digging” a hole around

itself, thereby diminishing the probability of finding another electron nearby. The

exchange-correlation hole can be split into two terms: Fermi (hx) and Coulomb (hc),

allowing one to write:

hxc(r1; r2) = hσ1=σ2
x (r1; r2) + hσ1,σ2

c (r1, r2) (3.68)

Here, the Fermi hole results from the Pauli principle and hence applies only to

electrons of the same spin, similar to the single Slater determinant form in HF. The

Coulomb hole, however, results from the 1
r12

electrostatic interaction.

One final point to be addressed, is the role of self-interaction and its inclusion

within DFT. In HF the energy is given through:

EHF = 〈ΦSD|Ĥ|ΦSD〉

=
N∑
i

(i|ĥ|i) +
1

2

N∑
i

N∑
j

(ii|jj)− (ij|ji)
(3.69)
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The double sum present in this expression allows for i=j which yields the following

Coulomb term:

(ii|jj) =

∫∫
|χi(x1)|2 1

r12

|χi(x2)|2dx1dx2 (3.70)

This describes the unphysical interaction of a single electron with itself, denoted

self-interaction and is complete nonsense. Fortunately, HF corrects for this self-

interaction through the exchange term, which when i=j, is identical to the Coulomb

term but of opposite sign and hence cancels the effect out. Unfortunately, such

cancellations do not occur in DFT and self-interaction errors become an inherent

problem.

3.9.2 Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems

A formal and physically meaningful rationale behind using the electron density to

determine the Hamiltonian and system properties was provided by Hohenberg and

Kohn in 1964. Their paper outlined two fundamental theorems that underpins the

theoretical framework of DFT.

The first Hohenberg-Kohn (HK), theorem, which is discussed in more detail in

Appendix D.1, states that [171]:

“Vext(r) is (to within a constant) a unique functional of ρ(r); since, in turn Vext(r)

fixes Ĥ we see that the full many-particle ground state is a unique functional of

ρ(r).”

From the first HK theorem, a functional form for the energy, based on the electron

density, was derived:

E0[ρ0] = T [ρ0] + Eee[ρ0] + ENe[ρ0] (3.71)

This form contains terms for the kinetic energy, electron-electron repulsion and the

potential for the nuclear-electron attraction. If the explicit forms of these terms were
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known exactly, then the Schrödinger equation could be solved exactly. However,

explicit forms for both T [ρ] and Eee[ρ] are not known. Only the explicit form for

the Coulomb interaction, J [ρ], is known and can hence be extracted out from Eee[ρ].

Finding explicit forms for the remaining terms have been the major hurdle for DFTs.

The second HK theorem seeks to apply a variational principle:

E0 ≤ E[ρ̃] = T [ρ̃] + Eee[ρ̃] + ENe[ρ̃] (3.72)

So, for any trial density, the energy obtained will be an upper bound to the true

ground state energy E0. Any trial density will also define its own Hamiltonian and

hence its own wavefunction. In principle, knowing the correct ground state density

leads to information about the ground state wavefunction, however, it is important

to stress that DFT has no wavefunction! The variational principle as employed here

applies only to the exact functionals and so require caution when approximations

to these are used. The end result are energies that may be lower than the exact.

Formulating DFT calculations to mimic those of HF i.e. use of a Slater determinant,

can relieve this problem.

Finally, whilst the HK theorems justify the use of the density to calculate the

energy, they provide no insight into the structure of these functionals. The resulting

challenge lies in obtaining expressions for each form.

3.9.3 Kohn-Sham Theory

The HK scheme showed the crux in calculating the ground state energy revolves

around solving the following functional:

FHK[ρ(r)] = T [ρ(r)] + J [ρ(r)] + Encl[ρ(r)] (3.73)

where the Coulombic term is the only functional for which an explicit form is known.

It had been noted that similar approaches to calculate properties using the electron
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density had failed dramatically owing to the functional form given to the kinetic

energy [172, 173]. Kohn and Sham’s approach [174] to the kinetic energy initially

considered a HF scheme with a single Slater determinant representing the exact

wavefunction of a fictitious, non-interacting system of N-electrons. The kinetic en-

ergy of this system can be determined exactly through:

THF = −1

2

N∑
i

〈χi|∇2|χj〉 (3.74)

where χ are the usual spin orbitals. One can also consider a non-interacting reference

system with a Hamiltonian that contains no electron-electron interactions and an

effective, local potential:

Ĥs = −1

2

N∑
i

∇2
i +

N∑
i

Vs(r) (3.75)

Utilising the same process as in HF, the ground state wavefunction can be repre-

sented as Slater determinant and the spin orbitals determined via the iterative Fock-

like equation. Similarly, this scheme also contains a one electron operator denoted

the Kohn-Sham operator, f̂KS, with orbitals that are referred to as Kohn-Sham

orbitals, the validity of which are discussed in Appendix D.2:

f̂KSϕi = εϕi (3.76a)

f̂KS = −1

2

N∑
i

∇2
i + Vs(r) (3.76b)

Using this, Kohn and Sham’s solution to calculating the kinetic energy centres

around a non-interacting reference system with the same density as the real one.

For this system, the exact kinetic energy can be obtained as:

TS = −1

2

N∑
i

〈χi|∇2|χj〉 (3.77)
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nevertheless, this energy does not represent the real kinetic energy of the interacting

system. This problem was resolved by re-writing the HK functional, equation (D.6),

and expressing it as:

E[ρ(r)] = Ts[ρ(r)] + J [ρ(r)] + Exc[ρ(r)] (3.78)

In this structure, the functional containing all the non-classic contributions has been

converted to Exc[ρ(r)] where all the unknown terms are now contained. This includes

contributions from self-interaction correction, exchange, correlation and, crucially,

the remaining portion of the kinetic energy absent in the non-interacting system.

These terms are referred to as the exchange-correlation functional.

This approach still leaves two outstanding issues. Firstly, the expression for the

kinetic energy is still not dependent on the density, instead relying on the Kohn-

Sham orbitals. This raises the question of how to determine these orbitals for the

non-interacting reference system.

Making use of the separation stated in equation (3.76), the energy of the real,

interacting system can be expressed as:

E[ρ(r)] = Ts[ρ(r)] + J [ρ(r)] + Exc[ρ(r)] + ENe[ρ(r)] (3.79a)

= Ts[ρ(r)] +
1

2

∫∫
ρ(r1)ρ(r2)

r12

d(r1)d(r2)

+ Exc[ρ(r)] +

∫
VNeρ(r)dr

(3.79b)

= −1

2

N∑
i

〈ϕi|∇2|ϕi〉+
1

2

N∑
i

N∑
j

∫∫
|ϕir1|2

1

r12

|ϕjr2|2dr1dr2

+ Exc|ρ(r)| −
N∑
i

∫ M∑
A

ZA
r1A

|ϕir1|2dr1

(3.79c)

The end result shows explicit forms for all components save the exchange-correlation,

Exc. Drawing from the HF procedure, a variational principle is applied and the
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orbitals {ϕi} constructed such to ensure the energy can be minimised. This leads

to a set of equations:(
−1

2
∇2 +

[∫
ρ(r2)

r12

dr2 + VXC(r1)−
M∑
A

ZA
r1A

])
ϕi

=

(
−1

2
∇2 + Veff(r1)

)
ϕi = εiϕi

(3.80)

that are comparable to those for the one-particle non-interacting reference system,

equation (3.76), which are required to be solved iteratively. Collating all the above,

the procedure summarising the Kohn-Sham approach is as follows: once all the

components for equation (3.80) have been determined the one-particle equations to

provide the orbitals can be solved. From these orbitals, the ground state density

can be obtained and inserted into equation (3.79a) to yield the ground state energy.

There is still one major hurdle however - the second outstanding issue to be dis-

cussed - the exchange-correlation functional. In equation (3.80) there is no explicit

expression for Vxc, the potential resulting from Exc. All that can be defined is the

following relation:

Vxc =
δExc

δρ
(3.81)

In principle the Kohn-Sham approach is exact. Knowing the exact forms of Vxc and

Exc would lead to the exact energy, but in practice these are unknown and so approx-

imations are required. The utility of DFT rests on finding the best approximation

for the exchange-correlation functional.

The Kohn-Sham approach was a pivotal moment in the development of DFT,

although there are several additional points of discussion that emerge from this

framework that are worth mentioning. For the sake of brevity, however, these are

relegated to Appendix D.2.
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3.9.4 Approximations for the exchange-correlation functional

Emerging from the Kohn-Sham approach was the pressing need to determine a form

for the exchange-correlation functional. In trying to obtain an explicit form, several

classes of approximations have developed.

Local Density Approximation (LDA)

The simplest and basic approach is to consider a uniform electron gas. From the

outset, one can see the major drawback with this approximation, namely that atoms

and molecules possess densities that rapidly vary. The benefits of this model are the

good forms available for the exchange and correlation functionals. The exchange-

correlation functional, known as the local density approximation (LDA), can be

expressed as:

ELDA
xc [ρ] =

∫
ρ(r)εxc(ρ(r))dr (3.82)

Another benefit of this scheme is εXC can be separated into the individual ex-

change and correlation contributions:

εxc(ρ(r)) = εx(ρ(r)) + εc(ρ(r)) (3.83)

The exchange-correlation is determined from the exchange energy of the uniform

electron gas, for which the form was devised by Dirac and Bloch in the late 1920s

[175,176]:

εx = −3

4

3

√
3ρ(r)

π
(3.84)

There is no explicit form known for the correlation part, however an analytical

form has been interpolated from high level quantum Monte Carlo simulations of the

homogeneous electron gas [177]. Despite the obvious flaw in describing molecular

systems through a constant density approximation, the LDA approach is surpris-

ingly successful. This success is two fold, a combination of satisfying a number of
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properties for describing the exchange-correlation hole and a fortuitous cancella-

tion of errors. Achieving a better description of the electron density surrounding

molecules involves improvements and extensions to the LDA.

Generalised Gradient Approximation (GGA)

The obvious expansion to the LDA is inclusion of the gradient of the charge den-

sity, ∇ρ(r), to allow for the inhomogeneity of the electron density. This functional

should also preserve the properties of the exchange-correlation hole that are satisfied

within the LDA. These type of functionals are referred to as generalised gradient

approximations (GGA) and have the following form:

EGGA
xc [ρα, ρβ] =

∫
f(ρα, ρβ,∇ρα,∇ρβ)dr (3.85)

Here, f indicates some function within the integrand that has a dependency

on both the density, and the density gradient. It is useful to split EGGA
xc into its

exchange and correlation components:

EGGA
xc = EGGA

x + EGGA
c (3.86)

The exchange contribution can be expressed in the following form:

EGGA
x = ELDA

x −
∑
σ

∫
F (Sσ)ρ4/3

σ (r)dr (3.87)

where Sσ is the reduced density gradient, essentially a local inhomogeneity param-

eter:

Sσ(r) =
∇ρσ(r)

ρ
4/3
σ (r)

(3.88)

Several different families of the function, F have been suggested. One series are

based upon a function developed by Becke and contain terms that are empirically

fitted [178]. Examples of these functionals include B (from Becke) [178] and O

(Handy’s modification of Becke’s) [179]. Another set are based on rational functions
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of the reduced density gradient and contain no empirically determined parameters.

Examples of these type of exchange functionals include B86 [180] and PBE [181].

Gradient corrected correlation functions also exist, however their analytical forms

and theoretical rationale are extensive and complicated. Popular examples include

P86 [182] and LYP [183]. Other commonly used GGAs combine the exchange func-

tional from Becke (B) and the correlation functional from either Perdew (P) or Lee,

Yang and Parr (LYP) to form BP86 and BLYP [184], respectively.

In addition, one could also include the second derivative of the electron density,

the Laplacian, ∇2
n(r), forming meta-GGA functionals [185].

Hybrid Functionals

Referring back, again, to the familiar HF and analogous Kohn-Sham scheme, it

has been extensively noted that, through the use of a Slater determinant, the ex-

change energy can be computed exactly. From this, a logical step to formulate the

exchange-correlation functional is to compute the exact exchange component and use

approximations only for the correlation. This methodology performs well for atoms,

but poorly for molecules, due mainly to the abysmal properties of the exchange-

correlation hole produced. Using the adiabatic connection [186, 187], however, pro-

vided a way to incorporate the exact exchange energy. Further detail regarding the

adiabatic connection is outlined in Appendix D.3. An adiabatic connection formula

for the exchange-correlation energy can be expressed as:

Exc =

∫ 1

0

Eλ
ncldλ (3.89)

The term λ can be thought of as a parameter that “turns on” the electron-electron

interaction. At the limit of λ = 0, there is no interaction between the electrons

and hence no correlation energy. The exact exchange energy can be obtained from a

single Slater determinant analogous to the HF ansatz. At the upper limit, λ = 1, the
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system is fully interacting and one of the functionals from the range of classes are

required to obtain a good approximation. From this, an approximation for equation

(3.89) can be constructed as a weighted sum of these two limits:

Exc = aEFOCK + bExc (3.90)

The initial approach was to split the contributions in half, using the exact exchange

energy for the non-interacting system and an LDA functional to approximate Exc in

the fully interacting system [188]. This combination form the half-and-half methods:

EH+H
xc =

1

2
EEXACT

x +
1

2

(
ELSDA

x + ELSDA
c

)
(3.91)

This approach can be extended to implement the better approximations afforded

by GGA functionals. In this scheme, the exchange energy is a combination of exact

exchange, LDA exchange and a gradient correction component. The correlation

energy also appends a similar gradient correction term into it. Using this, Becke

then added semi-empirical coefficients to weight the components in his scheme, thus

forming a three parameter hybrid functional [189]:

EB3
xc = ELDA

xc + a(EFOCK − ELDA
x ) + bEB

x + cEPW91
c (3.92)

Numerous hybrid functionals are now in existence [190–192], including the popular

and renowned B3LYP. This functional, devised by Stephens et al., is similar to

Becke’s original three parameter hybrid but with the PW91 functional substituted

with LYP [193]:

EB3LYP
xc = (1− a)ELSDA

x + aEFOCK + bEB
x + cELYP

c + (1− c)ELDA
c

a = 0.2, b = 0.72 and c = 0.81
(3.93)

The success of B3LYP has made it a popular functional for use in DFT calculations

and is used in Chapters 4 and 6. Even so, it is important to note that it is still
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an approximation to the true exchange-correlation functional and contains semi-

empirically derived parameters, thus despite its overwhelming performance, it is not

a black box functional and different functionals may perform better for the system

in question. This highlighted in Chapter 7, where a different hybrid functional was

employed to account for long range interactions.

3.10 Time Dependent Density Functional

Theory

In its standard formulation, DFT (also known as static DFT) is applicable to calcu-

lation of ground state properties only. An extension to DFT allows one to consider

the dynamics of a non-stationary system, allowing the extraction of properties such

as excitation energies. This extension is known as time dependent density functional

theory, TDDFT and was used exclusively for excited state calculations in Chapter 6

and 7. The framework for understanding and applying TDDFT is briefly outlined in

Appendix D.4. The framework outlined is necessary for the application and under-

standing of the derivation of TDDFT. As with static DFT, a formal justification is

required to show that the density can be employed to calculate the time dependent

properties of a system.

3.10.1 Runge-Gross Theorem

Within the context of the TDSE, each external potential, ν(r, t), produces a time

dependent wavefunction, Ψ(t) from an initial given state Ψ0. From each Ψ(t) a

density, n(r, t), is generated:

ν(r, t)
i ∂Ψ
∂t

= Ĥ(t)Ψ
−−−−−−−→

Fixed Ψ0

Ψ(t)
〈Ψ(t)|n̂|Ψ(t)〉−−−−−−−→ n(r, t) (3.94)

This schematic illustrates how the TD potential, as determined via the Schrödinger

equation, can be used to determine the dynamics. The core concept within TDDFT
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aims to construct the reverse argument of equation (3.94), whereby the TD den-

sity, n(r, t), can be employed as a means to realise the dynamics of a system. For

this concept to be valid, a unique one-to-one mapping between the time dependent

densities and potentials needs to be shown to exist. Such a correspondence was es-

tablished by Runge and Gross [194] and is the key theorem to TDDFT, analogous to

the HK theorems for static DFT (Section 3.9.2). The implication of this is that two

different TD potentialsa, ν(r, t) and ν ′(r, t) affecting a fixed initial state will always

cause two different time dependent densities, n(r, t) and n′(r, t). Here, a condition

is imposed that the TD potentials can be expanded in a Taylor series:

ν(r, t) =
∞∑
k=0

1

k!
νk(r)(t− to)k (3.95)

with a similar expansion also for ν(r, t) with ν ′k. From this, the condition that the

two potentials differ by more than a functional, c(t), indicates there is a smallest

integer value of k, with k > 0, for which the following expression holds:

νk(r)− ν ′k(r) 6= constant (3.96)

The proof of the Runge-Gross theorem is detailed in Appendix D.5. The theorem

showed that different current densities give rise to different densities, therefore two

densities subjected to two different potentials will differ immediately after t0. This

implies the external potential is a unique functional of the TD density, similar to

the HK theorems. Again, if explicit forms for the terms were known, the many-body

Hamiltonian and the wavefunction could be solved exactly.

Formally, within the context of TDDFT, all that is needed to determine any

observable is the TD density. In practice, a strategy analogous to the of Kohn-

Sham for static DFT is required to determine the TD densities, whilst avoiding any

approach needing solutions to the many-body Schrödinger equation.

aAssuming these two potentials differ by more than some function: ν(r, t)− ν′(r, t) 6= c(t)
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3.10.2 Time-Dependent Kohn Sham Theory

As discussed in Section 3.9.3, the major progress allowing practical use of static

DFT was the ability to represent a fully interacting system by a non-interacting

equivalent that produces the same density. Given this, a logical, and convenient,

approach towards using TDDFT asks whether a similar concept can be applied,

namely can the time dependent density of a fully interacting system, be reproduced

by a non-interacting system. The van Leeuwen theorem [195] showed this approach

to be valid and ensured that a TD density of a fully interacting system (evolving from

an initial state being subject to an external potential) can be duplicated through a

non-interacting reference system. From here, one can formulate a TD Kohn-Sham

equation.

A non-interacting reference system evolving under an effective potential has the

form:

vs[n,Ψ0,Φ0](r, t) (3.97)

where:

n is the time dependent density,

Ψ0 is the initial many-body state,

Φ0 is the initial state of a non-interacting system.

A system evolving from its ground state at t0 due to a TD external potential can

be expressed as:

v(r, t) = v0(r) + v1(r, t)θ(t− t0) (3.98)

Making use of static DFT, the initial states and wavefunctions, Ψ0 and Φ0, are simply

functionals of the ground state density. Thus, the effective potential simplifies to:

vs[n](r, t) (3.99)

An infinitesimal time after t0 the TD potential, v1(r, t) acts upon the system. Here,
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the TD density is:

n(r, t) =
N∑
j=1

|ϕj(r, t)|2 (3.100)

The single particle orbitals, ϕj(r, t) are determined from the TD Kohn-Sham equa-

tion: [
−∇

2

2
+ vs[n](r, r)

]
ϕj(r, t) = i

∂

∂t
(r, t) (3.101)

where the effective potential is given by:

vs[n](r, t) = v(r, t) +

∫
d3r′

n(r′, t)

|r − r′|
+ vxc[n](r, t) (3.102)

Imposing the condition that ϕj(r, t0) = ϕ0
j(r) ensures that only the occupied Kohn-

Sham orbitals evolve in time.

Whilst the above equations pertain to the exact TD density of a system evolv-

ing through an external potential, the enforcement of several approximations are

needed to make the equations tractable. The first of these approximations is for

the exchange-correlation potential, v0
xc[n0](r) used in static DFT to solve the Kohn-

Sham equation for the initial state of the system. A second approximation is also

needed for the TD exchange-correlation potential, vxc[n0](r, t), the most common

of which - the adiabatic connection - is outlined in Appendix D.6. It is important

also to ensure that at t0 the static and TD exchange-correlation are the same i.e.

Vxc[n0](r, t) = V 0
xc[n0](r).

3.10.3 Linear Response TDDFT

In practice, solutions to the full TD Kohn-Sham equations are not necessary as

the system is usually subjected to a small perturbation only. It is therefore conve-

nient and simpler to consider only the response to the perturbation. Calculating

the response to first-order only is known as linear response, which when applied

to TDDFT culminates in linear-response TDDFT or LR-TDDFT. The general for-

mulism for linear response theory and its use in TDDFT is outlined in Appendix
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D.7, whilst more detailed derivatives can be found in [196]. LR-TDDFT is the

method most frequently implemented for TDDFT calculations in quantum chemical

programs.

3.11 Multi-Configuration Time-Dependent

Hartree

From electrons to nuclei

Nearly all the methods discussed so far involve solving the TISE, which within the

BOA, reduces to nuclei being parametric over PESs formed by the electrons. There

are, nevertheless, instances where one needs to move towards solving the time-

dependent Schrödinger equation and explicitly consider the motion of the nuclei.

This is the case for calculating electronic spectra, reaction dynamics and where non-

adiabaticity is important, particularly where a CoI is involved. These phenomena are

integral to the research throughout this thesis and required a method for calculating

nuclear quantum dynamics. This section outlines the development of the MCTDH

scheme used in Chapter 4, 5 and 6. An extension to this method, which is used in

Chapter 7, is also detailed in Section 3.12.

3.11.1 Time Dependent Hartree

For quantum dynamics one is required to solve the TDSE:

i~
∂Ψ(x, t)

∂t
= ĤΨ(x, t) (3.103)

where the use of atomic units in which ~ = 1, is often implemented.

The use of time-dependent methods for quantum dynamics evolved in the mid-

1970s when a technique for Gaussian wavepacket propagation was published [197].

These methods were strengthened by new numerical techniques for solving the

TDSE, such as split operator [198], Chebyshev [199], and Lanczos [200].
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Solving the TDSE typically involves propagating a wavepacket represented in a

TD basis set:

Ψ(Q1, . . . , Qf , t) =

N1∑
j1=1

· · ·
Nf∑
jf=1

Cj1 · · ·Cjf (t)
f∏
κ=1

χ
(κ)
jκ (Qκ) (3.104)

where f is the number of degrees of freedom (DOF), Q1 are the nuclear coordinates,

Cj1 are the TD expansion coefficients and χj is the time-independent basis for the

degree of freedom, κ. From the Dirac-Frenkel variational principle [175,201]:

〈δΨ|H − iδt|Ψ〉 (3.105)

equations of motion for Cj1 can be derived:

iĊJ =
∑
L

HJLCL (3.106)

This approach however scales exponentially with the number of DOF and so restricts

inclusion to only five or six. Combatting these exponential scaling problems requires

approximations. The most popular of these is the time dependent Hartree (TDH)

method [175,202]. In this approximation the wavefunction is written as (considering

only two degrees of freedom):

Ψ(x, y, t) = a(t)ϕ1(x, t)ϕ2(y, t) (3.107)

The product ϕ1ϕ2 is known as a Hartree Product. Again, applying the Dirac-Frenkel

variational principle provides EOMs for a(t), ϕ1(t) and ϕ2(t). This approach allows

one to consider many more DOF - typically up to 100 [203–205].

3.11.2 Multi-Configuration Time-Dependent Hartree

The performance of TDH is quite often subpar and, in similar style to that for

electronic structure theory, a multi-configuration approach substantially improves

this method. By extending this method to include numerous configurations, one
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arrives at the multi-configuration time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) method used

predominantly in this thesis.

In the MCTDH scheme the wavefunction ansatz is written as a linear combination

of Hartree products [206–210]:

Ψ(q1, . . . , qf , t) =

n1∑
j1=1

· · ·
nf∑
jf=1

Aj1...jf (t)

f∏
κ=1

ϕ
(κ)
jκ

(qκ, t)

=
∑
J

AJΦJ

(3.108)

where f indicates the number of DOF, q1 . . . qf are nuclear coordinates, Aj1...jf are

expansion coefficients and ϕ
(κ)
jκ

are the time dependent basis functions known as sin-

gle particle functions (SPFs), which are variationally optimised to allow for efficient

convergence.

Within this ansatz, the case for n1 = nf = 1 returns the TDH wavefunction,

while systematically increasing n will eventually result in the exact TDSE, equation

(3.104).

It is necessary to implement constraints to ensure any propagation is uniquely

defined. These constraints are the following:

〈ϕ(κ)
j (0)|ϕ(κ)

l (0)〉 = δjl (3.109)

〈ϕ(κ)
j (t)|ϕ̇(κ)

l (t)〉 = −i〈ϕ(κ)
j (t)|g(κ)|ϕ(κ)

l (t)〉 (3.110)

where gκ is a constraint operator. These constraints keep orthonormal SPFs orthog-

onal. From here, one can derive the MCTDH EOMs by applying the Dirac-Frenkel

variational principle to the ansatz of equation (3.108), resulting in two coupled

EOMs, one for the expansion coefficients and one for the SPFs:

iAj =
∑
L

〈ΦJ |H|ΦL〉AL, (3.111)
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iϕ̇
(κ)
j =

(
1− P (κ)

)∑
κ,l

ρ
(κ)−1

j,κ

〈
Ĥ
〉(κ)

κ,l
ϕ

(κ)
l (3.112)

For the EOM for the SPFs, P is the projector onto the space spanned over by the

SPFs for each degree of freedom:

P (κ) =
∑
J

|ϕ(κ)
j 〉〈ϕ

(κ)
j | (3.113)

ρ is the density matrix and 〈Ĥ〉(κ)
κ,l the matrix of mean-field operators.

The MCTDH equations ensure that the norm is conserved and, when using a

time-independent Hamiltonian, the total energy is also conserved.

3.11.3 Discrete Variable Representation

In order to solve the EOMs derived for the expansion coefficients, A, and the SPFs,

one is required to determine the matrix elements of 〈ΦJ |H|ΦL〉:

〈
ϕ

(1)
j1
· · ·ϕ(p)

jp
|H|ϕ(1)

k1
· · ·ϕ(p)

kp

〉
=
〈
ϕ

(1)
j1
· · ·ϕ(p)

jp
|T + V |ϕ(1)

k1
· · ·ϕ(p)

kp

〉
(3.114)

This integral is less challenging when the basis functions are a discrete variable rep-

resentation (DVR). DVRs are typically time-independent basis sets used throughout

wavepacket dynamics [211–214]. Expanding the SPFs through a DVR results in a

set of primitive basis functions. These primitive basis functions are based upon a

set of orthogonal polynomials. For example, a set of DVR functions along the coor-

dinate qv{χ(v)
i (qv)} has the property that the matrix representation of the position

operator q̂v is diagonal, hence:

〈χ(v)
i |qv|χ

(v)
j 〉 = q

(v)
j δij (3.115)

where qv is a grid of points related to the DVR functions. Given enough functions

(i.e. grid points) the potential energy operator can be assumed to be diagonal and

one can obtain the integral by calculating the potential energy only at grid points

q
(1)
j1
. . . q

(f)
jf

.
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Similarly for the kinetic energy operator, the matrix elements can be determined

in a finite basis representation (FBR), and then a FBR-DVR transformation can

be used to obtain {φ(v)}. DVR representations have been derived for the Harmonic

oscillator, Legendre, sine and exponentials [210]. In the application of MCTDH, the

potential energy matrix elements are determined by transforming from a SPF basis

to DVR via:〈
ϕ

(1)
i1
· · ·ϕ(p)

ip
|V |ϕ(1)

j1
· · ·ϕ(p)

jp

〉
=∑

i1...ip

∑
j1...jp

a
(1)∗
k1i1

. . . a
(p∗)
kpi1

a
(1)
k1j1

. . . a
(p)
kpj1

V (Q
(1)
k1
. . . Q

(p)
kp

)
(3.116)

This equation though will transform the SPF basis to the full direct-product primi-

tive grid, the dimensionality of which is significantly large and a hurdle one wants to

avoid. Writing the Hamiltonian as a product of functions, with the same coordinates

as particles in the MCTDH wavefunction, ensures one takes advantage of the DVR

without such excessive scaling:

H(q1 . . . qf ) =
s∑
r=1

crh
(1)
r (Q1) . . . h(p)

r (Qp) (3.117)

This beneficial approach reduces the integrals of equation (3.116) to lower dimen-

sional ones:

〈
ϕ

(1)
j1
· · ·ϕ(p)

jp
|H|ϕ(1)

k1
· · ·ϕ(p)

kp

〉
=

ns∑
r=1

cr

〈
ϕ

(1)
j1
|h(1)|ϕ(1)

k1

〉
· · ·
〈
ϕ

(p)
jp
|h(p)|ϕ(p)

kp

〉
(3.118)

The formulism outlined here applies only to a single state, thus for treatment of

multi-states, an inherent feature in non-adiabatic dynamics, different electronic

states need to be included. Inclusion of electronic states has been successfully

implemented into the MCTDH equations, further details of which are outlined in

Appendix E and references [215,216].
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3.11.4 Memory and Efficiency

For standard wavepacket dynamics, such as equation (3.108), if N is the number of

basis functions for each DOF, f , then the wavefunction is described by N f expansion

coefficients; an exponential scaling prohibiting the size of the system these methods

can realistically be used for.

In contrast, the MCTDH wavefunction scales as:

memory ∼ np + pnNd (3.119)

where n is the number of SPFs for particles p and d the number of degrees of freedom.

One can consider two main limits: firstly, when all the particles are one-dimensional

i.e. p = f and d = 1. At this limit the first term in equation (3.119) contributes

most and an exponential scaling occurs so that even at f = 10 each wavefunction

requires ∼150 GB of storage.

The other limit occurs when all the degrees of freedom are combined, ergo d = f

and only a single particle is present (p = 1). As the first term now always equals

one, it is the second term that contributes most, simply becoming the size of the

full primitive grid N f .

It should therefore be evident that for optimal efficiency a balance is needed

between the memory for the A coefficients and those for the SPFs.

3.11.5 Analysis and Spectra

From the propagated wavefunction one can extract a range of useful information to

analyse a property of interest such as photoelectron [217,218] and photoabsorption

spectra [219]. All of these were essential to the work undertaken in this thesis. The

extraction of such properties from MCTDH is complicated by virtue of two MCTDH

wavefunctions being formed in different basis sets, not only preventing simple sum-

mation, but making the Fourier transform of the wavefunction very challenging.
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When the matrix elements of operators are in product form, evaluation becomes

simpler. Letting:

Ψ =
∑
J

AJΦJ (3.120)

Ψ̃ =
∑
L

ÃLΦ̃L (3.121)

where the wavefunction at time zero is in a different basis to the wavefunction at a

different time, and:

Ω̂ =
M∑
r

crω̂
(1)
r · · · ω̂(f)

r (3.122)

is an operator given in product form, then the result:

〈Ψ|Ω̂|Ψ̃〉 =
M∑
r=1

cr
∑
j1

· · ·
∑
jf

A∗j1···jf

×
∑
l1

〈ϕ(1)
j1
|ω̂(1)
r |ϕ̃

(1)
j1
〉 · · ·

∑
lf

〈ϕ(f)
jf
|ϕ̃(f)
lf
〉Ãl1...lf

(3.123)

requires only one dimensional integrals [210].

One can therefore easily evaluate the simple overlap between wavefunctions for

auto-correlation functions using equation (3.123) and setting Ω̂ = 1. The auto-

correlation function, c(t), is then defined as overlap between the initial and propa-

gated wavefunction:

c(t) = 〈Ψ(0)|Ψ(t)〉 (3.124)

If the Hamiltonian is Hermitian then:

c(−t) = c∗(t) (3.125)

and since:

〈Ψ(0)|exp(−Ht)|Ψ(0)〉 = 〈(exp(−iH†∗t/2)Ψ∗(0))|exp(−iHt/2)Ψ(0)〉 (3.126)

then if Ψ(0) is real and the Hamiltonian symmetric then one obtains [220,221]:

c(t) = 〈Ψ∗(t/2)|Ψ(t/2)〉 (3.127)
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hence, one need only propagate Ψ over half the time for which the auto-correlation

is needed.

For computing spectra, one can make use of the auto-correlation function. Defin-

ing Ψi(Q, 0) as the nuclear wavefunction of an initial electronic state and:

Ψf (Q, 0) = e.ufi(Q)Ψi(Q, 0) (3.128)

as the nuclear wavefunction of an excited electronic state within the Condon approx-

imation (where e is the vector of the electric field and uf is the transition dipole

moment vector). Propagation of Ψf (Q, 0) to Ψf (Q, t) results in an auto-correlation

function (c(t)) for which the total absorption cross-section is given by the Fourier

transform [222–224]:

σ(E) ∼ E

+∞∫
−∞

c(t)ei(E+Ei)tdt = 2E

∞∫
0

Re(c(t)ei(E+Ei)t)dt (3.129)

where Ei is the energy of the initial state.

For unbound states, c(t) gradually vanishes as t increases but for bound states

the upper limit of integration has to become some finite time, T . This reduction to

finite time introduces spurious structures (Gibbs phenomenon) into the spectrum.

These errors can be minimised by multiplying c(t) by a damping function:

g(t) = cos

(
πt

2T

)
Θ

(
1− |t|

T

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Heaviside Function

(3.130)

The introduction of the Heaviside function forces c(t) to become zero at T . If desired

c(t) can also be multiplied further by:

f(t) = exp

(
−t
τ

)
(3.131)

which produces results analogous to convoluting spectral lines with Lorentzian func-

tions.
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3.12 Direct Dynamics - Variational

Multi-configurational Gaussian

One of the limiting and constraining features of the MCTDH method is the grid

construct used for the SPFs. Naturally, one may consider whether this dependence

on the use of a grid can be reduced or removed altogether.

Early developments in this approach were undertaken by Burghardt et al. through

the G-MCTDH method whereby some SPFs are replaced by Gaussian functions. In

this form the ansatz is:

Ψ(x, t) =
∑
j1,...jf

Aj1,...jfϕ
(1)
j1

(x1, t) . . . ϕ
(d)
jd

(xd, t)g
(d+1)
jd+1 (xd+1, t) . . . g

(f)
jf

(xf , t) (3.132)

By removing all grid-based SPFs one arrives at a Gaussian wavepacket (GWP)

method, in this instance the variational multi-configurational Gaussian (vMCG)

method [225–230]. In the vMCG method, the approximate nuclear wavefunction is

a sum of TD basis functions multiplied by TD coefficients:

Ψ(x, t) =
n∑
j=1

Aj(t)gj(x, t) (3.133)

Here gj(x, t) are the basis functions; multi-dimensional Gaussian functions. These

multi-dimensional Gaussians have the form:

gj(x, t) = exp(xT .ζj.x+ ξj.x+ ηj) (3.134)

The parameters associated with these Gaussians can be collected into a square

matrix, Λ:

Λj = {ζj, ξj, ηj} (3.135)

The choice given to the parameter ζj determines the type of Gaussians used.
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Thawed Gaussians: Contains both diagonal and off-diagonal elements.

Separable Gaussians: Contains only diagonal elements.

Frozen Gaussians: The diagonal elements are frozen.

From this approach, the form for the multi-dimensional Gaussians can be reformu-

lated and expressed into Heller form:

gj(x, t) = exp

(
1

~
∑
−ajκ(xκ − qjκ)2 + ipjκ(xκ − qjκ) + iγj

)
(3.136)

From this, one can assign the following properties to the parameters in Λj:

ζj: Width of the Gaussian function.

ξ: Linear parameters specifying the momentum and centre of the Gaussian.

η: The sum of remaining scalar parameters.

Applying the Dirac-Frenkel variational principle to the wavefunction, equation (3.133),

yields two EOMs. One for the TD coefficients, Aj(t):

iȦj =
∑
lm

[Sjl]
−1 (Hlm − iτlm)Am (3.137)

where S is the overlap matrix, Sjl = 〈gj|gl〉, H is the Hamiltonian matrix, Hjl =

〈gj|Ĥ|gj〉 and τ is an overlap time-derivative matrix. Ensuring the diagonal matrix

elements of τ are zero keeps the propagated Gaussians normalised.

The other EOM for the Gaussian parameters, using compacted notation, has the

form [231]:

iΛ̇ = [C]−1 Y (3.138)

Here the matrices C and Y are defined as:

Cjα,lβ = ρjl

(
S

(αβ)
jl −

[
S(α0)S−1S(0β)

]
jl

)
(3.139a)

Yjα =
∑
l

ρjl

(
H

(αβ)
jl −

[
S(α0)S−1H

]
jl

)
(3.139b)
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Within these matrices, ρjl is simply an element of the density matrix. The differing

terms for the overlap and Hamiltonian matrix can be further defined as:

S
(αβ)
jl =

〈
∂gj
∂λjα

∣∣∣∣ ∂gl∂λlβ

〉
(3.140a)

S
(α0)
jl =

〈
∂gj
∂λjα

∣∣∣∣gl〉 (3.140b)

H
(αβ)
jl =

〈
∂gj
∂λjα

∣∣∣∣H ∣∣∣∣gl〉 (3.140c)

Employing the CX formulism allows the Y-vector to be separated into:

Y = Y0 + YR (3.141)

In this partition, Y0 depends upon the Hamiltonian that can be expressed in terms

of S0α, whilst YR is a “residual” term, containing the remaining portion of the

Hamiltonian. This allows equation (3.141) to be recast as:

Yjα =
∑
lβ

Cjα,lβX
(β)
l + YR,jα (3.142)

From here a simplification of the EOM for the Gaussian parameters can be obtained:

iΛ̇ = X + C−1YR (3.143)

This formulism allows one to separate the EOM into classical and non-classical

components. When utilising this separation, terms pertaining to the classical prop-

agation of Gaussians are incorporated into the X-term, whilst quantum terms are

placed into YR.

3.12.1 Singularities and Matrix Inversion

It is clear from inspecting the EOMs that one is required to calculate the inverse of

matrices S and C. This can create problems if the matrix becomes singular.
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C matrix

For the C matrix, singularities can occur from two sources: the density matrix, ρ,

becomes singular or the basis set tends towards completeness, the result of which

are the parameter derivatives can no longer be projected out the space spanned by

the Gaussians. Different ways have been proposed to address this problem.

The first uses a “dynamic coupling” approach, allowing one to neglect the cou-

pling between GWPs when needed [232]. For large integration steps, the matrix is

diagonalised and the corresponding eigenvalues compared with a pre-defined thresh-

old (typically ≈ 10−6). For any inverse eigenvalues lower than this threshold, these

functions are projected out of the matrix. The now uncoupled GWPs follow classical

trajectories. For smaller integration steps, a regularisation technique is adopted. In

this approach a scaling is applied to the lowest eigenvalue inverses and the inverse

matrix is then reformed. This standard regularisation, however, still requires diag-

onalisation of the full C-matrix, creating severe bottlenecks for systems with many

DOFs. Alternative regularisation schemes include Tikhonov regularisation [233],

where the inverse is given by:

Ã−1 =
(
ATA + ΓTΓ

)−1
AT (3.144)

Here Γ is a unit matrix multiplied by a factor that dictates the level of regularisation.

One can remove regularisation altogether (quite often feasible if unwanted pa-

rameters have been projected out through “dynamic coupling”) and use a simple

Cholesky or LU decomposition. This approach can result in very small integration

steps and unstable propagation.

S matrix

When considering the S matrix, singularities arise either as the Gaussian overlap

approaches one or, again, for a complete basis set which leads to an overlap matrix
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with small eigenvalues. One can deal with these singularities in a similar way to

those for the C-matrix. At each step, S is diagonalised and a threshold is chosen.

If n eigenvalues are below this threshold then n are removed from the propagation

and the wavepacket is re-expressed. Caution must be taken in this approach as it

can lead to instabilities.

Despite the various techniques available, matrix inversion scales as (n×d)3 with

n being the number of Gaussian basis functions and d with number of DOFs. It is

this inversion that creates the major bottleneck in the computation.

Combatting this bottleneck can be achieved through a reformulation of the G-

MCTDH or through a multi-layer approach, similar to ML-MCTDH [234], for which

a two-layer system has been published [235].

3.12.2 Direct Dynamics

An extension to the vMCG model is the direct dynamics variant, DD-vMCG. One

of the most promising applications of DD-vMCG is its ability to calculate the PES

“on-the-fly”. This avoids the need for a pre-fitted, pre-calculated PES, which is

not only a time-consuming process but can also lead to complicated expressions

for the kinetic energy operator. This recent development forms the basis for the

methodology used to study the GFP proton mechanism in Chapter 7. It also serves

the highlight a different way to construct PESs than were used in previous Chapters.

As such, a range of different coordinates - Cartesian [236], Jacobi [227] and normal

modes [237, 238] - have been used with DD-vMCG. These still suffer from issues,

particularly separating out the translation, rotation and vibration motion.

By using a local Harmonic approximation, LHA:

Vj(r) = Vj0 +
∑
κ

V
′

j,κ(rκ − qjκ) +
1

2

∑
κµ

V
′′

j,κµ(rκ − qjκ)(rµ − qjµ) (3.145)

a simple form for the potential energy can be obtained and all that is required are the
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energies, gradients and Hessians at the centre of each Gaussian basis function. These

can be determined via an electronic structure package interfaced to the DD-vMCG

algorithm. Nonetheless, electronic structure calculations can be computationally

intense, especially for gradients and Hessians.

The DD-vMCG algorithm has been set up to allow for the creation of a database

containing information about electronic energies, gradients, Hessians and even dipole

moments and derivative couplings [236]. Using this data, the PES can be expanded

in a Taylor series, truncated at second-order, around a particular geometry:

V(x) = (V0) + g(x0).(x− x0) +
1

2
(x− x0).H(x0).(x− x0) (3.146)

where g(x0) is the gradient and H(x0) the Hessian.

When constructing the nuclear wavepacket, each GWP is centred at a particular

geometry (i.e. some point in configuration space). During the dynamics a GWP

may reach a new geometry that has not been considered and hence is not already

the database. This therefore requires the potential at this point to be determined.

Whether this is through an electronic structure calculation or a weighted expansion,

based on previous energies, is decided by the parameter dbmin.

When a new geometry is reached, the difference between it and those already

in the database is measured through taking the Euclidean norm of the difference

vector between all atomic coordinates. If the minimum value of this norm is greater

than dbmin then a new point is calculated. The calculation of Hessians can how-

ever become a bottleneck. Proposed ways to avoid this include a Hessian update

algorithm or a Hessian approximation using the Powell update algorithm [239].

Should the minimum value of the norm be less than dbmin then an expansion

of the potential can be performed using a Shepard interpolation [240] to obtain

the energies, gradients and Hessians. From the LHA data, the Shepard weighted
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interpolated formula is as follows:

V (q) =
∑
i

ωi(q)Ti(q) (3.147)

where:

ωi(q) =
νi(q)∑
j νj(q)

(3.148)

νi(q) =
1

|q− qi|2p
(3.149)

and Ti(q) is a Taylor series expansion of the energy.

Examples using the DD-vMCG have been outlined in a recent review [241].
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Chapter 4

Components of the HBDI
chromophore

Theoretical and experimental studies of the chromophore HBDI have highlighted

inconsistencies between the relative energies of the ionisation threshold and excited

states. One approach to examining the electronic structure and photoelectron spec-

trum of HBDI is to understand its chemical make up. This chapter aims to describe

HBDI in terms of its individual components, phenoxide and imidazolide, by calcu-

lating their photoelectron spectra and energies of the S1 and D0 states. To achieve

this, model Hamiltonians were used, through which the potential energy surfaces

were obtained by fitting to a series of ab initio points. The results show that the

electronic structure and photoelectron spectrum of HBDI can be attributed to ef-

fects from each component. The fine structure results from the imidazolide moiety

and also emphasises the importance the bridge plays in the photodynamics. The

location of S1 below the detachment energy was attributed to the phenoxide moiety.

4.1 Introduction

The chromophore responsible for the eponymous green fluorescence in GFP was

identified as p-hydroxybenzylidene-2,3-dimethylimidazolinone (HBDI) [49, 50]. It

has also been established that only in its anionic form will HBDI emit green light,

undergoing an ESPT to move from the neutral to the anionic form [242] . This makes
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the electronic and photophysics of the HBDI anion of primary interest as a model to

gain insight into GFP. From the outset, it is important to note differences between

the HBDI anion in isolation and GFP itself. One major difference is the stabilisation

that results from the protein environment in GFP, a mixture of amino acid residues

and water. The location and determination of the detachment energy, whereby the

neutral radical species is formed, is therefore of great interest. The energy of the

ground state of the neutral radical (D0) is not the only important electronic state.

The location and possible interaction between excited radical states, D1 and excited

anion states (S1, S2 and S3) is also essential. Figure 4.1 shows the location, relative

energy differences and interaction between the anionic and neutral radical electronic

states of HBDI.

Photoelectron spectroscopy is an important tool for providing information on

the valence orbitals and electronic structure of a molecule. Data such as binding

energies and ionisation potentials can be extracted. Analysis of the fine structure

of the spectrum allows vibrational motion of the molecule, upon ionisation, to be

resolved. The tunability of laser input energies means ionisation from different,

higher energy orbitals can be readily explored. The photoelectron spectrum of the

HBDI anion is useful for providing information on both the photodynamics and the

stability of the anion. Such spectra have been measured and analysed extensively

by both experimentalists and theoreticians. A contentious issue has been location

of the excited S1 state relative to the ionised D0 state and as to whether such a state

is bound at the FC region or adiabatically.

Using a combination of laser induced fluorescence and ion trapping, the pho-

toelectron spectrum of the HBDI anion was recorded by Forbes et al. at 470 nm

(2.64 eV) [243]. They observed no fluorescence in their ion trap and noted the ma-

jor routes of ion deactivation was electron detachment and photo-fragmentation of

the methyl group. Following this, photoelectron spectra from three different groups
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Fig. 4.1: Schematic diagram showing the relative energies and positions of the ground state
(S0) and excited states (S1, S2 and S3) of the HBDI anion in relation to the detachment
energy forming the ground state of the neutral radical species (D0). Shown also is the first
excited state of the neutral radical species (D1). The closeness in energies and crossing
between states lead to the variety of different photodynamic processes described in the text.
The barrier in the S1 state is also shown. Figure adapted from several references [246–248].
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were published within the same year. Each also focussed on the electron detachment

energy against the excited S1 energy. Toker et al. determined from their measured

photoelectron spectroscopy a vertical detachment energy of 2.68 eV and showed the

S1 state was bound in the FC region [244]. They also reported indirect resonant

electron emission through the S1 state. Horke and Verlet likewise agreed the S1

state is bound and lies below the vertical detachment energy in the FC region [245],

although their vertical detachment energy was 2.80 eV. This detachment energy

was found to be higher than the S1 absorption maximum at 2.57 eV. The adiabatic

detachment energy was also reported as 2.60 eV. From this, they concluded that

following excitation to S1, the dominant channel in the FC region is not autode-

tachment, with there being evidence for a deactivation channel through internal

conversion back to the ground state as illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Finally, using photoelectron imaging spectroscopy, Mooney et al. observed ev-

idence of competition between direct photodetachment and autoionisation [249].

Upon excitation, these channels are accessed through IVR and IC of vibrational

and electronic excited states that reside above the photodetachment energy. This

points to anionic excited states higher than S1 playing an important role in the ion-

isation dynamics. From the photoelectron spectrum, a vertical detachment energy

of 2.85 eV was reported. The appearance of a second peak at 4.08 eV was assigned

to ionisation via the first excited state of the neutral radical, shown as D1 in Figure

4.1.

Theoretical values using an electronic propagator theory with an aug-cc-pVDZ

basis returned a vertical detachment of 2.6 eV, showing reasonable agreement with

experiment. As the GFP chromophore can be considered as being composed of

two moieties: an imidazolinone and phenol unit, the authors suggest that the pho-

todetachment of these individual components could provide useful insights into the

photophysics of the HBDI anion. By examining the phenol anion only, it was noted
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the vertical detachment energy of the HBDI anion is higher than the phenol anion.

The higher energy of HBDI was explained as increased conjugation and delocalisa-

tion introduced by the imidazolinone unit, with the effect of stabilising the negative

charge of the anion.

High-level ab initio calculations of the electron detachment energies and photo-

electron spectrum have been reported by Bravaya and Krylov [250]. A variety of

quantum chemical calculations and basis sets resulted in vertical detachment en-

ergies ranging from 2.50 to 2.80 eV, in good agreement with experimental data.

In calculating the photoelectron spectrum, they also attributed the vibrational fine

structure to bending modes predominantly involving the imidazolinone unit and

bridge region. The photoelectron spectrum of the phenol anion was also calculated,

following a similar approach to Mooney et al., in examining of the moieties of HBDI.

The phenoxide anion provides an ideal model system as the absence of any low-lying

excited states removes the possibility of competing autodetachment.

One outstanding issue is whether the S1 state is adiabatically bound. Work by

Deng et al. supported the S1 state to be bound in the FC region. They reported

adiabatic and vertical detachment energies to be 2.73 eV and therefore the S1 state

to be bound adiabatically. This is shown in Figure 4.1, where the S1 state clearly

lies below D0. In their recorded photoelectron spectrum, they also observed fine

structure consistent with the vibrations of the radical species. Here again, it is

important to stress these studies contained the HBDI anion in isolation, quite often

in gaseous conditions.

Usually fluorescence is not observed when removing the chromophore from the

protein environment. Recent work has, however, shown it to be possible to trap

the isolated HBDI anion in the first excited state long enough for fluorescence to

be recorded [247]. Of greatest intrigue was the presence of an energetic barrier in

the S1 state, highlighted in Figure 4.1, preventing fast radiationless IC back to the
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ground state. This barrier succeeds at preventing relaxation in the gas phase only at

temperatures under 100 K. In the protein, coupling between the chromophore and

the environment raises this barrier to the extent that fluorescence is more readily

observed.

Since the energies of S1 and D0 in the HBDI anion are close, a variety of com-

peting deactivation channels have been reported. So far this includes: radiationless

relaxation to S0, photofragmentation, direct detachment, resonance autodetachment

with S1 and thermionic emission. Further work has explored the involvement of an-

ionic excited states above the ionisation energy. Photoelectron spectra measured

between 350 and 315 nm, identified a significant amount of detachment from D0 ←

S1, but also identified resonant excitation of 21ππ∗ (S1), which results in autodetach-

ment to D0 [248]. At high energies (315 nm, 3.94 eV) the D1 detachment channel

becomes available, allowing both direct and indirect electron detachment. The ob-

served spectral broadening was proposed to occur from rapid vibration decoherence

and ultrafast IVR.

Recent work by West et al. showed that for excitation energies greater than 3.7

eV there is population of the bright S3 excited state [246]. The decay pathways

can either be through autodetachment to D0 or IC to S2. For the latter, there is

competition between autodetachment and rapid vibrational motion. For energies

greater than 4.10 eV, there is also evidence for the D1 ← S2 channel becoming

accessible. This channel is shown in Figure 4.1 where the two states cross each

other.

The ionisation of the HBDI anion results in the removal of a π-electron from the

HOMO to leave a singly-occupied orbital [251]. TD-DFT calculations show the first

excited state of the neutral radical to be removal of an electron from the HOMO-

2. The subsequent excited states are formed from removing an electron from the

HOMO-1, HOMO-3 and HOMO-4 [245]. The S1 and S2 excited states of the anion
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are formed from π → π∗ transitions [248]. These orbitals are shown in Figure 4.2.

The HOMO and LUMO are clearly π-orbitals and are delocalised across the entire

molecule. The same is also true for the HOMO-2, from which removal of an electron

forms the first excited radical state. The remaining orbitals are localised on one of

the chromophore moieties and gives rise to higher energy radical excited states.

Discrepancies between theoretical and experiment studies, particularly between

the vertical detachment energy relative to the S1 energy have been reported [245].

This disparity brought to attention a need for greater understanding of the relative

energies of the excited anion and ionised states. Moreover, a thorough understanding

of the electronic structure of HBDI and its photoelectron spectrum was also desired.

This formed the main motivation behind the work carried out here.

A bottom-up approach, considering firstly the individual components of HBDI

and then the analogous totally symmetric “bis” versions of these components, can

provide information on which moiety within the chromophore stabilises the anion

and possibly gives rise to the fine structure in the photoelectron spectrum. Using this

approach, the considered molecules were: imidazolide, phenoxide, bis-imidazoloxy

and bis-phenoxide. Structures of these molecules are shown in Figure 4.3. The

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 4.2: Molecular orbitals for the HBDI anion from which an electron is either removed
or excited to form the anion and neutral radical excited states. Shown are the (a) HOMO-
4 (b) HOMO-3 (c) HOMO-2 (d) HOMO-1 (e) HOMO and (f) LUMO orbitals, calculated
at the CCSD/6-31+G* level of theory.
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Fig. 4.3: Chemical structures of the molecules investigated in this chapter. 1 Imida-
zolide, 2 Phenoxide, 3 Bis-imidazoloxy, 4 Bis-phenoxy and 5 p-hydroxybenzylidene-2,3-
dimethylimidazolinone (HBDI) the chromophore found in GFP. All molecules are in their
deprotonated, anionic form.
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idea of relating the electronic structure of HBDI to the individual components has

already been discussed, although so far the focus has been on the phenoxide anion.

The examination of the corresponding totally symmetric bis-systems has only been

undertaken by Olsen and McKenzie, who considered the HBDI chromophore as a

Brooker dye [252]. Their approach was more focussed on the electronic structure of

the chromophore through simple molecular orbital theories and not on calculating

photoelectron spectra.

4.2 The model Hamiltonian

In order to run quantum dynamics to calculate the photoelectron spectrum, a model

Hamiltonian was constructed using the vibronic coupling Hamiltonian (VCHAM)

model as outlined in Section 2.6. A model containing two states, the ground state

of the anion and neutral radical, was sufficient for calculating the photoelectron

spectrum, although the first excited state of the radical did require consideration

for some of the molecules.

Symmetry will again play an important role as the majority of vibrational fine

structure corresponds to totally-symmetric modes. It also provides a useful indica-

tor of the modes coupling electronic states. Together, these reduce the number of

parameters that are non-zero in the vibronic coupling Hamiltonian. The parameters

are obtained by fitting adiabatic surfaces to a series of ab initio points.

Optimisation and frequencies of each structure were calculated at the DFT level

of theory, using the B3LYP functional [193] and 6-31+G* basis set [167]. The use

of DFT rather than wavefunction based methods was necessary for optimising the

larger bis-systems, due to the low computational cost. The ionisation energies were

obtained using the IP-EOM-CCSD [152] method as implemented in QChem [253].

It was also important to locate the energies of anionic excited states that may lie

below the ionisation threshold. These were calculated using the EE-EOM-CCSD
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Table 4.1: Computational details for the quantum dynamic simulations. The DVR type
HO corresponds to Harmonic oscillator DVR, Ni are the number of primitive DVR func-
tions used to describe each mode and ni are the number of single particle functions used
for the wavepacket on each state.

Mode DVR Type Ni n1, n2

Imidazolide
Excitation to 2B1 Q2 HO 31 6,4

Q5 HO 31 6,4
Q8 HO 31 6,4

Phenoxide
Excitation to 2B1 Q1 HO 31 6,1

Q22 HO 31 6,1

Bis-imidazoloxy
Excitation to 2A2 Q1 HO 31 6,1

Q2 HO 31 6,1
Q3 HO 31 6,1
Q6 HO 31 6,1
Q9 HO 31 6,1
Q13 HO 31 6,1
Q14 HO 31 6,1

Bis-phenoxy
Excitation to 2A Q7 HO 31 6,1

Q8 HO 31 6,1
Q19 HO 31 6,1
Q40 HO 31 6,1
Q57 HO 31 6,1
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method [254], also implemented in QChem. The choice of theory for the vertical

energies was made by comparing values calculated using EOM-CCSD, ADC(2) and

TDDFT with experimental data.

For calculating the photoelectron spectrum, the wavepacket was excited to the

FC point on the ground state of the neutral radical (D0) and allowed to propagate

for 300 fs. Each wavepacket was prepared as a Gaussian with a width defined by

the ground state Harmonic frequencies and centred on the FC point. A Harmonic

oscillator DVR was used to describe each mode. Full details of the basis sets used

in each simulation are given in Table 4.1.

4.3 Imidazolide

Imidazole is a five-membered heterocyclic aromatic compound. It contains two,

non-adjacent nitrogens making it an azole. Deprotonation of the nitrogen bound

hydrogen yields its anionic form, imidazolide (Figure 4.3(1)). Imidazolide possesses

18 vibrational modes and has C2v symmetry. The first two ionisations involve re-

moval of an electron from a π-orbital. The first ionisation is removal from the HOMO

and the second from the HOMO-1. These valence orbitals are shown in Figure 4.4.

There has been little work reported on the imidazolyl radical and those there

are utilised low level computational methods, although both agree the ground state

of the radical to be 2B1 [255, 256]. Calculations determined the first excited state

Fig. 4.4: The molecular orbitals for the valence electrons of imidazolide. Shown from left
to right are the HOMO-1 and HOMO π-orbitals, calculated at the CCSD/6-31+G* level
of theory.
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Table 4.2: Vertical excited and ionisation energies of the imidazolide anion, calculated from
the equilibrium geometry of the S0 state, with different levels of theory and a 6-31+G∗

basis. All values in eV.

State EOM-CCSD ADC(2) ωB97X-D Experimental
11B2(S1) 4.14 4.12 4.41 -
21B2(S2) 4.65 4.61 4.96 -

2B1(D0) 2.57 3.06 2.76 2.61 [257]
2A2(D1) 3.50 4.49 4.09 -

of the neutral radical to lie between 0.40 and 0.90 eV above the ground state and

to have 2A2 symmetry. More recent work by Lineberger et al. has provided a

detailed analysis of the electronic structure of the imidazolyl radical along with

experimental and computational photoelectron spectra of imidazolide [257]. From

the photoelectron spectra the electron affinity was determined to be 2.61 eV. The

ground and first excited state of the radical was also confirmed to be 2B1 and 2A2.

The energy of the excited D1 state was determined to be between 0.90 and 1.00 eV

above D0. Detailed analysis of the photoelectron spectrum showed the presence of

coupling between the 2B1 and 2A2 states [258].

To assess the quality of electronic structure methods and locate the relative

energies of the anion excited states and ionisation threshold, a variety of methods

were initially employed to provide a comparison. The results are shown in Table 4.2.

From Table 4.2, it is evident that the ionisation threshold lies below the first excited

state of the anion, thus any electronic transition into these excited states is likely to

result in autodetachment. This is in contrast to HBDI in which, as shown in Figure

4.1, the S1 state is below D0. The calculated ionisation energy predicted by EOM-

CCSD and TDDFT is in good agreement with values obtained from experimental

photoelectron studies. The ADC(2) method overestimates the ionisation energy

but predicts excited state energies of the anion consistent with EOM-CCSD. For

TDDFT, the calculated energies of the S1 and S2 state are much higher. With
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experimental data only available for the ionisation energy, the EOM-CCSD method

performs best and was the chosen method for calculating the adiabatic surfaces and

energies for all molecules. From the values calculated at EOM-CCSD, the excited

radical state lies less than 1 eV above the ground state, a difference small enough

for coupling between states to occur. The ionisation energy is close, but lower than

the range of values given for the HBDI anion. This lower detachment energy reflects

the smaller conjugation and delocalisation present for imidazolide.

The symmetry of the radical ground state was determined to be 2B1 and the

first excited radical state 2A2, thus any coupling between these states will occur via

b2 modes. The vibrational frequencies of imidazolide calculated at the B3LYP/6-

31+G∗ level are shown in Table 4.3. The calculated frequencies show good agreement

with available experimental data.

Even with its low number of vibrational modes, a quantum dynamics model

including all 18 is unfeasible, so only those important to the photodynamics are

considered. This includes the totally-symmetric a1 modes and the coupling b2

modes. From the 18 vibrational modes there are seven totally-symmetric a1 and

six b2 modes. Of these, three are important to the model: two a1 modes, ν2 a C-

C stretch/C-H bend and ν5 a C-C ring stretch/H-C-N deformation and the lowest

frequency b2 mode, ν8, a ring distortion. Figure 4.5 illustrates these normal modes.

Parameters were obtained from fitting the vibronic coupling Hamiltonian to the

adiabatic surfaces. The quality of fitting is evident from the low root mean square

displacement (RMSD) value of 0.013 eV. This implies the fitted potentials pass

through the majority of the calculated points, especially around the minima and

any crossing points.

The on-diagonal, κα, and off-diagonal, λα, linear coupling constants are shown

in Table 4.4. For the totally symmetric a1 modes the values of κα are all non-zero.

The two highest frequency modes as well as ν3 were fitted as Morse potentials to
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a) b) c)

Fig. 4.5: The normal modes of imidazolide important in describing its photoelectron
spectrum: (a) ν2 C-C stretch/C-H bend, (b) ν5 C-C ring stretch/H-C-N deformation and
(c) ν8 ring distortion. Calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level of theory.

Table 4.3: Theoretically calculated frequencies of vibrational modes, in cm-1 and electron
volts, for X̃1A1 state of the imidazolide anion calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G∗ level of
theory and ordered by their C2v symmetries.

Frequency Symmetry Exp. Description
Mode / cm-1 / eV [259,260]

1 933 0.116 a1 971 Ring distortion
2 1095 0.136 a1 1079 C-C stretch/C-H bend
3 1190 0.147 a1 1146 Ring breathing
4 1264 0.157 a1 1237 N-C stretch/C-N-C def.
5 1457 0.181 a1 1489 C-C stretch/H-C-N def.
6 3168 0.393 a1 C-H stretch
7 3188 0.395 a1 C-H stretch

8 927 0.115 b2 923 Ring distortion
9 1109 0.137 b2 1106 C-H wagging

10 1245 0.154 b2 1276 C-H bend
11 1321 0.164 b2 1313 C-N stretch/C-H bend
12 1482 0.184 b2 1459 C-N stretch/C-H bend
13 3161 0.392 b2 C-H stretch

14 662 0.095 a2 out of plane ring torsion
15 768 0.082 a2 out of plane C-H bend

16 696 0.086 b1 out of plane H-C-N bend
17 734 0.091 b1 out of plane C-H bend
18 803 0.100 b1 out of plane C-H bend
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Table 4.4: On-diagonal linear coupling constants, κα for the normal modes of the imi-
dazolide anion, as determined from fitting the vibronic coupling model Hamiltonian to
adiabatic surfaces calculated at the IP-EOM-CCSD/6-31+G∗ level. All values in eV.

κα λα
Mode 2B1 κ/ω 2A2 κ/ω
ν1 -0.062 0.534 0.083 0.716 -
ν2 -0.104 0.765 0.073 0.537 -
ν3 - - - - -
ν4 0.195 1.240 -0.110 0.701 -
ν5 -0.204 1.130 0.117 0.646 -
ν8 - - 0.009
ν10 - - 0.213
ν11 - - 0.201

account for anharmonicity. The table also shows the ratio κ/ω, a value that provides

information on how displaced the ground state radical minima are from the ground

state anion minimum. The ratio values are large for modes ν4, a N-C stretch/C-N-C

deformation, ν5, a C-C ring stretch/H-C-N deformation and ν2, a C-C stretch/C-H

bend. It was found that ν4 did not contribute significantly to the photoelectron

spectrum despite its large ratio value and was not included in the model. Larger

displacements occur in the 2B1 state compared with the excited 2A2 state. The

values of the κα parameters for modes ν2 and ν5 needed adjusting to improve the

simulated photoelectron spectrum.

The λα parameters coupling electronic states are also shown in Table 4.4. Based

on the symmetries of the two radical states, non-zero values are expected for b2

modes. The values obtained indicate there to be strong coupling through ν10 and

ν11, with a very small amount occurring via the lowest frequency mode, ν8. It

was found, however, that modes ν10 and ν11 do not contribute to the photoelectron

spectrum whilst ν8 is important, although a small adjustment to the parameter is

required. This adjustment was necessary to ensure the experimental spectrum was

accurately replicated.

The on-diagonal second order quadratic parameters γαα and the bilinear param-
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Table 4.5: On-diagonal second-order coupling constants, γα, for the normal modes of the
imidazolide anion, as determined from fitting the vibronic coupling model Hamiltonian to
adiabatic surfaces calculated at the IP-EOM-CCSD/6-31+G∗ level. All values in eV.

Mode 2B1
2A2

ν1 0.006 0.000
ν2 0.017 0.016
ν3 - -
ν4 0.003 0.027
ν5 0.021 0.004
ν6 - -
ν7 - -
ν8 -0.014 0.017
ν9 0.007 0.010
ν10 0.028 0.015
ν11 0.021 0.033
ν12 0.002 0.010
ν13 0.052 0.051

Table 4.6: Off-diagonal second-order bilinear coupling constants, γαβ, for the normal
modes of the imidazolide anion, as determined from fitting the vibronic coupling model
Hamiltonian to adiabatic surfaces calculated at the IP-EOM-CCSD/6-31+G∗ level. All
values in eV.

Mode 2B1
2A2

ν1−2 - 0.0002
ν1−4 - 0.0001
ν1−5 - -0.0001
ν2−3 - 0.0001
ν2−4 -0.0001 -
ν2−4 - -0.0002
ν3−5 0.0002 -
ν3−5 - 0.0003
ν4−5 -0.0004 -
ν4−7 - 0.0001
ν10−11 -0.0001 -
ν11−13 0.0001 -
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Table 4.7: Parameters for the Morse functions used to fit the potential energy curves along
the ring breathing mode ν3 and the C-H stretch modes ν6 and ν7. The values of D0 and
E0 have units of eV.

D0 D1

Mode D0 α X0 E0 D0 α X0 E0

ν3 98.931 -0.028 0.553 -0.024 98.979 -0.027 -1.350 -0.131
ν6 5.838 -0.191 0.019 0.000 5.988 -0.191 -0.056 -0.001
ν7 8.682 0.159 -0.102 -0.002 8.715 0.159 -0.117 -0.003

eters γαβ are shown in Tables 4.5 and 4.6. The parameters γαα govern changes in

frequency from the ground state to the ionised states, whilst the γαβ parameters

correspond to IVR. All values for both parameters are small, with the largest indi-

cating a small change in frequency for the ionised states of ν13, the b2 C-H stretch

mode.

Some of the modes exhibited significant anharmonicity and needed fitting as

Morse potentials, for which the parameters are listed in Table 4.7. This is typically

true for high frequency modes and was so for modes ν6 and ν7, both C-H stretches.

It was also found that the lower frequency, ring breathing mode, ν3, required a Morse

potential for the ionised states. Inspection of the cut along this mode showed the

D1 and D0 states to cross. None of these modes were found to be important to the

photodynamics and so were not included in the model. Based on the parameters,

a model Hamiltonian consisting of the three modes expected to contribute to the

spectrum were used.

Cuts through the PES along the important modes are shown in Figure 4.6. Being

a totally-symmetric mode, a non-zero on-diagonal linear coupling value and hence a

large shift is observed for the C-C stretch/C-H bend mode (Figure 4.6(a)). A greater

shift is noted for the 2B1 ground state. Another interesting feature seen along this

mode, is the near crossing of these states. This suggests the possible presence of a

conical intersection.
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The totally symmetric C-C ring stretch/HCN deformation mode (Figure 4.6(b))

shows an even greater displacement for the 2B1 state and clearly shows a crossing

to occur with the 2A2 state. The intersection is positioned near the FC point but

is relatively high energy from the 2B1 state and is unlikely to be significant to the

photoelectron spectrum. Its position relative to the FC point on the upper 2A2 state

is more significant given the lower energy difference. It is likely that ionisation into

this state will result in population transfer back to the neutral radical ground state.

For calculating the photoelectron spectrum, only ionisation to the 2B1 state was

considered, however the prospect of an intersection existing between these states

warrants further investigation, as does the photoelectron spectrum of the second

ionisation band. Such an intersection is not surprising and has been seen for phenol,

as will be discussed in Chapter 5.

As expected, the cut along the non-totally symmetric mode ν8 shows no shift

away from Q0, although a small change in frequency is observed.
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Fig. 4.6: Cuts through the adiabatic potential energy surfaces along select normal modes
for the ionised states, which in order of energy at Q0 are 2B1 and 2A2. The points are
obtained from ab initio calculations at the IP-EOM-CCSD/6-31+G∗ level. The normal
modes included are: (a) ν2 C-C stretch/C-H bend, (b) ν5 C-C ring stretch/H-C-N defor-
mation and (c) ν8 ring distortion.
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Table 4.8: Values of selected coupling parameters adjusted from those obtained from the
fitting procedure in order to reproduce the experimental spectra. All values in eV.

κα
Mode 2B1 κ/ω

ν
(1)
2 -0.170 1.250

ν
(1)
5 -0.230 1.270

The photoelectron spectrum calculated from the parameters obtained directly

from the fitting was found to inadequately reproduce the experimental spectrum.

The main difference were the intensities of the progressions, which were too weak.

Adjustments to the on-diagonal linear coupling constants, κα, changed the gradi-

ents and so shifted the displacement of that mode’s minimum. It was found that

increasing the κα value for modes ν2 and ν5 increased the intensities in these modes’

progressions. Table 4.8 lists the parameters where an adjustment to the fitted value

was required. Only small amendments to the values were required. This implies the

IP-EOM-CCSD surfaces are generally good.

The calculated photoelectron spectrum is shown in Figure 4.7(b and c) alongside

experiment (a). The spectrum was calculated using the Quantics package with a

two state, three mode model Hamiltonian. The spectrum in (b) has a damping time

of 75 fs to match experimental broadening, whilst (c) has a damping time of 150 fs

to emphasise the fine structure present and allow clear assignment. The electronic

origin 00
0 of the resulting spectrum was at 2.35 eV due to errors in the electronic

structure calculation. Agreement with experiment was only obtained when increas-

ing the D0 state energy to 2.83 eV. After correcting for the S0 zero point energy, the

vertical ionisation potential was 2.61 eV, in agreement with the experimental value.

The photoelectron spectrum is structured and shows good agreement with ex-

periment. The intensities of the progressions relative to the origin are not as strong

despite the adjustments made to the κα parameters. The progressions and peak

spacings do however conform well with experiment. In their combined experimental
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Fig. 4.7: The 2B1 ←− X̃1A1 photoelectron spectrum. (a) the experimental spectrum
measured by Lineberger et al. and reproduced with permission [258]. (b) the calculated
spectrum using the Quantics program and a three mode model with a damping time of 75
fs and (c) the calculated spectrum with a damping of 150 fs to highlight the fine structure
present, which has been assigned to the corresponding vibrational modes of the anion.
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and simulated spectrum, Lineberger et al. assign the vibrational structure, based on

the normal modes of the radical, to an a1 C-C stretch mode (982 cm−1), an a1 N-C

stretch mode (1436 cm−1) and a b2 N-C-N asymmetric stretch (780 cm−1) [258].

These correspond to modes ν2, ν5 and ν8 in the vibronic coupling model and show

excellent agreement.

Initially, the peak appearing at 2.85 eV in the experimental spectrum seems to

be absent from the simulated spectrum. This peak corresponds to 22
0, which in the

simulated spectrum is seen to occur at 2.90 eV. This discrepancy originates from the

differences in frequencies between the ν2 mode in the anion and radical species. The

spacings between peaks in the experimental spectrum correspond to the imidazolide

radical frequencies, whereas the simulation uses the imidazolide anion frequencies.

Normally, such changes in frequencies are small and included in the model through

the γα terms. Further evidence can be seen from the 21
0 peak, which in the simulation

occurs at slightly higher energy than in the experimental spectrum. Consequently,

the peak that appears at 2.9 eV in the experimental spectrum, the combination

mode 21
051

0, also occurs at higher energy in the simulated spectrum. For ν8 and ν5,

the peak spacings relative to the origin are in good agreement with the experiment.

Coupling between the 2B1 and 2A2 state results in a progression and combina-

tion peaks in the spectrum associated with ν8, a b2 mode. These peaks are very

small, but nonetheless significant and do not appear in the spectrum if this mode

is excluded from the model. This mode, however, only appears as the overtone 82
0.

In the experimental spectrum, the absence of large changes in vibrational frequen-

cies between the electronic states for this mode, lead the authors to conclude the

overtone peaks gain intensity from a Fermi resonance with the 51
0 peak [258]. An

alternative suggestion for this overtone peak was mode ν17, a b1 out of plane C-H

bend mode. The exclusion of this mode from the model and presence of the 82
0

confirms the assignment of this peak as corresponding to ν8.
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4.4 Phenoxide

Phenoxide, Figure 4.3 (2), a six-membered aromatic cyclic compound, is the de-

protonated form of phenol. It contains 30 vibrational modes and possesses C2v

symmetry. The molecular orbitals for the valence π electrons are shown in Figure

4.8. As an aromatic system, the HOMO is a π-orbital, as is the HOMO−1. The next

lowest energy orbital comprises the oxygen lone pair and is similar to the HOMO-1

seen for the HBDI anion.

The first ionisation results from removal of a π-electron from the HOMO orbital,

whilst the second ionisation is the removal of an electron from the oxygen lone pair,

corresponding to the HOMO−2. Experimental photoelectron spectra have been

measured for phenoxide. Gunion et al. determined an electron affinity of 2.25 eV

from the photoelectron spectrum [261]. In the spectrum recorded at 3.50 eV, a small

feature observed at high energy (∼3.3 eV) was assigned as being the first excited

state of the neutral radical species. From this, they predicted this excited state to

reside about 1 eV above the radical ground state. The photoelectron spectrum at this

energy also showed fine structure that could not be assigned, a finding attributed to

autoionisation from a metastable anion state located 3.5 eV above the anion ground

state. The photoelectron spectrum recorded at a lower energy (3.4 eV) showed the

spectrum to contain a single FC progression corresponding to an a1 ring breathing

Fig. 4.8: The molecular orbitals for the valence electrons of the phenoxide anion. Shown
from left to right are the HOMO-2, oxygen lone pair orbital and the HOMO-1 and HOMO
π-orbitals, calculated at the CCSD/6-31+G* level of theory.
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mode at (515 cm−1). Further analysis suggested the presence of a second FC active

mode at 1476 cm−1 corresponding to a C-O stretching mode.

More recently, Kim et al. used slow photoelectron velocity-map imaging (SEVI)

spectroscopy to study the phenoxide anion [262]. From the spectrum, their electron

affinity value of 2.25 eV is in excellent agreement with Gunion. At low resolution,

the spectrum also showed a single progression corresponding to the low frequency

a1 ring breathing mode reported previously. At high resolution, however, a doublet

structure was observed in the spectrum. This second progression was assigned as

being a combination of the ring breathing a1 mode with the hot band of the lowest

frequency a2 mode, an out of plane ring distortion. The spectrum also showed the

C-O stretch mode, previously reported as being observed, to not be FC active. Both

studies did agree on the symmetry of the ground state neutral radical to be 2B1.

The theoretical photoelectron spectrum calculated by Mooney et al. and Krylov

predicted ionisation values between 1.97 and 2.37 eV, depending on the quantum

chemical method employed [249, 250]. Studies of the excited states of the neutral

radical have shown the first excited state to lie 1 eV above the ground state and to

be of 2B2 symmetry [263–265].

Table 4.9 shows the vertical excitation and ionisation energies calculated using

different levels of theory. The ionisation energy predicted by EOM-CCSD, which

showed excellent agreement for imidazolide, is underestimated. The first excited

state of the radical does, however, show good agreement. The TDDFT ionisation

energy is in good agreement, but the excited state of the anion is overestimated.

ADC(2) is the only method to predict the ionisation energy to lie above the first

excited state of the anion. This method, however, calculates the ground state radical

to have 2B2 symmetry as opposed to 2B1. This is why the predicted value of 3.23 eV

for the D0 state is consistent with the values predicted by EOM-CCSD and TDDFT

for the D1. The ADC(2) method therefore either misses this state or predicts its
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Table 4.9: Vertical excited and ionisation energies of the phenoxide anion, calculated from
the equilibrium geometry of the S0 state, with different levels of theory and a 6-31+G∗

basis. All values in eV.

State EOM-CCSD ADC(2) ωB97X-D Experimental [262]
1B2(S1) 3.37 3.14 3.94 3.31
1A2(S2) 3.73 3.49 4.13 -

2B1(D0) 1.89 3.23 2.18 2.25
2B2(D1) 3.12 4.64 3.30 3.31

energy to be much higher. Despite predicting a lower ionisation energy compared

with experiment, the EOM-CCSD method was retained, having been successful in

calculating the photoelectron spectrum of imidazole.

The energy needed to remove an electron is lower than for imidazolide, implying

the phenoxide anion is less stable. Similarly to imidazolide, the ionisation energy

is below any anion excited states. This ordering of states differs to those seen in

Figure 4.1 for HBDI. The energy of the first excited state of the anion shows good

agreement with the feature Gunion et al. observed in their high energy spectrum

and assigned to a metastable excited state of the anion. However, the presence of a

metastable anion state above the the ionisation threshold is similar to HBDI.

The excited state of the radical (D1) was considered, as given it lies close in

energy to the D0 state, coupling between states may occur. The symmetry of the

electronic states were determined to be 2B1 and 2B2 for the ground and first excited

state of the radical. Any coupling between these states will therefore be via a2

vibrational modes.

The vibrational frequencies calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G∗ level of theory

are shown in Table 4.10. There are eleven totally-symmetric a1 modes, with similar

vibrations to those for phenol and three a2 modes that are responsible for any

coupling between the states. The calculated values show good agreement for modes

where experimental data could be obtained.
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Table 4.10: Theoretically calculated frequencies of vibrational modes, in cm-1 and electron
volts, for X̃1A1 state of the phenoxide anion calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G∗ level of
theory and ordered by their C2v symmetries.

Frequency Symmetry Exp. Description
Mode / cm-1 / eV [266,267]

1 531 0.066 a1 Ring deformation/C-O stretch
2 823 0.102 a1 820 Ring breathing
3 980 0.122 a1 992 Trigonal ring breathing
4 1027 0.127 a1 1020 C-C-H bend
5 1177 0.146 a1 1168 C-H bend
6 1408 0.175 a1 1264 C-O stretch/C-H bend
7 1548 0.192 a1 1534 C-C-H bend/C-O stretch
8 1628 0.202 a1 1585 C-C ring stretch
9 3100 0.384 a1 C-H stretch

10 3149 0.391 a1 C-H stretch
11 3162 0.392 a1 C-H stretch

12 446 0.055 b2 C-C-O bend
13 616 0.076 b2 Ring deformation
14 1075 0.133 b2 C-H bend
15 1160 0.144 b2 C-H bend
16 1260 0.156 b2 C-H bend/C-C stretch
17 1351 0.168 b2 1324 C-H bend/C-C stretch
18 1484 0.184 b2 1447 C-C stretch
19 1555 0.193 b2 1569 C-C stretch
20 3104 0.385 b2 C-H stretch
21 3149 0.391 b2 C-H stretch

22 428 0.053 a2 Out of plane ring distortion
23 795 0.099 a2 Out of plane assym. C-H bend
24 929 0.115 a2 Out of plane assym. C-H bend

25 189 0.024 b1 Out of plane ring bend/C-O bend
26 500 0.062 b1 Out of plane C-H bend
27 680 0.084 b1 Out of plane C-H bend
28 696 0.086 b1 Out of plane C-H bend
29 838 0.104 b1 Out of plane C-H bend/O-C-C bend
30 931 0.116 b1 Out of plane C-H bend
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For the construction of a vibronic coupling Hamiltonian only the totally symmet-

ric a1 and the a2 modes contained non-zero parameters and are therefore important

in the photochemistry of the phenoxide anion. From this subset of normal modes,

only two are important to the model, the lowest frequency a1 mode, a ring defor-

mation with C-O stretch and the lowest frequency a2 mode, an out of plane ring

distortion. From previous experimental studies, the a1 mode ν7, a C-C-H bend plus

C-O stretch mode, was suggested as being active and so was considered for inclusion

in the model. The three modes: ν1, ν7 and ν22 are illustrated in Figure 4.9

The parameters obtained from fitting the vibronic coupling model Hamiltonian to

the adiabatic surfaces are shown in Tables 4.11-4.14 and the cuts along the important

normal modes are illustrated in Figure 4.10.

The on-diagonal linear coupling constants, κα, for the two lowest ionised states

are listed in Table 4.11. It was necessary to fit the three highest frequencies, ν9, ν10

and ν11 as Morse potentials to account for anharmonicity. Shown also is the ratio

κ/ω, an important parameter for determining how displaced the ionised state min-

ima are from the ground state minimum. Such a ratio becomes important for lower

frequency modes and is therefore large for ν1, the ring deformation/C-O stretch

mode. The remaining ratios for the D0 state are small and so only the ν1 mode was

a) b) c)

Fig. 4.9: The normal modes of phenoxide important in describing its photoelectron spec-
trum: (a) ν1 ring deformation/C-O stretch, (b) ν7 C-C-H bend/C-O stretch and (c) ν22

out of plane ring distortion. Calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level of theory.
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Table 4.11: On-diagonal linear coupling constants, κα for the normal modes of the phenox-
ide anion, as determined from fitting the vibronic coupling model Hamiltonian to adiabatic
surfaces calculated at the IP-EOM-CCSD/6-31+G∗ level. All values in eV.

Mode 2B1 κ/ω 2B2 κ/ω
ν1 -0.092 1.396 -0.055 0.835
ν2 -0.032 0.314 0.044 0.431
ν3 -0.021 0.172 0.002 0.016
ν4 0.029 0.228 0.016 0.126
ν5 -0.011 0.075 0.040 0.274
ν6 0.016 0.091 0.111 0.636
ν7 0.041 0.214 0.136 0.709
ν8 -0.022 0.109 -0.187 0.926

Table 4.12: On-diagonal second-order coupling constants, γα, for the normal modes of the
phenoxide anion, as determined from fitting the vibronic coupling model Hamiltonian to
adiabatic surfaces calculated at the IP-EOM-CCSD/6-31+G∗ level. All values in eV.

Mode 2B1
2B2

ν1 0.001 -0.000
ν2 0.005 0.004
ν3 0.005 -0.002
ν4 0.009 0.012
ν5 0.016 0.024
ν6 0.009 0.014
ν7 0.003 -0.017
ν8 -0.013 -0.016
ν22 -0.007 0.002
ν23 0.041 0.048
ν24 0.037 0.029
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included in the model. The C-C-H bend/C-O stretch mode, ν7, has previously been

suggested as a possible transition in the photoelectron spectrum. The κα value for

this mode is small, as is the ratio κ/ω. This makes it unlikely to be important in

the photoelectron spectrum.

The absence of any off-diagonal linear coupling constants, λα, shows there is

no coupling between the electronic states through the a2 modes. The calculated

energy difference between the 2B1 and 2B2 state is large enough for there to be no

significant coupling. Despite this, the lowest frequency a2 mode has been reported

as a combination peak in the photoelectron spectrum. As such, it was decided to

include this mode in the model.

Table 4.12 shows the on-diagonal second order coupling constants, γα and Table

4.13 the bilinear coupling constants, γαβ. The values are all small, with the largest

occurring in the γα values for modes ν23 and ν24, the a2 modes.

The parameters for the Morse potentials needed to fit the high frequency a1

modes are shown in Table 4.13. These modes are all C-H stretches and were not

deemed important, so were excluded from the model.

Based on the fitted parameters, a model was constructed comprising three normal

modes deemed to be important to the photodynamics. These modes are ν22, ν1 and

ν7.

The cuts through the PES along the three normal modes are shown in Figure

4.10. Being a non-totally symmetric mode, the cut for ν22, as shown in Figure

4.10(a), shows there to be no displacement of the minima away from Q0. The

change in frequency, represented by the larger value for γα, can also be observed.

The energy gap between the 2B1 and 2B2 state is sufficient that no coupling λα

parameters for this mode were obtained.

Figure 4.10(b) shows the cut along ν1, the ring deformation/C-O stretch mode.

As a totally symmetric mode, the on-diagonal linear coupling constant is non-zero
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Table 4.13: Off-diagonal second-order bilinear coupling constants, γαβ, for the normal
modes of the phenoxide anion, as determined from fitting the vibronic coupling model
Hamiltonian to adiabatic surfaces calculated at the IOP-EOM-CCSD/6-31+G∗ level. All
values in eV.

Mode 2B1
2A2

ν22−23 0.001 0.001
ν1−10 0.001 0.001
ν1−11 0.003 0.003
ν2−9 -0.001 -0.001
ν2−11 -0.005 -0.005
ν3−9 -0.002 -0.002
ν3−10 -0.001 -0.001
ν3−11 0.003 0.003
ν4−9 0.001 0.001
ν4−10 0.001 0.001
ν4−11 0.005 0.005
ν5−8 -0.001 -
ν5−9 0.001 0.001
ν5−10 -0.001 -0.001
ν5−11 0.001 0.001
ν6−7 0.001 0.001
ν6−10 0.001 0.001
ν6−11 -0.002 -0.002
ν7−8 -0.000 -
ν7−9 -0.002 -0.002
ν7−10 0.001 0.001
ν7−11 0.002 0.002
ν8−9 -0.001 -0.001
ν8−11 -0.004 -0.004
ν9−10 0.001 0.001
ν9−11 0.002 0.002
ν10−11 -0.002 -0.002

Table 4.14: Parameters for the Morse functions used to fit the potential energy curves
along the C-H stretch modes ν9, ν10 and ν11. The values of D0 and E0 have units of eV.

D0 D1

Mode D0 α X0 E0 D0 α X0 E0

ν9 16.928 0.112 -0.031 -0.0002 17.003 0.113 -0.040 -0.0003
ν10 44.462 0.072 -0.108 -0.003 44.141 0.072 -0.108 -0.003
ν11 83.778 -0.052 -0.455 -0.047 83.812 -0.052 -0.463 -0.048
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Fig. 4.10: Cuts through the adiabatic potential energy surfaces along select normal modes
for the ionised states of phenoxide, which in order of energy at Q0 are 2B1 and 2B2.
The points are obtained from ab initio calculations at the IP-EOM-CCSD/6-31+G∗ level.
The normal modes included are: (a) ν22 out of plane ring deformation, (b) ν1 ring
deformation/C-O stretch and (c) ν7 C-C-H bend/C-O stretch.

and a large shift in the 2B1 state is observed. For ν7, the C-C-H bend/C-O stretch

mode, no displacement in the 2B1 is observed, reflecting the small κα value. The cut

along this mode shows it is insignificant and unlikely to contribute to the spectrum.

This leaves a two mode model consisting of modes ν1 and ν22.

The calculated photoelectron spectrum with a damping of 100 fs is shown in

Figure 4.11(b) alongside the spectrum measured by Kim et al., Figure 4.11(a). The

top panel of (a) shows the experimental spectrum at low resolution, below which

are selected regions of high-resolution scans. The bottom panel is a FC simulation.

To fully replicate the intensities of the progression, it was necessary to adjust the

parameter κ
(1)
1 to a value of -0.12 eV.

The overall shape of the simulated spectrum matches well with experiment. The

electronic origin 00
0 of the simulated spectrum was at 1.78 eV as a result of errors

from the electronic structure calculation. In order to obtain good agreement with

experiment, the energy of the D0 state was increased to 2.35 eV. After again cor-
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Fig. 4.11: The 2B1 ←− X̃1A1 photoelectron spectrum of phenoxide. (a) the experimental
spectrum as measured by Kim et al. and reproduced with permission [262]. (b) the
calculated spectrum using the Quantics program and a two mode model with a damping
time of 100 fs.
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recting for the S0 zero point energy, a vertical ionisation potential of 2.25 eV was

obtained.

A single progression is observed corresponding to ν1, the a1 ring distortion / C-O

stretch mode. This assignment agrees with both Gunion and Kim. A small feature

observed between the progression, starting from the 11
0 peak is likely the 1n0 221

0

combination peak. This feature is not observed in the low resolution experimental

spectrum, although a very small feature can be observed in the high resolution

and FC simulated spectrum. The very low intensity however makes it difficult to

confidently assign against background noise. The doublet structure formed from

the 1n0 221
1 combination progression was not observed, likewise the hotband peak

corresponding to 10
1 is also absent. The MCTDH framework is capable of calculating

hotband features, but all attempts to reproduce these in the simulated spectrum

were unsuccessful.

The photoelectron spectrum of phenoxide is much simpler compared with imi-

dazolide. The structure of the phenoxide spectrum consists of a progression arising

from a single mode, whilst imidazolide contains two progressions, in addition to

combination peaks and overtones. Coupling also plays a role in the imidazolide

spectrum, whereas none is observed for phenoxide. It is difficult to compare these

spectra to that of the HBDI anion, which is often observed to be broad and lacking

clear fine structure. However, there are experimental and theoretical photoelectron

spectra that clearly show the fine structure, [244, 250, 251], with a comparison be-

tween them shown in Figure S3 of [251]. The fine structure shows similarities to

the phenoxide and imidazolide spectra. A main progression, similar to phenoxide

is evident, but also present are numerous features resembling the more complicated

structure seen for imidazolide. Bavara and Krylov identified the fine structure as re-

sulting mainly from bending vibrations [250], whereas stretching modes, particularly

ring distortions, are responsible for the structure in both phenoxide and imidazolide.
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4.5 Bis-imidazoloxy

Having examined the ionisation energy and photoelectron spectrum of the individual

components of the HBDI chromophore, the next step was to investigate the totally

symmetric analogues of the chromophore. This entails having both moieties on the

chromophore being the same e.g. two phenoxide groups. This approach leads to

the molecules bis-imidazoloxy (Figure 4.3 (3)) and bis-phenoxy (Figure 4.3 (4)). It

was anticipated that comparing these molecules with the HBDI anion would pro-

vide insights as to which component contributes most (or equally) to the electronic

structure and stability of the chromophore. The relative energies of the ion and

excited states with respect to HBDI (shown in Figure 4.1) was also of great interest.

Bis-imidazoloxy is the totally-symmetric analogue containing the imidazolinone

derivative. Unlike imidazole, deprotonation now occurs by removal of a proton from

an oxygen and not the nitrogen. The optimised structure remains planar and keeps

the C2v molecular symmetry. It possesses 46 vibrational modes, but the retention

of symmetry reduces the number of normal modes that need to be considered. The

a) b)

c) d)

Fig. 4.12: The frontier molecular orbitals for the valence electrons of bis-imidazoloxy.
Shown are the (a) HOMO-1, (b) HOMO, (c) LUMO and (d) LUMO+1. The HOMO-1
and HOMO are π-orbitals whilst the LUMO and LUMO+1 are diffuse orbitals, calculated
at the CCSD/6-31+G* level of theory.
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Table 4.15: Vertical excited and ionisation energies of the bis-imidazoloxy anion, calculated
from the equilibrium geometry of the S0 state, with EOM-CCSD level of theory and a 6-
31+G∗ basis. All values in eV.

State EOM-CCSD

1A2(S1) 3.49
1B2(S2) 3.54

2A2(D0) 2.39
2B2(D1) 4.57

frontier molecular orbitals for the valence electrons are shown in Figure 4.12. The

HOMO-1 and HOMO are π-orbitals, as expected for a conjugated system. The

LUMO and LUMO+1 do not show significant valence character, with the majority

of the density residing away from the molecular structure. The lowest π∗-orbital is

the LUMO+5.

There is very little work in the literature on bis-imidazoloxy. One theoretical

study by Olsen and McKenzie, using state averaged CAS(4,3) calculations, predicted

the S1 energy as 2.91 eV and the S2 energy as 4.01 eV [252]. This was found to be

higher than the HBDI chromophore, which itself was higher than the bis-phenoxy

energies.

From IP-EOM-CCSD calculations, the first and second ionisations are removal

of a π-electron from the HOMO and HOMO-1. The calculated ionisation energies,

alongside the excited state energies of the anion, are shown in Table 4.15. The

vertical ionisation energy was calculated to be 2.39 eV, lower than imidazolide and

the HBDI anion. This indicates the bis-imidazoloxy anion is less stable and removal

of an electron easier. The value is, however, higher than for the phenoxide anion.

The calculated energy for the first excited state of the neutral radical is much higher

than imidazolide or phenoxide, with a value over 2 eV above the ground state. This

difference in energy is large enough for coupling between the states to be negligible.
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The symmetry of the radical ground state was determined to be 2A2 and for the

first excited radical state to be 2B2. The first excited state of the anion results from

a HOMO → LUMO+1 transition. The value of S1 is higher than the detachment

energy. This is similar to the other molecules studied so far, but different from the

HBDI pictured illustrated in Figure 4.1.

The vibrational frequencies calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level of theory

are listed in Table 4.16. Only the in plane a1 and b2 vibrations are shown, of which

there are 17 a1 modes.

For building the vibronic coupling Hamiltonian only the totally symmetric a1

modes were considered. Any coupling between the D0 and D1 states occurs via the

out of plane b1 modes, however given the large energy gap between these states, any

coupling is likely to be very small and therefore these modes were not considered.

From the fitted parameters, seven a1 modes were deemed important in the pho-

toelectron spectrum and were included in the model. These were: ν1, a C-C(H)-C

bridge bending mode; ν2, a C-C bridge stretching mode; ν3, a C-O, N-H and C-H

bending mode; ν6, a N-C-N ring bend mode; ν9, a C-C ring stretch mode; ν13, a

C-N stretch with C-H bending mode and ν14, a C-O stretching mode. These are

illustrated in Figure 4.13. Similar to that observed for HBDI, the important modes

consist mainly of bending modes, with the low frequency modes involving motion

of the bridging methine group.

The parameters obtained from fitting the vibronic coupling Hamiltonian to the

adiabatic surfaces are shown in Table 4.17-4.19. The RMSD value of 0.012 indicates

good quality fitting is achieved, with the fitted curve passing through most of the

calculated points.

The on-diagonal linear coupling constants, κα, are shown in Table 4.17. Again,

the values are only non-zero for totally symmetric modes. The three highest fre-

quency modes were fitted as Morse potentials to account for anharmonicity. Refer-
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Table 4.16: Theoretically calculated frequencies of the in plane vibrational modes (a1 and
b2), in cm-1 and electron volts, for X̃1A1 state of the bis-imidazoloxy anion calculated at
the B3LYP/6-31+G∗ level of theory and ordered by their C2v symmetries.

Frequency Symmetry Description
Mode / cm-1 / eV

1 94 0.012 a1 C-C(H)-C bridge bend
2 245 0.030 a1 C-C bridge stretch
3 549 0.068 a1 C-O bend / N-H bend / C-H bend
4 678 0.084 a1 C-H bridge stretch / C-O stretch / N-H bend
5 833 0.103 a1 C-H bridge stretch
6 910 0.113 a1 N-C-N ring bend
7 1053 0.131 a1 N-H bend
8 1087 0.135 a1 H-N-C-H bend
9 1241 0.154 a1 C-C ring stretch

10 1324 0.164 a1 C-H ring bend
11 1390 0.172 a1 N-H bend
12 1473 0.183 a1 C-C bridge stretch
13 1581 0.196 a1 C-N stretch / C-H bend
14 1718 0.213 a1 C-O stretch
15 3160 0.392 a1 C-H bridge stretch
16 3208 0.398 a1 C-H ring stretch
17 3651 0.453 a1 N-H stretch

18 220 0.027 b2 C(H)-C-C(O) assym. bend
19 508 0.063 b2 O-C-N-H assym. bend
20 694 0.086 b2 C-H bridge bend / C-O stretch
21 837 0.104 b2 C-H bridge bend / ring distortion
22 903 0.112 b2 N-C-N bend
23 1061 0.132 b2 N-H bend / C-H bridge bend
24 1064 0.132 b2 H-N-C-H bend
25 1182 0.147 b2 C-C ring stretch / C-H bend
26 1321 0.164 b2 C-H bend bridge and ring
27 1364 0.169 b2 C-H bend bridge
28 1390 0.172 b2 N-H bend
29 1564 0.194 b2 C-N stretch / C-H bend
30 1621 0.201 b2 C-C ring stretch / C-C bridge stretch
31 1710 0.212 b2 C-O stretch
32 3207 0.398 b2 C-H stretch
33 3651 0.453 b2 N-H stretch
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a) b) c)

d) e)

f) g)

Fig. 4.13: The normal modes of bis-imidazoloxy important in describing its photoelectron
spectrum: (a) ν1, C-C(H)-C bridge bend (b) ν2, C-C bridge stretch (c) ν3, C-O, N-H and
C-H bend (d) ν6, N-C-N ring bend (e) ν9, C-C ring stretch (f) ν13, C-N stretch with C-H
bend and (g) ν14, C-O stretch. Calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level of theory.

ring to the ratio κ/ω shows there is large displacement of the ionised minima from

the ground state minimum for modes ν1, ν2, ν3, ν6, ν9, ν13 and ν14. From these,

the largest values were obtained for the second lowest frequency mode ν2, a C-C

bridge stretch and ν6 a N-C-N ring bend mode. The inclusion of ν2, in addition to

ν1, emphasises the importance motion of the bridge plays in the dynamics. Despite

its very small κα value, the ratio is large for ν1 mainly as a result of its very low

frequency. A large κα value is found in the 2A2 state for mode ν13, a C-N stretch

with C-H bend.

Modes similar to those important in the photoelectron spectrum of imidazolide

are observed here. This is true for modes ν9, a C-C ring stretch and ν6, the N-C-N

ring bend, although for the latter the imidazolide vibration was an asymmetric b2

mode. No off-diagonal linear coupling constants, λα, were obtained since cuts along
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Table 4.17: On-diagonal linear coupling constants, κα for the normal modes of the bis-
imidazoloxy anion, as determined from fitting the vibronic coupling model Hamiltonian
to adiabatic surfaces calculated at the IP-EOM-CCSD/6-31+G∗ level. All values in eV.

κα
Mode 2A2 κ/ω 2B2 κ/ω
ν1 -0.006 0.517 -0.007 0.603
ν2 0.027 0.889 0.013 0.428
ν3 -0.031 0.455 -0.021 0.308
ν4 -0.024 0.285 -0.026 0.309
ν5 0.016 0.155 0.005 0.048
ν6 0.090 0.797 -0.003 0.027
ν7 -0.006 0.046 -0.032 0.245
ν8 0.012 0.089 0.019 0.141
ν9 0.087 0.566 0.026 0.169
ν10 0.003 0.018 -0.030 0.183
ν11 -0.003 0.017 0.013 0.075
ν12 0.010 0.055 -0.098 0.537
ν13 -0.089 0.454 -0.132 0.673
ν14 -0.077 0.362 0.031 0.146

Table 4.18: On-diagonal second-order coupling constants, γα, for the normal modes of the
bis-imidazoloxy anion, as determined from fitting the vibronic coupling model Hamiltonian
to adiabatic surfaces calculated at the IP-EOM-CCSD/6-31+G∗ level. All values in eV.

Mode 2A2
2B2

ν1 0.007 0.006
ν2 0.001 0.000
ν3 0.004 0.000
ν4 0.001 0.001
ν5 0.002 0.001
ν6 0.002 -0.002
ν7 0.008 0.006
ν8 0.009 0.007
ν9 0.025 0.010
ν10 0.006 0.008
ν11 0.012 0.007
ν12 0.006 0.005
ν13 0.005 -0.006
ν14 0.005 -0.016
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Table 4.19: Parameters for the Morse functions used to fit the potential energy curves
along modes ν15, ν16 and ν17. The values of D0 and E0 have units of eV.

D0 D1

Mode D0 α X0 E0 D0 α X0 E0

ν15 3.577 0.241 -0.033 0.000 3.573 0.241 -0.023 0.000
ν16 7.473 0.168 -0.030 0.000 7.617 0.168 -0.057 -0.001
ν17 8.342 0.167 0.026 0.000 8.078 0.168 0.063 -0.001

the b2 modes were not calculated. The large energy separation between the D0 and

D1 state makes coupling unlikely.

Table 4.18 shows the on-diagonal second order coupling constants γα. All the

values are small indicating no change in frequency between the anion ground state

and the ionised states. No bi-linear parameters γαβ were obtained.

For several of the high frequency a1 modes, a Morse potential was required, for

which the parameters can be found in Table 4.19. These modes correspond to ν15

and ν16, both C-H stretches, and ν17, an N-H stretch. These modes were found

not to contribute to the photoelectron spectrum and were neglected from the model

Hamiltonian. This resulted in a seven mode model.

Cuts through the PES along each of the seven normal modes used in the model

are shown in Figure 4.14. The cut along the C-C(H)-C bridge bending mode is shown

in Figure 4.14(a). As a totally symmetric mode, the on-diagonal linear coupling

value is non-zero, although the value is small enough that no clear shift in the minima

of both ionised states is observed. Being a low frequency mode, the potentials are

shallow.

Similar shallow potentials can be observed for ν2, the C-C bridge stretch mode

(Figure 4.14(b)). The larger on-diagonal linear coupling constant for the 2A2 state

can be seen in displacement of the minimum away from the equilibrium geometry.

The totally symmetric C-O, N-H and C-H bend (Figure 4.14(c)), N-C-N ring bend

(Figure 4.14(d)) and C-C ring stretch (Figure 4.14(e)) show the expected shift away
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Fig. 4.14: Cuts through the adiabatic potential energy surfaces along select normal modes
for the ionised states of bis-imidazoloxy, which in order of energy at Q0 are 2A2 and 2B2.
The points are obtained from ab initio calculations at the IP-EOM-CCSD/6-31+G∗ level.
The normal modes included are: (a) ν1, C-C(H)-C bridge bend (b) ν2, C-C bridge stretch
(c) ν3, C-O, N-H and C-H bend (d) ν6, N-C-N ring bend (e) ν9, C-C ring stretch (f) ν13,
C-N stretch with C-H bend and (g) ν14, C-O stretch.
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from the equilibrium geometry and are much deeper potentials. These cuts otherwise

show little significance. The small values of γα, reflecting the lack of change in

frequency, can also be seen by no change in the shape of the potentials between

states.

The cuts along ν13, a C-N stretch with C-H bend and ν14, C-O stretch, again

shows displacement of the minima away from the anion ground state minimum.

Both cuts exhibit calculated points in the 2A2 and 2B2 states that lie away from the

fitted curves. A better fit was achieved by introducing third order parameters or

fitting as a Morse potential, but since the fitting is good around the FC point, then

these awry points will have little impact on the calculated photoelectron spectrum.

The large gap in energy between the 2A2 and 2B2 state is evident from the cuts

and clearly shows that any coupling through the b1 modes is expected to be negli-

gible. Inspection of the coupling constants and cuts along the modes shows there

to be no dominant mode. Instead, there are several modes that exhibit significant

displacement of the minima and values of the ratio κ/ω. The effect of this is likely

to be a spectrum with fine structure composed of a series of short, low intensity

progressions, similar to the imidazolide anion.

The calculated photoelectron spectrum for transition to the ground state of the

neutral radical is shown in Figure 4.15(a). The spectrum has been shifted to account

for the zero point energy of the anion. The top spectrum (a) shows a broad, low

resolution spectrum with a damping time of 60 fs. For assigning the vibrational

structure, a higher resolution spectrum was obtained (b), where a damping time

of 200 fs has been applied. The assignment of the vibrational structure is listed in

Table 4.20.

Inspection of the spectrum shows it is well structured with progressions from

several vibrational modes, but with peaks of low intensity. This is similar to the

photoelectron spectrum of imidazolide, although more structure is observed in bis-
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Fig. 4.15: The 2A2 ←− X̃1A1 photoelectron spectrum of bis-imidazoloxy calculated using
the Quantics program and a seven mode model. Shown is (a) a low resolution spectrum
with a damping time of 60 fs and (b) a high resolution spectrum with a damping time of
200fs, allowing for assignment of the fine structure, shown in Table 4.20.
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Table 4.20: Assignment of the vibrational structure for the photoelectron spectrum of
the bis-imidazoloxy anion corresponding to vibrational modes of the anion. Values in
parentheses are possible alternative assignments.

Peak Energy from 00
0 Assignment(s)

/ eV
a 0.03 21

0

b 0.06 22
0

c 0.07 31
0

d 0.09 23
0

e 0.11 61
0

f 0.12 61
011

0

g 0.14 61
021

0

h 0.16 91
0

i 0.17 91
011

0

j 0.20 131
0

k 0.21 141
0

l 0.23 91
031

0 (131
021

0) (141
011

0)

m 0.26 62
021

0 (131
031

0)

n 0.28 91
061

0 (141
031

0)

o 0.29 91
032

0 (141
031

0)

p 0.33 92
012

0 (141
061

0)

q 0.40 63
022

0

r 0.43 92
061

0

imidazoloxy. The electronic origin, 00
0, is located at 2.29 eV and is lower than the

energy for imidazolide and phenoxide.

From Figure 4.15(b), the fine structure was analysed and the assignments are

listed in Table 4.20. Only ν2, a C-C bridge stretch, shows a progression of any great

length. Even then, this progression has low intensity. All other modes, except ν1,

exhibit a progression in the spectrum, although only the fundamental transition is

observed. For the highest frequency modes in the model, ν13 and ν14, the progres-

sions observed around 2.50 eV, are very weak. No progression from the C-C(H)-C

bridge bend, ν1, is observed in the spectrum, but is present in combination peaks

with modes ν6 and ν9.

Beyond 2.50 eV, the fine structure becomes more difficult to assign, with peaks
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l to r resulting from a series of combinations between modes. Given the rapid

decrease in intensities observed, it is unlikely any of these peaks form part of an ex-

panded progression. In particular, peaks l, p, q and r have high intensities. Possible

assignments for these peaks are given in Table 4.20. For many of these peaks, an

alternative assignment involving modes ν13 and ν14 are given. These peaks, however,

remained when the photoelectron spectrum was calculated without modes ν13 and

ν14. This suggests these modes are not responsible for the observed peaks.

The photoelectron spectrum for bis-imidazoloxy looks similar to that for the

HBDI anion. Both have the electronic transition 00
0 as the most intense peak,

with weaker vibrational structure. This highlights the importance the imidazoli-

none component plays in the photoelectron spectrum of HBDI. Moreover, motion

of the methine bridge that connects the two rings, also has a strong affect on the

spectrum.

4.6 Bis-phenoxide

The other totally symmetric analogue of the HBDI chromophore is bis-phenoxy

(Figure 4.3 (5)) where both of the rings are phenoxide. Similar to HBDI, the

oxygens are located in the para position from the bridge. There is very little in

the literature regarding this molecule except the theoretical study by Olsen and

McKenzie that also involved the bis-imidazoloxy anion [252]. The structure of bis-

phenoxy is, however, similar to the series of bisphenols, especially bisphenol F, which

is fully protonated and contains a CH2 group in the bridge.

The optimised structure was initially found to be fully planar with C2v symme-

try, consistent with imidazolide, phenoxide and bis-imidazoloxy. This structure is

shown in Figure 4.16(a). Frequency calculations on this optimised structure, how-

ever, returned a single, imaginary (shown as negative in the calculation) vibrational

frequency indicating this structure is not a minimum. This imaginary vibrational
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a) b)

c)

Fig. 4.16: Optimised structures for the bis-phenoxy anion, calculated at the B3LYP/6-
31+G* level of theory. The planar optimised structure is shown in (a). Subsequent
frequency calculations showed this structure to possess a single negative frequency, shown
in (b). A lower energy non-planar structure deemed to be the global minimum is shown
in (c).

mode corresponded to an out of plane twist whereby the rings are no longer planar

with respect to each other, as shown in Figure 4.16(b). Re-optimising the structure,

moving one ring out of the plane, leads to the structure seen in Figure 4.16(c). This

structure returned no imaginary frequencies. The two structures are very similar in

energy, with a calculated difference of only 0.07 eV.

The reason for the totally planar structure not being a minimum is attributed

to interaction between the hydrogens in the ortho position on either side of the ring.

This is removed when the rings are no longer forced to be planar with each other.

Such an interaction is not a problem for bis-imidazoloxy as there are no hydrogens

bonded to the nitrogen atom in a similar position. The optimised structure reported

by Olsen and McKenzie was also non-planar. Crystal structures reported for the

similar molecule, bisphenol F, again showed the structure to be non-planar and the

rings twisted [268].

The frontier molecular orbitals for the valence electrons are shown in Figure

4.17. The HOMO and HOMO-1 are π-orbitals localised across the entire molecule,

consistent with the previous molecules studied. The LUMO is a π∗-orbital, however,
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a) b)

c) d)

Fig. 4.17: The frontier molecular orbitals for the valence electrons of bis-phenoxy. Shown
are the (a) HOMO-1, (b) HOMO, (c) LUMO and (d) LUMO+1. The HOMO-1 and
HOMO are π-orbitals, the LUMO is π∗ orbital and the LUMO+1 is a diffuse orbital,
calculated at the CCSD/6-31+G* level of theory.

the LUMO+1 shows diffuse character, with a small portion of density on the C-

H, but the majority occurring away from the structure. The HOMO and LUMO

show that delocalisation is across the entire structure and the non-planarity of the

structure does not disrupt the conjugation.

The vertical excitation and ionisation energies are shown in Table 4.21. From

the IP-EOM-CCSD calculations the ionisation energy was predicted as 2.99 eV, the

highest of all four molecules studied, and higher than the HBDI anion. This implies

the bis-phenoxy anion is more stable than bis-imidazoloxy and the HBDI anion, a

consequence of the increased conjugation. The first ionisation results from removal

of a π-electron from the HOMO. The second ionisation energy is predicted to be

5.23 eV and correspond to removal of the π-electron from the HOMO-1.

Crucially, the first excited state of the anion is predicted to be 2.66 eV, lower

than the ionisation threshold, and similar to the HBDI anion. This suggests S1 to

be bound, at least in the FC region. This is similar to the relative energies shown in

Figure 4.1 where the S1 is shown to be bound at the FC point. The S1 state results
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Table 4.21: Vertical excited and ionisation energies of the bis-phenoxy anion, calculated
from the equilibrium geometry of the S0 state, with EOM-CCSD level of theory and a
6-31+G∗ basis. All values in eV.

State EOM-CCSD
S1 2.66
S2 3.77

D0 2.99
D1 5.23

from a HOMO to LUMO transition. The energy difference between the S1 and D0

states of ∼0.3 eV is small enough that crossing may occur. The second excited

state of the anion, S2, was calculated to be 3.77 eV, higher than the detachment

energy. The energies calculated by Olsen and McKenzie were 2.25 eV for S1 and 2.84

eV for S2 [252]. The calculation of these energies employed a small CAS of orbitals

situated on the methine bridge only. This CAS space is inadequate to obtain reliable

energies, hence the discrepancy in values.

The twisted structure for bis-phenoxy results in a loss of symmetry and hence

has C1 molecular symmetry. Such symmetry means all 66 vibrational modes have

a symmetry and therefore need to be considered. A quantum dynamics model

encompassing all of these modes is unfeasible, as is calculating ab initio points along

each of them. To decide which modes are important, it was necessary to express, in

normal modes, the change in geometry between the anion and radical equilibrium

structures. From this, 12 normal modes were determined to be important, for which

the vibrational frequencies calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level of theory are

shown in Table 4.22. The modes listed consist mainly of low frequency modes, with

many being out of plane vibrations. Unlike bis-imidazoloxy, there are few vibrations

that involve the bridge component.

For constructing the vibronic coupling Hamiltonian, the ground state of the

neutral radical as well as the first excited state of the anion were included. It
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Table 4.22: Theoretically calculated frequencies of selected vibrational modes, in cm-1 and
electron volts, for X̃1A state of the bis-phenoxy anion calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G∗

level of theory.
Frequency Symmetry Description

Mode / cm-1 / eV

1 38 0.005 a out of plane ring twist
3 84 0.010 a out of plane ring distortion
4 128 0.016 a out of plane ring distortion
7 260 0.032 a ring stretch and C-H bend
8 283 0.035 a out of plane ring distortion

12 452 0.056 a C-O bend / ring bending
19 640 0.079 a C-C ring stretch
22 784 0.097 a asymm. out of plane C-H bend
24 796 0.099 a assym. out of plane C-H bend
40 1206 0.150 a C-H bend
55 1617 0.201 a C-O stretch / C-H bend
57 1675 0.208 a C-C ring stretch

is possible these two states couple or even cross, although dealing with couplings

between states involving different number of electrons has not been accomplished.

Parameters were obtained for the first and second excited states of the anion and

the ground and first excited state of the radical. Since, however, the only states of

interest are the anion S1 state and the radical ground state (D0), then parameters

are shown for these states only. The cuts through the PES along these modes show

all the states.

From the 12 normal modes of interest, five were found to be important for the

photoelectron spectrum. These were ν7, a ring stretch and C-H bend, ν8, an out of

plane ring distortion, ν19, a C-C stretch/ring distortion, ν40, a C-H bend and ν57, a

C-C ring stretch. These modes are illustrated in Figure 4.18. As the molecule has

C1 symmetry, then both in plane and out of plane vibrations are included. Unlike

bis-imidazoloxy and HBDI, the important modes for bis-phenoxy involve distortion

of the rings and not the bridging group.

The parameters obtained from fitting the vibronic coupling Hamiltonian to the

adiabatic surfaces are shown in Tables 4.23 - 4.25. Performing a full fit for all 66
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a) b)

c) d)

e)

Fig. 4.18: The normal modes of bis-phenoxy important in describing its photoelectron
spectrum: (a) ν7, ring stretch and C-H bend (b) ν8, an out of plane ring distortion (c) ν19,
C-C stretch/ring distortion (d) ν40, C-H bend and (e) ν57, C-C ring stretch. Calculated
at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level of theory.

normal modes and four electronic states was very demanding computationally, and

so was only undertaken for the 12 normal modes of interest. A value of 0.014 was

obtained for the RMSD, showing the fitting to be good and passing through the

majority of the calculated points.

The on-diagonal linear coupling constants are shown in Table 4.23. The low

molecular symmetry means that non-zero values are expected for all modes. The

lowest frequency mode, ν1, was fitted as a quartic potential to account for the double

well potential observed for this mode. The ratio κ/ω indicates large displacement

in the D0 state for ν7, a ring stretch with C-H bend. Significant displacement also

occurs for ν8, an out of plane ring distortion. The majority of modes for both the

S1 and D0 state have small κ and κ/ω values. In addition to ν7 and ν8, modes ν19,

ν40 and ν57 were also considered important to the model since they have the next

largest values of κ and the ratio for the radical ground state.

No off-diagonal linear coupling constants, λα, were obtained. Given the small
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Table 4.23: On-diagonal linear coupling constants, κα for the normal modes of the bis-
phenoxy anion, as determined from fitting the vibronic coupling model Hamiltonian to
adiabatic surfaces calculated at the EOM-CCSD/6-31+G∗ level. All values in eV.

κα
Mode S1 κ/ω D0 κ/ω
ν3 -0.002 0.191 0.002 0.211
ν4 -0.007 0.447 0.000 0.027
ν7 0.014 0.441 -0.034 1.069
ν8 -0.006 0.168 -0.025 0.703
ν12 0.017 0.295 -0.007 0.128
ν19 -0.005 0.061 -0.033 0.413
ν22 -0.027 0.277 -0.016 0.163
ν24 0.026 0.259 0.031 0.319
ν40 0.020 0.131 -0.048 0.318
ν55 0.033 0.163 -0.019 0.096
ν57 0.065 0.311 -0.052 0.248

Table 4.24: On-diagonal second-order coupling constants, γα, for the normal modes of the
bis-phenoxy anion, as determined from fitting the vibronic coupling model Hamiltonian
to adiabatic surfaces calculated at the EOM-CCSD/6-31+G∗ level. All values in eV.

Mode S1 D0

ν3 -0.002 0.006
ν4 -0.002 0.003
ν7 -0.002 -0.001
ν8 -0.010 -0.001
ν12 -0.003 0.003
ν19 -0.000 -0.001
ν22 -0.002 0.002
ν24 -0.003 0.001
ν40 0.006 0.010
ν55 0.002 0.006
ν57 -0.006 -0.006

Table 4.25: Parameters for the quartic potentials used to fit the potential energy curves
along mode ν1. All values have units of eV.

S1 D0

Mode k1 k2 k3 k1 k2 k3

ν1 0.022 -0.005 0.023 0.016 -0.015 0.024
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energy gap between the S1 and D0 state, it is highly probable there is coupling

between these states. Calculating such coupling has not been fully established yet.

The main difficulty being the two states contain different number of electrons.

The on-diagonal second order terms, γα are shown in Table 4.24. The small

values for all modes show there is little change in frequency from the anion ground

state to the S1 and D0 states. No bi-linear γαβ terms were obtained.

The lowest frequency mode, ν1, the out of plane ring rocking, was fitted as a

quartic potential of the form:

1

2
ω2Q2 + k1Q+

1

2
k2Q

2 +
1

24
k3Q

4 (4.1)

The fitted parameters are shown in Table 4.25. The need to use such a potential

suggests the cut along this mode contains a double well. The out of plane vibration

for this mode is similar to the imaginary frequency observed for the planar geometry.

As this mode made no contribution to the photoelectron spectrum it was neglected

from the model. This left a five mode model consisting of modes ν7, ν8, ν19, ν40 and

ν57.

Figure 4.19 shows the cuts through the PES along each of the five normal modes

used in the model. The cuts show the S1 and S2 states for the anion and the D0 and

D1 states of the radical. For the model, only the S1 and D0 state were included, but

given the small energy gap between the anion and radical states, it was important

to assess the cuts for each state.

From the cuts, it is clear that the S1 and D0 states lie close in energy. The S2

and D1 states are much higher in energy and do not significantly interact with each

other or the lower states. The relative energies of these states reflects those shown

in Figure 4.1 for HBDI. This suggests the photodynamics of bis-phenoxy will closely

reflect those of HBDI. The shallow potentials seen for modes ν7 and ν8 (Figures
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Fig. 4.19: Cuts through the adiabatic potential energy surfaces along select normal modes
for the excited anion and radical states of bis-phenoxy, which in order of energy at Q0

are S1, D0, S2 and D1. The points are obtained from ab initio calculations at the IP/EE-
EOM-CCSD/6-31+G∗ level. The normal modes included are: (a) ν7, ring stretch and C-H
bend (b) ν8, an out of plane ring distortion (c) ν19, C-C stretch/ring distortion (d) ν40,
C-H bend and (e) ν57, C-C ring stretch .
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4.19(a,b)) are expected for low frequency modes. For the ring stretch/C-H bend

mode, ν7, the large value for the ratio κ/ω can be seen as the minimum is greatly

shifted away from the equilibrium geometry for D0. There is a smaller displacement

for S1. This cut also clearly shows the two states approach each other, although the

actual crossing point is located far from the FC point. Similar displacement of the

D0 minimum is evident for mode ν8, the out of plane ring distortion. For this mode,

S1 and D0 remain separate with no indication of coming together.

The cut along ν19, (Figure 4.19(c)), a C-C stretch/ring distortion mode shows

little significance except for a small displacement in the S1 and D0 minima away from

the equilibrium geometry. Figures 4.19(d,e) show little displacement of the minima

in the S1 and D0 states for modes ν40, a C-H bend and ν57 a C-C ring stretch.

Significantly, however, these modes show the S1 and D0 states to cross. This is

particularly apparent for mode ν57, where the crossing occurs close to the FC point

of the D0 state. Crossing from D0 to S1 implies, however, the detached electron

somehow returning to the molecule, which is very improbable. This does suggest

though that excitation to the S1 state leads to indirect electron emission through

vibrational autodetachment. Another interesting feature in the cuts along both

these modes are a series of awry points in the S2 state. The energy of the calculated

points differs substantially in mode ν57 to the extent that the fitted curve is poor.

This is attributed to failings in the EE-EOM-CCSD calculations and crossing from

a higher excited state. As the calculated points and fitting for the S1 and D0 states

are good, then these awry points will not impact the photoelectron spectrum.

The calculated photoelectron spectrum is shown in Figure 4.20. The spectrum

has been shifted to account for the zero point energy of the anion. Figure 4.20(a)

shows the photoelectron spectrum with a damping time of 40 fs. Vibrational struc-

ture is clearly present in the spectrum, although the peaks are all of low intensity.

The electronic origin, 00
0, is the most intense peak in the spectrum and is located at
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Fig. 4.20: The D0 photoelectron spectrum of bis-phenoxy calculated using the Quantics
program and a seven mode model. Shown is (a) a low resolution spectrum with a damping
time of 40 fs and (b) a high resolution spectrum with a damping time of 150fs, allowing
for assignment of the fine structure.
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2.94 eV, higher than bis-imidazoloxy and the HBDI anion. The spectrum has less

fine structure than bis-imidazoloxy, but looks similar to the HBDI anion, especially

the calculated spectrum by Toker and Bravaya [244,250].

A higher resolution photoelectron spectrum, using a damping time of 150 fs, is

shown in Figure 4.20(b). This allowed assignment of the major features in the fine

structure. The main progression is formed from ν7, the ring stretch/C-H bend mode.

This long progression is responsible for most of the fine structure present. The only

other mode to show a progression with any appreciable intensity was ν40, the C-H

bend mode. A small shoulder peak on the 72
0 peak is assigned as the fundamental

peak for mode ν19, the C-C stretch/ring distortion mode. The peaks that appear at

energies higher than 3.10 eV are attributed to combination modes, although only

the 401
071

0 peak was assigned with certainty. The more intense peaks located at 3.25

and 3.35 eV disappeared when ν40 was excluded from the model suggesting this

mode to be involved in these combination peaks.

Comparison of the photoelectron spectrum for the two totally-symmetric bis

analogues with HBDI provides valuable insights into the photoelectron spectrum of

the latter. The photoelectron spectrum for both bis-imidazoloxy and bis-phenoxy

are similar to HBDI, as evident in Figure 4.1. From assigning the fine structure,

it was found the modes important to bis-phenoxy involved stretches and out of

plane motion of the rings. Alternatively, the important modes for bis-imidazoloxy

involved more bending modes and motion of the methine bridge, similar to the modes

assigned in the HBDI spectrum. Motion of the bridge becomes more important when

the molecule is completely planar and so contributions to the HBDI spectrum arise

from it being able to adopt a planar conformation.

From the calculated detachment and excitation energies, the first excited state

of the anion lies below the detachment energy only for bis-phenoxy. This molecule

also had the highest detachment energy. The increased stability of the bis-phenoxy
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anion and location of S1 relative to D0 is similar to HBDI. The stability of the

HBDI anion and close energy of the S1 and D0 vertical energies therefore result

from the phenoxide moiety, whereas the imidazolinone moiety contributes the fine

structure observed in the photoelectron spectrum. The smaller ring system of the

imidazole allows HBDI to remain planar and prevents it adopting a twisted structure.

The broadening seen in the HBDI spectrum results from interaction with the close

lying S1 state. Similar broadening would therefore be expected for experimental

measurements of bis-phenoxy.

4.7 Conclusion

The photophysics of the GFP chromophore, HBDI, has long attracted a great

amount of interest. Much focus has been given to the detachment energy of the

HBDI anion and corresponding photoelectron spectrum. As illustrated in Figure

4.1, the first excited state of the anion resides close to the detachment energy, but

has been shown to be bound at the FC point and adiabatically. Indirect emis-

sion through vibrational autodetachment has been observed and has the effect of

broadening the photoelectron spectrum. Further work has also established resonant

excitation to higher excited states of the anion, followed by autodetachment from the

D0 and D1 states. Insights into the HBDI anion can be achieved from a bottom-up

approach, considering first the individual ring components, phenoxide and imida-

zolide, before moving onto the totally-symmetric analogues, bis-imidazoloxy and

bis-phenoxy.

Using a simple linear vibronic coupling Hamiltonian, the photoelectron spectra

of the four HBDI related molecules were calculated. This model required calculation

of the PESs for which the IP-EOM-CCSD method performed reasonably well. The

calculated vertical excitation and ionisation energies showed the first excited state of

the anion to lie above the detachment energies for all molecules except bis-phenoxy.
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Here, the S1 state lies just below the detachment energy, similar to the HBDI anion.

For imidazolide, a three mode model was sufficient to replicate the experimental

photoelectron spectrum. The first excited state of the radical, D1 was found to

couple to the radical ground state through b2 modes. These modes, along with the

totally-symmetric modes were considered. A cut along the totally-symmetric C-C

ring stretch/HCN deformation mode showed the D0 and D1 state to cross, suggesting

the presence of an intersection that warrants further investigation. Adjustments

to the fitted parameters were necessary to ensure the calculated spectrum fully

reproduced experiment.

The photoelectron spectrum for phenoxide was much simpler and required only

a two mode model to obtain good agreement with experiment. Unlike imidazolide,

no coupling was found between the D0 and D1 states. The predicted vertical ioni-

sation energy was not in good agreement with experiment and so it was necessary

to increase the energy of the D0 state. The lower detachment energy indicates the

phenoxide anion is less stable than imidazolide. The calculated photoelectron spec-

trum consists of a single progression from the ring deformation/C-O stretch mode.

A small series of shoulder peaks on this main progression from the out of plane, a2

ring deformation mode were not replicated by the model despite their inclusion.

The main insights into the HBDI anion came from the two bis-systems. The

photoelectron spectrum for both show the electronic origin, 00
0, to be the most intense

peak followed by low intensity fine structure, similar to HBDI. For bis-imidazoloxy,

a seven mode model was used consisting only of the radical ground state, with there

being no coupling to the D1 state. These modes were found to mainly involve the

bridging group and in-plane bends, consistent with those for HBDI.

Initially, bis-phenoxy was optimised to a planar structure, consistent with bis-

imidazoloxy and HBDI. The presence of a single, imaginary frequency showed this

was not the true ground state. Instead, the molecule adopted a twisted structure
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to relieve the interaction between the two ortho protons. The difference in energy

between these structures was extremely small. The loss of symmetry meant that

all normal modes could be important to the photoelectron spectrum. However,

by expressing the geometric changes between the minima of the anion and radical

ground state in terms of normal modes, only 12 modes needed considering. From

these, six were found to be important to the photoelectron spectrum. Several of the

cuts along the normal modes showed the S1 and D0 states to cross. Further work is

needed to calculate the absorption spectrum and the coupling between the S1 and

D0 state.

By relating the HBDI anion to bis-phenoxy and bis-imidazoloxy, it was concluded

that the imidazolinone component contributes more to the fine structure of the pho-

toelectron spectrum, particularly the bending vibrations. The combination of the

imidazolinone and phenoxide ring keeps the structure planar and allows vibrations

involving the bridge to become important. The phenoxide group contributes more

to the relative energies of the S1 and D0 state.
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Chapter 5

Photodynamics of Phenol

The contents of this chapter are an extended version of published work and therefore

taken in part directly from Reference [269]. I performed all calculations and analyses

within this work.

This chapter details the photoelectron spectrum of phenol, with emphasis on

the two lowest ion states. The study here aims to provide a thorough and de-

tailed analysis of these ion states and the calculated photoelectron spectrum absent

from the literature. From the vibronic coupling model Hamiltonian, a previously

undiscovered CoI was found to exist between the D0 and D1 states. Diabatic state

populations show the CoI to affect the photodynamics, with population transfer of

30% from the upper D1 state observed. Another main outcome of the model is a

new assignment of the vibrational structure in the photoelectron spectrum. This

assignment is described and differences with previous work noted. Combining the

ion surfaces with those for the excited states provides a full model for future work

calculating time-resolved spectra. The quality of the S1 surface is confirmed by

calculating the absorption spectrum, which is in good agreement with experiment.

5.1 Introduction

Like benzene, phenol and its derivatives are abundant in compounds found naturally

and synthesised industrially. A phenolic group is one of the constituents of the GFP
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chromophore, HBDI. Its deprotonation forms the final step in an excited state proton

transfer through which the anionic chromophore fluoresces its eponymous green. As

a result, phenol has been extensively studied through theoretical and experimental

means. In recent decades, much attention has been given to the photochemistry and

photodissociation of phenol [270–275].

The dynamics along the O-H stretching mode involving different electronic states

provide examples of non-adiabaticity and CoIs. The PES along this mode and the

C-O-H angle are shown in Figure 5.1. The two lowest lying excited states (1ππ∗

and 1πσ∗) have been shown to contain a CoI seam [270,276]. This enables ultrafast

internal conversion from the bright 1ππ∗ state to the 1πσ∗ state, which leads to the

dissociation of hydrogen to form the phenoxyl radical. There is also evidence to

suggest the O-H dissociation bypasses the CoI through hydrogen tunnelling [272,

277]. There also exists another CoI between the 1πσ∗ and S0 state, which provides

an alternative pathway of rapid relaxation to the electronic ground state.

Following the seminal work of Sobolewski and Domcke [278], the existence of

dissociative 1πσ∗ states has been shown for a range of aromatic molecules. They

are dark states, characterised at the FC point as a 3s Rydberg state, that forms

a CoI with the ground state. Moreover, their repulsive nature is responsible for

hydrogen transfer or dissociation in many bioaromatic molecules [279] and is thought

to provide photostability. Whilst this state cannot be directly accessed, its position

relative to the 1ππ∗ state dictates the dynamics that occurs and the location of the

crossing points. This has been observed in a variety of planar organic molecules [278,

280]. The difference in positions of these two states and the effect becomes apparent

when comparing the photodissociation of phenol with pyrrole [279, 281, 282]. The

shift in relative energy of the 1πσ∗ with respect to the 1ππ∗ state in phenol has also

been investigated when complexed with water and ammonia clusters [283].

The absorption spectrum of phenol has been determined experimentally and
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Fig. 5.1: (a) Potential energy curve for the ground and excited singlet states as a function
of r, the O-H bond distance. (b) Potential energy surfaces for the ground and excited
singlet states as a function of r, the O-H bond distance and θ, the C-O-H bond angle. The
surface in red denotes the S0 ground state, blue the 1ππ∗(S1) state and green the 1πσ∗(S2)
state.
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theoretically. Gerrard et al. showed the absorption spectrum to exhibit strong

solvation effects, possibly due to H-bonding between phenol molecules and with the

solute molecules [284]. As such, reported spectra in the literature can often appear

as broad and featureless. In certain solvents and gas phase the vibrational fine

structure in the absorption spectrum becomes apparent [285].

More recently, the ultraviolet absorption cross-section of phenol at different tem-

peratures has been measured [286]. This highlighted the detailed fine structure

present but did not comment on the modes responsible. Assignment of the fine

structure has been undertaken theoretically. A FC simulation of the S1 → S0 tran-

sition provided not only vibrational frequencies in the S0 and S1 states, but also

assigned the intense peaks in the spectrum [287]. These assignments were a1 vibra-

tions corresponding to two ring deformation/C-O stretch modes, a ring breathing

mode, an in plane C-H bend mode and a C-O stretch/C-C stretch mode. Present

also were peaks corresponding to vibrations from all possible symmetries. The most

intense of these was from the b1 out of plane C-O bend/ring torsion mode.

The role of non-adiabaticity has been investigated. Karmakar et al. measured

the absorption spectrum of phenol in the vapour phase [288]. This showed a broader

spectrum still rich in fine structure and the presence of vibrational progressions, with

peaks at 268, 275 and 282 nm. Again, further broadening of the spectrum in various

solvents was recorded. Building upon this work, Rajak et al. reported vibronic cou-

pling in the absorption of phenol [289]. Through construction of their own vibronic

coupling Hamiltonian, they assigned the vibronic structure to be similar to that

reported in the FC model. They also concluded there to be weak coupling between

the ππ∗(S1) and πσ∗(S2) states, finding a population transfer of around 10% over

200 fs.

While the photo-excited dynamics of neutral phenol has been extensively studied,

the photo-ionisation and subsequent dynamics have received little attention and the
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ion states are usually only included as a continuum for the theoretical description

of pump-probe measurements on the excited states [290, 291]. Recent work has

also recorded the effect of aqueous solvation on the ionisation and excited states of

phenol [292]. It was found that in aqueous solution the vertical ionisation energy

was lowered by around 0.8 eV.

The photoelectron spectrum has been measured and the ionisation potentials

determined to be 8.508 and 9.280 eV for the first two ion states [293–296]. The

symmetry of these ion states have been determined to be 2B1 and 2A2 and result

from the removal of a π-electron. The full He(I)/He(II) spectra were measured with

the aim of obtaining all the valence ionisation potentials and the vibrational fine

structure of the photoelectron spectrum has been largely overlooked. The possibility

of non-adiabaticity and coupling associated with the ionised states has also not been

explored.

Quantum dynamics simulations, which solve the time-dependent Schrödinger

equation, are a powerful way to probe the photodynamics of a system and provide

rationale behind experimental observables [297]. Examples are the use of simulated

spectra and population dynamics to support pump-probe time-resolved photoelec-

tron spectra (TR-PES) [22,298]. These calculations require a potential energy func-

tion in the form of a set of coupled surfaces to model the excited-state dynamics.

In some studies, the time-resolved signal from a TR-PES experiment has been di-

rectly modelled [299–301] and in this case the potential surfaces of the ion are also

required.

Coupled potential surfaces are impossible to obtain accurately for more than a

few atoms due to the large number of high level quantum chemistry calculations

required and the difficulty of fitting these points using multi-dimensional functions.

For this reason, model Hamiltonians are a useful approach to capture the essential

physics in a simple way. For the coupled surfaces involved in photo-excited systems
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the vibronic coupling model Hamiltonian [119,302] has become a standard approach.

This involves a low-order Taylor expansion of diabatic potentials and couplings with

parameters obtained by fitting to quantum chemistry calculations and experimental

data. Making use of the vibronic coupling Hamiltonian thus allows for explicit

consideration of vibronic couplings and non-adiabatic photochemistry. The vibronic

coupling Hamiltonian has already been applied to a range of aromatic systems [303–

307].

Here, a simple vibronic linear coupling model is constructed to simulate the

absorption spectrum of the S1(1B2) state and the photoelectron spectrum of the

two lowest ionisation bands of phenol, D0(2B1) and D1(2A2). This model allows

the dynamics to be elucidated in terms of normal modes and couplings between the

diabatic electronic states. It was found that two separate but modest seven mode

models were sufficient to replicate the necessary photodynamic behaviour. The

vibrational structure of the obtained absorption and photoelectron spectra has been

assigned and compared with previous studies. Differences between the assignments

for the photoelectron spectrum have been noted and discussed. The possibility of a

conical intersection between the first two ion states is investigated, and its affect on

the dynamics can be observed by following the relative diabatic state populations.

These surfaces can be used, together with potential surfaces for phenol [270,275] to

help support the TR-PES of phenol measured in recent work by Riley et al. [292],

which requires ionisation to two closely lying ion states. Accurate potentials are

crucial for theoretical TR-PES calculations and therefore an important pre-requisite

are surfaces that reliably reproduce the experimental absorption and photoelectron

spectra.
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5.2 Methodology

By making use of the vibronic coupling Hamiltonian [119], the diabatic potentials

can be expressed through a Taylor series in terms of dimensionless normal modes

around a particular point, Q0, usually taken as the equilibrium geometry. At this

point, the diabatic electronic wavefunction is assumed to be equal to the adiabatic.

The Hamiltonian can therefore be written:

H = H(0) + W(0) + W(1) + . . . (5.1)

with the zeroth-order Hamiltonian expressed as the ground state Hamiltonian in the

Harmonic approximation:

H(0) =
∑
α

ωα
2

(
∂2

∂Q2
α

+Q2
α

)
(5.2)

and ω representing the frequency of mode Q. The set of diabatic coupling matrices,

W describe the changes in excited state surfaces compared with the ground state.

W (0) is the ground state Harmonic oscillator displaced to excitation energy, Ei. The

first order matrix elements are expressed as:

W
(1)
ii =

∑
α

κ(i)
α Qα (5.3)

W
(1)
ij =

∑
α

λ(i,j)
α Qα ; i 6= j (5.4)

Here, the κ parameters are related to the gradients of the adiabatic potential at

Q0 with respect to nuclear coordinates and the λ parameters are the non-adiabatic

elements, again at Q0, which provide coupling between the electronic states:

κ(i)
α =

〈
φi

∣∣∣∣ ∂H∂Qα

∣∣∣∣φi〉 (5.5)
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λ(ij)
α =

〈
φi

∣∣∣∣ ∂H∂Qα

∣∣∣∣φj〉 (5.6)

Included also were the on-diagonal second order matrix elements:

W
(2)
ii =

∑
α

1

2
γ(i)
α Q

2
α +

∑
α<β

γ
(i)
αβQαQβ (5.7)

where γ are the second derivatives of the adiabatic potentials at Q0. These param-

eters provide changes in the frequencies and Duschinsky rotation by coupling the

modes.

For modes exhibiting strong anharmonicity it becomes necessary to express the

diabatic potentials as Morse potentials in place of the harmonic form above. These

have the following form:

V = D0 [exp(α(Q−Q0)− 1)]2 + E0 (5.8)

with parameters D0 for the dissociation energy, Q0 for the equilibrium geometry,

and E0 an energy shift.

Consideration of molecular symmetry is important as many of the matrix ele-

ments vanish due to symmetry arguments:

κ(i)
α 6= 0 if Γα ⊃ ΓA (5.9)

λ(i,j)
α 6= 0, if Γα ⊗ Γi ⊗ Γj ⊃ ΓA (5.10)

γ
(i)
αβ 6= 0, if Γα ⊗ Γβ ⊗ Γi ⊃ ΓA (5.11)

where Γα,Γβ are the symmetry irreps of the vibrations, Γi,Γj the irreps of the

electronic states and ΓA the totally symmetric irrep. Phenol possesses Cs symmetry,

however for determining the modes that couple the electronic states and give rise to
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vibrational fine structure, the symmetry was ascended to C2v. From the symmetry

arguments only the totally symmetric a1 modes need to be considered for both the

absorption and photoelectron spectrum, with coupling from the a2 modes for the

absorption and b2 for the photoelectron.

The PES and parameters are obtained through a least-squares fitting procedure

to a series of ab initio points calculated along each normal mode. This is done using

the VCHAM program [308] within the Quantics package [309]. Energies at each of

these points were calculated at the CASSCF level of theory, (described in Section

3.7), employing an (8,8) active space for the singlet excited states and a (7,8) active

space for the ion states with a 6-31+G∗ basis. The active space comprises the oxygen

lone pair, ππ, ππ∗ and πσ∗ orbitals as shown in Figure 5.2. The choice of CASSCF

was based on several criteria. Firstly, the need to be able to calculate energies

at ground and excited states, and be applicable to scans along normal modes to

create PESs. Given the non-adiabaticity observed in the excited states, then for

these and the ion states a method with multireference description is desirable. This

is even more essential should the surfaces cross. The analytical energy gradients

available for CASSCF allows crossing points to be located and derivative couplings

calculated. CASSCF provides qualitatively correct energies and allows a reasonable

model to be built without the need to resort to more demanding levels of theory.

Fig. 5.2: Hartree-Fock molecular orbitals of phenol used in CASSCF calculations. The
active space comprises the ππ, oxygen lone pair, ππ∗ and πσ∗ orbitals.
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All electronic structure calculations were run using the Gaussian 09 program [310].

Vertical energies calculated at the EOM-CCSD level of theory used the QChem

program [253].

The spectra are obtained by taking the Fourier transform:

I(ω) ∝ ω

∫ ∞
−∞

dtC(t)eiωt (5.12)

of the autocorrelation function

C(t) = 〈Ψ(0)|Ψ(t)〉 (5.13)

= 〈Ψ(t/2)∗|Ψ(t/2)〉 (5.14)

To reduce spurious structures (Gibbs phenomenon) that result from the finite prop-

agation time in the Fourier transform, the autocorrelation function is multiplied by

a weight function cos(πt/2T ). The broadening seen in experimental spectra can

then be simulated by further multiplying with a damping function exp(−t/τ). By

altering the damping function, broad spectra that replicate experiment can be ob-

tained. Increasing the damping results in higher resolved spectra that allow the fine

structure to be examined and then assigned.

The quantum dynamics were performed with the Quantics package which uses

the MCTDH method, a highly efficient algorithm for the propagation of wavepackets

[210]. Details on the theory and use of MCTDH can be found in Section 3.11.2. The

wavepacket propagations were initiated from separate excitations to the 1B2, 2B1

and 2A2 states and were performed using two different seven mode models. Initially,

each wavepacket was prepared as a Gaussian with a defined width and centred on the

FC point. Each propagation was performed for 200 fs. Every mode in the simulation

was described using a Harmonic oscillator DVR [210]. Details of the basis sets used

are given in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Computational details for the quantum dynamic simulations. The DVR type
HO corresponds to Harmonic oscillator DVR, Ni are the number of primitive DVR func-
tions used to describe each mode and ni are the number of single particle functions used
for the wavepacket on each state.

Mode DVR Type Ni n1, n2

Excitation to 1B2 Q1 HO 31 6,3
Q2 HO 31 6,3
Q3 HO 31 6,3
Q4 HO 31 6,3
Q7 HO 31 6,3
Q24 HO 31 6,6
Q25 HO 31 6,6

Excitation to 2B1 Q1 HO 31 6,7
Q6 HO 31 6,7
Q7 HO 31 6,7
Q9 HO 31 6,7
Q12 HO 31 6,7
Q13 HO 31 6,7
Q14 HO 31 6,7

Excitation to 2A2 Q1 HO 31 6,7
Q6 HO 31 6,7
Q7 HO 31 6,7
Q9 HO 31 6,7
Q12 HO 31 6,7
Q13 HO 31 10,7
Q14 HO 31 10,7
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5.3 Photoelectron Spectrum

The calculated vertical ionisation energies using CASSCF and IP-EOM-CCSD are

shown in Table 5.2. Compared with experimental data, the IP-EOM-CSSD ener-

gies are in good agreement, but are computationally intensive and not suitable for

use when calculating cuts, in addition this method is unable to search for conical

intersections. The CASSCF energies are underestimated but the relative energetic

difference between all three states is in good agreement with experimental values.

The first two ionised states result from removal of a π-electron from the benzene

e1g(S) and e1g(A) orbitals, forming two 2Π states. The third ionised state is much

higher in energy and has been assigned as an n-state, with the electron being re-

moved from the oxygen lone pair.

For use in the model Hamiltonian, only the energies of the 2B1 and 2A2 states

needed consideration. To ensure accuracy in the spectrum, these energies were

shifted to match those experimentally measured [296,311].

The vibrational frequencies, evaluated at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory

are listed in Table 5.3. The assignments of these frequencies to C2v symmetry

followed those outlined by Evans [312] and correspond well to other reported values

[313–316]. It is important to note, however, that here phenol has been defined

along a plane such that the b2 modes are in plane vibrations and the b1 modes are

out of plane. Vibrational modes with significant motion of the phenyl ring and C-O

Table 5.2: Vertical ionisation energies of phenol, calculated from the equilibrium geometry,
using different levels of theory. The CAS(7,8) calculations used a 6-31+G∗ basis. All values
in eV.

State CAS(7,8) IP-EOM-CCSD Experimental
2B1 7.986 8.333 8.508 [311]
2A2 8.670 9.164 9.280 [296]
n 10.950 11.966 11.560 [293]
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Table 5.3: Theoretically calculated frequencies of vibrational modes, in cm-1 and electron
volts, for X̃1A1 state of phenol calculated at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory and
ordered by their C2v symmetries.

Frequency Symmetry Description
Mode / cm-1 / eV (Cs) (C2v) [312]

1 520 0.065 a′ a1 Ring deformation + C-O stretch
2 812 0.101 a′ a1 Ring deformation + C-O stretch
3 998 0.124 a′ a1 Breathing mode
4 1035 0.128 a′ a1 C-H bend in plane
5 1176 0.146 a′ a1 C-H bend
6 1194 0.148 a′ a1 OH bend
7 1267 0.157 a′ a1 C-O stretch + C-C stretch
8 1501 0.186 a′ a1 C-C ring stretch
9 1646 0.204 a′ a1 C-C ring stretch

10 3192 0.396 a′ a1 C-H stretch
11 3236 0.401 a′ a1 C-H stretch
12 3806 0.472 a′ a1 O-H stretch

13 397 0.049 a′ b2 In plane C-O-H bend
14 612 0.076 a′ b2 Ring deformation
15 1083 0.134 a′ b2 C-H bend in plane
16 1161 0.144 a′ b2 C-H bend in plane
17 1332 0.165 a′ b2 C-H bend
18 1471 0.182 a′ b2 C-C ring stretch
19 1482 0.184 a′ b2 C-C ring stretch
20 1635 0.203 a′ b2 C-C ring stretch
21 3207 0.398 a′ b2 C-H stretch
22 3217 0.399 a′ b2 C-H stretch
23 3230 0.400 a′ b2 C-H stretch

24 406 0.050 a′′ a2 C-C twist
25 817 0.101 a′′ a2 C-H bend
26 910 0.113 a′′ a2 C-H bend out of plane

27 223 0.028 a′′ b1 Out of plane C-O bend + ring torsion
28 332 0.041 a′′ b1 Out of plane O-H bend
29 496 0.062 a′′ b1 Out of plane C-O bend + ring torsion
30 613 0.076 a′′ b1 Ring deformation
31 742 0.092 a′′ b1 C-H bend out of plane
32 864 0.107 a′′ b1 C-H bend out of plane
33 926 0.115 a′′ b1 C-H bend out of plane
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f) (g)

Fig. 5.3: The normal modes of phenol important in describing its photoelectron spectrum:
(a) ν1 ring deformation and C-O stretch, (b) ν13 in plane C-O-H bend mode, (c) ν14 ring
deformation mode, (d) ν6 O-H bend mode, (e) ν7 C-O stretch and ring distortion mode,
(f) ν9 C-C ring stretch mode and (g) ν12 O-H stretch.

moiety are described as X-sensitive modes and are greatly affected by the substituent

X [312,317], which in this case is oxygen. These modes are Q1, Q2, Q7, Q13, Q27 and

Q29.

A quantum dynamics model containing all 33 normal modes of phenol would be

prohibitively demanding and so only those important in describing the photochem-

istry of phenol were included. From symmetry arguments, the a1 and b2 modes are

likely to contribute most to the dynamics. From these, seven modes are important

to the phenol model. They are the low frequency b2 in plane C-O-H bend and ring

deformation modes, the lowest frequency a1 ring deformation/C-O stretch mode

and the a1 modes corresponding to the O-H bend, C-O and C-C stretch, C-C ring

stretch and the O-H stretch. These are illustrated in Figure 5.3. Previous models to

study the excited states of phenol considered two nuclear degrees of freedom, r and

θ, corresponding to the O-H bond length and C-C-O-H torsion [270,273,318]. These

degrees of freedom are present in the model described here as vibrational normal

modes.
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Table 5.4: On-diagonal linear coupling constants, κα and off-diagonal linear coupling con-
stants, λα, for the select normal modes of phenol, as determined from fitting the vibronic
coupling model Hamiltonian to adiabatic surfaces calculated at the CASSCF(7,8)/6-
31+G∗ level. All values in eV.

κα λα
Mode 2B1 κ/ω 2A2 κ/ω 2B1/2A2 λ/ω
ν1 -0.118 1.829 0.051 0.790 -
ν2 -0.070 0.695 -0.074 0.735 -
ν3 0.001 0.008 -0.011 0.089 -
ν4 0.012 0.093 0.017 0.132 -
ν5 -0.089 0.611 0.044 0.302 -
ν6 -0.126 0.851 -0.122 0.824 -
ν7 -0.129 0.821 -0.138 0.879 -
ν8 -0.045 0.242 -0.083 0.446 -
ν9 0.111 0.544 -0.070 0.343 -
ν10 -0.003 0.008 -0.012 0.030 -
ν11 -0.008 0.020 -0.034 0.085 -
ν12 -0.035 0.074 -0.159 0.337 -

ν13 - - -0.0002 0.004
ν14 - - 0.0011 0.015
ν17 - - 0.0001 0.001
ν18 - - -0.0001 0.001
ν19 - - 0.0004 0.002

The parameters obtained from fitting the vibronic coupling model Hamiltonian

to the adiabatic surfaces are shown in Table 5.4 and in Table 5.5. Cuts along the

seven important normal modes are shown in Figure 5.5. The quality of the fitting

is evident by how well the curves pass through the calculated points, particularly

around points of interest such as the minimum or crossing points. Quantitatively

the quality of fitting can be assessed by the root mean square displacement (RMSD)

between the fitted surfaces and the ab initio points. A RMSD of 0.022 eV shows

that the fitted surfaces in the model Hamiltonian are very good.

The on-diagonal linear coupling constants, κα, are shown in Table 5.4. For the

totally symmetric a1 modes the values are all non-zero. The three highest frequency

modes were subsequently fitted as Morse potentials to account for anharmonicity.

Details of these parameters are shown in Table 5.7. Consideration of the parameter
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ratio κα/ωα is important for determining how displaced the ionised state minima are

from the ground state minimum. This parameter becomes important for lower fre-

quency modes and thus is largest for ν1 with important contributions coming from ν6

and ν7. The C-C ring stretch mode, ν9 was also chosen as being important. Despite

having a lower parameter ratio, the size of the displacement from the equilibrium

geometry was significant. An adjustment to the value of this mode improved the

simulated spectrum and also increased the parameter ratio. The new value is listed

in Table 5.8.

Table 5.4 also lists the off-diagonal linear coupling constants, λα, the coupling

between electronic states. Based on the symmetries of the two ionised states, non-

zero values are expected for the b2 modes. Out of the eleven b2 modes, only five

were determined to have non-zero values for the coupling constant. Making use

of the ratio λα/ωα again indicates only the low frequency modes to be of most

importance. The only modes to exhibit significant coupling therefore are the two

lowest frequency b2 modes, ν13 and ν14. On inspection, it was found the initial

Table 5.5: On-diagonal second-order coupling constants, γα, for the normal modes of
phenol, as determined from fitting the vibronic coupling model Hamiltonian to adiabatic
surfaces calculated at the CASSCF(7,8)/6-31+G∗ level. All values in eV.

Mode 2B1
2A2

ν1 0.006 0.012
ν2 0.007 0.014
ν3 0.018 0.015
ν4 0.018 0.015
ν5 0.045 0.045
ν6 0.049 0.067
ν7 0.030 0.047
ν8 0.040 0.059
ν9 -0.011 0.075
ν13 0.029 0.023
ν14 -0.003 0.026
ν18 -0.004 -0.008
ν19 0.009 0.034
ν20 -0.103 0.076
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values for these modes to be insufficient to reproduce the experimental spectrum.

The values have been adjusted, as shown in Table 5.8, such that good agreement

with experiment is achieved.

The on-diagonal second order quadratic parameters γαα are shown in Table 5.5.

These parameters correspond to changes in frequency from the ground state to the

ionised states. The majority of the values are small indicating little change to the

shape of the potentials from the ground state to the ionised states.

One exception is the parameter for ν20, a b2 C-C ring stretch mode, which

possesses a large value for the 2B1 state. The cut through the PES along this mode

is shown in Figure 5.4 alongside an illustration of this normal mode. From the cut,

the change in frequency between the lower and upper ionised state is clear, with the

2A2 potential narrower than the 2B1 state. Despite the intrigue in this mode and

its large γα, no significant coupling was found to exist between this mode and so

it was excluded from the final model. It is, however, worth noting its similarity to

ν9, which is evident when comparing cuts (Figures 5.5(f)) and the normal modes

(a) (b)
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Fig. 5.4: (a) Graphical illustration for the normal mode, ν20 an in plane C-C ring stretch
(b) shows the cut through the potential energy surface along this mode
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Table 5.6: Off-diagonal second-order bilinear coupling constants, γαβ, for the normal
modes of phenol, as determined from fitting the vibronic coupling model Hamiltonian to
adiabatic surfaces calculated at the CASSCF(7,8)/6-31+G∗ level. All values in eV.

Mode 2B1
2A2 Mode 2B1

2A2

ν13−14 -0.019 -0.052 ν2−9 -0.010 -0.038
ν13−15 -0.002 -0.003 ν3−5 0.002 0.004
ν13−18 -0.016 -0.039 ν3−6 -0.003 -0.010
ν13−19 0.011 0.025 ν3−7 -0.003 -0.004
ν1−2 0.019 0.061 ν3−9 -0.003 -0.008
ν1−3 0.004 0.010 ν4−5 -0.001 -0.004
ν1−4 -0.005 -0.010 ν4−6 0.004 0.010
ν1−5 -0.016 -0.038 ν4−7 - 0.002
ν1−6 -0.048 0.134 ν4−9 0.003 0.006
ν1−7 0.013 0.033 ν15−19 -0.002 -
ν1−8 - 0.004 ν5−6 0.017 0.045
ν1−9 0.005 0.082 ν5−7 0.005 0.014
ν14−15 - -0.002 ν5−9 0.010 0.027
ν14−18 -0.008 -0.017 ν6−7 -0.014 -0.037
ν14−19 0.005 0.012 ν6−8 - -0.003
ν2−3 -0.003 -0.007 ν6−9 -0.016 -0.083
ν2−4 0.003 0.007 ν7−8 - -0.001
ν2−5 0.010 0.024 ν7−9 -0.010 -0.023
ν2−6 -0.008 -0.083 ν18−19 0.008 -0.013
ν2−7 -0.007 -0.019 ν8−9 - -0.004

(Figure 5.3(f)). In Cs symmetry, these two modes are both a′ vibrations and occur

sequentially, hence the similarity.

The bi-linear parameters, γαβ, are listed in Table 5.6. These parameters are

responsible for intramolecular vibrational relaxation (IVR). The majority of the

parameters are very small, however several of the bi-linear parameters exhibited

large values, particularly for the 2A2 state. It was therefore necessary to adjust

some of these parameters to obtain spectra with good experimental agreement.

A Morse potential was required to fit several of the high frequency a1 modes,

parameters of which can be found in Table 5.7. These modes were the C-H stretches,

ν10 and ν11 and the O-H stretch, ν12. The linear coupling constants (gradient at the

FC point) obtained from the fitting are again useful indicators of the importance of
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Table 5.7: Parameters for the Morse functions used to fit the potential energy curves along
modes ν10, ν11 (both C-H stretches) and ν12 (O-H stretch). The values of D0 and E0 have
units of eV.

D0 D1

Mode D0 α X0 E0 D0 α X0 E0

ν10 10.932 -0.140 0.119 -0.003 11.147 -0.139 0.122 -0.003
ν11 26.927 -0.091 0.369 -0.032 22.064 -0.102 0.383 -0.035
ν12 7.203 0.187 -0.071 -0.001 6.085 0.214 0.196 -0.010

these modes. All the values are very small except for the upper ionised state of ν12

and only this mode, the O-H stretch, was included in the model. Based on these

arguments, the remaining modes were neglected from the model Hamiltonian as they

exhibit little coupling and would not be expected to contribute to the spectrum.

Figure 5.5(a) shows the cut along the ring deformation/C-O stretch ν1 mode.

As expected for a totally symmetric mode, the on-diagonal linear coupling value is

non-zero and a large shift is observed in the 2B1 state. Another significant feature

seen along this mode is the crossing of the states suggesting a conical intersection

to be present. The existence and location of such a crossing is discussed later. The

two b2 coupling modes are shown in Figure 5.5(b,c). Being non totally symmetric

modes there is no shift away from Q0, however a small change in frequency is noted

for both modes.

The totally symmetric O-H bend mode (Figure 5.5(d)) and C-O stretch (Figure

5.5(e)) show little significance aside from the expected shift away from the equilib-

rium geometry. Both cuts, particularly mode ν7, contain calculated points in the 2A2

state that lie away from the fitted curve. Calculated points along the next ionised

state energetically present no crossing or interaction between states and these awry

points are attributed to minor failings of the low level CASSCF calculations. As

these points are located far from the equilibrium geometry, they are expected to

have little effect.
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Fig. 5.5: Cuts through the adiabatic potential energy surfaces along select normal modes
for the ionised states, which in order of energy at Q0 are 2B1 and 2A2. The points are
obtained from ab initio calculations at the CASSCF(7,8)/6-31+G∗ level. The normal
modes included are: (a) ν1 ring deformation and C-O stretch, (b) ν13 in plane C-O-H
bend mode, (c) ν14 ring deformation mode, (d) ν6 O-H bend mode, (e) ν7 C-O stretch
mode, (f) ν9 C-C ring stretch mode and (g) ν12 O-H stretch.
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Table 5.8: Values of selected coupling parameters adjusted from those obtained from the
fitting procedure in order to reproduce the experimental spectra. All values in eV.

λ13 -0.100
λ14 0.080

κ
(1)
9 -0.200

γ
(1)
1−6 -0.010

γ
(2)
1−6 0.005

γ
(2)
1−9 -0.010

γ
(2)
6−7 -0.020

γ
(2)
6−9 -0.020

Of particular interest was the cut along the C-C ring stretch mode, ν9, Figure

5.5(f). A significant shift in equilibrium geometry is seen for the 2B1 state whilst a

smaller shift in the opposite direction for the 2A2 causes the two states to become

close. As expected, the cut along the O-H stretch (Figure 5.5(g)) is anharmonic

for each state and best fitted as a Morse potential. Unlike in the S1, S2 and S3

excited states of neutral phenol, the ionised states show no evidence of crossing or

photodissociation of the phenolic hydrogen.

It is evident that for the totally symmetric modes large shifts are present only for

the lower 1B2 states and this is reflected in the values of on-diagonal linear coupling

parameters. The consequence of this is likely to appear in a spectrum containing

significant vibrational structure from several progressions, whilst the 2A2 spectrum

may lack structure.

The photoelectron spectrum calculated using the parameters obtained directly

from the fitting is shown in Figure 5.6. When compared with experiment (repro-

duced in Figure 5.11(a)) it is clear the simulation does not accurately reproduce

the spectrum. The likely causes for this are inadequacies in the fitted values, which

therefore require adjustments. Table 5.8 lists the parameters where an adjustment

from the fitted values was necessary in order to successfully reproduce the experi-

mental spectra.
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Fig. 5.6: The 2B1 ←− X̃1A1 and 2A2 ←− X̃1A1 photoelectron spectrum calculated using
parameters obtained from the fitting procedure without any adjustments. The spectrum
was calculated using the Quantics program and a seven mode model with a damping time
of 30 fs for the first band and 14 fs for the second band.
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Examination of the 2B1(D0) band shows the simulated spectrum to be dominated

by a progression from a single mode, ν1. In contrast, the experimental spectrum

shows there to be several different progressions present. The general shape and range

of this band in the simulated spectrum matches well with experiment, but the correct

fine structure is lacking. This indicates adjustments are needed to the on-diagonal

linear coupling constants of the other totally-symmetric modes to incorporate the

fine structure. A change to the on-diagonal linear coupling constant for ν9 for the

2B1 state ensured the first peak in this progression conformed correctly to being the

most intense peak in this band. This change, whilst retaining a similar value to the

fitted value, is particularly notable as a change in sign was required.

The effect of changing the parameter for ν9 for the 2B1 state can seen in Figure

5.7. In these spectra all other parameter changes have been implemented. The

spectrum in Figure 5.7(a) contains a κ value similar to that obtained from the

fitting procedure and replicates the spectrum shown in Figure 5.6. Increasing the

parameter to 0.2 eV has little effect and the spectrum still shows a progression from

a single mode. It is not until the sign is changed that a more pronounced effect is

seen, with the introduction of a second progression (Figure 5.7(c)), although even

at -0.1 eV the fine structure is still not properly reproduced. Finally, altering the

parameter to -0.2 eV provides the correct fine structure observed experimentally.

In altering the sign of κ
(1)
9 , the implication is a change in the displacement of the

gradient and a large shift in the minimum along this mode. This alludes to a failing

in the CASSCF PESs. It is however a necessary change as simulations performed

with a positive value of 0.2 eV produce the spectrum seen in Figure 5.7(b), devoid

of any additional fine structure except a single progression from ν1. Support for

this change is given by calculations at the MP2/6-31+G∗ level of theory. By using

gradients and second derivatives from Hessians calculated at the neutral equilibrium

geometry and the FC point on the 2B1 state, on-diagonal linear coupling constants
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Fig. 5.7: The 2B1 ←− X̃1A1 photoelectron spectrum calculated with different values of

the parameter κ
(1)
9 . (a) κ

(1)
9 = 0.1 eV (b) κ

(1)
9 = 0.2 eV (c) κ

(1)
9 = −0.1 eV (d) κ

(1)
9 = −0.2

eV.
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Table 5.9: On-diagonal linear coupling constants, κα for the select normal modes of phe-
nol, comparing those determined from fitting the vibronic coupling model Hamiltonian
to adiabatic surfaces calculated at the CASSCF(7,8) / 6-31+G∗ level and those obtained
from a Franck-Condon model calculated at the MP2/6-31+G∗ level. All values in eV.

Mode CASSCF MP2
ν1 -0.118 0.110
ν2 -0.070 0.008
ν3 0.001 0.020
ν4 0.012 0.028
ν5 -0.089 0.046
ν6 -0.126 0.127
ν7 -0.129 0.010
ν8 -0.045 0.021
ν9 0.111 0.246
ν10 -0.003 0.001
ν11 -0.008 0.003
ν12 -0.035 0.046

can be obtained without fitting to a series of ab initio points. This procedure

treats the potential as Harmonic oscillators only and so ignores anharmonicity but

nevertheless can provide the necessary gradients along each mode. Table 5.9 shows

the on-diagonal linear coupling constants obtained at the MP2 level of theory with

comparison to those obtained from fitting to CASSCF calculated points.

The values obtained at the MP2 level of theory show good agreement with the

fitted parameters, particularly along the important a1 modes. Exceptions to this

are ν7 the C-O stretching mode, for which the κ value determined from the fitting

is larger. This mode however is not resolved as a separate peak in the fine structure

of the photoelectron spectrum. The other significant difference is seen for ν9. Here,

the gradient along ν9 for the 2B1(D0) state at the neutral equilibrium geometry

calculated gives a value of κ
(1)
9 = 0.246 eV. It is notable that all the gradients from

the MP2 calculations are the same, hence the gradient of ν9 is the same as the

other modes. This, therefore, means the adjusted value of -0.2 eV is close to the

MP2 value for this parameter. This points to the potential importance of electron
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correlation for this mode.

The change in this parameter also serves to change the ν1 progression, preventing

it from dominating the fine structure and moving the position of the most intense

peak. As such, the emergence of other peaks, from different vibrational progressions,

without changing any other on-diagonal linear coupling constants supports the need

to change the ν9 parameter in such a way.

The 2A2(D1) band simulated using the unaltered parameters is vastly different

to experiment. Instead of a featureless spectrum comprising two peaks, the sim-

ulation incorrectly produces additional peaks of differing intensities. It was found

that no adjustments to the κ values were required to reproduce experiment, rather

alterations to the off-diagonal linear, λα and bi-linear, γαβ coupling constants, which

were shown to contain large values for this state, were needed.

The changes to the off-diagonal bi-linear parameters prevented the spurious pro-

gressions from occurring and ensured the relative peak heights were in good agree-

ment. The presence of large values in these parameters would often result in too

much broadening to the 2A2 band and loss of the little structure present. Further-

more, these adjustments make certain the origin is the most intense peak in the

band and occurs at the correct energy. These changes, despite being successful in

reproducing the correct structure, were often well resolved and lacked broadness.

As discussed above, an increase in the coupling between the electronic states from

the low frequency b2 modes was needed to broaden the spectrum. This increase in

coupling had no effect on the the 2B1(D0) band but was required for the 2A2(D1)

band, although the effect on the spectrum is small, but important. Since the strength

of the coupling corresponds to the square of the parameter, increasing the parameter

by a magnitude is needed in order to increase the coupling sufficiently.

To check whether a conical intersection exists between the 2B1 and 2A2 states, a

CAS(7,8) conical intersection minimisation was performed using Gaussian09. This
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Table 5.10: Cartesian coordinates corresponding to the geometry at the minimum
energy conical intersection, calculated using a conical geometry optimisation at the
CASSCF(7,8)/6-31+G∗ level.

x y z
C -1.178513 -1.183481 0.000000
C -1.176800 0.278007 0.000000
C 0.000000 0.994535 0.000000
C 1.173837 0.265507 0.000000
C 1.170690 -1.209377 0.000000
C 0.000542 -1.919208 0.000000
H -2.133038 -1.676628 0.000000
H -2.116231 0.798974 0.000000
H 2.129437 0.758630 0.000000
H 2.123930 -1.703953 0.000000
H -0.012120 -2.991037 0.000000
O -0.085839 2.335889 0.000000
H -0.756208 2.771005 0.000000

confirmed the existence of an intersection. The point in normal mode space corre-

sponding to the intersection is denoted QCI. As a function of the normal modes coor-

dinates, the conical intersection energy minimum can be expressed as: Q1 = −1.31,

Q2 = 0.88, Q3 = 0.15, Q4 = −0.14, Q5 = −0.59, Q6 = 1.52, Q7 = 0.51, Q9 = 0.96,

Q10 = 0.14, Q11 = 0.40, Q12 = −1.86, Q13 = 1.33, Q14 = 0.61, Q17 = −0.54,

Q18 = 0.58, Q19 = −0.41, Q20 = −0.66, Q21 = −0.11, Q22 = 0.13. Cartesian coor-

dinates for the geometry of the minimum energy conical intersection are shown in

Table 5.10.

The conical intersection was calculated to be 0.54 eV above the FC point of the

2B1 state. The geometry is distorted away from the FC point but remains planar.

The distortion is similar to the quinoid-type vibration observed for benzene and

phenyl derivatives. As shown in Figure 5.8, there is a lengthening of all the C-C

bonds. The ortho to meta C-C bonds increase the most, with the remaining C-C

bonds lengthening slightly. The C-O and the O-H bonds both contract and the

C-O-H angle increases. This geometric change conforms with the position of the
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Fig. 5.8: Bond lengths and angles for phenol, comparing the geometry at (a) the neu-
tral equilibrium and Franck-Condon geometry with (b) the conical intersection geometry.
Structures calculated at the CASSCF(7,8)/6-31+G* level of theory.

a) b)

Fig. 5.9: The vectors leading from the FC point to the conical intersection: (a) the
derivative coupling vector and (b) the gradient difference vector, calculated at the
CASSCF(7,8)/6-31+G* level of theory.
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Fig. 5.10: Cut along the vector leading to the 2B1/2A2 conical intersection. The points
are obtained from ab initio calculations at the CASSCF(7,8)/6-31+G∗ level.
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intersection in normal mode space, where the largest shift occurs for modes ν12, the

O-H stretch, ν6, the OH bend, ν13, the in plane C-O-H bend, ν1, the ring deformation

plus C-O stretch and ν9, the C-C ring stretch. The derivative coupling and gradient

difference vectors, showing the direction of the distortion by which the degeneracy

is lifted, are illustrated in Figure 5.9.

A series of equal step points were generated from the FC point (Q0) to QCI and

the energies at each point calculated using CASSCF(7,8). The fitted points along

the vector to the intersection are shown in Figure 5.10. The fitting was up to second

order only. This is the first reported observation of a conical intersection between

these two states. The intersection is high energy relative to the minima of the 2B1

and 2A2 states and is shifted far from Q0, nevertheless a small amount of population

transfer between states is possible.

Figure 5.11 shows the calculated photoelectron spectrum (b and c) for transitions

to the lowest ionised states with comparison to experiment (a). The band between

8.20 and 9.00 eV is the transition to the 2B1 state and between 9.20 and 10.00 eV

to the 2A2 state. The spectrum was calculated using the Quantics package, with

the parameters describing the PESs obtained from the fitting using VCHAM as

described previously. For calculating the spectrum, a two state, seven mode model

Hamiltonian was required including the D0 (2B1) and D1 (2A2) ionised states. Both

spectral bands have been shifted to account for the zero point energy of the neutral

molecule.

The simulated spectrum shows good agreement with experiment. The electronic

origins, 00
0, for each band, located at 8.33 and 9.31 eV, also show good agreement.

For the 2B1 spectrum in Figure 5.11(b), a damping time of 30 fs was used, whereas

14 fs was used for the 2A2 spectrum. The differences in damping times indicate that

the modes ignored from the model contribute less broadening to the 2B1 portion of

the spectrum. In other words, those modes excluded from the model would likely
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Fig. 5.11: The 2B1 ←− X̃1A1 and 2A2 ←− X̃1A1 photoelectron spectrum. (a) the
experimental as measured by Debais and Rabalais and reproduced with permission [293].
(b) the calculated spectrum using the Quantics program and a seven mode model with a
damping time of 30 fs for the first band and 14 fs for the second band. (c) the calculated
spectrum with a damping of 100 fs to highlight the fine structure present.
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have broadened the 2A2 band. This means that the low damping time used here

would not have been needed to obtain the broad spectrum observed experimentally.

The presence of the conical intersection also adds broadening to the 2A2 band.

The 2B1 ←− X̃1A1 spectrum (left band in Figure 5.11) is well structured with

progressions from several vibrational modes. Figure 5.12(a) shows this band with

an applied damping of 150 fs. This provides higher resolution to the spectrum

and allows analysis of the peak progressions. In their assignment for this band,

Debies and Rabalais attributed the structure to the symmetric ring deformation/C-

O stretch and ring stretching modes with frequencies 530 cm−1 and 1608 cm−1,

respectively [293]. In this work these correspond to modes ν1 and ν9, however only

including these modes is not sufficient to fully assign, or indeed reproduce, the

spectrum.

The band origin 00
0 is located at 8.33 eV with the ν1 progression 1n0 immediately

following, replicating well both the spacing and relative peak height. The most

intense peak in the spectrum forms from the C-C ring stretch progression 91
0. These

modes on their own, however, are insufficient to explain the vibrational structure of

the band and so a peak is assigned to the C-O stretch progression, 71
0. Observed on
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Fig. 5.12: High resolution photoelectron spectra for (a) 2B1 ←− X̃1A1 and (b) 2A2 ←−
X̃1A1 transition. Assignments of the structure corresponding to the ground state vibra-
tional modes are also shown. The higher resolution is achieved by setting the damping
time to 150 fs.
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both the 71
0 and 91

0 peak, is a shoulder peak forming part of the long 1n0 progression.

The 2A2 ←− X̃1A1 spectrum (right band in Figure 5.11) is broader and lacks

structure. In the original assignment, what little vibrational structure is present

was assigned to another ring deformation/C-O stretch mode with a frequency of

814 cm−1. In our model this corresponds to mode ν2. From the cut along this

mode and subsequent fitted parameters, it seems unlikely that ν2 is responsible for

the observed structure, in disagreement with the previous assignment of Debies and

Rabalais. Instead, the peak at ∼ 9.47 eV is attributed to the C-O stretch, 71
0. The

shoulder peak on the 00
0 transition, which can be observed in the experimental spec-

trum, results from the 11
0 progression. Figure 5.12(b) shows there to be underlying

vibrational structure, however both the ν1 and ν7 progressions rapidly decrease in

intensity and are obscured in the broadness of the spectrum. The high resolution

spectrum also show the presence of a peak corresponding to the 91
0, which is not

observable in the experimental or lower resolution simulated spectrum.

Dynamical information and the effect of the conical intersection were also inves-

tigated. Figure 5.13 shows the diabatic state populations of the 2B1 and 2A2 states

during the simulation time of 200 fs, following separate ionisations to the 2B1 and

2A2 state. For ionisation into the 2B1 state, no population transfer is observed as the

intersection is too high in energy compared with the FC point. When ionised to the

2A2 state significant population transfer occurs within 10 fs, indicating transfer of

the wavepacket onto the lower state. Following this initial burst, the population of

the 2B1 state increases gradually during the simulation, reaching a final population

value of approximately 0.3 at 200 fs. This supports the involvement of the conical

intersection in the dynamics of phenol ionisation.
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Fig. 5.13: State populations and transfer between the 2B1 and 2A2 states following a
vertical ionisation into (a) the 2B1 state which shows there to be no population transfer
and (b) the 2A2 state which at the end of the simulation shows the population of 2A2 and
2B1 to be approximately 0.7 and 0.3, respectively.
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5.4 Absorption Spectrum

The calculated vertical excitation energies using CASSCF and EOM-CCSD along-

side experimental values, are shown in Table 5.11. Both levels of theory overestimate

the total energies of the states and the relative difference between them. Previous

calculations using a larger CAS and bigger basis set show very good agreement with

experiment for the S1 state but still overestimate the S2 state [272]. Indeed, nu-

merous theoretical studies using a range of methods all fail to accurately reproduce

the excitation energies [272]. As before, when constructing the model Hamiltonian

the vertical excitation energies were shifted to match those determined experimen-

tally [317,319,320].

The vibrational frequencies shown in Table 5.3 were retained, as was the ascen-

sion of symmetry to C2v. From symmetry arguments only, the a1 and a2 modes are

likely to contribute to the dynamics. Unlike for the photoelectron spectrum, the a2

modes coupling the S1 and S2 states are out of plane vibrations, of which there are

only three, all low frequency modes. Given the large energetic separation between

the S0 and S2 state no coupling is observed [270].

For the S1 absorption spectrum seven modes are important to the phenol model.

These are the low frequency a2 out of plane C-C twisting mode and C-H bending

mode, the two lowest frequency a1 ring deformation/C-O stretching modes and the

a1 modes corresponding to the ring breathing mode, C-H bending mode and the

Table 5.11: Vertical excitation energies of phenol, calculated from the equilibrium geome-
try, using different levels of theory. The CAS(8,8) calculations used a 6-31+G∗ basis. All
values in eV.

State CAS(8,8) EOM-CCSD Experimental
[317,319,320]

1B2 4.82 4.93 4.51
1B1 5.94 5.75 5.12
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C-O/C-C stretching mode. These are shown in Figure 5.14. The nuclear degree of

freedom r, the O-H bond length (corresponding to the O-H stretching normal mode),

was shown not to be important in the S1 dynamics despite the conical intersections

that exist along it. As evident in Figure 5.1, at the FC point this state is bound

and at low excess energies is unlikely to reach the conical intersection with the S2

state. For models probing the dynamics of the S2 however it is critical this mode is

included in the model.

Compared with the photoelectron spectrum, the only totally symmetric modes

found to be important to both models is ν1, the ring deformation/C-O stretch, and

ν7 the C-O stretch mode. The modes important to the S1 dynamics are the lower

frequency a1 modes.

Parameters are obtained from fitting the vibronic coupling Hamiltonian to the

adiabatic surfaces for the seven important normal modes. Cuts along these normal

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Fig. 5.14: The normal modes of phenol important in describing its absorption spectrum:
(a) ν2 ring deformation and C-O stretch mode, (b) ν3 ring breathing mode, (c) ν4 C-H
bend mode, (d) ν24 out of plane C-C twist and (e) ν25 out of plane C-H bend. Modes ν1

and ν7 have been illustrated already in Figure 5.3.
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modes are shown in Figure 5.15. An RMSD value of 0.032 eV signifies the fittings to

be of high quality, with the curves extremely close to the majority of the calculated

points. This is especially important around the minima and other points of interest

such as crossings.

The on-diagonal linear coupling constants, κα are shown in Table 5.12. For the

totally symmetric a1 modes the values are all non-zero. The high frequency modes

ν10 and ν11 were fitted as Morse potentials. The potentials for the highest frequency

mode ν12, the O-H stretch, were constructed using the surfaces of Domcke, using

the nuclear degree of freedom r instead of the normal mode [270].

The ratio κα/ωα is informative for how displaced the excited state minima are

from the ground state minimum. For the 1B2(S1) state, this ratio is largest for ν4,

the in plane C-H bend mode. In addition, ν2, the ring deformation/C-O stretch

mode and ν3, the breathing mode, also possess a large ratio, thus were also included

Table 5.12: On-diagonal linear coupling constants, κα and off-diagonal linear coupling
constants, λα, for the S1 and S2 electronic states for the select normal modes of phenol,
as determined from fitting the vibronic coupling model Hamiltonian to adiabatic surfaces
calculated at the CASSCF(8,8)/6-31+G∗ level. All values in eV.

κα λα
Mode 1B2 κ/ω 1B1 κ/ω 1B2/1B1 λ/ω
ν1 -0.024 0.372 -0.106 1.643 -
ν2 0.069 0.685 -0.090 0.894 -
ν3 0.084 0.679 0.010 0.081 -
ν4 0.101 0.787 0.011 0.086 -
ν5 -0.006 0.041 -0.069 0.473 -
ν6 -0.076 0.513 -0.181 1.223 -
ν7 -0.064 0.407 -0.150 0.955 -
ν8 -0.005 0.027 -0.116 0.623 -
ν9 0.013 0.064 0.139 0.681 -
ν10 0.455 1.150 0.464 1.173 -
ν11 0.122 0.304 0.140 0.349 -

ν24 - - 0.085 1.688
ν25 - - 0.140 1.382
ν26 - - 0.099 0.877
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in the model. Low frequency modes usually have a large ratio due to the low value

of ω, although this is not true for ν1. Despite this, ν1 was also included in the model,

having been shown as important for the photoelectron spectrum and also having a

large ratio in the 1B1(S2) state. Finally, ν7 was also included in the model.

Whilst the S2 absorption spectrum is not of primary interest, it is worth examin-

ing the κα parameters for this state. Immediately, it is evident the parameters for all

the totally-symmetric modes are much larger than the S1 state, hence the minima

are more shifted. Whether such a larger shift results in the surfaces crossing will be

seen in the cuts through the PES.

Again, it became necessary to adjust several of the κα values to accurately re-

produce the experimental spectrum. These changes are listed in Table 5.16.

Table 5.12 also shows the off-diagonal linear coupling constants, λα, the coupling

between the S1 and S2 electronic states. From the symmetry of the electronic states

non-zero values are expected for a2 modes. From the frequency calculation there

are only three a2 modes, all of which have non-zero λ values. The parameters for

all three modes are reasonably large, showing there to be definite coupling between

the states. Referring to the ratio λα/ωα indicates the two lowest frequency modes

to be the most important, both possessing large ratios. These modes are ν24, an out

of plane C-C twist and ν25, an out of plane C-H bend. Only a minor adjustment

was required to the ν24 parameter to ensure good replication of the experimental

spectrum, as shown in Table 5.16.

Table 5.13 shows the on-diagonal second order quadratic parameters γα. These

parameters relate to changes in frequencies between the ground and excited states.

The values for the a1 modes are small for both excited states with the exception of

ν6 for the 1B2 state. The slightly larger value indicates some change to the shape

of the potential. Significant values are also noted for modes ν25 and ν26 in the 1B1

state.
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Table 5.13: On-diagonal second-order coupling constants, γα, for the S1 and S2 electronic
states for the normal modes of phenol, as determined from fitting the vibronic coupling
model Hamiltonian to adiabatic surfaces calculated at the CASSCF(8,8)/6-31+G∗ level.
All values in eV.

Mode 1B2
1B1

ν1 -0.001 0.004
ν2 0.009 0.008
ν3 0.016 0.016
ν4 0.010 0.019
ν5 0.046 0.044
ν6 0.072 0.018
ν7 0.031 0.011
ν8 0.029 0.026
ν9 0.030 0.000
ν24 -0.028 0.010
ν25 0.009 0.070
ν26 0.015 0.072

The bi-linear parameters, γαβ, shown in Table 5.14, are also very small. These

parameters account for IVR. The only significant values occur between modes ν10

and ν11, high frequency a1 modes corresponding to C-H stretches. Neither of these

modes were included in the model and with the largest value occurring in the S2

state, it is unlikely to be important to the S1 band in the absorption spectrum.

As before, a Morse potential was needed to fit the high frequency a1 C-H stretch

modes, parameters for which are listed in Table 5.15. The importance of these

modes can be assessed from the linear coupling constants obtained during the fitting.

The fitting procedure, however, returns no values for the modes, in either state,

suggesting them to be insignificant in the S1 dynamics and so were excluded from

the model.

Cuts through the PES along the seven normal modes considered important are

shown in Figure 5.15. All the potentials shown are relatively harmonic. The cut

along ν1, the ring deformation/C-O stretch, is shown in Figure 5.15(a). Here, the

non-zero value of the on-diagonal linear coupling constant is reflected by the dis-
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Table 5.14: Off-diagonal second-order coupling constants, γαβ for the singlet excited states
for the normal modes of phenol, as determined from fitting the vibronic coupling model
Hamiltonian to adiabatic surfaces calculated at the CASSCF(8,8)/6-31+G∗ level. All
values in eV. The omission of data indicate these values to be zero.

Mode 1B2
1B1

ν1−9 0.0001 -0.0001
ν1−10 0.0001 -
ν2−6 0.0002 0.0001
ν2−9 -0.0001 -
ν3−7 0.0003 0.0003
ν3−9 0.0001 -
ν4−5 0.0001 0.0001
ν4−9 -0.0001 0.0001
ν4−10 -0.0001 -
ν5−6 - -0.0001
ν5−10 0.0002 -
ν6−7 0.0002 0.0001
ν6−8 0.0002 -
ν6−9 0.0002 -
ν7−9 -0.0002 -0.0004
ν7−10 0.0001 -0.0002
ν8−9 -0.0001 -
ν8−11 0.0001 0.0001
ν9−10 -0.0002 -
ν10−11 -0.0532 -0.1021
ν11−12 0.0002 0.0002
ν25−26 -0.0002 -0.0002

Table 5.15: Parameters for the Morse functions used to fit the potential energy curves
along modes ν10 and ν11 (both C-H stretches) for the S1 and S2 states

S1 S2

Mode D0 α X0 E0 D0 α X0 E0

ν10 7.595 -0.176 0.257 -0.016 6.321 -0.189 0.292 -0.020
ν11 24.038 -0.098 0.386 -0.036 24.364 -0.097 0.342 -0.028
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Fig. 5.15: Cuts through the adiabatic potential energy surfaces along select normal modes
for the singlet excited states, which in order of energy at Q0 are 1B2 and 1B1. The points
are obtained from ab initio calculations at the CASSCF(8,8)/6-31+G∗ level. The normal
modes included are: (a) ν1 ring deformation/C-O stretch, (b) ν2 ring deformation and
C-O stretch mode, (c) ν3 ring breathing mode, (d) ν4 C-H bend mode, (e) ν7 C-O/C-C
ring stretch, (f) ν24 out of plane C-C twist and (g) ν25 out of plane C-H bend.
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placement of the minima away from Q0. A more pronounced shift occurs for the

1B1 state. The cut along ν2, another ring deformation/C-O stretch mode shows the

minima of the excited states to be displaced in opposite directions, i.e. the gradients

are of opposite sign. The effect of this is that the two states become close together,

although such a feature would occur far from the FC geometry.

Figure 5.15(c), the ring breathing mode, shows nothing significant except for a

large shift away from the equilibrium geometry in the S1 state. An almost negligible

displacement occurs for the upper state. Similar features are seen for ν4 (Figure

5.15(d)), the C-H bending mode, which contains the largest displacement in the S1

of the normal modes.

The cut along ν7, the C-O/C-C stretch mode exhibits displacement of the min-

ima, particularly for the S2 state. Similarly to ν2, the curves become close at points

far from the equilibrium geometry and is unlikely to impact the spectrum.

Figures 5.15(f,g) show the cuts along the a2 coupling modes, ν24, the out of plane

C-C twist and ν25, the out of plane C-H bend. Being non-totally symmetric modes,

there is no shift away from Q0, however the more significant values noted for the

on-diagonal quadratic parameter, γα, corresponding to a change in frequency, is

obvious. The S1 potential for ν24 is very shallow, to the point of nearly being flat.

Using the parameters obtained directly from fitting, the absorption spectrum

was calculated and is shown in Figure 5.16. A damping time of 26 fs was applied

to view the broader spectrum and 100 fs to produce a higher resolution spectrum.

Compared with the experimental absorption spectrum (shown in Figure 5.17(a)),

the simulation does not adequately reproduce the spectrum. This disparity suggests

amendments to the fitted values are necessary to ensure good agreement between

simulated and experimental spectra. Such adjustments are outlined in Table 5.16.

Upon inspection, the obvious discrepancy in the simulated spectra is the rel-

ative peak intensities and small amount of fine structure present. Effecting such
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Fig. 5.16: The 1B2 ←− X̃1A1 absorption spectrum calculated using parameters obtained
from the fitting procedure without any adjustments. The spectrum was calculated using
the Quantics program and a seven mode model. The spectra have damping times of (a)
26 fs and (b) 100 fs.
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Table 5.16: Values of selected coupling parameters adjusted from those obtained from the
fitting procedure in order to reproduce the experimental spectra. All values in eV.

λ24 0.100

κ
(1)
1 -0.035

κ
(1)
3 0.120

κ
(1)
4 0.120

κ
(1)
7 -0.120

a change will mean adjusting the on-diagonal linear coupling constants for certain

modes. Increasing these parameters will alter the intensity to ensure the first peak

in the progression has an intensity that matches the origin. These changes will also

introduce more progressions and combination modes into the spectrum, increasing

the fine structure.

The changes listed in Table 5.16 show only small changes were necessary to the

κ values. The largest increase was for mode ν7, the C-O/C-C ring stretch. This was

also the mode that required the largest increase in parameters for simulating the

photoelectron spectrum, although a change in sign was necessary, attributable to

failings in the CASSCF PESs. Increasing the parameter κ7 introduces an additional

peak of noticeable intensity, important in the observable fine structure. The increase

in κ3 and κ4 ensures the intensity of the first band is similar to the electronic

origin, which given the similar energies of those modes, is likely to form from their

combined intensities. Missing also from the unaltered spectrum is a small shoulder

peak occurring between the origin and the first progression band, corresponding to

the lowest frequency ν1 mode. As such, a small increase to the parameter κ1 was

required.

The λα parameters coupling the S1 and S2 states obtained from the fitting were

already significant, unlike for the photoelectron spectrum which were near negligible.

To induce additional broadness to the spectrum, a small change to the coupling

parameter for the lowest frequency a2 mode, ν24, was implemented.
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No changes were needed to the on-diagonal second order terms, γα, or the bilin-

ear, γαβ, coupling constants. The majority of these already contained small values

and had no impact on the absorption spectrum.

The values for the adjusted parameters conform also with the vibronic coupling

model of Rajak [289], which shows overall good agreement between the CASSCF

potentials obtained here and the EOM-CCSD potentials achieved in their work.

The calculated absorption spectrum for transition to the S1(ππ∗) state is shown

in Figure 5.17(b and c). The spectrum was calculated with the Quantics package

using the parameters for the PESs determined through fitting using the VCHAM

program. A two state, seven mode Hamiltonian model was set up, incorporating the

S1 and S2 state. A damping time of 26 fs was used in Figure 5.17(b) and 150 fs for

Figure 5.17(c). The general shape of the simulated spectrum is in good agreement

with experiment. In the original simulated spectrum the electronic origin, 00
0, was

at 4.33 eV, lower than experiment by approximately 0.2 eV. This is due to errors in

the CASSCF energies for this state. It was therefore necessary to shift the energy of

the S1 state to 4.69 eV to obtain good agreement with experiment. Removing the

S0 zero point energy, gives a vertical excitation energy of 4.51 eV.

The absorption spectrum is structured, with progressions and combination modes

occurring throughout. The lower resolved simulated spectrum shows good agreement

for peak intensity and fine structure with experiment. The range of the spectra and

relative positioning of the peaks also show good agreement. Figure 5.18 shows the

absorption spectrum with an applied damping of 150 fs. Such a large damping pro-

vides a very high resolution spectrum that allows the assignment of the vibrational

fine structure.

From the electronic origin peak, are located two peaks of small intensity corre-

sponding to the lowest frequency a1 modes, ν1 and ν2, both of which correspond

to ring deformation/C-O stretch vibrations. These peaks only appear in higher re-
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Fig. 5.17: The 1B2 ←− X̃1A1 absorption spectrum. (a) the experimental as measured by
Karmakar et al. and reproduced with permission [288]. (b) the calculated spectrum using
the Quantics program and a seven mode model with a damping time of 26 fs to reproduce
the broadness of experiment. (c) the calculated spectrum with a damping of 150 fs to
highlight the fine structure present.
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solved spectra and are lost in the low resolution spectra obtained from simulations

and experiment. Assignment of the main peak in the progression, which in the

experimental and low resolution spectra corresponds to the most intense peak, is

difficult. Its location at 0̃.13 eV from the origin is similar to the vibrational energies

of ν3, a breathing mode and ν4,an in-plane C-H bend mode. The intensity of this

peak may result from the progression of both modes and combination of their inten-

sities. It is possible for there to be a small contribution from the second progression,

12
0. In their simulations, Rajak et al. assign the same modes to this peak [289].

The next peak along occurs 0.17 eV from the origin and corresponds to the first

peak in the 71
0 progression, the C-O/C-C ring stretch mode. This peak was absent

from the spectrum simulated using the unaltered parameters and its appearance

supports the adjustments that were needed to the κ7 value. The presence of this peak

is also evident in the low resolution spectrum. The remaining peaks can be assigned
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Fig. 5.18: High resolution absorption spectrum for 1B2 ←− X̃1A1 transition. Assignments
of the structure corresponding to the ground state vibrational modes are also shown. The
higher resolution is achieved by setting the damping time to 150 fs.
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as combination modes between ν1, ν2, ν3 and ν4. Whilst the majority of these

are weak, a more intense peak can be observed corresponding to the combination

ν3 + ν4. From the assignments it can be seen that the vibrational progressions are

short, comprising the fundamental and little else.

5.5 Conclusion

The study and rationalisation of molecular photodynamics can be explained through

the topology of the PESs. Consideration of these surfaces are especially critical for

non-adiabaticity and where vibronic coupling plays an important role. Accurately

calculating PESs is crucial for determining the correct coupling. Despite lacking

dynamic electron correlation, the CASSCF method performs reasonably well in re-

producing the surfaces. Even though there are discrepancies between the calculated

energies and those determined from experiments, the method correctly predicts the

ordering of states and relative energetic differences.

A full multi-dimensional PES encompassing all the vibrational modes of a molecule

is computationally demanding for all but the smallest systems. For phenol this

means that explicit consideration of all 33 vibrational modes is unfeasible. Taking

a smaller, select number of modes containing all the totally symmetric modes and

modes coupling the states, creates a more tractable model. The two lowest ionised

states are coupled through b2 modes whilst the singlet excited S1 and S2 states are

coupled by a2 modes. The automatic fitting procedure is able to provide all the

necessary parameters, but the linear optimisation used in the fitting does not guar-

antee the parameters obtained are optimal and a different set of parameters may be

better. This is evident by the need to adjust parameters to accurately reproduce

the experimental spectrum. In general, such adjustments are small, although the

change in sign required for one of the κ parameters highlights the importance of

electron correlation.
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In addition to the coupling between states, a CoI was found to exist between the

two lowest ion states. Whilst a cut along the lowest frequency totally symmetric

mode showed the states to cross, the actual intersection was located along a vector

comprising a large number of normal modes. Diabatic state populations during the

simulation showed that ionisation into the 2A2 state leads to transfer and population

of the lower ionised state, hence the crossing point plays an important role in the

dynamics.

The two models described here, both consisting of seven modes, are sufficient

to reproduce the experimental photoelectron and absorption spectrum. This im-

plies the model describes the regions around the FC point well. Analysis of the

vibrational fine structure for the photoelectron spectrum differs to that proposed

alongside the experimental data. An extra mode is needed to fully assign the first

ionisation band. The little structure observed in the second ionisation band was

suggested to correspond to the second lowest totally-symmetric vibrational mode.

From the linear coupling parameters and cuts along the PES, an alternative assign-

ment is suggested. In the absence of experimental data, there is little to compare

the assignment of the absorption vibrational fine structure with. Those proposed

here, however, agree with other theoretical work. The fine structure is composed of

the fundamental transitions for the the lowest totally symmetric modes and peaks

formed from combination between these modes.

Good agreement between the simulated photoelectron and absorption spectrum

with experiment is strongly indicative of accurate PESs for the excited and ionised

states of phenol. The construction of a model containing parameters for these poten-

tials is important in allowing theoretical time-resolved photoelectron spectra (TR-

PES) to be simulated and compared with experiment. To fully confirm the accuracy

of the potentials, it will be necessary to incorporate the O-H stretch, as nuclear de-

gree of freedom r into the model as well as calculating the S2 absorption spectrum.
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Chapter 6

Anthracene and related derivatives

This chapter details the development of new methodology, based on the model

Hamiltonians seen in previous chapters, to calculate absorption and emission spec-

tra. Motivated by a desire for the method to be efficient and rapid, the PESs can

be quickly obtained, without the need for fitting to a series of calculated points,

and allow much larger systems to be studied. To test the method, the absorption

and emission spectra for a series of polycyclic compounds are calculated and com-

pared with experiment. The model is shown to successfully calculate the spectra

and reproduce experimental data reasonably well. This makes it the ideal tool for

predicting such spectra, particularly in the absence of experimental data. Further-

more, it is also able to capture Stokes shift. The model has its limitations, such as

for naphthalene, but even then quickly shows when more complicated processes are

present and a different model needed.

6.1 Introduction

It has been well established so far in this thesis that the construction of PESs are

a mandatory pre-requisite for quantum dynamic studies. Calculating these PESs

can become time intensive, particularly if many degrees of freedom are considered.

Methods that can generate PESs more efficiently are much sought after, not only

to reduce the need to employ electronic structure calculations for a vast number
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of points, but also to enable many more degrees of freedom to be considered. One

such method is to use information at the FC point only to generate PESs for all

normal modes as displaced Harmonic oscillators. This forms the basis for the model

described in this Chapter. Another method, the DD-vMCG, is outlined in Chapter

7.

To test the utility of such a model, the electronic transitions to and from the

S1 state, i.e. absorption and emission, were explored. Other possible relaxation

pathways were ignored, unless direct evidence from the spectra indicated otherwise.

Obtaining electronic spectra can also provide other useful information such as Stokes

shift. This shift is defined as the difference between the positions of the maxima in

the absorption and emission spectra and usually results from fluorescence at longer

wavelengths than the absorption. This difference in wavelength can result from

vibrational relaxation, but is most strongly affected by the solvent, particularly the

solvent reorganisation energy. In the gas phase, the 0-0 transition for absorption

and emission will occur at the same wavelength and it is only in the presence of a

solvent that a Stokes shift is observed.

Often absorption and emission profiles appear as mirror images of each other.

This usually happens when the vibrational energy level spacings in the S0 and S1

are similar and the potential energy surfaces are quasi-harmonic. A simple FC

framework will therefore likely produce such mirror-imaged spectra. For strongly

anharmonic potentials, this mirror image principle breaks down and the emission

spectrum can look vastly different to the absorption. This is especially true where

torsional motion is present, but can also be affected by vibronic coupling and non-

adiabaticity.

The series of molecules for which the absorption and emission spectra were

calculated are shown in Figure 6.1. The main components are anthracene based

derivatives, although a range of polyacenes are also included. The aim is to pro-
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Fig. 6.1: Molecular structures of the different linear polyacenes and anthracene deriva-
tives for which the absorption and emission spectra were calculated. (1) anthracene,
(2) tetracene, (3) pentacene, (4) benzene, (5) naphthalene, (6) 9-methyl anthracene,
(7) 9-hydroxymethyl anthracene, (8) anthracene-9-carboxylic acid and (9) anthracene-9
-carbaldehyde.
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vide methodology for the rapid and accurate prediction of absorption and emission

spectra. This also allows prediction of spectra for larger molecules and those with

no experimental data. Alternatively, cataloging the absorption and emission profiles

provides a database against which spectra of an unknown molecule could be checked

against, aiding its identification. Such an application makes it a valuable tool for

molecular identification in the interstellar medium. Likewise comparison of spec-

tral profiles of very large molecules against their individual components, provides

insights on the moieties responsible for photochemical behaviour.

Electronic Structure of Polyacenes

The electronic properties of polyacenes are of considerable interest and numerous

studies have revealed an emerging pattern in their excited states. The linear pro-

gression of fused benzene rings to form polyacenes also exhibits a notable crossover

in character between naphthalene (n=2) and tetracene (n=4). These studies tend

to ignore the parent molecule benzene due to its higher symmetry.

All the linear polyacenes from naphthalene onwards possess D2h symmetry. The

lowest two singlet excited states, as denoted in the literature [321], are either La

(short axis polarised) or Lb (long axis polarised). Within the constraints of D2h

symmetry, these states correspond to B2u and B3u respectively. The La(B2u) state is

a bright state resulting from a HOMO→ LUMO transition, whilst the Lb(B3u) state

is dark, arising from a mixture of HOMO− 1→ LUMO and HOMO→ LUMO + 1

transitions. Valence-bond theory predicts the La state to be more ionic in character,

while the Lb state is covalent and similar to the ground state. A study using a

semi-empirical approach yielded similar results [322].

In naphthalene, Lb(B3u) is the lowest excited state (S1) followed by the La(B2u)

state. The same is also true for benzene, although its D6h symmetry confusingly

makes the Lb state B2u in symmetry, however descending symmetry to D2h converts

B2u to B3u, thus agreeing with naphthalene.
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In tetracene, a crossover in these states occurs, with the lowest excited state

(S1) now being the La(B2u) state, followed by the Lb(B3u) state. In anthracene the

two states become very close in energy, the La(B2u) state being marginally lower.

Numerous theoretical studies have examined the accuracy of electronic structure

methods for reproducing the correct ordering and energies of these states. It was

reported that EOM-CCSD performed reasonably well; discrepancies were observed

between the calculated and experimental energies, but the correct ordering in the

states was achieved [323]. Similar findings were reported for ADC(2) calculations

[324]. Both studies, in addition to work by Grimme and Parac [325, 326], noted

issues with TDDFT in calculating the La state, which was attributed to the ionic

character of the state. This is demonstrated best by its wrong prediction in the

ordering of states for naphthalene, although it correctly orders the states for the

larger polyacenes, showing increasing accuracy for the large systems.

6.2 The model

The model Hamiltonian makes use of the vibronic coupling Hamiltonian described in

Section 2.6. The model presented here differs in that the only information required

are the Hessians at the optimised ground state structure and at the FC point for

each state of interest. This removes the need for ab initio calculations to be carried

out on a series of points. For large systems, such as anthracene, such calculations can

become computationally intensive due to its size and number of vibrational modes

that may need to be considered. From the Hessian, the gradients and second-

derivatives are readily available. These correspond to the on-diagonal first-order,

κα, and second-order, γα and γαβ, terms:
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κ(i)
α =

〈
φi

∣∣∣∣δHel

δQα

∣∣∣∣φi〉 (6.1a)

γ
(i)
αβ =

〈
φi

∣∣∣∣ δ2Hel

δQαδQβ

∣∣∣∣φi〉 (6.1b)

Within this simplified vibronic coupling Hamiltonian the potentials are expressed

only as Harmonic oscillators around the FC point in terms of ground state normal

modes. These potentials are then shifted from the equilibrium geometry, Q0 as per

the κα values.

The constructed Hamiltonian is then used for quantum dynamic calculations,

using the MCTDH method, as implemented in the Quantics package. The full

details of the MCTDH algorithm are outlined in Chapter 3 and in a recent review

[210]. Each mode included in the simulation was described by a Harmonic oscillator

discrete variable representation (DVR), with 21 primitive DVR functions used. Each

wavepacket was described with six single particle functions (SPFs). The same basis

set was employed for absorption and emission calculations of each molecule. The

simulation was initiated by preparing a Gaussian wavepacket, of defined width,

centred on the FC point. The wavepacket was then allowed to propagate along the

S1 surface for 300 fs.

The absorption spectrum is obtained by taking the Fourier transform of the

autocorrelation function. Each spectrum is then shifted to account for the zero

point energy. In order to match experimental spectra, the autocorrelation function

is multiplied by a damping function:

f(t) = exp

(
−t
τ

)
(6.2)

which has the effect of broadening the spectrum.

For simulating the emission spectrum the wavepacket is firstly relaxed on the
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excited state surface to create the ground state vibrational wavefunction in the

excited state. In the MCTDH method, wavepacket relaxation is realised through

propagation in imaginary time, t = −iτ , with the wavefunction now expressed as:

Ψ(τ) =
∑
j

aje
−Ejτφj (6.3)

Improvements to the relaxation scheme by modifying the working equations for the

A-vectors, and constraining the SPFs such that g(κ) = 0, ensures the wavefunc-

tion remains normalised as the lowest energy eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian is

sought [210]. Once the wavefunction has converged and the relaxation is complete,

a vertical de-excitation places the wavepacket on the ground state FC point from

the S1 minimum. The wavepacket is then allowed to propagate on the ground state

surface before taking the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function to give

the spectrum. This spectrum is not yet the true emission spectrum as the energy

will be too low, representative of the energy of the ground state itself and not of

the transition. To account for this, the final energy obtained from relaxing the

wavepacket on the excited state surface is subtracted from the Fourier transformed

autocorrelation function. This results in the final emission spectrum.

To account for the Stokes shift, two geometry optimisations on the excited state

are performed: one optimisation in the gas-phase and the second including implicit

solvation. The difference between the energies of these optimised structures reflects

the change in energy of the state due to the solvent. This difference is then sub-

tracted from the energy obtained from relaxing the wavepacket on the excited state

surface. This ensures the final emission spectrum is shifted to lower energy and

reveals any differences between the two λmax values corresponding to a Stokes shift.

The choice of electronic structure method is vital for ensuring accurate vertical

excitation energies and vibrational frequencies and, therefore, an accurate PES. The

method therefore needs to be able to calculate excited states and also Hessians at
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the FC point. EOM-CCSD methods provide accurate excited state energies but

involve expensive numerical frequency calculations. The size of the molecules being

studied also restrict the use of high scaling methods such as coupled cluster (CC).

This also prevents the use of complete active space (CAS) methods, for which the

large number of orbitals and electrons needed exceeds the limitations for which CAS

can be efficiently utilised. Other possible methods include Grimme’s DFT-MRCI

method [327], that has been shown to accurately determine excited state energies

[328, 329] at low computational cost, but for which Hessians are not available. One

method that has reasonable scaling with molecule size, is able to compute excited

state energies and has analytical Hessians is TDDFT, as described in Section 3.10.

The use of TDDFT raises two major points. Firstly, the accuracy of the excited

state values obtained and secondly which functional is best to use. Comparison of

TDDFT energies against other levels of theory and experiment will be informative as

to the reliability of the method. The choice of best functional is highly contentious,

with no universal “black-box” functional and a multitude of variants available. The

choice of B3LYP is somewhat arbitrary, but has been shown in numerous studies to

provide reliable structures, frequencies and excited state energies [330–333].

The choice of basis set also balances accuracy against efficiency. For the systems

under investigation, it was found that a 6-31G(d) basis was adequate, although for

the aldehyde derivative the addition of polarised functions on the hydrogen, to give

a 6-31G(d,p) basis, was used. Both these basis sets are described in Section 3.8.

All calculations were run using Gaussian 09 [310], except for certain vertical ex-

citation calculations. EOM-CCSD and ADC(2) calculations were run using QChem

[253] and DFT-MRCI calculations were run as implemented in Turbomole [334]. It

is important note that the definition of the plane in which the molecule lies will

change the symmetry of the states. In all calculations the plane is defined such that

for D2h the electronic symmetry changes from B3u to B1u.
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6.3 Anthracene, Tetracene and Pentacene

To test the utility of the methodology outlined above, the absorption and emission

spectra of anthracene, tetracene and pentacene (Figure 6.1(1,2,3)) were simulated.

This sequential progression of adding a ring provides information on the changes

in the transition energy and electronic state symmetries. The vibrational modes

excited in each molecule and the fine structure in the spectra were also examined to

elucidate any features prevalent in aromatic systems. The experimental spectra for

all molecules were recorded by Oliver Daubney at the University of Birmingham.

6.3.1 Anthracene

Anthracene is a linear polyacene formed from three fused benzene rings. It was

first isolated from coal tar in 1832 and was important in the synthesis of an-

thraquionone, a precursor in the manufacture of many dyes. Anthracene’s flat

shape and large π-surface area makes it ideal for use in optoelectronics. Organic

electro-luminescence was first observed in anthracene in the 1980s [335] and has

found widespread use in supramolecular chemistry [336]. One major application is

as a fluorescence chemosensor [337,338] and fluorescent probe capable of binding to

DNA [339–341]. Its ability to fluoresce blue light makes it highly attractive for use

in organic light emitting diodes [342]. Its existence in the interstellar medium has

also been reported [343].

Given the size of the molecules under investigation, it was important that the

electronic structure method employed had the right balance of accuracy in predict-

ing the vertical excited energies but with low computational cost, particularly since

Hessian calculations can be very demanding. To assess the quality of using TDDFT

with a B3LYP functional, excited state calculations using a range of different meth-

ods were performed to compare amongst and with experiment. These are shown in

Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: First five excited states of anthracene calculated at different levels of theory.
All calculations used a 6-31G(d) basis.

TD-DFT ADC(2) CASPT2 EOM-CCSD DFT-MRCI Exp. [344]
S1 3.28 3.89 3.14 3.95 3.54 3.31/3.43
S2 3.91 3.98 3.36 4.27 3.57 3.84/3.45
S3 4.59 5.40 4.30 5.76 4.52 4.12/4.44
S4 4.99 5.60 - 5.79 4.55 -
S5 5.31 5.62 - 5.93 5.05 4.66/4.83

The experimental value for S1 is not fully certain with two possible values being

assigned. The value predicted by TDDFT agrees with the lower energy, whilst

DFT-MRCI agrees with the higher. Surprisingly, the more accurate levels of theory,

EOM-CCSD and CASPT2, perform poorly. Predictions of the energetic difference

between S1 and S2 vary, with some studies calculating very small differences and

others showing greater separation. DFT-MRCI calculates the two excited states to

be close in energy, whilst the TDDFT gives a large gap. Overall, the performance

of TDDFT is good and justifies its use for calculating the S1 state of anthracene.

This also provides strong support in using it for other molecules.

TDDFT correctly establishes the S1 state as being a HOMO→ LUMO transition

and therefore the La state. The symmetry of this state is determined to be B1u, al-

though this difference simply results from the different axis labelling. This disparity

however should have little effect, given the correct orbital transition is obtained.

The ground state vibrational frequencies calculated for optimised anthracene are

shown in Table 6.2 and are listed by their symmetry. The calculated frequencies

show good agreement to experiment with any discrepancies usually highlighting

uncertainties in the experimental assignment.

A full quantum dynamic model including all 66 normal modes would be chal-

lenging. The model presented here allows all modes to be included, although the

number is dramatically reduced through symmetry arguments that require consid-

eration of totally-symmetric modes only. From these modes, only six are important

in reproducing the absorption spectrum of anthracene. These include ν1, the lowest
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Table 6.2: Theoretical frequencies (cm-1) for ground state anthracene ordered by its D2h

symmetry and compared against experimental data [345]. Question marks refer to either
possible typos or queries as discussed in reference text. Values in parentheses are uncertain
assignments.

Mode Symmetry B3LYP Exp. Mode Symmetry B3LYP Exp.
Q1 Ag 399 397 Q34 Au 124 (137)
Q2 642 625 Q35 508 (552)
Q3 766 754 Q36 759 743
Q4 1040 1007 Q37 871 858
Q5 1199 1164 Q38 989 988
Q6 1304 1264 Q39 B1u 235 234
Q7 1445 1412 Q40 661 653
Q8 1535 1480 Q41 917 906
Q9 1610 1556 Q42 1181 1147
Q10 3174 3027 Q43 1298 1272
Q11 3182 3048 Q44 1348 1317
Q12 3208 3072 Q45 1501 1460
Q13 B1g 238 244 Q46 1688 1627
Q14 488 479 Q47 3172 3022
Q15 776 760 Q48 3178 3032
Q16 957 956 Q49 3195 3062
Q17 B2g 273 287 Q50 B2u 618 601
Q18 591 580 Q51 826 809
Q19 783 773 Q52 1036 998
Q20 850 896? Q53 1175 -
Q21 919 916 Q54 1200 1169
Q22 991 977 Q55 1394 1346
Q23 B3g 394 397? Q56 1433 1397
Q24 534 521 Q57 1501 -
Q25 927 903 Q58 1597 1534
Q26 1134 1102?? Q59 3181 3048
Q27 1223 1187 Q60 3208 3084
Q28 1308 1273 Q61 B3u 92 106
Q29 1428 1433 Q62 388 380
Q30 1640 1574 Q63 485 474
Q31 1685 1632/1627 Q64 746 737
Q32 3177 3017/3005 Q65 892 883
Q33 3195 3054 Q66 962 956
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 6.2: The normal modes of anthracene important in describing its absorption spectrum:
(a) ν1 ring breathing mode, (b) ν3 in-plane ring distortion, (c) ν5 C-H bending mode, (d)
ν6 C-H bending mode + inner ring breathing mode (e) ν7 ring distortion and (f) ν9 C-C
ring stretch.

frequency totally-symmetric ring breathing mode, ν3, the in-plane ring distortion,

ν5, C-H bending mode, ν6, the C-H bending of the outer rings and breathing mode

of the inner ring, ν7, another in-plane ring distortion and ν9, a C-C ring stretch.

These are illustrated in Figure 6.2.

Table 6.3 shows the on-diagonal linear coupling constants, κ. As previously

discussed these are only non-zero for the totally-symmetric modes. The ratio κ/ω is

informative of the displacement of the excited state minima from the ground state

minimum. Inspection of these ratios show modes ν1, ν7 and ν9 are important to

the photodynamics in the S1 state of anthracene and confirm that they should be

included in the model. In order to ensure all features of the spectrum are captured,

modes ν6, ν5 and ν3 were also included in the model. The coupling constants and

κ/ω ratio of these three modes exhibit enough significance to justify their inclusion.

All of the remaining modes were excluded from the model used in the dynamic

calculations.

Tables 6.4 and 6.5 show the on-diagonal second order and bilinear coupling con-

stants. The former correspond to changes in frequency from the ground to excited
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Table 6.3: Vibrational energies, ω, and on-diagonal linear coupling constants, κ, for the
S1 state of anthracene. All values are in eV.

Mode ω κ κ/ω
ν1 0.049 0.043 0.863
ν2 0.080 0.016 0.207
ν3 0.095 −0.023 0.244
ν4 0.129 0.018 0.140
ν5 0.149 0.061 0.411
ν6 0.162 0.089 0.550
ν7 0.179 −0.168 0.935
ν8 0.190 −0.018 0.097
ν9 0.200 −0.180 0.904
ν10 0.393 0.002 0.006
ν11 0.395 −0.004 0.011
ν12 0.398 0.012 0.030

Table 6.4: Second order on-diagonal, γαα, coupling constants for the S1 state of anthracene.
All values are in eV.

Mode γαα Mode γαα
ν1 −0.007 ν24 −0.004
ν2 0.003 ν25 −0.006
ν3 −0.001 ν27 −0.005
ν4 −0.008 ν29 −0.009
ν6 −0.010 ν30 −0.008
ν7 −0.002 ν31 −0.007
ν9 −0.007 ν32 −0.007
ν10 −0.005 ν36 0.007
ν13 −0.007 ν45 0.013
ν14 −0.003 ν47 −0.003
ν15 −0.005 ν51 −0.002
ν17 −0.003 ν52 −0.007
ν18 −0.006 ν53 0.002
ν19 −0.003 ν54 −0.002
ν20 −0.006 ν55 −0.012
ν21 −0.007 ν56 −0.002
ν23 −0.008
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Table 6.5: Second order on-diagonal bilinear, γαβ, coupling constants for the S1 state of
anthracene. All values are in eV.

Mode γαβ Mode γαβ
ν6−7 −0.002 ν37−38 0.002
ν6−9 −0.002 ν39−41 0.002
ν7−8 0.002 ν50−51 0.002
ν7−9 0.003 ν50−53 −0.002
ν8−9 0.002 ν50−55 0.003
ν13−14 0.003 ν51−53 0.002
ν13−16 −0.002 ν51−55 −0.002
ν14−15 −0.005 ν52−55 0.002
ν14−16 −0.002 ν53−54 −0.003
ν15−16 −0.003 ν53−54 −0.010
ν17−18 −0.005 ν54−55 0.004
ν17−19 0.005 ν54−58 0.002
ν17−21 0.002 ν55−56 0.002
ν18−20 0.006 ν55−57 0.002
ν19−20 −0.002 ν56−58 −0.004
ν20−21 −0.004 ν61−62 0.004
ν20−22 −0.003 ν61−63 −0.005
ν25−31 −0.002 ν61−66 0.003
ν27−31 −0.005 ν62−64 −0.005
ν30−31 −0.003 ν63−66 −0.003
ν34−35 −0.005 ν64−65 −0.002
ν35−36 0.004 ν64−66 0.002
ν35−37 −0.003
ν36−38 −0.002

state. Unsurprisingly, with the potentials all being expressed as Harmonic oscilla-

tors around the FC point and no points being calculated along each normal mode

then any anharmonicity will be neglected, thus the values obtained are small. The

bilinear coupling constants relate to IVR and are typically small.

Figure 6.3 shows the cuts through the potential energy surface along the six

modes used in the model. These cuts again emphasise the potentials being expressed

as displaced Harmonic oscillators and also serve to illustrate the small γαα values.

A large displacement from the equilibrium geometry is shown along ν7, the in-plane

ring distortion and ν9, the C-C ring stretch in the S1 excited state (Figures 6.3(e,f)).
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Fig. 6.3: Cuts through the adiabatic potential energy surfaces along select totally-
symmetric normal modes for the ground state and first excited state of anthracene. The
solitary point is the FC point obtained at the TDDFT/6-31G(d) level. The normal modes
include are (a) ν1 ring breathing mode, (b) ν3 in-plane ring distortion, (c) ν5 C-H bending
mode, (d) ν6 C-H bending mode + inner ring breathing mode (e) ν7 ring distortion and
(f) ν9 C-C ring stretch.
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The simulated absorption and emission spectra are shown together in Figure

6.4a. The absorption spectrum has been shifted to account for the S0 zero point

energy. The simulated spectra have a damping time of 50 fs. This allows sufficient

broadening to reproduce experimental data but retains any vibrational fine struc-

ture. The emission spectrum is a mirror image of the absorption, however small

differences in peak intensity, and hence shape of the spectrum, indicate the critical

role the second-order on-diagonal γαα terms play, despite their small values. The

main progression in both spectra is attributed to the ν7 and ν9 modes. With fre-

quencies close in energy of 0.200 and 0.179 eV, their progressions are close to each

other and form the broad peaks observed in the experimental spectra. It is only

with the higher resolution simulated spectra that this becomes apparent. The ν7

mode is the in-plane ring distortion and ν9 the C-C ring stretch. The main shoulder

peak present on the 0-0 transition can be attributed to the ring breathing, ν1 mode,

whilst the smaller shoulder peak could either be part of the 1n0 progression or result

from the in-plane ring distortion, ν3 mode.

The comparison of the simulated absorption spectrum with experiment is shown

in Figure 6.4(b). The intensities of both spectra have been normalised to allow for

accurate comparison. It is immediately evident that the simulated absorption spec-

trum occurs at lower energy than experiment. The exact difference was determined

from the 0-0 transition, which from experiment is 3.31 eV and from simulation is

3.06 eV. This difference of 0.25 eV reflects the accuracy of the TDDFT calculation

and this shift between simulation and experiment was consistent throughout this

chapter. The main peak progression is in good agreement and, despite the broaden-

ing, small shoulder peaks can be observed in the experimental absorption spectrum

that are clearly reproduced in the simulated spectrum. The relative intensities of

the peaks are not well reproduced, with λmax being the second peak in the experi-

mental spectrum and the 0-0 transition in the simulated one. This difference shows
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Fig. 6.4: The S1 absorption and emission spectra of anthracene calculated using a six
mode model with comparison to experiment. (a) The simulated absorption and emission
spectra. (b) The S1 absorption spectrum showing comparison of experiment with theory
and (c) the S1 emission spectrum showing comparison of experiment with theory. All
simulated spectra have a damping time of 50 fs.
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the gradient (κ value) for the mode is underestimated by TDDFT. Despite discrep-

ancies in the energy and peak intensities, the simulated spectrum shows very good

agreement with experiment, capturing the main features.

The emission spectra (Figure 6.4(c)) shows the same characteristics as the ab-

sorption when comparing experiment with simulation: the discrepancy between the

energies and the relative peak intensities. The experimental emission shows a shorter

progression with no additional fine structure aside from the main progression. By

contrast, the simulated emission spectrum retains the fine structure seen in the

simulated absorption, with the progressions being the same as elucidated for the

absorption.

To further confirm the validity of the model, the Stokes shift for anthracene was

determined for both sets of spectra. The experimental solvent used was n-hexane

and this was applied implicitly in the calculation to determine the shift in minimum

of the S1 state. For the simulated spectra the shift was calculated to be 0.04 eV and

from experiment 0.01 eV. These values show good agreement and further supports

the model. This also justifies the methodology of computing the S1 minima in gas

and condensed phase to calculate energetic shifts of the electronic states and the use

of implicit solvation models to represent the solvent.

Comparison to explicit fitting

It is worthwhile comparing the potentials and spectra calculated using this simplified

model with those obtained from the explicit fitting of parameters to a series of ab

initio points. The potentials calculated using the explicit fitting will include any

anharmonicity. The main significance, however, will be if there is strong agreement

with potentials around the equilibrium point and the main features in both spectra.

A series of ab initio points were calculated along each the normal modes used in

the original model. Parameters were then obtained by fitting a vibronic coupling

Hamiltonian to the adiabatic surfaces.
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Table 6.6: Vibrational energies, ω, and on-diagonal linear coupling constants, κ, for the
S1 state of anthracene obtained by fitting to a series of ab initio points. Comparison with
the on-diagonal linear coupling constants obtained from the simplified Harmonic model is
shown. All values are in eV.

Explicit Fits Harmonic Fits
Mode ω κ κ/ω κ κ/ω
ν1 0.049 −0.046 0.939 0.043 0.863
ν3 0.095 0.011 0.116 −0.023 0.244
ν5 0.149 −0.062 0.416 0.061 0.411
ν6 0.162 −0.085 0.525 0.089 0.550
ν7 0.179 0.178 0.994 −0.168 0.935
ν9 0.200 0.178 0.890 −0.180 0.904

Table 6.7: Second order on-diagonal, γαα, coupling constants for the S1 state of anthracene
obtained by fitting to a series of ab initio points. Comparison with the second order on-
diagonal terms obtained from the simplified Harmonic model is shown All values are in
eV.

Explicit Fits Harmonic Fits
Mode γαα
ν1 0.000 −0.007
ν3 −0.005 −0.001
ν5 0.007 0.000
ν6 0.002 −0.010
ν7 −0.005 −0.002
ν9 0.005 −0.007

Table 6.6 shows the on-diagonal linear coupling constants, κα, obtained from the

fitting. Inspection of Table 6.6 shows the values obtained from the simplified FC

model concur very well with those from the fitted points.

Similarly, comparing the second order on-diagonal terms between the simplified

model and those from the explicit fitting (Table 6.7) show little discrepancy; no

on-diagonal bilinear terms were obtained.

Cuts through the potential energy surface along the normal modes are shown in

Figure 6.5. The cuts shown are along the same six normal modes that were used in

the FC Harmonic oscillator model. As all these modes are totally-symmetric then

the on-diagonal linear coupling values are non-zero, which is seen as displacement
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Fig. 6.5: Cuts through the adiabatic potential energy surfaces along select totally-
symmetric normal modes for the ground state and first excited state of anthracene. The
points are obtained from ab initio calculations at the TDDFT/6-31G(d) level. The nor-
mal modes include are (a) ν1 ring breathing mode, (b) ν3 in-plane ring distortion, (c) ν5

C-H bending mode, (d) ν6 C-H bending mode + inner ring breathing mode (e) ν7 ring
distortion and (f) C-C ring stretch.
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of the S1 minima away from Q0. Comparison of Figure 6.5 with Figure 6.3 show

there to be very good agreement between the potential energy surfaces. This strong

agreement benefits from the harmonic nature of the potentials around the minima

and serves to illustrate the strength of the simplified model when the potentials are

harmonic and there is little vibronic coupling present.

With the two cuts through the PES showing close similarity, it is therefore

unsurprising that the simulated absorption and emission from the simplified model

shows excellent agreement with the spectra simulated from the explicitly calculated

adiabatic surfaces. Figure 6.6 shows the calculated spectra using the explicitly fitted

surfaces. Shown also is an overlay of the absorption and emission spectra simulated

using both models. Figure 6.6(b) shows the absorption spectrum comparing the

explicitly fitted model with the harmonic potential. The two spectra are nearly

identical, matching in both peak intensities and fine structure. The only difference

is a small shift in energy and the relative intensities between the peaks in the first

progressions at ≈ 3.25 eV.

The agreement between the simulated emission spectra from both models is

better than the absorption. The overlap of the spectra is identical with only minor

differences in peak intensities.

The excellent agreement between the simulated absorption and emission spectra

highlights the success of the simplified model using only information at the FC

and expressing the potentials as Harmonic oscillators. The ability of this model to

reproduce spectra without generating potentials by fitting a series of ab initio points,

allows larger molecules with many degrees of freedom to be investigated. Following

the success of anthracene, the model was then used on the larger aromatic molecule

tetracene, moving from three fused aromatic rings to four.
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Fig. 6.6: The S1 absorption and emission spectra of anthracene calculated using a six mode
model with potential energy surfaces generated from fitting to a series of ab initio points
and compared with the simplified model. (a) The simulated absorption and emission
spectra. (b) The S1 absorption spectrum showing comparison of explicitly fitted surfaces
with the FC model (c) the S1 emission spectrum showing comparison of explicitly fitted
surfaces with the FC model. All simulated spectra have a damping time of 50 fs.
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6.3.2 Tetracene

Tetracene is the next molecule in the linear acenes after anthracene, consisting of

four fused benzene rings. Like anthracene the molecule remains planar and retains

the D2h molecular symmetry.

The use of tetracene in organic photovoltaics has been explored in great detail.

The small HOMO-LUMO gap makes it an ideal candidate for exciton formation

and its planar structure allows for the formation of thin-films [346]. This ability to

form excitons also allows tetracene is undergo singlet fission, whereby a prepared

singlet state can dissociate into two triplet excitons [347]. This makes tetracene rich

with different photodynamic processes. Tailoring these excited state pathways offers

promising routes to organic photovoltaics and similar applications [347,348].

The S1 ← S0 transition is allowed and corresponds to a HOMO → LUMO tran-

sition. As shown previously, the lowest excited state for linear acenes for n ≥ 3

is the bright 1B2u state and the forbidden 1B3u state is the next electronic state,

S2. From TDDFT calculations, the S1 vertical excitation energy was determined

to be 2.49 eV, with the transition correctly corresponding to a HOMO → LUMO

transition. Again, like anthracene the S1 electronic symmetry is predicted to be

B1u due to different axis labels. The lower energy of the S1 state compared with

anthracene is to be expected with the increase in conjugation from the addition of

another benzene ring. This value is however lower than the experimental value,

measured in a benzene solution, of 2.62 eV [349] and lower than other theoretical

calculations [344].

Tetracene has 84 vibrational modes comprising 15 totally-symmetric modes.

Again, the utility of the simplified model is exemplified here, dramatically reducing

the number of modes to be considered. The vibronic coupling constants and cuts

through the PES along the important normal modes are found in section F.1 of

Appendix F.
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The simulated absorption and emission spectra are shown in Figure 6.7(a) and

compared with experimental spectra, measured in toluene solution (Figures 6.7(b

and c)).

The absorption spectra shown in Figure 6.7(b) differ in energy. The 0-0 transi-

tion for the simulated spectrum is 2.39 eV and from experiment 2.61 eV. The shift

between the spectra of 0.22 eV is similar to that observed for anthracene and high-

lights the systematic difference in S1 energy from TDDFT calculations. Regardless

of the shift to lower energy, the peak spacings and progressions of the simulated

spectrum agree well with experiment.

Analysis of the fine structure indicates each peak to be composed of several

progressions with similar energy. The overlap from each of these progressions result

in the broad peaks observed experimentally. The small shoulder peak seen on the left

side of the first progressive band is attributed to the C-H rocking and ring distortion

mode, ν52. Assignment of the main progression is difficult with the possibility of

two vibrational modes being responsible. These modes are the C-C ring stretch, ν59

and the C-H rocking/C-C ring stretch mode, ν61. The similarity in energy of these

vibrational modes makes it difficult to distinguish whether the progression is formed

of a single mode, or the overlap of both. The slight asymmetry of the first peak

in the progression and the broader appearance of the second peak suggests both

modes are involved. From the on-diagonal linear coupling constants, both of these

modes have similar values and ratios further suggesting both modes are involved in

the progression.

Despite the similarity in peak spacings, it is evident that the length of the pro-

gression is not correctly reproduced. The experimental absorption spectrum contains

a long progression with peak intensities that gradually decrease. This indicates a

large change in molecular geometry, especially along one normal mode. The inabil-

ity to reproduce this is likely to be found in the on-diagonal coupling constants.
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Fig. 6.7: The S1 absorption and emission spectra of tetracene calculated using a six mode
model with comparison to experiment. (a) The simulated absorption and emission spectra.
(b) The S1 absorption spectrum showing comparison of experiment with theory and (c)
the S1 emission spectrum showing comparison of experiment with theory. All simulated
spectra have a damping time of 50 fs.
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Large values of κ, particularly a large ratio of κ/ω, will increase the length of the

progression and also increase the peak intensities.

The emission spectra are shown in Figure 6.7(c). The agreement here is much

better with the shorter progression seen experimentally reproduced well by the sim-

ulation. The fine structure in the simulated spectrum is still retained, whilst the

measured spectrum is still broad. The assignment of the vibrational structure is

identical to that of the absorption.

The Stokes shift from the experimental data was determined to be 0.02 eV in

toluene and 0.05 eV in the simulations, again showing good agreement. The small

value of the shift indicates that little energy from excitement is lost due to vibrational

relaxation or solvent reorganisation.

Comparison with explicit fits

To investigate whether the failure to reproduce the length of the progression in

the absorption spectrum was a failure of the model itself, explicit fits were under-

taken along several of the totally-symmetric normal modes. By obtaining parame-

ters through fitting to a series of ab initio points, differences in the κα terms were

determined. Re-running the simulations with different κ values to reproduce the

absorption spectrum with the correct progression length, will detail which modes

in the simplified model were not optimal. The parameters obtained from fitting

the surfaces to the vibronic coupling Hamiltonian are detailed in section F.1.1 of

Appendix F.

The simulated absorption and emission spectra were obtained, using the amended

κ values calculated from the explicit fits. These new spectra are shown in Figure

6.8 alongside the original simulated spectra and experimental data.

The absorption spectrum from the explicitly fitted three mode model has an

energy shift away from the experiment data similar to the simplified model. The

effect of the larger κ value is evident from the greater peak intensities and the
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Fig. 6.8: The S1 absorption and emission spectra of tetracene calculated with potential
energy surfaces of four normal modes generated from fitting to a series of ab initio points
and compared with the simplified model and experiment. (a) The S1 absorption spectrum
showing comparison of explicitly fitted surfaces with the FC model and experiment (b) the
S1 emission spectrum showing comparison of explicitly fitted surfaces with the FC model
and experiment. All simulated spectra have a damping time of 50 fs.
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occurrence of a large progression. This progression is still not as intense or long as

experiment, but is definitely an improvement. It is expected that inclusion of the

other normal modes used in the simplified model, but excluded here, would further

improve the absorption spectrum. Moreover, making use of surfaces obtained from

the explicit fittings would likely yield larger κ values for these remaining modes e.g.

ν59.

Analysis of the absorption spectrum from the explicitly fitted model, shows the

fine structure to comprise modes ν61 and ν67. The simplified model showed the fine

structure to have contributions from ν52 and ν59, so inclusion of these modes could

provide intensities to match experiment.

Likewise, the emission spectrum from the explicitly fitted simulation has higher

intensities than the previous model. This increase in relative peak intensity results

in good agreement with experiment.

The simplified model using only information of the FC point has been extended

to successfully reproduce the absorption and emission spectra for tetracene, the next

linear polyacene. Differences, however, in the length of intensities of the progression

between the simulated and experimental spectra prompted the PESs of the impor-

tant totally-symmetric modes to be fitted through a series of explicit points. This

led to larger on-diagonal linear coupling constants not obtained from the simplified

model and which resulted in simulated spectra matching better the progression and

peak intensity from experiment. This minor discrepancy in the model does high-

light its simplicity and inability to provide highly accurate potential energy surfaces.

Nonetheless, the agreement between the spectra still shows the model to be reason-

able, especially for larger molecules where calculating a series of points along many

modes can be computationally expensive.
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6.3.3 Pentacene

The next molecule in the series of linear acenes is pentacene, comprising five fused

benzene rings. This molecule is highly conjugated but, as it has a low HOMO-

LUMO gap, it has been shown to readily generate excitons [350]. Its sensitivity

to oxidation makes it easily functionalisable. This has made it promising in the

development and application of organic electronics, particularly as a semiconductor

in photovoltaic devices or organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) [351,352]. This is

further strengthened by its planar structure allowing the growth of uniform thin-

films [353]. Pentacene also came to the fore in 2009, when researchers at IBM used

atomic-force microscopy to image it as a single molecule [354]. Further work in 2011

allowed the shapes of the HOMO and LUMO to be determined [355].

From TDDFT, the vertical energy of the S1 state was calculated to be 1.94 eV

and result from a HOMO → LUMO transition. This is in good agreement with

previous literature [356]. The symmetry of the S1 state is yet again determined to

be B1u. The transition energy is lower than for tetracene, continuing the trend of

decreasing energy for the first excited state when moving along the linear polyacenes.

Pentacene has 102 normal modes and making use of its D2h molecular symmetry

returns 17 totally-symmetric, ag modes.

As before, a simplified vibronic coupling Hamiltonian, using information only

from the Hessian at the equilibrium geometry and the FC point on the S1 state,

yielded the adiabatic surfaces, expressed as Harmonic oscillators. The obtained

parameters and cuts through the PES are shown in section F.2 of Appendix F.

The simulated absorption and emission spectra are shown in Figure 6.9 and

compared with experimental data run in toluene. The simulations were run for 300

fs and the energy shifted to account for the zero point energy.

The experimental absorption spectrum is similar to that obtained for anthracene

and tetracene. A progression of broad peaks is observed, although it is evident this
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Fig. 6.9: The S1 absorption and emission spectra of pentacene calculated using a five
mode model with comparison to experiment. (a) The simulated absorption and emission
spectra. (b) The S1 absorption spectrum showing comparison of experiment with theory
and (c) the S1 emission spectrum showing comparison of experiment with theory. All
simulated spectra have a damping time of 50 fs.
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progression is much shorter than for tetracene. The first peak in the progression at

≈ 2.3 eV, shows the presence of some vibrational structure with a small shoulder

peak on the left side. The simulated absorption spectrum again occurs at lower

energy than experiment. The 0-0 transition is located at 1.83 eV for the simu-

lated spectrum and 2.15 eV from experiment. This difference of 0.32 eV is similar

to the differences in the anthracene and tetracene spectra. The progression and

peak intensities also show good agreement with experiment. The fine structure in

the spectrum is resolved better in the simulated spectrum and assignment to the

underlying vibrational modes was made.

A small series of shoulder peaks can be observed on the 0-0 transition. These

peaks are a progression formed from the lowest frequency, ring breathing mode,

ν9. The main progression observed is a combination of several progressions. The

shoulder peak on the left side, evident in both simulated and experimental spectra,

corresponds to the C-H bending ν62 mode. The asymmetry in this band suggests

there are at least two vibrational modes, of similar energy, which overlap to form

a broader peak. Based on the modes included in the model, two modes are likely

responsible, the ν72 C-C ring stretch and ν81 in plane ring distortion mode. The

second band in the overall progression clearly shows that three peaks are present.

Figure 6.9(c) shows the simulated and experimental emission spectra. Similar

to the absorption, the simulated spectrum is at lower energy than experiment. The

progressions are similar to that seen in the absorption spectrum and are well repro-

duced by simulation. The same modes are responsible for the fine structure.

The Stokes shift for pentacene was determined experimentally to be 0.02 eV in

toluene. This follows the similar small values seen for anthracene and tetracene,

suggesting little loss in energy to the solvent or during relaxation. The calculated

Stokes shift from the simulated spectrum of 0.05 eV agrees well with the experimen-

tal value.
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Summary of linear polyacenes n = 3 to 5

The simplified model introduced here, using only the Hessian at the equilibrium

geometry and the FC point, and expressing the PES as harmonic potentials, provides

reasonable emission and absorption spectra. Differences in energy, however, are

apparent, but depend on the level of theory (and to some extent the basis set) used,

although such energy differences are usually small, around 0.30 eV. The vibrational

progressions and structure observed experimentally are also captured by this model.

The utility of this model is best when there is little vibronic coupling and non-

adiabaticity. The first excited state of linear polyacenes where n ≥ 3 are expected

to have B2u symmetry and thus are short axis polarised La states . This symmetry

makes transitions to these states allowed based on electronic dipole selection rules.

These bright states are HOMO→ LUMO, π → π∗, transitions. TDDFT calculations

determine the correct transitions although the axis labelling means the symmetry

of this state is B1u.

Increasing the size of the linear polyacene increases the conjugation and decreases

the energy of the S1 state. This trend can be seen experimentally and is matched

by theoretical calculations. A pattern in the vibrational modes most significant to

the photodynamics in the S1 state is also noted. For all three molecules it was

found that the C-H bending mode, C-C ring stretching (of those carbons not bound

to hydrogens) mode and a ring breathing mode of the inner-most ring were all

important in describing the S1 dynamics.

Moving forward, the ability to provide rapid and reliable absorption and emis-

sion spectra should also apply to derivatives and capture any deviations in energy

or structure that may occur. To this end, a range of functionalised derivatives of

anthracene were selected and the absorption and emission spectra simulated. Again,

comparison with experiment and against anthracene itself highlights changes result-

ing from the functionalisation.
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6.4 Benzene and Naphthalene

The quick and simple model presented here reasonably reproduced the electronic

spectra of anthracene, tetracene and pentacene. Its application to the smaller linear

acenes, benzene and naphthalene, should therefore also be successful.

6.4.1 Benzene

Benzene (Figure 6.1(4)), the smallest and simplest acene, has been studied and ap-

plied throughout chemistry. Its importance as a precursor renders it ever-present in

synthetic chemistry, whilst its rich photochemistry has provided numerous experi-

mental and theoretical studies. In the ground state electronic structure of benzene,

the highest occupied molecular orbital comprises four electrons in doubly degener-

ate 1e1g orbitals. Unlike the other polyacenes, benzene contains greater symmetry,

possessing D6h molecular symmetry. Compared with anthracene, this higher sym-

metry changes the symmetry labels applied to both the vibrational modes and the

electronic states and gives rise to orbital and vibrational degeneracies. Now, the

totally-symmetric modes are of a1g symmetry, as is the electronic ground state, S0.

The initial π → π∗ transition promotes an electron from the e1g HOMO into the

e2u LUMOs, giving an electron configuration of (1e1g)3(e2u)1. This produces three

excited singlet states: Ã1B2u, B̃1B1u and C̃1E1u. The transition to S1,Ã1B2u ←

X̃1A1g is electronically forbidden, however it can be observed experimentally [16,357]

due to Herzberg-Teller excitation (see Section 2.5.4). The spectrum shows a clear

progression resulting from the ring breathing a1g mode with a series of shoulder

peaks from the degenerate e2g modes. The fluorescence spectrum of benzene can

also be observed at low excess energy, competing alongside intersystem crossing to

the triplet states [14,15].

Despite the complex photochemistry of benzene, the simplified model introduced

here should be able to reproduce the experimental absorption and emission spectra.
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Even though the transition to the S1 state is electronically forbidden, theoretically

the transition can be simulated to produce a spectrum similar to experiment. No

attempt, however, was made to incorporate vibronic coupling into the model, sim-

ulating only the fine structure occurring from the totally-symmetric modes and

ignoring peaks arising from the e2g modes. It should be noted that extensive work

on calculating benzene photochemistry using surfaces generated from fitting to a

series of points, including also vibronic coupling and non-adiabaticity, has already

been achieved [23,303,304,358].

Again, the coupling constants and cuts through the PES are described in section

F.3 of Appendix F. The simulated absorption and emission spectra are shown in

Figure 6.10. As experimental data for benzene is prevalent throughout the literature,

comparisons were made with data found there.

Compared with experimental data, as measured by Pantos et al. [357] and Cal-

lomon et al. [16], the simulated absorption spectrum shows good agreement in shape

and peak intensity. The much higher energy at which the simulation spectrum oc-

curs reflects the higher S1 vertical energy as calculated with TDDFT. It is important

to stress that experimentally the 0-0 origin transition is not observed due to the for-

bidden nature of the transition. The apparent origin in the experimental absorption

spectrum corresponds to the 61
0 transition. The simulated spectrum includes the

electronic origin transition, which is situated at 5.42 eV. Likewise the progression

observed experimentally is actually formed from 61
01n0 , with the coupled e2g mode

providing the intensity to the ring breathing progression. The simulated spectrum

however only included the ring breathing mode to provide good agreement with

experiment. The additional structure seen experimentally results from two different

hotbands, a feature not calculated in the simulation.

The simulated fluorescence spectrum of benzene shows good agreement with

experiment. The experimental spectrum seen in literature shows a much larger
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Fig. 6.10: The S1 absorption and emission spectra of benzene calculated using a single
mode model. (a) The simulated absorption and emission spectra. (b) The S1 simulated
absorption spectrum and (c) the S1 simulated emission spectrum. All simulated spectra
have a damping time of 50 fs.
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Stokes shift than predicted from the simulation [359]. The predicted value of 0.004

eV in n-hexane is somewhat distorted by the presence of the 0-0 transition that is

absent from experiment. In addition, the spectra from the literature were recorded

using water as the solvent, whereas the predicted shift was with n-hexane.

Overall, despite the S1 transition in benzene being electronically forbidden, the

simplified model has been successful in reproducing the absorption and emission

spectra. To fully replicate the experiment, Herzberg-Teller excitation would need to

be included, but nevertheless the main progression from the ring breathing mode is

captured within the model. The presence of the experimentally absent 0-0 transition

is unavoidable within the framework of the model.

To fully complete the linear progression of acenes, the absorption and emission

spectra for naphthalene were simulated using the model.

6.4.2 Naphthalene

Naphthalene (Figure 6.1(5)) consists of two fused benzene rings and is the next

molecule in the linear polyacenes after benzene. As previously discussed, naphtha-

lene is the only linear polyacene where the Lb state is lower than the La. This there-

fore makes the S1 a dark Lb state of B3u symmetry, corresponding to HOMO− 1→

LUMO and HOMO→ LUMO + 1 transitions. The S2 is then a bright La state with

B2u symmetry resulting from a HOMO → LUMO transition.

It is well known that the transition to the S1 is very weak with an oscillator

strength of 0.002, whilst the S2 strength is much stronger [360]. Explanations for

this low oscillator strength propose the transition being pseudo-parity forbidden.

This is based upon alternacy symmetry which assigns the ground state and the first

excited state as being minus states, thus the transition 1B−3u ← 1A−g involves going

from a minus to minus state [322, 361]. The 0-0 transition is followed by strong

vibronic coupling with the S2 state. This same method predicts the S1 state in

anthracene to be a plus state and therefore the transition allowed.
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Measurements of naphthalene emission have ascertained the fluorescence quan-

tum yield to be around 0.3 at low excess energy, with intersystem crossing to the

triplet state outcompeting internal conversion [362].

Naphthalene is perhaps most renowned for being the primary component in

mothballs and other similar deterrents. Similar to other linear polyacenes, its use

in organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) and other optoelectronic applications is of

great interest, principally as a base for a diverse range of derivatives [363].

Theoretical studies calculating the La and Lb states of naphthalene show varying

results. Disparities occur not only in the excited state energies but also the ordering

of the states. TDDFT in particular has been reported as failing to predict the states

in the correct order [326]. The calculated vertical excitation energies for the first

two states of naphthalene are shown in Table 6.8.

The chosen theory, DFT using the B3LYP functional, performs poorly. The

energy of the S1 state is overestimated to the extent of lying just below the S2

energy. The S2 energy is, however, more reasonable. The B3LYP functional cor-

rectly identifies the symmetry of the S1 state but predicts the wrong transition and

hence ordering of the La and Lb states. Given the difficulties in calculating these

states in naphthalene, a range of different functionals and quantum chemical meth-

ods were also tested. The performance of the different functionals varies, sometimes

predicting the correct transitions but failing in their energies. Values in good agree-

ment with the S1 energy often suffer from underestimation of the S2 energy. Even

higher levels of wavefunction based methods are far from successful. Methods such

as EOM-CCSD and ADC(2) determine the correct transitions and symmetries but

have poor excitation energies. The best values are provided by the DFT-MRCI

hybrid, a method that sadly cannot be used in the model due to its inability to

calculate Hessians.
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Table 6.8: Vertical excitations, electronic state symmetries and transitions for the S1 and S2 states of naphthalene as calculated using a
range of DFT functionals and quantum chemical methods. All calculations used a 6-31G(d) basis.

S1 Transition Symmetry S2 Transition Symmetry

B3LYP 4.46 HOMO → LUMO B1u 4.53 HOMO-1 → LUMO B2u

HOMO → LUMO+1

BP86 4.17 HOMO → LUMO B1u 4.34 HOMO-1 → LUMO B2u

HOMO → LUMO+1

CAM-B3LYP 4.69 HOMO-1 → LUMO B2u 4.78 HOMO → LUMO B1u

HOMO → LUMO+1

OLYP 4.18 HOMO → LUMO B1u 4.37 HOMO-1 → LUMO B2u

HOMO → LUMO+1

PBEO 4.56 HOMO → LUMO B1u 4.61 HOMO-1 → LUMO B2u

HOMO → LUMO+1

ωB97XD 4.69 HOMO-1 → LUMO B2u 4.78 HOMO → LUMO B1u

HOMO → LUMO+1

MRCI-DFT 4.15 HOMO-1 → LUMO B3u 4.72 HOMO → LUMO B2u

HOMO → LUMO+1

ADC(2) 4.55 HOMO-1 → LUMO B3u 5.10 HOMO → LUMO B2u

HOMO → LUMO+1

EOM-CCSD 4.49 HOMO-1 → LUMO B3u 5.40 HOMO → LUMO B2u

HOMO → LUMO+1

Exp. [326] 4.13 HOMO-1 → LUMO B3u 4.66 HOMO → LUMO B2u

HOMO → LUMO+1
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Retaining the B3LYP functional, the Hessians at the ground state equilibrium ge-

ometry and the FC point on the S1 and S2 state were calculated and the on-diagonal

first order and second order terms obtained. The on-diagonal linear coupling con-

stants, κα are shown in Table F.9. These correspond to modes of ag symmetry,

the only ones expected to have non-zero values. The coupling constants and cuts

through the PES, alongside discussions are found in section F.4 of Appendix F.

Figure 6.11 shows the simulated S1 and S2 absorptions and the S1 emission

alongside experimental data. It is immediately obvious from the absorption spectra,

Figure 6.11(b), that the simulation has drastically failed to reproduce experiment.

The aforementioned failings of TDDFT in calculating the excited state energies

contributes to the S1 and S2 band overlapping each other.

The experimental absorption spectrum shows the weak S1 band starting around

4 eV and progressing up to 4.2 eV. Even if the simulated S1 band had been at

the correct energy, it is difficult to tell whether it successfully reproduces experi-

ment. Experimentally, the weak intensities make observing the vibrational struc-

ture present challenging and the presence of the more dominant S2 band hide the

full range of the S1 progression. It is therefore not certain whether the simulated

S1 band agrees with the structure. The inset shows this portion of the spectrum

magnified to try to observe the fine structure.

The lower intensity of this simulated band as compared with the S2 does agree

though. The vibrational structure in the simulated S1 band results from a long pro-

gression of the ring breathing, ν1 mode. A similar assignment based on theoretically

obtained spectra has also been made [364].

The simulated S2 band is vastly different from experiment. The fine structure

and length of the progression show no agreement to the experimental band. This

suggests a failing in the on-diagonal linear coupling constants, which for the S2

state were relatively small. Such a failing results from the TDDFT calculation,
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Fig. 6.11: The S1 and S2 absorption and S1 emission spectra of naphthalene calculated
using a six mode model with comparison to experiment. (a) The simulated absorption
and emission spectra. (b) The S1 (shown in red) and S2 absorption spectrum showing
comparison of experiment with theory, the inset shows the S1 band zoomed in, and (c)
the S1 emission spectrum showing comparison of experiment with theory. All simulated
spectra have a damping time of 50 fs.
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which has already been shown to be inadequate for describing the La and Lb states

of naphthalene. The calculated S2 vertical energy agreed well with experiment but

the differing fine structure can either be attributed to anharmonicity absent in this

Harmonic model, or non-adiabaticity between the S1 and S2 states.

The emission spectrum however, Figure 6.11(c), shows better agreement to ex-

periment. Such agreement suggests the S1 surfaces at the FC point and minima

are well described and the issues in the absorption spectrum result from phenomena

not included in this model or problems with the S2 surfaces. The higher energy of

the simulated emission spectrum is not surprising considering the overestimation in

the S1 energy by TDDFT. The range of the simulated spectrum matches well with

experiment, although the progression, formed from the ring breathing ν1 mode, has

peak widths much narrower than experiment, suggesting a different mode to be pri-

marily responsible. Broadening due to coupling between the S1 and S2 states would

have the effect of altering the simulated spectra as well as changing the intensities

of the peaks.

Obtaining Better Spectra

As seen and discussed throughout this section, TDDFT does not perform well in

calculating the La and Lb states. The major issue is the overestimation in the S1

energy, bringing it close to the S2, and the incorrect ordering of the states. The

inability to reproduce the experimental spectra may also arise from the exclusion of

vibronic coupling and non-adiabaticity between the states.

To investigate whether the problem lies with the electronic structure method or

the simplified model presented here, attempts to accurately reproduce the absorption

spectra were undertaken by amending the model. Re-examination of Table 6.8 shows

that none of the DFT functionals perform reasonably well, however the decision was

made to calculate the potentials using the CAM-B3LYP functional. The calculated

vertical energies using this functional are also greatly overestimated but, crucially,
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Table 6.9: Vibrational energies, ω and on-diagonal linear coupling constants, κ for the S1

and S2 state of naphthalene calculated using CAM-B3LYP level of theory. All values are
in eV.

Mode ω κ(1) κ/ω κ(2) κ/ω
ν1 0.065 −0.046 0.708 −0.099 1.523
ν2 0.098 0.041 0.418 0.069 0.704
ν3 0.133 −0.070 0.526 −0.126 0.947
ν4 0.149 −0.014 0.094 −0.028 0.188
ν5 0.179 0.074 0.413 0.134 0.749
ν6 0.189 0.074 0.392 0.139 0.735
ν7 0.208 0.054 0.260 0.099 0.476
ν8 0.398 −0.008 0.020 −0.012 0.030
ν9 0.401 −0.020 0.050 −0.031 0.077

predict the correct transitions for the S1 and S2. To focus solely on reproducing

the profile of the spectrum, the vertical energies were shifted to match experimental

data. Whilst this devalues the model as a predictive tool, it serves to ensure the

absorption bands are located at the correct energy.

The on-diagonal linear coupling constants obtained from the CAM-B3LYP cal-

culations are shown in Table 6.9. The swap in orbital transitions in the S1 and S2

state determined by CAM-B3LYP is evident by the larger κ values and κ/ω ratio

now occurring for modes in the S2 state. Overall the values obtained differ little

between the two functionals, but critically the larger shift in minima is now in the

S2 state, a change likely to manifest as an S2 band with more fine structure and

larger progressions.

Previous studies have commented on the low oscillator strength of the transition

to the S1(B3u) state and suggested the intensity to derive from vibronic coupling.

The majority of these studies assign the b1g vibrations as coupling S1 and S2 [365],

although it has also been been proposed that the coupling is with b3g vibrations,

with the S1 intensity borrowed from the S5, via ag modes, and from the S2 and S6

states through b3g modes [364]. The existence of a conical intersection between these

states has also been offered [366]. With regards to which of the b1g modes couple
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the states, Zgierski [367] and Robey [368] determined modes with frequencies of 506

cm−1 and 938 cm−1 to be responsible.

Given the importance vibronic coupling between S1 and S2 may have on the pho-

todynamics of the molecule, attempts were made to incorporate it into the model. It

has been established that this model works best when there is little coupling between

states and indeed a rigorous treatment of this coupling would involve calculating a

series of points along each of the b1g modes and fitting these modes to obtain the

coupling parameters. By choosing the lowest frequency b1g mode, a parameter that

couples the states through this mode can arbitrarily be included.

The lowest frequency b1g mode as calculated by the CAM-B3LYP functional, is

an out-of-plane ring distortion with a frequency of 403 cm−1. This mode was selected

to couple the S1 and S2 states and a value of 0.2 eV was chosen. Since the coupling is

proportional to the square of the parameter, then a large parameter ensures sufficient

coupling is present. This mode is illustrated in Figure 6.12 alongside the cut through

the PES along it.

Using the new κ parameters and the coupling term, the absorption spectrum

of naphthalene was simulated. To try and ensure all features were captured a nine

mode model was used. This included the same six modes as previous but also
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Fig. 6.12: (a) Graphical illustration for the normal mode, ν10 an out of plane ring distor-
tion. (b) shows the cut through the potential energy surface along this mode
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included ν4, a C-H bending mode and ν8, a C-H stretching mode, in addition to the

coupling mode, ν10.

The simulated S1 absorption spectrum is shown in Figure 6.13(a). The spectrum

shows there is vibrational structure equating to progression of the ν1 mode. The

difference in the S1 κ values, determined using the CAM-B3LYP, is clearly visible

with a much shorter progression of varying intensities unlike the S1 band calculated

using the B3LYP functional.

The spectrum resulting from transition to the S2 state is shown in Figure 6.13(b).

Here, the effect of introducing coupling via the b1g mode is pronounced. The 0-0

transition for the S2 band is situated around 4.4 eV, however the emergence of a

series of peaks between 3.9 eV and 4.2 eV, the same energy range as the S1 band, can

be observed. This shows the coupling to be crucial in the naphthalene spectra and

supports work indicating the intensity of the S1 spectrum is borrowed from the S2

state. As for the S2 band itself, the range is much greater than previously simulated,

with a long progression mainly resulting from the ν1 ring breathing mode.

The success of this new simulated absorption spectrum can be evaluated by

comparison with the experimental spectrum. This is shown in Figure 6.13(c). The

simulated spectrum was obtained by summing together the S1 and S2 spectra. To

achieve a similar intensity ratio between the two bands, it was necessary to scale

the intensities of the simulated S1 spectrum. The simulated spectrum replicates

experiment much better than before. Whilst shifting the energies prevents the two

bands from overlapping, the change in the coupling constants causes the vibrational

structure of the bands to reproduce the experiment. The energy of the S2 band is

still slightly higher in energy than the experiment and the gap between peaks still

shows divergence, indicating contribution from a second progression. The intensities

of the S1 band are too high in the simulation, but retain the correct trend in the

ratio between the bands.
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Fig. 6.13: The S1 and S2 absorption of naphthalene calculated using a nine mode model
with comparison to experiment. This model was calculated using CAM-B3LYP. (a) The
simulated S1 absorption spectrum. (b) The simulated S2 absorption spectrum, and (c)
the combined S1 and S2 spectra to provide the overall spectrum alongside experimental
data. All simulated spectra have a damping time of 50 fs.
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Summary

The application of the simplified model to benzene and naphthalene have shown

increased complexity. In benzene, the transition to the S1 state is electronically

forbidden and is observed experimentally due to Herzberg-Teller excitation of the

e2g modes. The model is, however, successfully able to reproduce the absorption

and emission and capture the main features. The major progression resulting from

the ring breathing mode still shows good agreement with experiment.

Naphthalene, however, proved to be more challenging. The failure of electronic

structure methods, particularly TDDFT, to calculate the correct ordering of the La

and Lb states has already been reported. It was therefore unsurprising that the

calculations using the B3LYP functional overestimate the S1 vertical energy and

predict orbital transitions with different ordering to experiment. This produced

absorption and emission spectra containing very little agreement to experiment.

Analysis of these discrepancies presented three issues to be addressed: the in-

correct vertical excitation energies, the on-diagonal linear coupling constants and

vibronic coupling between the S1 and S2 states via b1g modes. The first two of

these originated from the TDDFT/B3LYP calculations. Changing the functional to

CAM-B3LYP produced La and Lb states in the correct order, although the energies

were shifted to match experiment. This correct ordering of states also leads to κα

values more consistent with spectral features, namely larger values for the S2 state,

where greater vibrational structure occurs. The final issue, the coupling between

the states, was included by assigning a parameter to the lowest frequency b1g mode.

The value of this parameter was arbitrarily chosen, but the re-simulated absorp-

tion spectrum showed much better agreement with the experiment, highlighting the

importance the vibronic coupling plays.

These alterations emphasise the limitations of this model, in particular for sys-

tems with strong coupling between states or where anharmonicity is prevalent. De-
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spite this, it is possible to extend the model to integrate coupling, albeit in a quali-

tative manner. For methods where gradient differences and derivative couplings can

be calculated, such as CASSCF, then using the model to determine values for the

couplings should be possible.

6.5 Methyl and Hydroxymethyl Anthracene

To begin the investigation of the effect of functional groups, the methyl and hydrox-

ymethyl (Figure 6.1 (6,7)) derivatives of anthracene were chosen. These are shown

in Figure 6.1. Recent interest in 9-methyl anthracene (AnMe) has focussed on inves-

tigations into the internal rotation of the methyl group, attempting to quantify the

energetic barrier to this rotation [369]. 9-hydroxymethyl anthracene (AnMeOH),

also known as 9-anthracene methanol, is a useful intermediate in the synthesis of

pharmaceutical molecules. It has also been shown that its presence aids in the

efficient ring-opening polymerisation of certain lactones [370].

Figure 6.14 shows the experimental spectra for both derivatives alongside that

for anthracene, as measured by Oliver Daubney at the University of Birmingham.

Spectra for all three molecules were recorded in n-hexane solution.

The experimental data show the absorption and emission spectra of the two

derivatives to have shifted to lower energy compared with anthracene. The methyl

derivative is slightly lower in energy than the hydroxymethyl. The vibrational fine

structure for all three molecules is very similar, with similar progressions and peak

intensities. This suggests the substituent to have little effect on the photodynamics

of the S1 state, except lowering its energy.

Simulation of the spectra proceeded as before with the optimisation of the ground

state structure before calculating the Hessian at both the equilibrium geometry and

the FC point on the S1 state. It has been well established that the geometry of

anthracene is planar, though the position the substituents adopt differs. The opti-
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Fig. 6.14: Experimental absorption (a) and emission (b) spectra for 9-methyl anthracene
and 9-hydroxymethyl anthracene. Included also for comparison are the experimental spec-
tra for anthracene.
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Table 6.10: Calculated vertical excitation energy of 9-methyl anthracene, 9-hydroxy
methyl anthracene and anthracene, calculated using TDDFT (B3LYP functional) and
a 6-31G(d) basis. All values in eV.

B3LYP/6-31G Exp.
Anthracene 3.28 3.31/3.43
9-methyl anthracene 3.20 3.18 [369]
9-hydroxymethyl anthracene 3.21 3.23 [375]

mised structure of AnMe showed the methyl substituent to have only one hydrogen

in the plane. The position of the two remaining hydrogens results in the molecule

possessing Cs symmetry. This has also been seen experimentally [371–373]. The

optimised structure of AnMeOH showed the substituent was out of plane by 78◦,

similar to that seen experimentally [374, 375]. In adopting this conformation, all

molecular symmetry is lost, leaving it with C1 symmetry.

The calculated vertical excitation energies are shown in Table 6.10 and shows the

two derivatives to be lower in energy than anthracene. Furthermore, the 9-methyl

derivative is predicted to be slightly lower in energy than the 9-hydroxymethyl,

matching the pattern seen in the experimental spectra. This is encouraging, and

suggested the model would be able to predict the shifts in energy for the absorption

and emission spectra. Details on the frequencies, parameters for the vibronic cou-

pling Hamiltonian and cuts through the PES are detailed in section F.5 of Appendix

F.

Figures 6.15(a,b and c) show the electronic spectra for AnMe. The electronic

origins, 0-0 transitions, are located experimentally at 3.22 eV and from the simula-

tion at 3.00 eV, the difference of 0.22 eV reflecting similar energy differences seen

for the other molecules. The peak progressions between the two spectra are well

matched, although a slight narrowing of the peak width for the simulated absorp-

tion spectrum is noted. From the vibrational fine structure, it was determined that

the peak progression is formed from three vibrational modes. These generate three

progressions that overlap so as to create a broader series of peaks. These are ν40,
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the C-H bending/ring distortion mode, ν30, the methyl bending/para C-H bending

mode and ν51, C-H bending of the outer rings. One feature missing from the simu-

lated structure, is the series of shoulder peaks on the electronic origin. These peaks

can be observed in the experimental spectrum and have been a feature of all the

linear polyacenes, and are also present in AnMeOH. The absence of this peak results

from neglecting a low frequency mode, typically the ring breathing mode, from the

model. This corresponds to ν9 and is shown in Figure F.6(c), the same mode is also

shown in (d) for AnMeOH.

The emission spectrum of AnMe again shows the simulation to be shifted to

lower energy, but agrees well with the progression and relative intensities observed

in experiment. The experimental emission spectrum is more featureless than the

absorption, whereas the simulation retains the same vibrational fine structure as

the absorption.

The Stokes shift in n-hexane was determined from the experimental data to be

0.005 eV, and from the simulation, 0.043 eV. Whilst this value is a magnitude higher

than experiment, it is still a very small shift.

For AnMeOH, the experimental and simulated spectra are very similar to AnMe.

Again, the simulated spectra are shifted by 0.22 eV, with 0-0 transitions located at

3.24 eV in the experiment and 3.02 eV in the simulation. The vibrational fine

structure in the simulation matches the experiment well. Unlike in AnMe, the

inclusion of the ring breathing ν11 mode manifests as shoulder peaks on the electronic

origin peak. The main progression comprises the overlap of two vibrational modes,

ν63, a C-C ring stretch mode and ν56, a C-C ring stretch with methylene rocking.

The simulated emission spectrum, Figure 6.15(f), shows good agreement to ex-

periment, aside from the usual shift to lower energy.

In addition to successfully being able to reproduce experimental data, the simu-

lated spectra also captured the change in energy compared with anthracene. More-
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Fig. 6.15: The absorption and emission spectra for 9-methyl anthracene and 9-
hydroxymethyl anthracene using an eight mode model with comparison to experiment.
(a,d) The simulated absorption and emission spectra. (b,e) The S1 absorption spectrum
showing comparison of experiment with theory and (c,f) The S1 emission spectrum show-
ing comparison of experiment with theory. All simulated spectra have a damping time of
50 fs.
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over, the slightly lower energy of the methyl derivative is reproduced. It is crucial

that the model is able to replicate the change in energies, as with the structure of

the spectra being very similar, distinguishing anthracene from the two derivatives

relies upon these energy differences. Distinguishing between the methyl and hydrox-

ymethyl derivatives themselves, however, is a challenge given that they lie very close

in energy.

The Stokes shift, measured in n-hexane, for both 9-methyl and 9-hydroxymethyl

anthracene is small. Experimental data provides a shift of 0.015 eV, whilst the

simulated shift was calculated to be 0.040 eV.

Summary

The study of the derivatives 9-methyl and 9-hydroxymethyl anthracene show these

substituents to have little affect on the absorption and emission spectra of an-

thracene. The vibrational fine structure is very similar, reflecting the similar vi-

brational modes involved in the photochemistry of the S1 state. A shift to lower

energy is observed for both derivatives. The simplified model presented here is suc-

cessfully able to reproduce the spectra and the associated changes in energy. The

Cs and C1 symmetry in these derivatives greatly increases the number of modes

containing non-zero on-diagonal linear coupling constants. Despite this, taking the

largest values of κ and the ratio κ/ω, alongside modes similar to those used in the

anthracene model, resulted in two models, each with eight modes, that provided

reliable spectra.

To really test the model, a range of different derivatives were also investigated,

particularly with substituents known to be electron donating or electron withdraw-

ing.
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6.6 Carboxylic Acid and Aldehyde

The final set of functionalities investigated were the carbonyl derivatives, anthracene-

9-carboxylic acid (AnCA) and anthracene-9-carbaldehyde (AnCHO) shown in Fig-

ure 6.1(8,9). These molecules provide a good test for the model presented here in

dealing with additional complexities. The carboxylic acid and aldehyde derivatives

demonstrate solvent effects that greatly influence the shape and structure of the

electronic spectra. These molecules contain functional groups that are able to freely

rotate. This torsional motion can lead to the breakdown in the mirror-image rela-

tionship between the absorption and emission profiles. Such motion, particularly of

the carboxylic moiety, has also been shown to involve a conical intersection to the

ground state, allowing for rapid relaxation [376–379].

These molecules show promise as photomechanical materials [380] and possibly

in the formation of complexes with antimicrobial activity [381].

The experimental electronic spectra for the carboxylic acid and aldehyde deriva-

tives, as measured by Oliver Daubney at the University of Birmingham, are shown

in Figure 6.16.

The absorption spectrum for AnCA shows structure similar to anthracene, in-

dicating the anthracene core to be responsible. The 0-0 transition at around 3.2

eV is consistent with the other anthryl derivatives and slightly lower in energy than

anthracene itself.

The emission spectra however shows a clear solvent dependence, which greatly

affects the profile of the spectrum and the emission energy. In basic water, the

fluorescence of AnCA is sharp and retains the anthracene like structure, keeping

the mirror-image property. Upon changing to the aprotic solvent acetonitrile, the

emission profile becomes broad and lower in energy. The fine structure disappears

leaving only one prominent peak at 2.8 eV.

This solvent effect has been noted and investigated throughout the literature.
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Fig. 6.16: Experimental S1 absorption and emission spectra for (a) anthracene-9-carboxylic
acid and (b) anthracene-9-carbaldehyde. The emission spectrum for anthracene-9-
carboxylic acid was recorded in different solvents to observe differences in the spectral
features and the solvation effects. For anthracene-9-carbaldehyde, an ethanol solvent was
used.
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Abdel-Mottaleb et al. studied the fluorescence and photostability of AnCA and

showed the emission profile in water to be sharp, whilst in ethanol a broad band

centred at 470 nm (2.64 eV) was observed [382]. This broadness was found to

persist when using cyclohexane and acetonitrile solvents. The absorption spectrum,

however, exhibited little solvent sensitivity.

This behaviour has been attributed to various equilibria: acid-base [383], monomer-

dimer [384] and dimer-tetramer [385]. The sharp fluorescence seen in water, and to

some extent a few alcohols, emanates from solvation and H-bonding between the

solvent molecules and the COO− and COOH moieties. This interaction serves to

inhibit the free rotation of these groups [386].

Based on this, Abdel-Mottaleb et al. suggested these hydrophilic carboxyl groups

prevent neutral AnCA molecules from dissolving in hydrocarbon solvents but form

the anionic anthracene-9-carboxylate (AnC) when dissolved in water and some al-

cohols. When placed in hydrophobic solvents, it has been suggested the molecules

aggregate into H-bonded dimers. In the excited state, the two carboxyl groups are

able to rotate into the plane, consequently causing the broad fluorescence [385,387].

The assignment of the emission spectra can therefore be broken down into several

components. Peaks between 3.20 and 3.00 eV correspond to emission from anionic

AnC, shoulder peaks situated around 2.82 eV are from the neutral AnCA and the

presence of a broad band at 2.64 eV is due to the H-bonded dimers.

In contrast, the emission spectrum of AnCHO is sharp and well resolved, whilst

its absorption spectrum is unusual; a broad band with a prominent shoulder peak

emerging around 3.4 eV. There has been little work on the electronic spectra of

AnCHO, but Hirayama showed this broad absorption spectrum to occur in a variety

of solvents, implying a lack of solvent dependence [388]. Instead, it was proposed to

result from the torsional motion of the carbonyl group. Transitions from numerous

ground states with different torsional angles leads to a broad spectrum, unaffected
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by solvent. This work also identified a small shoulder peak at 420 nm (2.95 eV) that

was assigned to the 0-0 electronic origin. The absorption peak shown in Figure 6.16

also shows a very weak feature at this energy, which is therefore denoted as the 0-0

transition.

Both molecules also show contrasting Stokes shifts. Depending on the solvent

used, AnCA can exhibit a very small or a larger shift, although this may be at-

tributed to dissociation of the carboxylic acid to form the corresponding anion.

Conversely, an anti-Stokes shift is observed for AnCHO, where the emission energy

is higher than the absorption. These two molecules will likely provide a serious test

of the model here, particularly in reproducing solvent effects and the anti-Stokes

shift.

It was necessary to increase the basis set size for the electronic structure calcula-

tions on AnCHO. The original basis, 6-31G(d), was found to be inadequate, failing

to converge during the optimisation. The addition of an extra set of p-functions on

the hydrogens, to give a 6-31G(d,p) basis, resolved these problems.

The optimised structures for AnCA and AnCHO showed that they are not per-

fectly planar. The anthracene core lies in the plane but the carbonyl group is rotated

out of the plane. For AnCA, the optimised structure has a C-C-C-O dihedral an-

gle of −45◦ and a C-C-C-O(H) angle of 132◦. This shows good agreement with

experimental crystal structures that determined the C-C-C-O dihedral angle to be

54.87◦ [389]. Dimers were also found to form in the crystal. The dihedral angle

formed by the aldehyde was found to be smaller, with the optimised structure pre-

dicting an angle of 11◦, which is in reasonable agreement with the crystal structure

value of 27◦ [390].

The calculated vertical excitation energies are shown in Table 6.11. Compared

with experimental data, the calculated S1 energies show good agreement and this

state is correctly predicted to be the bright La state resulting from the HOMO to
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Table 6.11: Calculated vertical excitation energies for the first two excited states of
anthracene-9-carboxylic acid and anthracene-9-carbaldehyde calculated using TDDFT
(B3LYP functional). All values in eV.

S1

Transition Calculated Exp.
anthracene-9-carboxylic acid HOMO→LUMO 3.14 3.24 [382]
anthracene-9-carbaldehyde HOMO→LUMO 2.97 2.95 [388]

S2

Transition Calculated Exp.
anthracene-9-carboxylic acid HOMO−1→LUMO 3.85 -
anthracene-9-carbaldehyde HOMO−1→LUMO 3.08 -

LUMO transition. The S2 state for both is shown to resemble the dark Lb, with

the transition from the HOMO−1 to the LUMO. Interestingly, the energies of the

S1 and S2 states for AnCHO are shown to be close, possibly alluding to coupling

between these states.

Frequency calculations yield 75 normal modes for AnCA and 72 for AnCHO.

The positioning of the carbonyl group outside of the plane removes all symmetry

elements from the molecules, leaving them possessing C1 symmetry. This causes

all vibrations to have a symmetry and therefore all normal modes to have non-

zero on-diagonal linear coupling constants. The vibronic coupling constants and

cuts through the PES are found in section F.6 of Appendix F. For both AnCA

and AnCHO a four mode model was used to calculated the spectra. These modes

exhibited the largest κ values, except for ν1 of AnCHO, which had a large ratio of

κ/ω.

The simulated and experimental spectra for both AnCA and AnCHO are shown

in Figure 6.17. For AnCA, the simulated absorption spectrum is lower in energy

than experiment but it reproduces the vibrational fine structure. The fine structure

present results from either ν56, a C-C ring stretching mode, or ν59, a C-H bending

mode. A small shoulder present on the 0-0 peak arises from the low frequency out
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Fig. 6.17: The absorption and emission spectra for anthracene-9-carboxylic acid and
anthracene-9-carbaldehyde using a four mode model with comparison to experiment. (a,d)
The simulated absorption and emission spectra. (b,e) The S1 absorption spectrum show-
ing comparison of experiment with theory and (c,f) The S1 emission spectrum showing
comparison of experiment with theory. All simulated spectra have a damping time of 50
fs.
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of plane bending mode, ν6. The experimental emission spectrum of AnCA is sharp

and structured due to the solvent, which here was basic water (pH = 10). The

simulated spectrum is again at lower energy, although the difference is greater than

seen in absorption. This is further reflected in the Stokes shift. In basic water the

shift was determined to be 0.38 eV. This larger shift is brought about by λmax not

being the 0-0 transition. The simulations, however, predict a shift of 0.15 eV. This

lower value is explained due to the simulation always having the 0-0 transition as

λmax. Furthermore, the simulated shift is manifested as a large gap between the 0-0

transitions and worsens the agreement with experiment. It is also important to note

that the emission spectrum in basic water is likely to be due to the deprotonated

carboxylate and not the acid, unlike in the simulation. The experimental Stokes

shift in acetonitrile is even larger with a value of ∼0.6 eV.

For AnCHO, the experimental absorption spectrum has the expected broad

shape, whereas the simulation predicts a well resolved spectrum. Assuming the

electronic origin in the experimental spectrum occurs at around 3.1 eV, then the

simulated spectrum is lower in energy. The difficulty in reproducing the broadness in

the spectrum depends on its cause. If, as reported in literature, the broad spectrum

is caused by electronic transitions from ground states with different dihedral angles,

then building a model is possible. This would require numerous optimisations for

structures each with a different dihedral angle. Having to run so many calculations

depreciates the model as a quick and simple method. The possibility that the broad

structure results from solvent effects are also difficult to include within this model,

particularly through the use of implicit solvation. The fine structure present in the

simulation is assigned to two modes, ν52 and ν58, two C-C ring stretch modes. The

closeness in energies of these modes, gives rise to the wider peaks observed along

the progressions.

The experimental emission spectrum is much sharper, with well resolved peaks
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in good agreement with the simulated spectrum. Again, the simulated spectrum

is shifted to lower energy, but provides the correct vibrational structure, with only

a minor discrepancy in the peak heights. The simulated absorption and emission

spectra (Figure 6.17(d)) show a negative Stokes shift of roughly -0.075 eV. This is

also true for the experimental spectra, where the broad absorption spectrum has a

λmax around 3.1 eV, with an emission value of 3.2 eV, leading to a Stokes shift of

-0.1 eV.

Summary

Anthracene derivatives containing a carboxylic acid and an aldehyde show a distinct

change in the electronic spectra. This change is brought about by interaction with

the solvent and motion of the substituent itself.

For AnCA the absorption spectrum is unchanged from that of anthracene. The

emission spectrum, however, is influenced by the solvent via interaction between the

hydrophilic carboxylic group and the solvent molecules. The formation of H-bonded

dimers in hydrophobic solvents and rotation of the carboxylic groups broadens the

spectrum, whilst water and some alcohols retain the sharp structure seen in the

absorption. Deprotonation in solvent to form the carboxylate anion gives rise to

the sharper emission spectrum. The simulated absorption spectra agrees well with

experiment, and correctly reproduces the fine structure. The simulated emission

spectra, retains the fine structure, with the model unable to incorporate the solvent

effects observed experimentally, especially the broadening.

Problems were encountered along the lowest frequency torsional modes of the

COOH group, ν1 and ν2, where cuts through the PES along these modes were

unbound in the S1 state. Expanding the range of these cuts showed minima to exist

that were vastly shifted and the formation of a crossing point to the ground state.

Calculations reported in the literature revealed the potential energy curve along

the dihedral O-C-C-C to form a double well potential in the ground state with a
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small barrier to rotation. In the S1 state, this barrier was much larger to the extent

that the FC point occurred on this barrier and likely explains the shape of the cuts

obtained from the model.

The other molecule, AnCHO, at first appeared to show a similar solvent effect in

its absorption spectrum. Studies in the literature, however, showed it to have little

sensitivity to solvent and propose the broadness to result from a number of different

ground states with the aldehyde group at different angles. The simplified model is

not able to reproduce this, instead calculating a well resolved spectrum, although

at a lower energy than experiment.

The emission spectrum is well structured, returning to the familiar progressions

observed for anthracene. The simulated emission agrees well with experiment, al-

though the energy is again lower, and replicates the fine structure. Notably, the

Stokes shift for this molecule is shown in be negative in experiment and simulation.

This is unusual and warrants further investigation but nevertheless the ability of the

model to correctly predict this shift is pleasing.

For both models, similar modes to those seen previously were found to be im-

portant for the S1 dynamics. These comprise a C-C ring stretch mode and a C-H

bending mode. The lack of symmetry (C1 point group) for both molecules leads to

all vibrational modes having a1 symmetry and non-zero on-diagonal linear coupling

constants. As a result there were out of plane modes that possessed large κ/ω ratios

in both models. Whilst these modes did not provide progressions in the spectrum,

they are likely to influence the broadening of the peaks.

6.7 Conclusion

The construction of the PES is vital for quantum dynamic studies. Accurately cap-

turing their topology is crucial for investigating a variety of photodynamic behaviour.

Building these potentials involves calculating numerous points using electronic struc-
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ture calculations, which quickly becomes time-intensive if a large number of normal

modes need to be considered and for large systems.

The newly developed methodology presented here provides an efficient way to

produce potentials for all normal modes in a molecule. This requires the Hessian only

at the equilibrium ground state structure and the FC point on each excited state.

By using the gradients and second derivatives from these Hessians, the potentials

along each normal mode can be expressed as shifted harmonic potentials. Such

an approach is only useful for systems where the potentials are strongly harmonic,

particularly around the equilibrium point, and when there is little coupling between

states.

To test the utility and validity of this model, the absorption and emission spec-

tra of a series of anthracene derivatives and polyacenes of increasing size were sim-

ulated. This also provided an additional study on the performance of quantum

chemical methods for calculating the bright La and dark Lb states. As experimental

studies were conducted in solvent, the Stokes shift and solvent effects were studied.

Throughout the calculations, the energies obtained by TDDFT were always lower

than experiment, leading to spectra shifted to lower energy.

For anthracene, simulated spectra produced by the model showed excellent agree-

ment with experiment, replicating the fine structure. Comparison with potentials

obtained by fitting to a series of ab initio points demonstrated the harmonic poten-

tials to be in good agreement and confirm the validity of the model. For tetracene

and pentacene, the simulated spectra conform well with experiment, although the

length and intensity of the progression for tetracene showed some disparity. It was

determined that the κ values for the important modes in tetracene were smaller

than in the explicit fit, giving rise to the shorter, weaker progression.

Benzene and naphthalene provided the first real challenge to the model. Despite

the S1 transition being forbidden for benzene, the model accurately reproduced the
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absorption spectrum without needing to include vibronic coupling. The simulated

spectrum does, however, not reproduce the shoulder progression from the vibronic

coupling mode and also includes the 0-0 transition not observed experimentally.

Naphthalene proved to be complex, with a very weak transition to S1 and domination

by the strong S2 transition. Failure of TDDFT to calculate the correct energies and

transitions results in spectra which are significantly different to experiment. Only

by adjusting the energies to match experiment, changing functionals and arbitrarily

introducing a coupling term between the S1 and S2 states were reasonable spectra

obtained. This failure of the model was attributed to problems with the electronic

structure theory and the unusual behaviour of naphthalene itself.

For the methyl and hydroxymethyl anthracene derivatives, the experimental

spectra showed little difference compared with anthracene, except a shift to lower

energy. The simplified model was able to reproduce the change in energy and the

fine structure. The lower symmetry meant more modes needed to be considered,

however a pattern was found in the important normal modes across all the molecules.

It was found that a C-C ring stretch and a C-H bending mode were prevalent and

responsible for the observed progression. Often a low frequency ring breathing mode

was also present, causing a small progression, which appeared as shoulder peaks on

the 0-0 transition.

Finally, the carboxylic acid and carbaldehyde derivatives were investigated. These

show unusual behaviour and broader spectra. It was necessary to slightly increase

the basis set to 6-31G(d,p) to converge all calculations. Anthracene-9-carboxylic

acid was shown to be solvent dependent. In hydrophobic solvents, hydrogen-bonded

dimers form, with rotation of the COOH groups into the plane leading to a broad

emission. In water, the emission spectrum is much sharper, which is attributed to

deprotonation and formation of the carboxylate anion. The model successfully re-

produces the absorption spectrum but was unable to capture the solvent effects in
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the emission spectrum. The inherent difficulty in modelling solvation is not unique

to this model but is likely best achieved through more rigorous explicit fitting of po-

tentials. In the case of anthracene-9-carbaldehyde, the broad absorption spectrum

was reported as not being solvent sensitive. Again, the simulated spectrum was well

resolved but was able to reproduce the negative Stokes shift observed.

Overall, the methodology presented here provides a rapid and efficient model

for calculating the absorption and emission spectra for large simple polyaromatic

molecules. It is also able to quickly show when more complicated processes must be

invoked to explain spectra.
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Chapter 7

Direct Dynamics Study of Proton
Transfer in GFP

The previous chapters have developed and used model Hamiltonians to study photo-

excited systems. While these are very useful, they are limited by being based on

short expansions of the potential surfaces around the FC point, which means they

are unsuited for studying long-time reactive processes. To address this problem, in

recent years the use of direct dynamics methods have shown much promise in the

study of photodynamics. In this Chapter, the recently developed Direct dynam-

ics variational multiconfigurational Gaussian (DD-vMCG) method is tested on the

ESPT mechanism in GFP. The model representing the chromophore and protein

matrix is large and provides a rigorous test for the method. The use of Cartesian

coordinates also demonstrates the flexibility of the method. A range of accompany-

ing analysis tools allows changes in the geometry during the simulation to be viewed.

The individual trajectories taken by each GWP can be followed and the expectation

value calculated, giving a simple visualisation of the process in terms of molecu-

lar structures. The DD-vMCG method was successfully applied to the large model

system and provided insights into the proton transfer. The simulation indicated

the first step in the mechanism was transfer of a proton from the methanol group

to the acetate moiety, agreeing with experiment. Large motion was also observed

for the protons involved in subsequent steps of the mechanism. Having shown the
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DD-vMCG can be used, further refinements to the model are needed. However, the

method itself was demonstrated to be viable for large systems and can therefore be

applied to studying other large models.

7.1 Introduction

The construction of potential energy surfaces (PES) is a vital component upon which

quantum dynamic simulations can be performed. To reduce time and computational

demands, alternative methods have been devised, aimed at providing efficient, yet

reliable, potentials.

One such method, outlined in Chapter 6, requires only information at the equi-

librium geometry and the Franck-Condon point. This allows approximate potentials

to be generated as displaced Harmonic oscillators for all normal modes. This ap-

proach, however, still requires Hessian calculations that can be equally demanding,

particularly as the system size increases. Modes that exhibit anharmonicity are not

properly accounted for using this approach. The model is also only reliable for short

time dynamics.

Another method showing much promise is the calculation of the PES “on-the-

fly”, running in tandem alongside the dynamics. This is achieved here through the

DD-vMCG method outlined in Section 3.12. The development of such a method

is aimed towards the study of large systems. For large systems, the construction

of fitted surfaces, as was done in Chapters 4 and 5, is difficult due to the number

of demanding electronic structure calculations needed. For using the DD-vMCG

method, the system studied was chosen as the HBDI chromophore and the protein

matrix enveloping it. Such a system is not only large, but contains several molecules

held together through a hydrogen bonded network. This is makes it an ideal test for

direct dynamics simulations. This chapter explores this approach and its application

to the study of the proton transfer mechanism in GFP.
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The general model explaining the photophysics of wt-GFP is shown in Figure

7.1. Within this model, excitation of the anionic chromophore, HBDI, leads directly

to green fluorescence. Excitation of the neutral species (A) to an excited state (A*),

results in proton transfer, which rapidly converts this excited neutral state to an

excited anionic state, denoted I*. This species is responsible for the emission of

green fluorescence. Spectroscopic studies have shown this conversion to occur on a

timescale of picoseconds [391,392].

Further studies looking at the kinetics of this conversion from A* to I* noted

any emission of blue light from the excited A* state, which was observed on a

picosecond scale [393] and seen as a very weak band in the emission spectrum [394].

Furthermore, an inverse relationship between the decay kinetics of the A* state and

the green fluorescence from I* was also observed. The kinetics of both the decay

and rise in green emission was seen to slow when the protons were exchanged with

the corresponding deuterated equivalents [391]. Additional work, comparing the

structure of wt-GFP and the variant S65T, showed the latter did not contain the

395 nm absorption peak [242]. The only structural differences between the two was

Fig. 7.1: Model of the photophysics thought to occur in GFP, as originally proposed by
Chattoraj [391].
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the replacement of a hydrogen by a methyl group. From this, it was concluded

that the connection between the A* and I* states, and hence green fluorescence

occurring when exciting the neutral HBDI species, was the result of an excited-state-

proton transfer (ESPT). When the hydrogen was replaced with a methyl group the

hydrogen-bonding was de-stabilised, making the anionic form exclusively favoured

instead. Whilst this type of process is well known in chemical systems it is, at

present, the only observed example of ESPT taking place in a biological molecule.

The proposed mechanism, suggested by Brejc et al., is shown in Figure 7.2 [242].

In the excited state of the neutral chromophore (A*), a proton transfer involving

three different protons leads to formation of the anionic chromophore in its excited

state (I*). Emission from this state results in green fluorescence.

Studies have also shown that the recovery of state A is facilitated by a ground

state inverse proton transfer from one of the nearby amino acid residues to the

chromophore [391]. Furthermore, conversion from the excited I* state to the B* is

slow due to the necessary rotation of Thr203 [242,391]. Ultrafast dynamics probing

this inverse proton transfer in the conversion from I to A showed it to be in agreement

with a proton tunneling mechanism [395]. Subsequent ground state conversion from

A to I was observed to be very slow [391]. There is also a large barrier in the

conversion of the B ground state to the A ground state, consistent with the observed

relaxation time being several hours [52].

Other factors that may influence the ESPT have also been investigated. One

issue is the possible photo-induced cis-trans isomerism of the chromophore, which

may be attributed as the mechanism for the radiationless conversion of HBDI. Such

behaviour is well known in similar molecules, and often the trans state is non-

fluorescent [52]. This cis-trans isomerism also leads to wider discussion about the

role the protein matrix plays. Whilst the ground state of the GFP chromophore

is defined as planar, studies have shown that in the excited state a twisting can
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Fig. 7.2: The proposed mechanism by which deprotonation of the chromophore occurs
forming the anion. A* is the neutral chromophore, I* is the deprotonated intermediate
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occur, to the point at which the two rings are perpendicular to each other [396]. A

review by Tonge and Meech [58] has summarised the work that has been carried

out in trying to elucidate the mechanism of this isomerism and importantly the

location at which it occurs. The general consensus, presently, is that this internal

conversion between states stems from a single bond rotation, with a small barrier,

likely to be coordinated around the bridging carbon atom. The intersection point

at which the ground and excited states interact is also thought to be at a 90◦ twist

angle. There is still much debate, however, about which single bond rotation has

the largest effect [397–399].

Further work to analyse and understand this ESPT has been the subject of

much research and several groups have reported more detailed steps, including the

photocyclic process, hidden excited states, intermediate states and single crystal

spectroscopy [395, 400–403]. It should be noted that, whilst model systems of the

GFP protein matrix provide a decent general view of the process, it is far from per-

fect. There are still unanswered issues to be addressed in order to provide a complete

understanding of the ESPT and the mechanism of fluorescence in GFP. This is where

computational models have been sought after to complement experiments.

Theoretical models have attempted to determine if the proton transfer is con-

certed or sequential and provide the potential energy landscape for this reaction.

One of the first theoretical studies used molecular dynamics simulations to study

the proton shuttle [404]. Their proposed mechanism initially involved forcing the

proton to move from the phenol moiety on the chromophore to a nearby, trapped

water molecule. The next two steps were proton transfer from the water to serine

residue and then from the serine residue to an anionic glutamate residue. These last

two steps were found to occur rapidly, 10 fs for each. By forcing the initial move-

ment of the proton, the proposed mechanism was still debatable. The emergence of

studies employing quantum calculations added further doubt to this mechanism.
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From their quantum study, Wang disagreed with the proposed mechanism and

reported it to be the reverse, i.e. the proton on the chromophore is the final one to

move. Instead, the mechanism begins with proton movement from the serine residue

to the glutamate, followed by a proton from the water moving to the serine and

finally from the chromophore to the water [405,406]. The mechanism was concerted

and fast, along a single barrier with no intermediates. This study strongly supported

the work of Zhang et al. who, using TDDFT, observed a concerted proton transfer

mechanism, consisting of low barrier hydrogen bonds [407]. The histidine group,

despite not being directly involved, was found to be important in stabilising the

transition state.

As to whether the three proton transfers are concerted or sequential is still the

subject of much research. Vendrell et al. performed quantum dynamic simulations

using MCTDH on a proton-wire model. The simulations showed the proton shuffle

along the wire to be very fast, leading the authors to conclude the mechanism is

concerted and synchronous [408]. The timescale of a couple of hundred femtoseconds

was determined for the dynamics. Zhang et al. also concluded the mechanism to

be concerted, with a single barrier, however potentials calculated along each proton

transfer step showed the presence of small barriers. The smallest barrier initially

was seen for proton transfer from methanol (acting as the serine residue) to an

acetate group (acting as the glutamate) and therefore this proton moves first [409].

Kang et al. suggested the ground state proton transfer (GSPT) and ESPT could

be considered as both concerted and asynchronous [410]. They argued that without

stable intermediates the process must be concerted, but state that the movement of

the protons shows asynchronous character.

The use of a proton-wire model for studying the mechanism has been extensively

used by Vendrell and co-workers. One study performed molecular mechanics simu-

lations on the solvated GFP and further determined the photoactive state to be a
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ππ∗ state [411]. Another study reached the same conclusion as Kang et al. that the

proton transfer mechanism is concerted, yet asynchronous [412].

Recently, Zhou and Han have discussed the latest theoretical methods they have

employed to study the ESPT in GFP [80]. Crucially, they emphasised that studying

the time-evolution of the ESPT requires “on-the-fly” dynamic simulations to be

performed. This statement, in addition to elucidating the mechanism, was the

motivation in choosing to study this system with direct dynamics.

7.2 The model

For investigating the proton transfer mechanism in GFP using DD-vMCG, a suitable

model is required. Such a model should include all the important components to

represent the real protein matrix, but be small enough to prevent the calculations

becoming too demanding. The chosen model is shown in Figure 7.3 and is based

upon previous models used to study the proton transfer [405–407, 409]. The model

contains the full, protonated chromophore with a Ser65 residue connected to the

imidazolinone component. The protein matrix around the chromophore consists of

an acetate accepting group (representing the Glu222 residue), a methanol group

(representing the Ser205 residue) and a water molecule. To prevent the model

becoming too large, the histidine (His148) residue, seen to stabilise the water, was

excluded.

Figure 7.3 shows the numbering scheme for each atom in the model and is useful

when referring to specific clusters and atoms. Using this numbering scheme, the

proposed proton shuttle mechanism is as follows: step 1, movement of H32 to the

acetate oxygen (O40); step 2, transfer of H44, the proton water to the (now depro-

tonated) methanol oxygen (O31) and step 3 movement of the chromophore phenolic

hydrogen (H24) to the water oxygen (O42).

The potential energy curves (PECs) were calculated along each step in the
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a)

b)

Fig. 7.3: The model system used to represent the protein environment surrounding the
chromophore, including the important residues in the proton shuttle mechanism. (a) shows
the overall structure and (b) shows the numeric labelling for each atom.
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mechanism. Whilst not essential for the DD-vMCG simulations, it provided an

insight into each individual proton transfer. Following a geometry optimisation, a

scan was performed along step 1 of the mechanism. The bond distance between the

proton (H32) and the receiving oxygen (O40) was decreased in increments of 0.05 Å

to simulate the transfer of this proton. The energies of the ground and excited

states were calculated at each step during this scan and the results plotted. From

the plotted curves, the bond length corresponding the lowest energy structure with

H32, now bonded to O40, was determined. This bond length was then assumed to

correspond to the optimised structure and fixed prior to performing the scan for

step 2. The procedure was then repeated for step 2 and step 3 to give three PECs

for transfer of each proton in the proposed mechanism.

These calculations were performed using DFT and TDDFT for the excited state.

Given the large size of the system, the choice of DFT is sensible, especially when opti-

mising the structure and calculating excited state energies. The choice of functional,

however, then becomes a decisive factor. For all calculations, the functional ωB97X-

D was used. This hybrid functional is a re-development of a long-range corrected

functional to include empirical atom-atom dispersion corrections. The functional

contains 100% long-range exchange and around 22% short-range exchange [413].

The inclusion of long-range corrections and dispersion makes this functional ideal

for studying the proton transfer mechanism, especially for a large system, where

hydrogen-bonding and dispersion interactions are important [414]. The cc-pVDZ

basis set of Dunning was chosen [168]. As the focus of this study is proton move-

ment, a large basis set ensures accurate description of the molecular orbitals, but not

so large as to make the calculations too computationally intensive. All calculations

were run using QChem [253].

For the direct dynamic simulations, the DD-vMCG method, as implemented

in the Quantics package, was used [309]. The calculations were performed using
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Cartesian coordinates and so included all 43 atoms in the model. Propagations

allowing all atoms to move would be prohibitively expensive and so only a small

selection were allowed to move, with the rest remaining frozen. Two states, the

ground state and the first excited state, were used in the calculation. The basis set

was reduced to the more modest 6-31G* to decrease the time taken for electronic

structure calculations. Each Gaussian wavepacket (GWP) was placed on the S1

state, where the proton transfer occurs.

The use of a database allowed geometries and energies from previous calculations

to be stored and called upon, reducing the number of electronic structure calculations

needed. The database is vital for systems of this size, where quantum chemical

calculations are demanding. Multiple runs were performed, with the propagation

time varying from 400 to 600 fs. This timescale was chosen from a combination of

computational limits found by testing the direct dynamics, but also previous studies

showing there to be significant dynamics within the first few hundred femtoseconds

[408].

7.3 Results

7.3.1 Potential Energy Curves

The PECs calculated along each of the proton transfer steps at the ωB97X-D/cc-

pVDZ level of theory are shown in Figure 7.4. The first step, movement of the proton

from the methanol (H32) to the acetate (O40) is shown in Figure 7.4(a). The longer

bond lengths correspond to the proton still being bonded to the methanol, whilst

the shorter bond lengths show the proton transfer to have occurred, with the proton

now bonded to the acetate. The PES shows there to be a barrier to transfer in both

the ground and excited states. The barrier is very small and there is no discernible

minimum following movement of the proton. This suggests that, even if the proton

successfully moves to the acetate group, there exists a barrierless pathway for it to
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Fig. 7.4: Potential energy curves for each proton transfer in the HBDI deprotonation
mechanism. The bond length is between the proton that is moving and the receiving
oxygen atom. (a) is step 1: methanol to acetate transfer (b) is step 2: water to methanol
transfer and (c) is step 3: chromophore to water transfer.
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return to the methanol. Similar features are seen in Figure 7.4(b) for step 2, the

water proton (H44) moving to the deprotonated methanol (O31). This PEC was

calculated after the completion of step 1, movement of H32 to O40. Again, a small

barrier is observed when moving this proton, although the barrier is lower in the

excited stated compared with the ground state. Again, no minimum exists on the

product side of the proton transfer, indicating a barrierless return of the proton to

the water. The presence of a barrier here is not surprising since the step essentially

involves deprotonation of water to form hydroxide. This assumes, however, that the

mechanism occurs in a step-wise fashion. The lack of minima may result from the

system not being allowed to relax along each scan. Optimising the system once each

step has completed may indicate the presence of a minimum.

The final step, deprotonation of the chromophore (H24) to re-form water (O42),

after completion of steps 1 and 2, is shown in Figure 7.4(c). Notably, the PEC for this

step looks different to the previous two steps. The ground state shows a symmetric

double well potential separated by a barrier. Furthermore, the minimum on the right

is higher in energy. In the excited state, the double well is asymmetric and the right

hand minimum, corresponding to the deprotonated chromophore and reformation

of water, is lower in energy. The potential is nearly barrierless, suggesting this final

step occurs readily.

The results from the PECs at first seem contradictory to the literature, which

states the proton transfer mechanism is concerted, with only a single barrier. Anal-

ysis, however, shows the results to be consistent with previous studies. The lack of

minima in the PECs for step 1 and 2 show there to be no stable intermediates. This

supports a concerted process, in agreement with work by Kang et al. [410]. The

calculated PECs support similar work undertaken by Zhang et al. [409]. The lack of

any stable intermediates suggests that steps 1 and 2 are concerted and correlated.

It is likely that the initial movement of the proton from methanol to the acetate
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induces the water proton to move towards the methanol. The lack of barrier in step

3 means this proton will move as soon as the proton in step 2 begins to move.

The PECs are useful indicators for probing each step in the proton transfer

mechanism. It is important to note that the model used here does not contain the

full protein matrix that surrounds the chromophore and excludes residues that may

be important. One example is a histidine residue, which hydrogen bonds to the

water and likely stabilises it. Indeed, this stabilisation effect may alter the PEC for

step 2, reducing, or even removing, the barrier.

7.3.2 Direct Dynamic Simulations

Moving forward from calculating the PECs along each step of the proton trans-

fer, direct dynamic simulations were then performed. Initially, only one Gaussian

wavepacket was used, with the aim of providing a quick calculation to test the dy-

namics and provide geometries and energies for the database. Subsequently, several

direct dynamic calculations were run, varying the number of wavepackets, length of

the simulation time and which atoms were selected to be frozen/unfrozen. From the

direct dynamic calculations, the most promising results have come from calculations

using 16 GWPs, running for 500 fs. In this particular simulation atoms 23, 24, 28,

31-44 and 47 were allowed to move. This corresponds to the O-H phenolic group of

the chromophore, the C-O-H group of the methanol, the entire acetate group and

the water. The need to unfreeze the entire acetate group, as opposed to just the

O-H, was justified because free rotation of this molecule may facilitate encouraging

the initial proton to move across.

From the direct dynamic simulations, changes in the geometry of the model

system over time can be viewed. This takes into account the trajectory of the

GWP and shows the overall movement of the model system. Figure 7.5(a) shows

the molecular structure at 130 fs along the trajectory of one of the GWPs. This

clearly shows the O-H bond of the methanol to have increased to the extent that
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a)

b)

Fig. 7.5: A snapshot of the molecular structure along a GWP trajectory during the direct
dynamic simulation. (a) is the structure at 130 fs and clearly shows the formation of a
bond between the acetate oxygen and th methanol hydrogen. (b) shows the molecular
structures overlaid for all timesteps and illustrates the motion of each atom throughout
the simulation.
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bond formation between the acetate oxygen and the proton occurs, indicative of

step 1 in the mechanism. This exciting feature highlights the promise of direct

dynamic simulations. The direct dynamics shows no simultaneous bond formation

between the water proton and the methanol oxygen - step 2. Referring back to the

PECs for step 1, this is perhaps not surprising, given that no minimum was seen

following transfer of the proton to the acetate. The PES constructed during the

direct dynamics is likely to be similar to the PEC for step 1.

It is possible that steps 2 and 3 will only occur once the methanol proton has

moved closer to the acetate group, and the O-H methanol bond breaks. If this

occurs, then whether steps 2 and 3 are concerted and synchronous, or if initial

movement of the water proton encourages the phenolic proton to move, will be of

great interest.

The overall movement of the structure along the trajectory during the entire

simulation is shown in Figure 7.5(b). As expected, large amplitude motions are seen

for the molecules for which all atoms were allowed to move; the water and acetate

group. It is also clear that the formation of a bond between the acetate occurred

numerous times and was long lasting. The water molecule shows large motion, but

this is mostly rotation and translation; little change to the O-H bond lengths is

observed. The phenolic O-H bond bends during the course of the simulation, but

no bond-lengthening is observed. Large amplitude motions are also observed for

the methyl and methylene groups of the acetate. It is unclear, however, whether

allowing this motion is beneficial to the proton transfer.

In addition to the changes in geometry, the trajectories each GWP follows can

also be viewed. These are shown in Figure 7.6 for the atoms important to step 1, H32,

O31 and C28. The majority of trajectories (illustrated as grey lines in Figure 7.6)

are bunched together, indicating that they follow similar pathways. The non-grey

lines are evidence of trajectories where the wavepacket has become spread out and
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Fig. 7.6: Trajectories of the GWPs for selected atoms along a specific Cartesian axis. The
numbers for each atom relate to the model structure shown in 7.3. Grey lines shown GWPs
with similar trajectories and non-grey lines correspond to GWPs exhibiting interesting
behaviour where the wavepacket has become more spread out and exploring different
geometries.
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is exploring more different geometries. These trajectories are more interesting and

show the wavepacket exploring different areas of the PES. None of these trajectories

correspond to the geometry changes for the GWP shown in Figure 7.5. Viewing the

geometry changes for these more dispersed trajectories also shows the formation of a

bond between the methanol proton (32H) and the acetate oxygen at different times

during the simulation. In addition, one of these trajectories results in large motion

of the water molecule. The gross Gaussian population (GGP) [238, 415], weighted

for each of the GWPs, was evaluated for the five disperse trajectories. The GGPs

were found to be large for several of these trajectories, with values of 0.095 (light

blue line), 0.076 (dark green line) and 0.016 (yellow line).

The expectation values for the O-H distances between the receiving oxygen and

transferring proton for each step in the mechanism is shown in Figure 7.7. Extracting

this information from the simulation allows correlation between the movements each
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Fig. 7.7: Expectation values for the H-O distance for each of the three proton transfers in
the GFP model system during the simulation.
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proton to be examined. In agreement with the optimised structure, the initial O-H

distance is smaller between H32 and O40 (methanol to acetate, step 1) than the

succeeding two proton transfers. The expectation values for all three O-H bond

distances oscillate throughout the simulation. A decrease in the expectation value

is indicative of the proton moving towards its receiving oxygen. The line of best fit

for each step shows a positive gradient, indicating the protons were moving further

away from the receiving oxygen. The oscillations relate to the large bending motion

of the O-H bond as observed in Figure 7.5(b).

A clear correlation is observed between proton transfer steps 2 and 3, which

shows an out of phase relationship. This relationships occurs for 400 fs before the

oscillations become in phase. Such a relationship suggests that, as the O-H bond

length increases for step 2 (water to methanol transfer), the phenolic O-H bond

length decreases. After 400 fs, the in-phase correlation between these steps indicates

concerted bending motion, shown in Figure 7.7 as both the O-H bond lengths in

step 2 and 3 simultaneously increase. The timestep at which steps 2 and 3 become

in-phase corresponds to the downward motion in position observed in the GWP

trajectories (Figure 7.6), consistent with movement of the proton in step 1.

The O-H distance expectation value for step 1 shows more frequent oscillations

than in the other two steps. This is consistent with the observed changes in geometry

(Figure 7.5), which during the simulation showed the large bending of the O-H bond.

Clearly, the H32 to O40 distance decreases sufficiently for bond formation to occur

as evident in Figure 7.5. This change in geometry is shown occurring for a single

trajectory whereas the expectation values in Figure 7.7 consider all the trajectories.

There is some correlation between the bending motion in this step and step 2,

although the more frequent oscillations in step 1 show that the relationship is not

strong.

The expectation values presented here support previous studies that propose
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the proton transfer mechanism is asynchronous. This is evident from the weak

correlation between step 1 and step 2 and the strong correlation between step 2 and

step 3. The change in O-H bond distance for all three steps after 400 fs relates to

all three protons moving together, although from the changes in geometry only the

proton in step 1 comes close to fully transferring across. Longer simulation times

may be required to observe the full proton transfer mechanism.

7.3.3 Further work

The direct dynamic simulations performed so far have shown promise and demon-

strate the applicability of the method to large molecular systems. When applied to

the ESPT in GFP, the results show there is strong motion of the methanol proton

towards the acetate oxygen replicating step 1. This demonstrates the effectiveness

of using the DD-vMCG method and supports its use for modelling this system. The

next steps are to improve and further refine the model. Further simulations will

allow the full proton transfer to be observed, leading to important insights into the

mechanism. There are various approaches to implement in the direct dynamic sim-

ulations to refine the model. Increasing the length of the dynamics is one option,

since the timescale for the full proton transfer occurs over picoseconds. Running

the dynamics for this amount of time substantially increases the running time of the

calculation and may not be useful given studies have shown the greatest dynamic

activity to occur over hundreds of femtoseconds. Another option is increasing the

number of GWPs in the simulation. Again, this will increase the computational cost

but allows more variation in the PESs explored by the GWPs.

The key to realising the full proton transfer mechanism, however, depends upon

which atoms are frozen and which are allowed to move. Initial studies, where only

the protons and oxygen atoms involved in the mechanism were allowed to move,

were too restrictive. Allowing more of the system to move by unfreezing atoms

showed more promise and encouraged greater proton motion towards the receiving
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oxygen. Further direct dynamic simulations must address the balance between which

atoms must be allowed to move and those that should remain frozen. Based on the

results described here, two approaches immediately become obvious. The first is

to completely unfreeze the methanol group and the second is to freeze the methyl

group of the acetate.

In all simulations the majority of atoms in the chromophore are frozen and

the planar structure retained. Allowing the chromophore itself to move may be

important, especially as studies have suggested twisting occurs in the excited state

as well as cis-trans isomerism. Movement of the chromophore may also cause the

molecules involved in the proton wire to contract. This will decrease the distances

between the protons and receiving oxygens. Such changes as easy to implement

within the model and direct dynamics calculations.

The addition of extra residues into the model may also need to be considered, par-

ticularly the histidine residue, which has been seen to stabilise the water molecule.

This is undesirable however, as including new molecules into the model will require

re-calculating the Hessian, which was already intensive given the size of the system.

7.4 Conclusion

Direct dynamic methods, where the PES is calculated “on-the-fly”, offer alternative

and efficient ways for performing quantum dynamic calculations. These methods

offer more flexibility and are practical in the study of larger systems. Of greatest

benefit is the removal of the need to pre-calculate and fit PESs. The DD-vMCG

method outlined in this chapter shows much promise and has been applied to a

large system involving multiple molecules. This system is a model for the GFP

matrix and has been used to investigate the excited state proton transfer that gives

rise to the observed green fluorescence. The proposed mechanism involves three

steps, all involving the transfer of protons, ending ultimately in deprotonation of
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the chromophoric phenol.

Prior to running direct dynamic calculations, PECs were calculated along each

of the proton transfer steps. A small barrier to transfer was observed for each step.

For steps 1 and 2, no minimum on the product side of the PEC, corresponding to

full transfer of the proton, was observed. A minimum was present in step 3, forming

an asymmetric double well potential in the excited state, for which the products

(resulting in deprotonation of the phenol) are lower in energy. Without performing

the direct dynamic simulations, these PECs already show evidence for a concerted,

yet asynchronous mechanism.

Even though PECs were calculated along each step of the mechanism, obtaining

fitted surfaces for this model would be very demanding. These demands stem from

the size of the system and the large number of normal modes present. This makes

direct dynamics simulations suitable for studying this system. Conversely, the size

of the system and multiple steps in the mechanism provide the ideal test for using

the direct dynamics.

From the simulations large oscillations, corresponding to lengthening of the

methanol O-H bond, were repeatedly observed, and inspection of the geometries

showed the formation of a bond between the methanol proton and the acetate oxy-

gen. This is promising, as the direct dynamics is given no instruction for which

proton to move, except for freezing certain atoms the system and yet this proton

shows significant motion and starts to transfer across. From expectation values of

the O-H bond length, there is some correlation between the steps in the mecha-

nism, particularly steps 2 and 3. Overall, the distance between the receiving oxygen

and transferring H for each step increases during the simulation and by 400 fs the

oscillations of all three steps are in phase.

For future direct dynamic simulations to achieve full proton transfer, several

options need to be considered. Increasing the duration of the simulation and the
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number of GWPs is one possibility, although initial results suggest this will make

little difference. The choice of which atoms to freeze and which to allow to move

is vital. Addressing this is key to achieving full proton transfer, from which further

details regarding the mechanism can be elucidated.

Nevertheless, the work undertaken here shows the applicability of direct dynamic

methods, especially for large molecules or systems. The success of the DD-vMCG

method in studying HBDI and the corresponding protein matrix is highly encour-

aging and makes it suitable for studying other systems.
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Conclusions

The interaction of light with molecules is critical to numerous fundamental processes

and plays a vital role in daily life. Understanding these processes and the features

involved is, therefore, essential and justifiably the subject of extensive research.

Absorption of photons excites molecules to higher energy electronic states from

which a cascade of relaxation pathways are possible. Some of these are radiative,

where the emission of a photon results in fluorescence of phosphorescence. Non-

radiative pathways can quickly dissipate excess energy through vibrational motion

and relax the molecule to lower energy states. Intersystem crossing transits the

molecule between states of different multiplicity. Points at which electronic states

cross are also possible, leading to topological features such as conical intersections.

Here, nuclear and electronic motion become coupled leading to breakdown of the

BOA. Theoretical models examining excited states and conical intersections are

challenging, but provide the required understanding of the system’s photodynamics.

In this thesis, the photodynamics of a range of different aromatic molecules have

been studied using quantum dynamics. The key component of any quantum dy-

namic calculation is the potential energy surface (PES) upon which the wavepacket

propagates. Generating these surfaces requires the use of electronic structure meth-

ods. The work presented here has also examined various ways by which these PES

can be obtained and the intricate balance of accuracy against efficiency.
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Aromatic molecules are often found in highly conjugated systems such as fluo-

rescent proteins and much focus has also been dedicated to the photophysics of the

green fluorescent protein (GFP). The photoelectron spectrum of the anionic GFP

chromophore, HBDI has been measured and observed to contain low intensity vi-

brational structure. The spectrum is complicated by the presence of the nearby

S1 state that lies just below the detachment threshold. This can result in vibra-

tional autodetachment, causing the spectrum to broaden. To better understand the

stability and electronic structure of the HBDI anion, its components were studied:

imidazolide, phenoxide, bis-imidazoloxy and bis-phenoxy.

In Chapter 3, a simple linear vibronic coupling Hamiltonian was constructed for

each molecule to calculate the photoelectron spectrum. Here, the PES were obtained

by calculating a series of ab initio points along important normal modes. These

points were then fitted to give a vibronic coupling Hamiltonian. The calculations

were performed using IP-EOM-CCSD with a 6-31+G∗ basis set. As the molecular

symmetry of imidazolide, phenoxide and bis-imidazoloxy was C2v only the totally-

symmetric a1 modes were important. To investigate possible coupling with the D1

state, cuts along the b2 modes of imidazolide and the a2 modes of phenoxide were

also calculated. The most stable conformation of bis-phenoxy was found not to be

planar, instead having the rings twisted out of the plane. This lowered the symmetry

to C1 and so all normal modes needed to be considered.

As experimental data was available for the photoelectron spectrum of imida-

zolide and phenoxide, the accuracy of the model Hamiltonian could be tested. The

2B1 ←− X̃1A1 spectrum for imidazolide and 2B1 ←− X̃1A1 spectrum of phenoxide

showed good agreement with experiment, reproducing the main features. For both,

however, it was necessary to increase the energy of the D0 state and adjust the val-

ues of several on-diagonal linear coupling constants. Despite this, the parameters

obtained from IP-EOM-CCSD calculations provide reasonably good surfaces. The
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2B1 ←− X̃1A1 spectrum for imidazolide contains two progressions from C-C and N-

C stretching modes as well as coupling with the b2 N-C-N asymmetric stretch mode.

The photoelectron spectrum for phenoxide is dominated by a ring deformation/C-O

stretch mode. A secondary series of shoulder peaks formed from the hot band of an

a2 vibration were not reproduced by the model. The detachment energies showed

phenoxide to be less stable than imidazolide, with the HBDI anion being more stable

than both.

The 2A2 ←− X̃1A1 photoelectron spectrum of bis-imidazoloxy showed an in-

crease in fine structure, although all at low intensity. The main progression was

from a C-C stretch, with numerous combination peaks present. No coupling to the

D1 state was found. Like the HBDI anion, the important normal modes were found

to involve bending vibrations and motion of the bridge. The bis-phenoxy spectrum

was similar to bis-imidazoloxy, however the important normal modes were found

to be out of plane vibrations and distortion of the ring. Bis-phenoxy was also the

only molecule where the S1 state lay below the detachment energy, resembling the

electronic states for HBDI. It is proposed that vibrational autodetachment would

occur upon excitation to this state.

The results presented suggest the fine structure of the HBDI spectrum can be

attributed to vibrational motion of the bridge, which becomes more important when

the molecule is planar. The photoelectron spectrum and electronic states of HBDI

can be attributed to its constituents. The fine structure is largely due to the imida-

zolinone group and bridge, whereas the phenoxide moiety influences the position of

the S1 state relative to D0.

Like benzene, the photochemistry of phenol has been extensively studied. The

main interest has been the O-H stretching mode, along which conical intersections

between several electronic states have been found. These interactions can populate

an unbound state leading to dissociation of the hydroxy proton. TR-PES is a useful
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technique for probing the photodynamics of a system. Theoretical models to simu-

late experimental TR-PES require PES for the excited states as well as the ionised

states. The quality of these PES are evident from the agreement with experimental

photoelectron and absorption spectra. Chapter 5 outlines a linear vibronic coupling

Hamiltonian for the photoelectron and absorption spectra of phenol.

The vibronic coupling Hamiltonian was calculated by fitting a series of ab initio

points along the important normal modes. From symmetry arguments, cuts were

calculated along the totally symmetric a1 modes, b2 modes and a2 modes. The

calculations utilised CASSCF with a 6-31+G∗ basis and were found to provide good

surfaces. The lack of electron correlation was, however, highlighted for one mode by

the change in sign required for the κ parameter. The existence of a CI was found

between the two lowest energy ion surfaces and a cut along the vector leading to

this intersection was included in the model.

Using a Hamiltonian consisting of two states and seven modes, the 2B1 ←− X̃1A1

and 2A2 ←− X̃1A1 photoelectron spectra were calculated. For each transition, the

calculated spectra reproduced the main features seen in the experimental spectra.

The assignment of the fine structure, however, differed to that previously reported

and a new assignment is proposed. The assignment for the 2B1 ←− X̃1A1 transition

also includes a C-O stretch mode. The 2A2 ←− X̃1A1 transition was found to involve

the same normal modes as the transition to D0 and not from a separate mode as

previously suggested. As for the conical intersection, diabatic state populations

showed that excitation to the 2A2(D1) state leads to 30% population transfer to the

lower state within 200 fs.

For the 1B2 ←− X̃1A1 absorption spectrum, a two state, seven mode Hamil-

tonian was used. There was coupling between S1 and S2, however the O-H mode

containing the CI was found not to be needed to reproduce the S1 absorption spec-

trum. Assignment of the fine structure showed there to be no dominant mode,
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consisting of a mixture of fundamental and combination bands.

Future work will make use of these surfaces for calculating the TR-PES of phenol.

Inclusion of the pre-fitted diabatic states, using the nuclear degrees of freedom r (O-

H stretch) and θ (C-C-O-H torsion), are necessary for the S0, S1 and S2 states.

Chapter 6 introduced an automated way for constructing simple models of PESs.

Using only the gradients and second derivatives from Hessians calculated at the

ground state equilibrium geometry and FC point, PESs for all normal modes can be

obtained. These potentials are then expressed as shifted Harmonic potentials. The

utility of this approach is to provide rapid and efficient methodology for calculating

absorption and emission spectra.

To test the model, the absorption and emission spectra for a series of anthracene

derivatives and linear polyacenes of increasing size were calculated. Additionally,

the performance of quantum chemical methods for calculating the bright La and

dark Lb states can be assessed. The chosen level of theory, TDDFT, systematically

predicted S1 energies which were lower than experimental data and showed severe

deviations for the case of naphthalene.

The model was successfully able to replicate the absorption and emission spec-

tra for benzene, anthracene, pentacene, 9-methyl anthracene and 9-hydroxymethyl

anthracene. Comparison between the anthracene spectra obtained using the model

and from explicit fittings showed them to be very similar. The progression in the

tetracene absorption was shorter than experiment, but was successfully obtained

through explicit fitting along the normal mode. The methyl and hydroxymethyl

derivative were shown experimentally to look similar to anthracene but occur at

lower energies. The model was able to successfully reproduce the spectra, but, cru-

cially, was also able to determine to differences in energy. The fine structure present

in these molecules was found to originate from similar vibrational modes involving

C-H bending and ring distortion. A low frequency ring breathing mode was also in-
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volved. In general, the harmonic character for the PES along the important normal

modes lends itself to the success of the model.

Naphthalene proved to be complex, with a very weak transition to S1 and domi-

nation by the strong S2 transition. TDDFT failed to calculate the correct S1 energy

and predicted it to reside close to S2. This resulted in an absorption spectrum

vastly different to experiment. Only by adjusting the energies to match experi-

ment and arbitrarily introducing a coupling term between the S1 and S2 states were

reasonable spectra obtained. This failure of the model was attributed to problems

with the electronic structure theory, but did highlight its limitations when strong

non-adiabaticity is involved.

The model was also unable to calculate spectra where solvent effects were strong.

This was the case for anthracene-9-carboxylic acid and anthracene-9-carbaldehyde.

Experimentally, these spectra were broad due to interaction with the solvent, whilst

the calculated spectra remained well resolved, showing clear vibrational fine struc-

ture. Eventually, a sharper emission spectrum for AnCA was obtained by changing

the solvent to basic water, for which the calculated spectrum showed good agree-

ment. Rotation of the COOH groups and the formation of dimers were responsible

for the effect of solvent on the spectrum. Difficulty in calculating the absorption

spectrum for AnCHO again highlighted the limits of this model and also where

anharmonicity become important.

Using this methodology, the Stokes shift for each molecule was also calculated

and whilst discrepancies with experimental data did occur, the overall agreement

was good. The model was largely successful in showing the relative differences in

Stokes shift between the molecules and correctly predicted the inverse shift observed

for AnCHO. For efficient prediction of the electronic spectra of large aromatic poly-

acenes, the model presented here performs well. Even though amendments can be

made to the model to incorporate non-adiabatic behaviour, it is best suited for
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molecules with relatively harmonic potentials and small coupling to other states.

The models detailed in Chapters 3-5 all required the PES to be constructed

prior to running quantum dynamic calculations. Such an approach is restrictive and

realistically is best suited for the study of small molecules only. In Chapter 7 the

DD-vMCG method was introduced where the PES is calculated “on-the-fly”, remov-

ing the need for pre-fitted surfaces. Direct dynamics provides increased flexibility

and also allows larger systems to be studied. To demonstrate this, the method was

applied to study the ESPT in GFP, an important mechanism for the fluorescence

of green light. A proton wire model including the HBDI chromophore, amino acid

residues and water was built to represent the protein matrix that is vital in facil-

itating the proton shuttle. The large size of the model was ideal for showing the

DD-vMCG method can be successfully for quantum dynamic simulations.

PECs calculated for the movement of each proton in the proposed mechanism

showed steps 1 and 2 to have small barriers and no discernible minimum on the

product side of the transfer. For step 3, an asymmetric double well potential, with

no barrier, was obtained. The PEC for this step had a minimum for the products

that was lower in energy than the starting conformation. The PECs obtained are

indicative of a concerted, but asynchronous proton transfer mechanism, supporting

conclusions from previous studies.

The direct dynamics simulations were shown to be suitable to study this system.

Limitations in the model itself indicated the key is finding the right balance between

which atoms to freeze and which to allow to move. Increasing the number of GWPs

is another option. The calculations exhibited significant motion of the transferring

proton in step 1. Lengthening of the O-H bond was observed, to the extent that

bond formation occurs with the receiving oxygen, although complete transfer is not

accomplished. From the trajectories of the GWPs, significant movement occurs

after 300 fs, similar to the timescale for proton transfer reported in the literature.
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The expectation values for the three O-H bonds involved in the mechanism oscillate

throughout the simulation, indicating correlated O-H bending motion. Towards

the end of the simulation, all three O-H bond lengths oscillate in-phase, suggesting

concerted motion for all three protons.

The results from the DD-vMCG are encouraging and show much promise for

larger, more complex systems comprising multiple molecules. This also allows reac-

tion dynamics to be studied and mechanisms elucidated.
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Gauge Transformation and
Diabatic States

A.1 Example of a Gauge Transformation

A standard gauge transformation is:

Sg(R) =

(
cosθ(R) sinθ(R)
−sinθ(R) cosθ(R)

)
(A.1)

from which τ̃ = ∇θ + τ , with τ̃ = 〈Ψ̃1|∇Ψ̃2〉 being the derivative coupling in the

transformed electronic basis.

For example, one can consider a two state system, where the set of states, (g),

contains two electronic states, Φ1 and Φ2 both of which are real. Here, the matrix

of derivative couplings has the following form:

Fg =

(
0 τ
−τ 0

)
(A.2)

where τ = 〈Ψ1|∇Ψ2〉.
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A.2 Constructing Diabatic States

A simple approach to construct diabatic states begins by introducing a gauge field

tensor with the quantities:

Aαβ,ij =

〈
Φi

∣∣∣∣ ∂2

∂Rα∂Rβ

Φj

〉
−
〈

Φi

∣∣∣∣ ∂2

∂Rβ∂Rα

Φj

〉
(A.3)

A necessary condition for equation (2.25) to have a solution is the following equality

for the second derivative of the adiabatic-diabatic transformation matrix:

∂2

∂Rα∂Rβ

S =
∂2

∂Rβ∂Rα

S (A.4)

This equality implies that the components of the gauge field tensor are equal to zero

and so the tensor becomes:

Aαβ,ij =
∑
k/∈g

Fα,ikFβ,jk − Fβ,ikFα,jk (A.5)

hence, strictly diabatic states are possible so long as the derivative coupling between

states inside the group to those outside can be ignored.
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Character Tables

Character table for Cs

E σh linear, rotations quadratic
A’ 1 1 x, y, Rz x2, y2, z2, xy
A” 1 -1 z, Rx, Ry yz, xz

Character table for C2v

E C2(z) σv(xz) σv(yz) linear, rotations quadratic
A1 1 1 1 1 z x2, y2, z2

A2 1 1 -1 -1 Rz xy
B1 1 -1 1 -1 x,Ry xz
B2 1 -1 -1 1 y,Rx yz

Product table for C2v

A1 A2 B1 B2

A1 A1 A2 B1 B2

A2 A2 A1 B2 B1

B1 B1 B2 A1 A2

B2 B2 B1 A2 A1
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Character table for D2h

E C2(z) C2(y) C2(x) i σ(xy) σ(xz) σ(yz) linear, rotations quadratic
Ag 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 x2, y2, z2

B1g 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 Rz xy
B2g 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 Ry xz
B3g 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 Rx yz
Au 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
B1u 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 z
B2u 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 y
B3u 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 x

Product table for D2h

Ag B1g B2g B3g Au B1u B2u B3u

Ag Ag B1g B2g B3g Au B1u B2u B3u

B1g B1g Ag B3g B2g B1u Au B3u B2u

B2g B2g B3g Ag B1g B2u B3u Au B1u

B3g B3g B2g B1g Ag B3u B2u B1u Au

Au Au B1u B2u B3u Ag B1g B2g B3g

B1u B1u Au B3u B2u B1g Ag B3g B2g

B2u B2u B3u Au B1u B2g B3g Ag B1g

B3u B3u B2u B1u Au B3g B2g B1g Ag

C
h
a
ra

cte
r

T
a
b
le

s
3
0
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Appendix C

Additional theory for electronic
structure methods

C.1 Many-Body Perturbation Theory

In perturbation theory the Hamiltonian is partitioned into a zeroth-order term, Ĥ0,

a small parameter, λ, and a perturbation, V̂ :

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + λV̂ (C.1)

The zeroth-order Hamiltonian is selected such that the eigenstates Φn and cor-

responding eigenvalues, En, are known and thus satisfy the eigenvalue equation:

H0|Φn〉 = E(0)
n |Φn〉 (C.2)

A similar partition can also be done for the wavefunction and the energy:

Ψ = Ψ0 + λΨ1 + λ2Ψ2 + λ3Ψ3 + . . . (C.3a)

E = E0 + λE1 + λ2E2 + λ3E3 + . . . (C.3b)

Substitution of equation (C.3a) and equation (C.3b) into the Schrödinger equation
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yields:

(Ĥ(0) + λV̂ )(|Φ0〉+ λ|Ψ(1)
0 〉+ λ2|Ψ(2)

0 〉+ · · · )

= (E
(0)
0 + λE

(1)
0 + λE

(2)
0 + · · · )(|Φ0〉+ λ|Ψ(1)

0 〉+ λ2|Ψ(2)
0 〉+ · · · )

(C.4)

Introducing the following condition, 〈Φ0|Ψλ
0〉 = 1, known as intermediate normali-

sation, and collecting terms in equation (C.4) by order in λ provides the following.

Zeroth-Order

The zeroth-order energy is identical to that defined by equation (C.2):

H0|Φ0〉 = E0
0 |Φ0〉 (C.5a)

E0
n = 〈Ψ0

n|Ĥ0|Ψ(0)
n 〉 (C.5b)

First-Order

Collecting the terms that are first-order with respect to λ gives the following:

Ĥ0|Ψ(1)
0 + V̂ |Φ0〉 = E

(0)
0 |Ψ

(1)
0 〉+ E

(1)
0 |Φ0〉 (C.6)

Multiplying through by Ψ0∗
n and imposing that 〈Φ0|Ψ(1)

0 〉 = 0 provides the first-order

correction to the energy:

E
(1)
0 = 〈Φ0|V̂ |Φ0〉 (C.7)

One can also determine the first-order correction to the wavefunction. Starting

again from equation (C.6) but now multiplying through on the left by Ψ
(0)∗
n and

integrating gives:

E(0)
n 〈Φn|Ψ(1)

0 〉+ 〈Φn|V̂ |Φ0〉 = E
(0)
0 〈Φn|Ψ(1)

0 〉 (C.8)
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Expanding |Ψ(1)
n 〉 in a basis such as: |Ψ(1)

n 〉 =
∑

m am|Φn〉 leads to the first-order

wavefunction correction:

|Ψ(1)
0 〉 = −

∑
n6=0

〈Φ0|V̂ |Φ0〉
E

(0)
n − E(0)

0

|Φn〉 (C.9)

Second-Order

Proceeding as before, but now collecting terms that are second-order with respect

to λ gives:

Ĥ0|Ψ(2)
0 + V̂ |Φ(1)

0 〉 = E
(0)
0 |Ψ

(2)
0 〉+ E

(1)
0 |Φ

(1)
0 〉+ E

(2)
0 |Φ0〉 (C.10)

Using the same approach as for first-order results in the second-order energy correc-

tion:

E
(2)
0 = 〈Φ0|V̂ |Ψ(1)

0 〉 (C.11)

Inspection of the above equations shows the need to utilise the first-order correction

to the wavefunction as determined previously, equation (C.9). Substituting this into

the second-order energy correction provides:

E
(2)
0 = −

∑
n6=0

|〈Φ0|V̂ |Φn〉|2

E
(0)
n − E(0)

0

(C.12)

In principle one could continue and extend this to third, fourth, fifth and n-order

corrections to the energy.

C.2 CASPT2

The formulation as outlined for perturbation theory in Section 3.4 can be applied

to a multiconfiguration case, specifically the CAS.

Here, the reference function is chosen to be the CAS wavefunction and the fol-
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lowing notation is presented,

Ψ0 = |CASSCF〉 = |0〉

|K〉 = Rest of the CAS configuration space

|SD〉 = Singly and Doubly excited CSFs with respect to the CAS reference

|X〉 = Remaining configuration space

Implementing the above leads to an expression for the zeroth-order Hamiltonian

of the multireference system:

Ĥ0 = P̂0F̂ P̂0 + P̂KF̂ P̂K + P̂SDF̂ P̂SD + P̂XF̂ P̂X (C.13)

with the assumption that the operator F̂ can be written as a Fock-type one-electron

operator:

F̂ =
∑
p,q

fpqÊpq (C.14a)

fpq = hpq +
∑
r,s

Drs[(pq|rs)−
1

2
(pq|rs)] (C.14b)

From the zeroth-order Hamiltonian, the first-order wavefunction includes contribu-

tions from single and double configurations, which interact directly with the CAS

reference wavefunction, and so can be written as:

Ψ1 =
∑
pqrs

cpqrsÊpqÊrsΨ0 (C.15)

where p,q,r and s cannot be active. The above ansatz is also referred to as ‘internally

contracted’. The first-order equation for the coefficients can take the more general

form:

(F − E0S)C = −W (C.16)
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where F is the Fock Matrix in the function space VSD and S the corresponding

overlap matrix. C refers to the vector coefficients of the first-order wavefunction,

equation (C.15)) and W a vector representing the interaction between VSD and

the reference function. The elements of F, shown in equation (C.17) require up to

fourth order density matrices and is a major segment of the computational time in

CASPT2 calculations:

〈pqrs|F̂ |p′q′r′s′〉 =
∑
mn

fmn〈Ψ0|ÊsrÊqpÊmnÊp′q′Êr′s′ |Ψ0〉 (C.17)

From this formulation, a summary of the steps taken during a CASPT2 calculation

can be given. The first step requires a CASSCF calculation to be performed. From

this, the Fock matrix is transformed into a pseudo-diagonal form. Further transfor-

mations are then applied to the two-electron integrals with at least two indices which

relate to the occupied orbitals. The S matrix is computed and diagonalised and the

second-order energy is calculated. This leaves a large system of linear equations to

solve, which incorporates the coupling arising from the non-diagonal blocks of the

Fock matrix [416,417].

C.2.1 Intruder States - The level shift solution

A potential problem that can arise in CASPT2 calculations are the emergence of

intruder states. These occur when the electronic configurations in VSD space have

a zeroth-order energy close to that of the reference energy i.e. Eµ ≈ E0. Intruder

states can be removed by using the level-shifting technique introduced by Roos

et al. [418]. The theory behind this technique involves rewriting the zeroth-order

Hamiltonian by including a level shift operator, P̂i, and a small positive number, ε:

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + εP̂i (C.18)
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From this, one can obtain a first-order equation with a shifted Hamiltonian:

(Ĥ0 − E0 + ε)Ψ̃1 = −(Ĥ1 − E1)Ψ0 (C.19)

from which the second-order energy is reformulated as:

Ẽ2 = −
M∑
i=1

|〈φi|Ĥ1|Ψ0〉|2

εi − E0 + ε
(C.20)

This removes intruder states, but results in an second-order energy that depends

upon ε. Since the value of ε is chosen arbitrarily without any real conviction then

the quality of the resulting calculation is called into question. The second-order

energy can though be back transformed to an unshifted value, ELS
2 , the level-shifted

corrected second-order energy:

Ẽ2 = E2 + ε
M∑
i=1

|C̃i|2
(

1 +
ε

εi − E0

)
(C.21)

Assuming εi − E0 � ε,

E2 ≈ Ẽ2 − ε
(

1

ω
− 1

)
≡ ELS

2 . (C.22)
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Appendix D

Additional theory on DFT and
TDDFT

D.1 The Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem

The proof of the first HK theorem is based upon a reductio ad absurdum argu-

ment where one considers two external potentials, Vext and V ′ext, which are different,

but provide the same electron density. These external potentials form two differ-

ing Hamiltonians and hence provide two different ground state wavefunction with

energies, E0 and E
′
0, respectively. This can be illustrated as:

Vext ⇒ Ĥ ⇒ Ψ⇒ ρ(r)⇐ Ψ′ ⇐ Ĥ ′ ⇐ V ′ext (D.1)

After making the assumption that both wavefunctions give the same electron density,

Ψ′ can be used as a guess for the Hamiltonian Ĥ. Invoking the variational principle

yields:

E0 < 〈Ψ′|Ĥ|Ψ′〉 = 〈Ψ′|Ĥ ′|Ψ′〉+ 〈Ψ′|Ĥ − Ĥ ′|Ψ′〉 (D.2)

Repeating the procedure with the primed and unprimed terms swapped leads to two

variational expressions for E0 and E ′0:

E0 < E ′0 +

∫
ρ(r) {Vext − V ′ext} dr (D.3a)

E ′0 < E0 −
∫
ρ(r) {Vext − V ′ext} dr (D.3b)
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Addition of these two expressions gives the nonsensical result:

E0 + E ′0 < E ′0 + E0, i.e. 0 < 0 (D.4)

From this, it is clear that two different external potentials cannot output the same

ground state electron density. This proves the external potential uniquely determines

that ground state electron density and hence the energy. The implications from this

are that the individual components that define the energy must also be a functional

of the electron density, such that:

E0[ρ0] = T [ρ0] + Eee[ρ0] + ENe[ρ0] (D.5)

This expression can be re-formulated to split the components into those that depend

on the system, specifically the potential energy due to the attraction of nuclei and

electrons, and those deemed system independent. The latter, known as the HK

functional, contains the kinetic energy and the electron-electron repulsions:

E0[ρ0] =

∫
ρ0(r)VNedr + FHK[ρ0] (D.6)

where

FHK[ρ] = T [ρ] + Eee[ρ] (D.7)

The consequence of this is remarkable; if FHK[ρ] is known exactly then the Schrödinger

equation could be solved exactly. Whilst tantalising, the explicit forms of both T [ρ]

and Eee[ρ] are, regrettably, unknown. The Coulomb interaction, J [ρ] can be with-

drawn from the electron-electron functional leaving forms for the kinetic energy and

the remaining non-classical contributions to be determined.
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D.2 Points regarding the Kohn-Sham approach

to DFT

The Kohn Sham approach as outlined in Section 3.9.3 shares many similarities with

the derivation of Hartree-Fock theory. There are, however, important physical and

theoretical differences between the two. Some of the major contentious issues are

briefly commented on below.

Exchange Correlation: HF vs. KS

The theoretical frameworks of HF and DFT both contain components referred to

as exchange, correlation or the combinatorial exchange-correlation. The context

of these terms, whilst similar between the different ab initio methods here, do not

have the same meaning. In the HF regime, the correlation energy is defined as the

difference between the exact energy and the HF energy. In the KS approach, the

energy of the correlation hole is the difference between the total exchange-correlation

hole and the exchange part,

hKS
c (r1; r2) = hKS

xc (r1; r2)− hKS
x (r1; r2) (D.8)

Do the KS Orbitals mean anything?

The use of orbitals in the KS equations is a necessary requirement to construct the

ground state density. It is has also been explicitly stated that there is categorically

no wavefunction in DFT. Taken together, these two statements lead to an obvious

and contentious question: Do the Kohn-Sham orbitals mean anything? Or perhaps

more formally, do they have any physical meaning whatsoever? This is a question

that has caused strong debate amongst theoreticians, physicists and chemists, with

arguments given for both ’yes’ and ’no’ [419–421].
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Basis Sets in DFT

The employment of basis sets, especially in wavefunction based methods, is used to

construct molecular orbitals. Larger basis sets result in a higher quality wavefunc-

tion. There is a strong dependence on basis set size of both the accuracy of the

calculated result and the computational expense. It was, and still is, assumed the

basis set dependency is not as strong for DFT and that accuracy is affected more

by the functional used. Even so, atomisation energies were found to differ between

basis sets, with the larger sets, such as aug-cc-pVTZ, found to perform worse than

Pople’s 6-311+G(3df,2p) [422]. Lynch et al. showed the addition of diffuse func-

tions to be more important is DFT energy calculations than standard wavefunction

theories [423].

Boese et al. studied the role of basis sets in DFT. They found Pople basis sets

to perform best. They also concluded, that the need to reach the basis set limit in

DFT was not necessary as the overall error from DFT itself is larger [424]. Whilst

developing basis sets for DFT could be a solution, the major issue then becomes

which functional is best to use..

A recent overview on the situation regarding basis sets and DFT have ad-

dressed the issue and arguments on both sides, with a particular focus on Dunning’s

correlation-consistent bases [425].

D.3 Adiabatic Connection

The adiabatic connection formula, used as a starting point for consideration of hybrid

functionals, can be summarised as the following [426]. The well known Hellmann-

Feynman theorem can be expressed in the following form:

∂

∂λ
〈Ψλ |Hλ|Ψλ〉 =

〈
Ψλ

∣∣∣∣∂Hλ

∂λ

∣∣∣∣Ψλ

〉
(D.9)
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Assuming the Hamiltonian operator can be take the form:

Hλ = T + Vext(λ) + λVee (D.10)

then inputting this Hamiltonian into the Hellmann-Feynman equation leads to:

Hλ = T + Vext(λ) + λVee (D.11a)

∂

∂λ
〈Ψλ |Hλ|Ψλ〉 =

〈
Ψλ

∣∣∣∣∂Vext(λ)

∂λ
+ Vee

∣∣∣∣Ψλ

〉
(D.11b)

Integrating between the limits of 0 and 1 represents the transition from a non-

interacting reference system to a real, fully interacting system. Performing the

integration, with the assumption the density remains constant, leads to:

1∫
0

∂

∂λ
〈Ψλ |Hλ|Ψλ〉 =

1∫
0

〈
Ψλ

∣∣∣∣∂Vext(λ)

∂λ
+ Vee

∣∣∣∣Ψλ

〉
dλ (D.12a)

〈Ψ1|H1|Ψ1〉 − 〈Ψ0|H0|Ψ0〉 = E1 − E0 =

1∫
0

〈
Ψ0

∣∣∣∣∂Vext(λ)

∂λ
+ Vee

∣∣∣∣Ψλ

〉
dλ (D.12b)

From here, the integration for just the external potential term can be expressed as

the two limits:

1∫
0

〈
Ψλ

∣∣∣∣∂Vext(λ)

∂λ
+ Vee

∣∣∣∣Ψλ

〉
dλ =

∫
ρ(r)

 1∫
0

∂Vext(r, λ)

∂λ
dλ

 dr (D.13)

=

∫
ρ(r) (Vext(1)− Vext(0)) dr (D.14)

=

∫
ρ(r)Vext(1)dr−

∫
ρ(r)Vext(0)dr (D.15)

Since for the non-interacting system, i.e. at the integral limit of 0, there will no

contribution to the electron-electron interaction, Vee, then the energy for this system

is given by:

E0 = 〈Ψ0|T |Ψ0〉+

∫
ρ(r)Vext(0)dr (D.16)
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From equations (D.12), (D.13) and (D.16) emerges an equation for E1:

E1 = 〈Ψ0|T |Ψ0〉+

∫
ρ(r)Vext(1)dr +

1∫
0

〈Ψλ|Vee|Ψλ〉 dλ (D.17)

Setting Vext(1) = Vne and making use of equation (3.79a) implies that:

J [ρ] + Exc[ρ] =

1∫
0

〈Ψλ|Vee|Ψλ〉dλ (D.18)

hence by integrating the electron-electron term and subtracting the Coulombic term,

one arrives at the exchange-correlation energy. Making use of reduced density ma-

trices and the definition of the exchange-correlation hole, the right hand side of the

above equation can be expressed as:

〈Ψλ|Vee|Ψλ〉 =
1

2

∫
ρ2(λ, r1, r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2 (D.19)

=
1

2

∫
ρ1(r1)ρ2(r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2 +

1

2

∫
ρ1(r1)hxc(λ, r1, r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2 (D.20)

= J [ρ] +
1

2

∫
ρ1(r1)hxc(λ, r1, r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2 (D.21)

where the exchange-correlation hole, V HOLE
xc is defined as:

V HOLE
xc (λ, r1) =

1

2

hxc(λ, r1, r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr2 (D.22)

Exc =

1∫
0

〈Ψλ|V HOLE
xc (λ)|Ψλ〉dλ (D.23)

Exc =

∫
ρ(r)

 1∫
0

V HOLE
xc (λ, r)dλ

 dr (D.24)

from which one arrives at the adiabatic connection formula:

Exc ≈
1

2

(
〈Ψ0|V HOLE

xc (0)|Ψ0〉+ 〈Ψ1|V HOLE
xc (1)|Ψ1〉

)
(D.25)
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which taken in its crudest form shows V HOLE
xc to be linear with respect to λ with the

integral given as average values of the end points.

D.4 Time Dependent Density Functional Theory

Framework

As was done with standard DFT, one can refer to the Schrödinger equation in its

TD many-body form:

i~
∂Ψ(x, t)

∂t
= ĤΨ(x, t) (D.26)

with a Hamiltonian expressed as:

Ĥ(t) = T̂ + V̂ (t) + Ŵ (D.27)

The kinetic energy operator retains the same form as the static, however the poten-

tial operator is now time dependent:

V̂ =
N∑
j=1

ν(r, t) (D.28)

whilst Ŵ is the particle-particle interaction:

Ŵ =
1

2

N∑
j,k
j 6=k

ω(|r1 − rk|) (D.29)

From a practical viewpoint, it is useful to consider a system evolving from its ground

state when subject to a time dependent external potential being switched on a t0,

such that:

v(r, t) = v0(r) + v1(r, t)θ(t− t0) (D.30)

The density operator of an N-electron system can be defined as:

n̂(r) =
N∑
l=1

δ(r− rl) (D.31)
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and the current-density operator as:

ĵ(r) =
1

2i

N∑
l=1

[∇lδ(r− rl) + δ(r− rl)∇l] (D.32)

Taking the expectation values of equation (D.31) and (D.32) gives the time-dependent

versions of the density and current densitya:

n(r, t) = 〈Ψ(t)|n̂(r)|Ψ(t)〉 (D.33a)

j(r, t) = 〈Ψ(t)|̂j(r)|Ψ(t)〉 (D.33b)

Taking the equation of motion of the expectation value for the density operator

yields:

i
∂

∂t
n(r, t) = 〈Ψ(t)|[n̂(r), Ĥ(t)]|Ψ(t)〉 (D.34)

Computing the commutator between n̂(r) and Ĥ(t) results in the continuity equa-

tion:

∂

∂t
n(r, t) = −∇.j(r, t) (D.35)

The continuity equation indicates that the rate of change of the number of particles

in a given volume is the result of the flux of the particle current across the vol-

ume boundary. Applying the same procedure to the current density gives the the

analogous equation:

i
∂

∂t
j(r, t) = 〈Ψ(t)|[ĵ(r), Ĥ(t)]|Ψ(t)〉 (D.36)

from which the commutator is:

∂

∂t
jµ(r, t) = −n(r, t)

∂

∂rµ
ν(r, t)− FKIN

µ (r, t)− FINT
µ (r, t) (D.37)

Here, vectors FKIN
µ and FINT

µ are the kinetic and interaction effects due to the internal

force densities of the many-body system.

aThe equation of motion of the expectation value of a generic operator Ô(t) is:
i ∂
∂t 〈Ψ(t)|Ô(t)|Ψ(t)〉 = 〈Ψ(t)|i ∂

∂t Ô(t) + [Ô(t), Ĥ(t)]|Ψ(t)〉
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By defining the momentum of the system as:

P(t) =

∫
d3r j(r, t) (D.38)

then integration of equation (D.37) provides:

∂

∂t
P(t) = −

∫
d3r n(r, t)∇ν(r, t) (D.39)

This shows that the rate of change of the total momentum is equal to the total

external force acting upon it.

D.5 The Runge-Gross Theorem

The proof of the Runge-Gross theorem proceeds from the equation of motion for

the current density, equation (D.36). As Ψ(t) and Ψ′(t) evolve from the same initial

state, Ψ0 then:

∂

∂t
{j(r, t)− j′(r, t)}

∣∣∣∣
t=to

= −i〈Ψ0|[̂j(r), Ĥ(t0)− Ĥ ′(t0)]|Ψ0〉

= −n(r, t0)∇{ν(r, t0)− ν ′(r, t0)}

(D.40)

Invoking the earlier condition that the smallest integer of k for which equation

(3.96) holds is greater than 0, then the first time derivative currents are equal.

More importantly, however, differences do appear between j and j′ in the higher

order time derivatives. Proceeding from here, applying the equation of motion k

times yields:

∂k+1

∂tk+1
{j(r, t)− j′(r, t)}

∣∣∣∣
t=to

= −n(r, t0)∇{νk(r)− ν ′k(r)} (D.41)

From this, one can conclude that j(r, t) 6= j′(r, t).

The following step now proceeds by demonstrating that different current densities

result in the densities themselves being different. From the continuity equation
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(D.35), the (k + 1) time derivative can be expressed as:

∂k+2

∂tk+2
{n(r, t)− n′(r, t)}

∣∣∣∣
t=to

= −∇. ∂k+1

∂tk+1 {j(r, t)− j′(r, t)} |t=to

= −∇.(η0(r)∇ωk(r))

(D.42)

where: ωk(r) = νk(r)− ν ′k(r) and η0(r) = η(r, t0).

The proof that different current densities give rise to different densities comes

from showing that the right hand side of equation (D.42) does not finish identically.

Making use of Green’s integral formulation, a relation can be derived such that:∫
d3r n0(r)(∇ωk(r))2 = −

∫
d3rωk(r)∇.(n0(r)∇ωk(r)) +

∮
dS.(n0(r)ωk(r)∇ωk(r))

(D.43)

The crux of the Runge-Gross theorem is that for all physically real potentials, the

surface integral on the right hand side of equation (D.43) disappears [427]. Making

the assumption that ωk 6= 0 prevents the left hand side from vanishing, a consequence

of which is a non-negative integrand. This result also causes the remaining term on

the right hand side to be non-vanishing and thus suggests that∇.(n0(r)∇ωk(r)) 6= 0.

The Runge-Gross theorem therefore shows that two densities, n(r, t) and n′(r, t)

being subjected to two different potentials, ν(r, t) and ν ′(r, t) will differ infinites-

imally after t0. This confirms the existence of a one-to-one mapping between the

TD densities and TD potentials. From here, it can also be inferred that the exter-

nal potential is a unique functional of the TD density. It therefore follows that the

many-body Hamiltonian and wavefunction too are unique functionals of the density:

v(r, t) = v[n,Ψ0](r, t) =⇒ Ĥ(t) = Ĥ[n,Ψ0](t) =⇒ Ψ(t) = Ψ[n,Ψ0](t) (D.44)

D.6 Adiabatic Connection in TDDFT

As described in section 3.9.4, the major underpinning in the utility of static DFT

are approximations to the exchange-correlation v0
xc[n0](r). Likewise, a crucial com-
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ponent in TDDFT is determining the form for the TD exchange-correlation. The

simplest method is to utilise the exchange-correlation functional for static DFT in

its TD counterpart. This approach is known as the adiabatic connection:

vAxc(r, t) = v0
xc[n0](r)|n0(r)→n(r,t) (D.45)

In general, the adiabatic approximation holds, even for systems containing a certain

proportion of non-adiabaticity. Choosing one of the many functional forms available

for static DFT leads to a corresponding adiabatic approximation defined as:

vA,approx
xc (r, t) = v0,approx

xc [n0](r)|n0(r)→n(r,t) (D.46)

A commonly used variant for the TD exchange-correlation potentials is the adiabatic

local density approximation, ALDA, with the form:

vALDA
xc (r, t) =

dehxc(n̄)

dn̄

∣∣∣∣
n̄=n(r,t)

(D.47)

where ehxc(n̄) is the exchange-correlation energy density of the homogeneous electron

liquid of partical density n̄.

D.7 Linear Response Theory

This is a brief formulism of linear response theory as outlined by Ullrich [428].

For any quantum mechanical observable e.g., α̂, the ground state expectation

value is given by:

α0 = 〈Ψ0|α̂|Ψ0〉 (D.48)

Assuming the system is acted upon by a time-dependent perturbation, such as:

Ĥ1(t) = F (t)β̂ t > t0 (D.49)

where F (t) is an external field, turned on at t, associated with an observable β̂, then
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the expectation value of the observable α̂ becomes:

α(t) = 〈Ψ0(t)|α̂|Ψ0(t)〉 (D.50)

hence, α̂ is now time-dependent. The response of α̂ to the perturbation is defined as

the difference between the initial static value and time-dependent expectation value

of α̂. Expanding this response in powers of the field, F (t) results in:

α(t)− α0 = α1(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
linear response

+ α2(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
quadratic response

+ α3(t) + . . . (D.51)

From here, as shown by Bruus and Flensberg, the linear response can be obtained

as [429]:

α1(t) = −i
t∫

t0

dt′F (t′)
〈

Ψ0

∣∣∣[α̂(t), β̂(t′)
]∣∣∣Ψ0

〉
(D.52)

Making use of the time-independent Hamiltonian for the initial state, the commu-

tator in equation (D.52) can be reformulated as [429]:

[
α̂(t), β̂(t′)

]
=
[
α̂(t)(t− t′), β̂

]
(D.53)

allowing the retarded response function to be defined as:

χαβ(t− t′) = −iθ(t− t′)
〈

Ψ0

∣∣∣[α̂(t)(t− t′), β̂
]∣∣∣Ψ0

〉
(D.54)

Finally, one can obtain the linear response of α1(t) as:

α1(t) =

∞∫
−∞

dt′χαβ(t− t′)F (t′) (D.55)
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D.7.1 Application to TDDFT

The total potential of the ground state of a system of interacting particles, with a

perturbation switch on at t = 0, is expressed as:

v(r, t) = v0(r) + θ(t− t0)v1(r, t) (D.56)

As there exists a unique mapping between the TD external potential and the TD

density then the latter becomes a functional of the external potential, n(r, t) =

n[ν](r, t) which when expanded out in terms of the density response leads to:

n(r, t) = n0(r) + n1(r, t) + n2(r, t) . . . (D.57a)

n(r, t)− n0(r) = n1(r, t) + n2(r, t) + n3(r, t) . . . (D.57b)

From here the linear response of the density is given by:

n1(r, t) =

∞∫
−∞

dt′
∫

d3r′χ(r, r′, t− t′)v1(r′, t′) (D.58)

where χ is the linear density-density response:

χ(r, r′, t− t′) = −iθ(t− t′) 〈Ψ0 |[n̂(r, t− t′), n̂(r′)]|Ψ0〉 (D.59)

Transforming to frequency space, i.e. replacing time, t, with frequency, ω, yields

the frequency-dependent density response:

n1(r, ω) =

∫
d3r′χ(r, r′, ω)v1(r′, ω) (D.60)

By considering a complete set of eigenfunctions, {Ψn}, with the completeness rela-

tion 1 =
∑∞

n=0 |Ψn〉〈Ψn| one arrives at the Lehmann representation for the density-
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density response function, in the limit η −→ 0+ :

χ(r, r′, ω) =
∞∑
n=1

{
〈Ψ0|n̂(r)|Ψn〉〈Ψn|n̂(r′)|Ψ0〉

ω − Ωn + iη
− 〈Ψ0|n̂(r′)|Ψn〉〈Ψn|n̂(r)|Ψ0〉

ω + Ωn + iη

}
(D.61)

Here the nth excitation state is defined by:

Ωn = En − E0 (D.62)

From the above it becomes apparent that linear response function has poles (becomes

singular) at the exact excitation energies. The major result in this derivation is

that knowledge of the response function χ would enable one to calculate the density

response by simply solving the integral in equation (D.60). It is unfortunate therefore

that calculating the response function, χ is extremely difficult. The alternative is

once again provided through the Kohn-Sham system, whereby the linear response

is calculated exactly in response to an effective perturbation acting upon the non-

interacting Kohn-Sham system. This linear response has the form:

n1(r, t) =

∫
dt′
∫

d3r′ χs(r, r
′, t− t′)︸ ︷︷ ︸

density-density
response

v1s(r
′, t′)︸ ︷︷ ︸

effective
perturbation

(D.63)

As before the density-density response is provided through the Lehmann represen-

tation:

χs(r, r
′, ω) =

∞∑
j,k=1

(fk − fj)
ϕj(r)ϕ∗k(r)ϕ∗j(r

′)ϕk(r
′)

ω − ωjk + iη
(D.64)

where the f terms refer to the configurational occupation of the Kohn-Sham ground

state; 1 for occupied and 0 for unoccupied. Similarly to equation (D.62) the excita-

tion states are defined as:

ωjk = εj − εk (D.65)

and the Kohn-Sham linear response has poles at the exact excitation energies of the

Kohn-Sham system. Inspection of equation (D.62) and (D.65) reveals an apparent
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contradiction. From equation (D.61) and hence equation (D.62), it can be seen that

the density response diverges at the exact excitation energies Ωn, which themselves

are poles of the full-many body response function χ. It had also been shown, how-

ever, through equations (D.64) and (D.65) that the poles of χs are located at the

frequencies ωjk of the Kohn-Sham system, which are different from Ωn.

The resolution here is replacing the poles ωjk with the many-body poles at the

true excitation energy Ωn. There are two important components within LR-TDDFT

that guarantees the poles at Ωn are correct: the self-consistency and the structure

of fxc.

Expanding the effective potential of the TD Kohn-Sham, equation (3.102), in

terms of the density response n1(r, t) yields the first-order perturbation of the Kohn-

Sham potential:

vs1(r, t) = v1(r, t) +

∫
d3r′

n1(r′, t)

|r − r′|
+

∫
dt′
∫

d3r′fxc(r, t, r
′, t′)n1(r′, t′) (D.66)

Here, fxc, known as the xc kernel is an expression of the derivative of the xc potential

with respect to the density and has the form:

fxc(r, t, r
′, t′) =

δVxc[n](r, t)

δn(r′, t′)

∣∣∣∣
n0(r)

(D.67)

Determining the form for xc kernel suffers from the same problems as for the

exchange-correlation function. There are numerous approximations to the xc kernel,

but the simplest involves simply setting it to zero. This is known as the random

phase approximation, RPA:

fRPA
xc (r, t, r′, t′) = 0 (D.68)
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Insertion of equation (D.66) into (D.63) results in:

n1(r, t) =

∫
dt′
∫

d3r′χs(r, r
′, t− t′)

[
v1(r, t) +

∫
d3r′

n1(r′, t)

|r − r′|

+

∫
dt′
∫

d3r′fxc(r, t, r
′, t′)n1(r′, t′)

] (D.69)

with n1(r, t) on both sides. Solving this self-consistent equation allows calculation of

the excitation energies. Recasting equation (D.69) into the Lehmann representation

by Fourier transforming and factorising yields:

n1(r, ω) =

∫
d3r′χs(r, r

′, ω)

[
v1(r′, ω) +

∫
d3r′′

{
1

|r′ − r′′|

+ fxc(r
′, t, r′′, ω)

}
n1(r′, ω)

] (D.70)

The next major step is to move to a spin-dependent formulation; a common prac-

tice for LR-TDDFT. Now, the linear spin-density response (analogous to equation

(D.60)) is:

n1σ(r, ω) =
∑
σ

∫
d3r′χs,σ,σ′(r, r

′, ω)vs1σ(r′, ω) (D.71)

where the spin-dependent linearised effective potential is given by:

vs1σ(r, t) = v1σ(r, ω) +
∑
ω′

∫
d3r′

{
1

|r − r′|
+ fxc,σ,σ′(r, r

′, ω)

}
n1σ′(r

′, ω) (D.72)

and the non-interacting KS response is:

χs,σ,σ′(r, r
′, ω) = δσ,σ′

∞∑
j,k=1

(fkσ − fjσ)
ϕ0
jσ(r)ϕ0∗

kσ(r)ϕ0∗
jσ(r′)ϕ0

kσ(r′)

ω − ωjkσ + iη
(D.73)

As before, the Kohn-Sham excitation energies are given as: ωjkσ = εjσ − εkσ.

Despite the formulation, the overall outcomes of these equations are the same,

namely the exact excitation energies, Ωn are given by the poles of the density-density

response function and hence this response will diverge if subjected to any external
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perturbation at that exact frequency. One can even dispense with the need for

an external perturbation altogether as the system will still elicit a response at the

exact excitation frequency. Calculating the eigenvalues/eigenfrequencies in this way

requires the linear response equation to exclude the external perturbation:

n1σ(r,Ω) =
∑
σ′,σ′′

∫
dr′χs,σ,σ′(r, f

′,Ω)

∫
dr′′fHxc,σ′σ′′(r

′, r′′,Ω)n1σ′′(r
′′,Ω) (D.74)

Where the eigenvalue at the exact excitation energy equals one. Equation (D.74)

can be compacted into matrix notation as:(
A B
B A

)(
X
Y

)
= Ω

(
−I 0

0 − I

)(
X
Y

)
(D.75)

This is known as the Casida equation [430]. Here the matrix elements A and B,

known as orbital rotation Hessians [431], are given as:

Aiaσ,i′a′σ′(Ω) = δii′δaa
′δσσ′ωa′i′σ′ +Kiaσ,i′a′σ′(Ω) (D.76)

Biaσ,i′a′σ′(Ω) = Kiaσ,i′a′σ′(Ω) (D.77)

In principle this formulation yields the exact excitation energies, however this as-

sumes knowledge of the exact ground state, thus knowledge of the exact form of

V 0
xc[n0], in addition to all the occupied and unoccupied Kohn-Sham orbitals and

energies. The Casida equation is therefore applied alternatively as:

CZ = Ω2Z (D.78)

In this form the Kohn-Sham orbitals are assumed to be real and fxc is now frequency

dependent causing matrices A and B to also be real. Under these conditions the
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following matrices can be defined:

C = (A−B)
1
2 (A+B)(A−B)

1
2 (D.79)

Z = (A−B)
1
2 (X − Y ) (D.80)

Making use of equations (D.79) provides the following:

∑
i′a′σ′

[
δii′δaa

′δσσ′ω
2
a′i′σ′ + 2

√
ωaiσωa′i′σ′Kiaσ,i′a′σ′

]
Zi′a′σ′ = Ω2Ziaσ (D.81)

This approximate form for the Casida equation is executed in most TDDFT codes.

One final point addresses the inclusion in equation (D.78) of the square of the ex-

citation energies, Ω2. This suggests that for each value of Ω exists a corresponding

negative equivalent −Ω. This is indeed the case, with the negative value being at-

tributed as a de-excitation. If, when using equation (D.75), all the de-excitations are

ignored, one arrives at the Tamm-Dancoff approximation, TDA. Incorporating this

approximation within TDDFT has been achieved [432] and leads to a simplification

of the eigenvalue problem.
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MCTDH on multiple electronic
states

The extension of the MCTDH method to include more than one state can be done

in two ways. The first approach, known as single-set, takes equation (3.108) and

appends an additional degree of freedom for the electronic degree of freedom, α:

Ψ(q1, . . . , qf , α, t) =
n1∑
j1=1

· · ·
nf∑
jp=1

Aj1...jp(t)ϕ
(1)
j1

(Q1, t) · · ·ϕ(p−1)
jp−1

(Qp−1, t)ϕ
(p)
jp

(α, t)
(E.1)

Assigning σ to the number of electronic states, then this formulation uses a complete

set of electronic SPFs such that np = σ. These SPFs are time-independent and

selected so ϕ
(p)
jp

(α, t) = δα,jp . This allows equation (E.1) to be rewritten in the

following form where |α〉 are electronic state functions:

Ψ =

n1∑
j1=1

· · ·
nf∑
jp=1

σ∑
α=1

Aj1...jp−1,αϕ
(1)
j1
· · ·ϕ(p−1)

jp−1
|α〉 (E.2)

The alternative approach, know as multi-set, provides a different set of SPFs per

state. This allows the wavefunction to be written as:

Ψ =
σ∑

α=1

Ψα|α〉 (E.3)
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In this formulation, each function Ψα is expanded in MCTDH form as:

Ψα(q1, . . . , qf , t) =

nα1∑
jα1 =1

· · ·
nαp∑
jαp =1

Aαjα1 ...jαp (t)ϕ1,α
jα1

(Q1, t) · · ·ϕp,αjαp (Qp, t) (E.4)

One can apply the equations of motion as before but now the resulting equations

must include state symbols. Setting the constraint g(κ) yields:

iȦ =
σ∑
β=1

K(α,β)A(β) (E.5)

iϕ̇(κ,α) = (1− P κ,α)(ρκ,α)−1

σ∑
β=1

H(κ,αβ)ϕκ,β (E.6)
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Parameters and cuts through PES
for anthracene derivatives

Here follows the parameters for the vibronic coupling model Hamiltonian and cuts

through the PES along the important normal modes for the molecules studied in

Chapter 6.

F.1 Tetracene

Making use of the vibronic coupling Hamiltonian provides the on-diagonal linear

coupling constants κ, shown in Table F.1. In contrast to anthracene, the κ values

for tetracene show that no modes are greatly displaced from the S0 minima. Several

modes exhibit higher κ values and these are ν52, a C-H rocking/ring distortion mode,

ν59, C-C ring stretching mode, ν61, C-H rocking/C-C ring stretching mode, ν64, C-

H rocking mode and ν67 C-C ring stretching mode. Even the ratio κ/ω provides

little information on which are the important modes. By taking the modes with the

highest κ values and assuming that the important vibrations will likely to similar

to those for anthracene, the six modes described above were selected for use in the

model. The second order parameters are shown in Table F.2. Like anthracene, these

values are very small, reflecting little change in frequency between states.
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Table F.1: Vibrational energies, ω and on-diagonal linear coupling constants, κ for the S1

state of tetracene. All values are in eV.

Mode ω κ κ/ω
ν8 0.039 0.034 0.871
ν20 0.079 −0.011 0.139
ν26 0.095 −0.036 0.379
ν33 0.108 −0.010 0.093
ν44 0.128 0.053 0.414
ν48 0.148 0.017 0.115
ν52 0.154 0.083 0.539
ν59 0.177 −0.085 0.480
ν61 0.179 0.089 0.497
ν64 0.186 −0.075 0.403
ν66 0.195 −0.084 0.431
ν67 0.198 −0.063 0.318
ν76 0.394 −0.002 0.005
ν80 0.395 −0.005 0.013
ν84 0.398 0.014 0.035

Table F.2: Second order on-diagonal, γαα and bilinear, γαβ, coupling constants for the S1

state of tetracene. All values are in eV.

Mode (All ag) γαα Modes γαβ
ν52 0.000 ν52− 59 −0.001
ν59 0.002 ν52− 66 0.000
ν61 −0.003 ν52− 67 −0.002
ν64 −0.001 ν59− 61 −0.001
ν66 −0.001 ν59− 64 0.001
ν67 0.001 ν59− 66 0.001

ν59− 67 0.003
ν61− 64 0.001
ν61− 66 −0.003
ν61− 67 −0.001
ν64− 66 0.001
ν64− 67 0.001
ν66− 67 0.002
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F.1.1 Comparison with explicit fits

To prevent having to calculate points along all the totally-symmetric modes, the

VCTRANS sub-program within the VCHAM package was used to propose which

modes are important to the S1 photochemistry. By taking the optimised geometry in

the ground S0 state, and the S1 state, the change in geometry as expressed through

the normal modes can be obtained. From this, the four largest values were modes

ν8, ν67, ν59 and ν61. Cuts through the potential energy surface were calculated along

these normal points and adiabatic surfaces obtained by fitting to a series of ab

initio points. These points were calculated using Grimme’s DFT/MRCI method, as

implemented in Turbomole, utilising the BH-LYP [188] functional and an aug-cc-

pVDZ basis. This method has been shown to provide accurate excited state energies,

but at much lower computational cost then standard MRCI methods. Unfortunately,

its use is limited to single-point energy calculations otherwise it would likely have

been the preferred quantum chemical method used in this model.

Differences in the on-diagonal linear coupling constants and the cuts through the

potential energy surface are shown in Table F.3 and Figure F.1.

It is immediately evident from the parameters obtained from fits to explicit

points and from the cuts, that the displacement of the S1 minima from the ground

state minimum has been underestimated by the simplified model. The exception

being ν8 which was displaced too much by the simplified model. In turn, these large

Table F.3: Comparison of the ω and on-diagonal linear coupling constants, κ obtained
through the simplified FC model with those obtained through fitting to a series of ab
initio points for the S1 state of tetracene. All values are in eV.

Mode
FC Model Explicit Fits

ω κ κ/ω κ κ/ω
ν8 0.039 0.034 0.871 0.013 0.300
ν59 0.177 −0.085 0.480 −0.140 0.791
ν61 0.179 0.089 0.497 0.114 0.637
ν67 0.198 −0.063 0.318 −0.140 0.700
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Fig. F.1: Cuts through the adiabatic potential energy surfaces along select totally symmet-
ric modes for the ground and first excited state of tetracene. The cuts on the left are the
surfaces obtained from fitting to a series of calculated ab initio points (DFT-MRCI/aug-
cc-pVDZ) and those on the right are Harmonic potentials formed from information at the
FC point only.
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parameters increase the ratio κ/ω and should therefore provide a longer progression

in the spectrum. Despite the differences in the magnitude of displacement of the

S1 minima, Figure F.1 does illustrate that the general shape of the surfaces are

reproduced well by the FC, simplified model. It should be noted that the slight

shift in energy results from the different level of theory being used to calculate the

points. The model Hamiltonian was constructed using only three normal modes, ν59,

ν61 and ν67. This illustrates not only the small number of modes needed to replicate

the spectra, but also the importance of the three modes with the new parameters.

F.2 Pentacene

The on-diagonal linear coupling constants for the totally-symmetric modes are shown

in Table F.4. Examining the κ values and the ratio κ/ω suggests the modes im-

portant to the S1 photodynamics of pentacene. From the modes, five were deemed

significant enough to be selected for the model. These were the modes with the

largest four κ values, ν72, a C-C ring stretch, ν81, a in-plane ring distortion, ν62, a

C-H rocking and ν76, a C-C ring stretch. The lowest frequency ag mode, the ring

breathing mode, ν9, was also selected due to its large κ/ω ratio.

The second order on-diagonal γαα and bilinear γαβ terms are shown in Table F.5.

As seen with the previous molecules, these values are very small, indicating little

change in frequency in the upper state and insignificant coupling between the modes.

Given the large number of normal modes of pentacene, only the values associated

with the five totally symmetric modes used in the model are shown.

The vibrational motion of these modes, as well as cuts through the potential

energy surface along them, are shown in Figures F.2 and F.3. The important normal

modes in pentacene are similar to those used for simulating the anthracene spectra.

The lowest frequency totally-symmetric mode is present in all three of the linear

acenes studied so far. This mode, as seen in Figure F.2(a) is best described as
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Table F.4: Vibrational energies, ω and on-diagonal linear coupling constants, κ for the S1

state of pentacene. All values are in eV.

Mode ω κ κ/ω
ν9 0.033 0.021 0.626
ν24 0.076 −0.018 0.232
ν26 0.080 −0.003 0.041
ν33 0.095 −0.032 0.335
ν36 0.099 −0.018 0.182
ν54 0.128 −0.025 0.193
ν58 0.148 −0.042 0.284
ν62 0.152 −0.087 0.576
ν69 0.167 0.014 0.084
ν72 0.177 0.131 0.740
ν76 0.180 0.067 0.373
ν79 0.187 0.022 0.119
ν81 0.195 −0.107 0.549
ν82 0.198 −0.048 0.245
ν90 0.393 0.001 0.002
ν96 0.394 −0.001 0.003
ν102 0.398 −0.004 0.009

Table F.5: Second order on-diagonal, γαα and off-diagonal, γαβ, coupling constants for the
S1 state of pentacene. All values are in eV.

Mode γαα Modes γαβ
ν62 0.000 71 ν9− 62 0.000
ν72 0.002 04 ν9− 72 0.000
ν76 −0.004 23 ν9− 76 0.000
ν81 0.001 33 ν9− 81 0.000

ν62− 72 −0.002
ν62− 76 0.001
ν62− 81 0.002
ν72− 76 0.001
ν72− 81 −0.003
ν76− 81 −0.002
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Fig. F.2: The normal modes of pentacene important in describing its absorption spectrum:
(a) ν9 ring breathing, (b) ν62 C-H rocking, (c) ν72 C-C ring stretch, (d) ν76 C-C ring stretch
and (e) ν81 in-plane ring distortion.
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Fig. F.3: Cuts through the adiabatic potential energy surfaces along select totally-
symmetric normal modes for the ground state and first excited state of pentacene. The
solitary point is the FC point obtained at the TDDFT/6-31G(d) level. The normal modes
include are (a) ν9 ring breathing, (b) ν62 C-H rocking, (c) ν72 C-C ring stretch, (d) ν76

C-C ring stretch and (e) ν81 in-plane ring distortion.
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ring breathing of the inner-most ring and outward displacement of the outer atoms.

Given the low frequency associated with this mode, the ratio κ/ω is large. Present

also are C-H bending modes involving all C-H bonds except those on the central

ring. The largest values of κ corresponds to modes involving C-C stretching of the

central rings, between those sp2 carbons not bonded to any hydrogens.

The cuts through the PES highlight the large displacement of the S1 minima from

the equilibrium point for modes ν72 and ν81. The small second order on-diagonal

values are also illustrated by the lack of change in shape of the potentials between

the states. The surfaces are well separated and no crossing is seen. The large

separation in energy means any coupling between the states is weak. This provides

good justification for the rationale behind the utility of this model.

F.3 Benzene

As expected, geometry optimisation and frequency calculations lead to a planar ge-

ometry with 30 normal modes, containing only two totally symmetric modes. These

two modes consist of the symmetric ring breathing and C-H stretch a1g modes. The

vertical excitation energies calculated using TDDFT and compared with experiment

and other levels of theory are shown in Table F.6. The accuracy of the calculated

vertical excitation energies varies between methods with the most reliable being

the CASPT2(6,6). As stated earlier the calculation of the Hessian, particularly at

the FC point, is an intensive and demanding calculation. This makes TDDFT the

ideal choice of method. The S1 energy calculated using TDDFT is higher than

experiment, although the subsequent excited states are in relative good agreement.

From the Hessians calculated at the ground state equilibrium geometry and the

FC point, the vibronic coupling Hamiltonian was constructed and the on-diagonal

linear and second order coupling constants obtained. These are shown in Tables F.7

and F.8.
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Table F.6: First five excited states of benzene calculated at different levels of theory. All
calculations used a 6-31G(d) basis.

TD-DFT ADC(2) CASPT2 EOM-CCSD DFT-MRCI Exp. [433]
S1 5.54 5.41 4.91 5.30 5.09 4.90
S2 6.31 6.90 6.28 7.02 6.47 6.20
S3 7.38 7.77 6.92 8.00 7.35 6.94
S4 7.38 7.77 6.92 8.00 7.41 6.94
S5 7.87 9.04 - 9.01 7.76 7.80

Table F.7: Vibrational energies, ω and on-diagonal linear coupling constants, κ for the S1

state of benzene. All values are in eV.

Mode ω κ κ/ω
ν1 0.127 0.183 1.441
ν2 0.398 0.046 0.116

Table F.8: Second order on-diagonal, γαα and bi-linear γαβ coupling constants for the S1

state of benzene. All values are in eV.

Mode γαα Mode γαβ
ν1 −0.022 ν1−9 0.002
ν2 −0.022 ν2−10 0.002
ν3 −0.010 ν3−23 −0.004
ν4 −0.010 ν3−26 −0.002
ν5 −0.014 ν4−24 0.004
ν6 −0.035 ν4−27 0.002
ν7 −0.030 ν6−11 0.012
ν8 −0.030 ν14−22 0.004
ν9 −0.028 ν15−21 −0.004
ν10 −0.028 ν16−19 −0.013
ν11 −0.029 ν17−24 −0.002
ν13 0.003 ν18−23 −0.002
ν14 −0.004
ν15 −0.004
ν16 0.006
ν17 0.002
ν18 0.002
ν19 0.037
ν21 −0.003
ν22 −0.003
ν23 0.005
ν24 0.005
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Table F.7 shows that only one of these modes, ν1, the ring breathing mode

exhibits a large displacement away from the ground state minimum. This leads to a

very small model containing this solitary mode. The second order γαα and bilinear

γαβ coupling constants shown in Table F.8 are all very small, having a negligible

effect on the spectrum.

F.4 Naphthalene

Table F.9 shows large differences in the on-diagonal linear parameters between the

first and second excited states. Greater shifts in the S1 minima compared with the S2

are noted for nearly all the vibrational modes. Inspection of the ratio κ/ω show the

lowest frequency totally symmetric mode to be important in the photodynamics of

both states. In addition, ν3, the C-H bending mode exhibits a large ratio, warranting

its inclusion the model. The high frequency C-H stretching modes however all

possess small κ values, rendering them unlikely to be important.

No second order on diagonal, γ, parameters were obtained, although since the

majority of these values have been smaller for the previously studied systems, their

absence is not too surprising.

Table F.9: Vibrational energies, ω and on-diagonal linear coupling constants, κ for the S1

and S2 state of naphthalene. All values are in eV.

Mode ω κ(1) κ/ω κ(2) κ/ω
ν1 0.065 −0.105 1.615 −0.049 0.754
ν2 0.096 0.055 0.573 0.033 0.344
ν3 0.131 −0.116 0.885 −0.063 0.481
ν4 0.148 −0.021 0.142 −0.009 0.061
ν5 0.176 0.122 0.693 0.066 0.375
ν6 0.187 0.114 0.610 0.060 0.321
ν7 0.202 0.088 0.436 0.048 0.238
ν8 0.395 −0.011 0.028 −0.007 0.018
ν9 0.398 −0.029 0.073 −0.018 0.045
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. F.4: The normal modes of naphthalene important in describing its absorption spec-
trum: (a) ν1, ring breathing (b) ν2, ring distortion (c) ν3, C-H bending (d) ν5, C-C ring
stretch (e) ν6, C-H bending and (f) ν7, C-C ring stretch.

Based on these values six modes were determined to be important for both

excited states. They are: ν1, the lowest frequency totally symmetric mode corre-

sponding to a ring breathing mode; ν2, a ring distortion mode; ν3, C-H bending

model; ν5, C-C ring stretching mode; ν6, C-H bending mode and ν7, C-C ring

stretch mode. These modes are illustrated in Figure F.4 and are consistent with

similar modes deemed important in the photodynamics of the higher polyacenes

studied previously. The lowest frequency ring breathing mode again shows itself to

be significant, as well as C-H bending and C-C ring stretching modes.

Cuts through the PES, along each of these six modes, are shown in Figure F.5.

Initially, the cuts appear to show the S1 and S2 states crossing or approaching

each other. This is unlikely to be a true reflection of the potential energy surfaces

and is presumably an artifact of the TDDFT energies predicting the two states

to be too close in energy. Given that experimentally the S1 vertical excitation

energy was determined to be around 4 eV, then more accurate electronic structure

calculations would see the S1 potentials shifted downwards and away from the S2

curves. As a result, the convergence and crossing of the curves would be removed.

This exemplifies the need for accurate quantum chemical calculations to ensure false
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Fig. F.5: Cuts through the adiabatic potential energy surfaces along select totally-
symmetric normal modes for the ground state, first and second excited state of naph-
thalene. The two points are the FC point obtained at the TDDFT/6-31G(d) level. The
normal modes include are (a) ν1, ring breathing (b) ν2, ring distortion (c) ν3, C-H bending
(d) ν5, C-C ring stretch (e) ν6, C-H bending and (f) ν7, C-C ring stretch.
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features do not emerge. These potential energy surfaces are highly likely to affect

the simulations.

The surfaces do however highlight the large displacement in the S1 minima and

relatively small shift in the S2, especially in the ring breathing ν1 mode. The absence

of any second-order γ terms is also apparent, with no change in the width of the

potentials between the ground and excited states.

The exclusion of modes that possibly couple the S1 and S2 states may be a

notable omission. Although this simplified model neglects coupling terms, and has

been shown to perform best when there is little coupling between states, it is possible

to be incorporated to provide at least qualitative results.

F.5 Methyl and Hydroxmethyl

Vibrational frequency calculations yield 78 and 75 normal modes for 9-hydroxymethyl-

and 9-methyl anthracene, respectively. An issue encountered is the low molecular

symmetry each derivative possesses as mentioned early. This lack of symmetry

reduces the number of matrix-elements that become zero in the vibronic-coupling

Hamiltonian. In the case of 9-hydroxymethyl anthracene, its C1 symmetry leads to

all vibrations having a symmetry and hence all 78 normal modes having non-zero

on-diagonal linear coupling constants. The Cs symmetry of 9-methyl anthracene

does at least offer two different vibrational symmetry labels, the totally-symmetric

a′ mode and the a′′ mode. Even then, there exist 49 non-zero values for the on-

diagonal linear coupling constants. These values are shown in Tables F.11 and F.10.

Immediately, it becomes apparent that selecting the significant modes from this

large number of non-zero parameters is challenging. Whilst the model is efficient in

rapidly providing the coupling constants for the Harmonic potentials, the wavepacket

propagation through the MCTDH method is still computationally restrictive on the

number of modes included in the calculation. Picking out the largest κ values and
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Table F.10: Vibrational energies, ω and on-diagonal linear coupling constants, κ for the
S1 state of 9-hydroxymethyl anthracene. All values are in eV.

Mode ω κ κ/ω Mode ω κ κ/ω
ν1 0.005 0.004 0.800 ν40 0.133 0.000
ν2 0.010 −0.005 0.500 ν41 0.134 −0.001 0.006
ν3 0.013 0.004 0.308 ν42 0.141 −0.009 0.064
ν4 0.014 0.000 0.000 ν43 0.147 −0.001 0.007
ν5 0.027 −0.005 0.185 ν44 0.148 0.034 0.226
ν6 0.029 0.001 0.034 ν45 0.150 −0.042 0.278
ν7 0.034 −0.015 0.441 ν46 0.151 0.000 0.000
ν8 0.037 0.003 0.081 ν47 0.156 −0.021 0.134
ν9 0.043 −0.017 0.395 ν48 0.156 −0.005 0.032
ν10 0.045 0.005 0.111 ν49 0.157 0.001 0.004
ν11 0.049 0.036 0.735 ν50 0.161 0.075 0.463
ν12 0.053 −0.002 0.038 ν51 0.163 0.063 0.385
ν13 0.053 −0.018 0.340 ν52 0.171 0.021 0.123
ν14 0.060 −0.003 0.050 ν53 0.171 0.040 0.233
ν15 0.063 −0.001 0.016 ν54 0.176 0.001 0.006
ν16 0.066 0.001 0.015 ν55 0.177 0.000 0.000
ν17 0.070 −0.001 0.014 ν56 0.180 −0.140 0.778
ν18 0.072 −0.030 0.417 ν57 0.183 0.051 0.279
ν19 0.077 0.002 0.026 ν58 0.186 0.001 0.005
ν20 0.081 −0.012 0.148 ν59 0.189 −0.006 0.032
ν21 0.083 −0.004 0.048 ν60 0.191 0.013 0.068
ν22 0.088 −0.025 0.284 ν61 0.195 0.013 0.067
ν23 0.093 0.000 0.000 ν62 0.196 −0.013 0.066
ν24 0.094 0.000 ν63 0.200 0.176 0.880
ν25 0.096 0.000 0.000 ν64 0.203 0.000
ν26 0.100 0.005 0.050 ν65 0.208 0.005 0.024
ν27 0.104 0.001 0.010 ν66 0.209 −0.002 0.010
ν28 0.107 0.009 0.084 ν67 0.374 0.005 0.013
ν29 0.108 −0.004 0.037 ν68 0.380 −0.001 0.003
ν30 0.109 0.010 0.092 ν69 0.393 0.001 0.003
ν31 0.112 −0.004 0.036 ν70 0.394 0.003 0.007
ν32 0.114 0.017 0.149 ν71 0.394 0.003 0.008
ν33 0.118 0.001 0.008 ν72 0.395 0.001 0.003
ν34 0.119 −0.004 0.034 ν73 0.395 0.001 0.002
ν35 0.122 −0.003 0.025 ν74 0.397 0.003 0.008
ν36 0.123 −0.004 0.033 ν75 0.397 −0.008 0.020
ν37 0.127 −0.012 0.094 ν76 0.400 −0.005 0.013
ν38 0.128 0.002 0.016 ν77 0.400 −0.004 0.010
ν39 0.130 −0.020 0.154 ν78 0.462 −0.004 0.009
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Table F.11: Vibrational energies, ω and on-diagonal linear coupling constants, κ for the
S1 state of 9-methyl anthracene. All values are in eV.

Mode ω κ κ/ω
ν6 0.031 −0.001 0.032
ν8 0.043 0.021 0.488
ν9 0.049 −0.003 0.061
ν11 0.053 0.013 0.245
ν14 0.066 0.001 0.015
ν16 0.070 0.009 0.129
ν18 0.077 0.001 0.013
ν19 0.081 0.001 0.012
ν20 0.087 −0.001 0.011
ν25 0.104 −0.005 0.048
ν28 0.108 0.004 0.037
ν30 0.114 0.104 0.912
ν35 0.128 −0.031 0.242
ν36 0.130 0.002 0.015
ν37 0.131 0.011 0.084
ν39 0.135 0.028 0.207
ν40 0.141 −0.166 1.177
ν41 0.147 −0.001 0.007
ν42 0.148 −0.004 0.027
ν43 0.150 0.002 0.013
ν44 0.152 0.032 0.211
ν45 0.157 0.057 0.363
ν46 0.161 −0.005 0.031
ν47 0.163 0.002 0.012
ν48 0.169 −0.031 0.183
ν49 0.171 −0.008 0.047
ν50 0.176 0.002 0.011
ν51 0.177 0.080 0.452
ν52 0.179 −0.010 0.056
ν53 0.180 0.003 0.017
ν54 0.185 −0.003 0.016
ν55 0.186 −0.007 0.038
ν57 0.189 −0.002 0.011
ν58 0.192 −0.005 0.026
ν59 0.196 0.011 0.056
ν60 0.200 −0.004 0.020
ν61 0.203 −0.034 0.167
ν62 0.208 0.048 0.231
ν63 0.209 0.006 0.029
ν64 0.378 −0.004 0.011
ν66 0.393 0.005 0.013
ν68 0.394 −0.022 0.056
ν69 0.394 0.002 0.005
ν70 0.395 −0.002 0.005
ν71 0.395 0.001 0.003
ν72 0.397 −0.007 0.018
ν73 0.397 0.004 0.010
ν74 0.400 −0.011 0.028
ν75 0.400 0.011 0.028
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κ/ω ratio will greatly reduce the number of modes that may be important. Given

also that the experimental spectra shows no change in the vibrational fine structure

from that of anthracene, then picking out the vibrational modes similar to those

important in anthracene should be a useful approach.

From analysing Table F.11, eight vibrational modes were deemed to be important

in the S1 photochemistry of the methyl derivative and were included in the model.

These were ν30, methyl bending/para C-H bending, ν35, C-H bending and methyl

rocking, ν40, C-H bending and ring distortion, ν44 and ν45, C-H bending, ν51, C-H

bending of the outer rings, ν61, methyl bending/para C-H bending and ν62, C-H

bending and C-C ring stretch. Mode ν40, which possesses the largest value of κ and

of the ratio κ/ω and is shown in Figure F.6(a) is very similar to the normal modes

selected for the anthracene model.

For the hydroxymethyl derivative, eight modes were also chosen for use in the

a)

c)

b)

d)

Fig. F.6: Select normal modes of 9-methyl and 9-hydroxymethyl anthracene. (a) and (b)
show the modes with the highest κ values whilst (c) and (d) show the ring breathing mode.
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model. These were ν11, ring breathing mode, ν45, C-H rocking, ν50, C-H rock-

ing/middle ring distortion, ν51, C-H rocking/ring distortion, ν53, C-H rocking, ν56,

C-C and methylene rocking, ν57, methylene rocking and ν63, C-C ring stretch mode.

Again, the mode with the largest κ value and ratio, ν63, the C-C ring stretch mode,

was also observed to be important for anthracene, tetracene and pentacene. This

mode is shown in Figure F.6(b) and is very similar to the ν9 mode seen in anthracene.

F.6 Carboxylic Acid and Aldehyde

The on-diagonal linear coupling constants for AnCA and AnCHO are shown in

Tables F.12 and Tables F.13. Analysis of Table F.12 shows there to be four modes

with large κ values. These are ν40, a C-H bending mode, ν49, a ring breathing/C-H

bending mode, ν56, a C-C ring stretch mode and ν59, a C-H bending mode. Again,

these modes resemble those shown to be important for anthracene and the other

derivatives studied so far. Based on high values of the ratio κ/ω, a further three

modes were considered: these were the two lowest frequency modes, ν1 and ν2, both

of which involve torsional motion of the carbonyl group and out of plane motion

of the anthracene core ring system, and ν6, an out of plane ring wiggle mode. Out

of these modes, four were regarded as being important for the S1 photodynamics

of AnCA, ν6, ν49, ν56 and ν59, these are shown in Figure F.7. Despite its large κ

value, it was found that ν40 introduces progressions in the spectrum which are not

observed experimentally. The omission of modes ν1 and ν2 is discussed later.

For AnCHO, there are three normal modes that display large κ values. These

are ν46, a C-H bending/skeletal distortion mode, ν52, C-C stretch mode and ν58,

another C-C stretch mode. Based on the ratio κ/ω, mode ν1, an out of plane ring

bend, is also likely to contribute to the photodynamics. Combining these creates

the four mode model used in simulating the absorption and emission spectra. These

modes are illustrated in Figure F.8.
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Table F.12: Vibrational energies, ω and on-diagonal linear coupling constants, κ for the
S1 state of anthracene-9-carboxylic acid. All values are in eV.

Mode ω κ κ/ω Mode ω κ κ/ω
ν1 0.008 0.043 5.375 ν40 0.131 0.170 1.298
ν2 0.009 −0.041 4.556 ν41 0.131 0.002 0.015
ν3 0.013 0.004 0.308 ν42 0.141 0.003 0.021
ν4 0.015 0.007 0.467 ν43 0.145 −0.016 0.110
ν5 0.024 −0.005 0.208 ν44 0.147 0.001 0.007
ν6 0.029 −0.024 0.828 ν45 0.148 −0.017 0.115
ν7 0.030 −0.004 0.133 ν46 0.151 0.014 0.093
ν8 0.033 0.008 0.242 ν47 0.152 −0.004 0.026
ν9 0.044 −0.023 0.523 ν48 0.158 −0.001 0.006
ν10 0.045 −0.036 0.800 ν49 0.161 0.058 0.360
ν11 0.051 −0.020 0.392 ν50 0.162 0.015 0.093
ν12 0.051 0.045 0.882 ν51 0.166 −0.002 0.012
ν13 0.054 0.006 0.111 ν52 0.169 −0.003 0.018
ν14 0.060 0.008 0.133 ν53 0.173 0.008 0.046
ν15 0.063 −0.003 0.048 ν54 0.176 −0.001 0.006
ν16 0.064 0.012 0.188 ν55 0.178 −0.007 0.039
ν17 0.071 0.000 0.000 ν56 0.180 0.117 0.650
ν18 0.074 0.005 0.068 ν57 0.186 0.014 0.075
ν19 0.078 −0.005 0.064 ν58 0.186 0.010 0.054
ν20 0.080 0.010 0.125 ν59 0.191 −0.142 0.743
ν21 0.082 0.004 0.049 ν60 0.195 −0.003 0.015
ν22 0.082 0.006 0.073 ν61 0.200 −0.016 0.080
ν23 0.088 −0.029 0.330 ν62 0.202 0.001 0.005
ν24 0.093 −0.004 0.043 ν63 0.208 0.000 0.000
ν25 0.094 −0.008 0.085 ν64 0.209 −0.005 0.024
ν26 0.095 0.010 0.105 ν65 0.224 0.017 0.076
ν27 0.096 −0.005 0.052 ν66 0.394 −0.002 0.005
ν28 0.101 0.001 0.010 ν67 0.394 −0.001 0.003
ν29 0.107 0.059 0.551 ν68 0.395 −0.007 0.018
ν30 0.108 0.003 0.028 ν69 0.396 0.007 0.018
ν31 0.108 0.001 0.009 ν70 0.396 0.012 0.030
ν32 0.109 −0.001 0.009 ν71 0.398 0.010 0.025
ν33 0.114 −0.001 0.009 ν72 0.398 −0.026 0.065
ν34 0.117 −0.003 0.026 ν73 0.403 0.001 0.002
ν35 0.120 −0.003 0.025 ν74 0.404 −0.002 0.005
ν36 0.120 0.002 0.017 ν75 0.455 0.001 0.002
ν37 0.123 −0.028 0.228
ν38 0.123 0.019 0.154
ν39 0.124 0.007 0.056
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Table F.13: Vibrational energies, ω and on-diagonal linear coupling constants, κ for the
S1 state of anthracene-9-carbaldehyde. All values are in eV.

Mode ω κ κ/ω Mode ω κ κ/ω
ν1 0.007 0.010 1.351 ν40 0.141 0.007 0.050
ν2 0.011 −0.007 0.642 ν41 0.147 0.012 0.082
ν3 0.013 0.001 0.075 ν42 0.147 0.024 0.163
ν4 0.015 0.002 0.130 ν43 0.150 −0.053 0.353
ν5 0.029 −0.001 0.034 ν44 0.151 0.008 0.053
ν6 0.031 −0.012 0.385 ν45 0.157 −0.004 0.025
ν7 0.034 −0.006 0.179 ν46 0.159 −0.080 0.503
ν8 0.037 −0.003 0.081 ν47 0.163 0.034 0.209
ν9 0.046 −0.010 0.216 ν48 0.168 −0.009 0.054
ν10 0.049 −0.005 0.101 ν49 0.170 0.020 0.118
ν11 0.050 −0.019 0.377 ν50 0.175 −0.001 0.006
ν12 0.053 0.025 0.469 ν51 0.177 −0.001 0.006
ν13 0.060 0.001 0.017 ν52 0.179 −0.104 0.581
ν14 0.063 0.000 ν53 0.183 −0.039 0.213
ν15 0.065 −0.007 0.108 ν54 0.184 −0.010 0.054
ν16 0.066 0.014 0.211 ν55 0.185 −0.002 0.011
ν17 0.074 0.012 0.162 ν56 0.190 −0.019 0.100
ν18 0.076 −0.006 0.079 ν57 0.195 −0.003 0.015
ν19 0.081 0.039 0.481 ν58 0.199 0.160 0.804
ν20 0.083 0.003 0.036 ν59 0.202 0.001 0.005
ν21 0.089 −0.019 0.213 ν60 0.207 −0.002 0.010
ν22 0.093 −0.002 0.021 ν61 0.209 −0.006 0.029
ν23 0.094 −0.002 0.021 ν62 0.218 0.030 0.138
ν24 0.096 0.000 0.000 ν63 0.369 0.002 0.005
ν25 0.098 −0.003 0.031 ν64 0.393 0.006 0.015
ν26 0.107 0.002 0.019 ν65 0.394 0.002 0.005
ν27 0.107 −0.008 0.075 ν66 0.394 −0.004 0.010
ν28 0.110 0.004 0.036 ν67 0.395 0.003 0.008
ν29 0.110 0.000 ν68 0.395 0.003 0.008
ν30 0.115 −0.002 0.017 ν69 0.397 0.006 0.015
ν31 0.117 0.001 0.009 ν70 0.398 −0.005 0.013
ν32 0.120 0.000 0.000 ν71 0.401 −0.002 0.005
ν33 0.121 0.000 0.000 ν72 0.405 0.004 0.010
ν34 0.123 −0.002 0.016
ν35 0.125 0.006 0.048
ν36 0.126 0.004 0.032
ν37 0.130 0.002 0.015
ν38 0.131 0.014 0.107
ν39 0.133 0.005 0.038
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The cuts through the potential energy surfaces along the selected modes are

shown in Figure F.9. The cuts shown on the left are for AnCA. As expected, the

non-zero value for the linear coupling constant manifests itself in the displacement

of the S1 minima away from the equilibrium geometry. The cut along the ν6 mode

is shallow, reflecting the low frequency of the mode. Similarly the cuts for AnCHO

show the displacement of the S1 minima away from the equilibrium geometry. Inter-

estingly, the cut along the lowest frequency ν1 mode is nearly flat for the S1 state.

Such a flat surface is indicative of an unbound surface, although the slight gradi-

ent suggests the minimum may be displaced much further from the ground state

minimum.

The two lowest modes for AnCA, ν1 and ν2, were previously mentioned as being

omitted from the model, despite their high κ/ω ratios. This is because the cuts along

these modes exhibit similar behaviour to that seen for ν1 in AnCHO. Namely, the

S1 potential for these modes is not bound, instead forming a negative gradient. This

creates problems with the dynamics, as the wavepacket will either rapidly disperse

as it reaches the end of the potential, or rebound against the grid on which the

potentials are constructed. The easiest way to avoid these problems is simply to

exclude these modes from the model. It is unlikely these modes contribute to the

absorption spectrum, although it has been established that the torsional motion of

the group has an impact on the dynamics. Increasing the length of the cut along

these modes show there is a conical intersection with the ground state. In addition,

both show a minimum, although its location is shifted far from the ground state

minimum. The cuts through the potential energy surface along these modes are

shown in Figure F.10.

In their study of the fluorescence of AnCA, Rodriquez-Cordoba et al. calculated

potential energy curves for the dihedral angle O-C-C-C in the ground and S1 state

employing a PCM model to replicate condensed phase behaviour [434]. The results
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a) b)

c) d)

Fig. F.7: The normal modes that are important in the S1 photodynamics of anthracene-
9-carboxylic acid. (a) ν6 out of plane wiggle (b) ν49 a ring breathing/C-H bending mode
(c) ν56, a C-C ring stretch mode and (d) ν59, a C-H bending mode.

a) b)

c) d)

Fig. F.8: The normal modes that are important in the S1 photodynamics of anthracene-9-
carboxylic acid. (a) ν1, an out of plane ring bend (b) ν46, a C-H bending/skeletal distortion
mode (c) ν52, C-C stretch mode and (d) ν58, another C-C stretch mode.
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Fig. F.9: Cuts through the adiabatic potential energy surfaces along select totally sym-
metric modes for the ground and first excited state of (left) anthracene-9-carboxylic acid
and (right) anthracene-9-carbaldehyde.
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Fig. F.10: Cuts through the adiabatic potential energy surfaces along (a) ν1 and (b) ν2

for the ground and first excited state of anthracene-9-carboxylic acid. The cuts on the
right show these modes along a greater number of points and the intersection made with
the ground state.
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showed the ground state to be formed of a double well potential with a small rota-

tional barrier, whilst in the excited state a much large barrier was encountered. The

implications of this are that the FC points on the S1 possess a large gradient with

respect to the nuclear coordinates. Since the simplified model here only constructs

potentials harmonically, then it is unable to produce such a topology. This sup-

ports the shape of the cuts along modes ν1 and ν2, both of which correspond to this

torsional motion. In the dissociated carboxylate salt, however, the potentials along

this dihedral angle are much more harmonic in both states, with the S1 minimum

hardly shifted.
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